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Speco DVRs/NVRs

Four Channel IP  
Camera NVR Server with Cloud Archiving
The NVRP41TB is a four channel Network Video 
Recorder that records video from IP cameras. Features: 
•Four channel IP Camera NVR server with cloud 
archiving •Embedded Linux •Compact and lightweight 
profile •Uncomplicated system and IP updates through 
USB drives •Three year warranty •No licensing fees 
•Supports 50+ IP camera brands •IP video streams: 
H.264, MPEG4 and MJPEG •First three channels can 
support 2.3 Megapixels •Last channel can support up 
to 5 Megapixels •4 IP (video + audio) CHs - Up to 2.3 
MegaPixel (1920 x 1200) IP camera features •View on 
an iPhone®, iPad®, Blackberry® or Android™ 
 MCM Part # HDD Capacity ONLY
 82-16250 1TB $969.00
 82-16251 2TB 1099.00

NEW!

Dual-Codec IP 
Video Server
OS101 is a dual-
codec (H.264 and 
MJPEG) video 
server in an ultra-compact housing. Multiple video 
streams with differentiated resolutions and frame  
rates will ensure the highest quality service  
while enabling simultaneous connections through 
lower speed networks. Features: •Multi-profile 
streaming (up to 5 streams of different resolutions, 
frame rates and codec selections) •Digital PTZ, 
video crop •Built-in standard PoE (IEEE802.11at) 
•SD card slot (card not included) •Two-way audio 
communication •Small form factor •Power output 
(12V) for analog camera •Improved picture quality 
•Video output: BNC and BALUN (twisted UTP cable) 
•ONVIF support •2 year warranty 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16245 $419.00

NEW!

16 Channel 960H DVR 
with Digital Deterrent®

•H.264 video compression •Networkable DVR with 
free DDNS server •Easy and simple graphical user 
interface •Digital Deterrent® for triggering audio 
message via motion detection or sensor •Two-way 
audio communication •Programmable recording on 
motion detection, sensor, schedule, continuous and 
manual •Real-time recording rate at 480FPS at 960H/
D1 •Supports wireless access point for viewing and 
configuration 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # HDD ONLY
 82-17785 D16DS1TB 1TB $859.00
 82-17786 D16DS2TB 2TB 999.00
 82-17787 D16DS3TB 3TB 1099.00
 82-17788 D16DS4TB 4TB 1279.00
 82-17789 D16DS6TB 6TB 1459.00
 82-17790 D16DS9TB 9TB 1829.00

NEW!

HD-SDI DVR
DVR4HD is a new generation of digital video recorder 
with HD quality live and recorded video. Features: 
•Complements Speco Technologies HD-SDI camera 
line •High definition is great for viewing details such as 
a person’s face, reading a license plate or using a single 
camera to cover a large area •User gets high speed 
digital video over coax cable with no compression or 
bandwidth issues •Megapixel performance over coax 
•User Access: up to 4 concurrent users •Able to zoom 
both live and playback •Easy upgrade to existing 
CCTV system •No special installer training necessary 
•Exceeds end user’s expectations •Same video quality 
as HDTV •Simple to program •Rack mountable 
•Includes remote control •View on iPhone®, iPad® or 
Android™ 
 MCM Part # HDD Capacity ONLY
 82-16310 1TB $2629.00
 82-16311 2TB 2799.00
 82-16312 4TB 3119.00
 82-16313 6TB 3479.00

NEW!

HD-SDI  
Hybrid DVR

DVR82HD is a new generation of digital video 
recorder with HD quality live and recorded video. 
Features: •Complements Speco Technologies HD-
SDI camera line •High definition is great for viewing 
details such as a person’s face, reading a license 
plate or using a single camera to cover a large area 
•User gets high speed digital video over coax cable 
with no compression or bandwidth issues •Hybrid 
DVR: Two channels 720p/1080p + 8 channels D1 
•Megapixel performance over coax •User access: Up 
to four concurrent users •Able to zoom both live and 
playback •Easy upgrade to existing CCTV system •No 
special installer training necessary •Exceeds end user’s 
expectations •Same video quality as HDTV •Simple to 
program •Rack mountable •Includes remote control 
•View on iPhone®, iPad® or Android™ 
 MCM Part # HDD Capacity ONLY
 82-16315 1TB $2579.00
 82-16316 2TB 2709.00
 82-16317 4TB 2999.00
 82-16318 6TB 3729.00

NEW!

GS/PS Series Multi-Channel Hybrid DVR
Speco's GS/PS series DVRs are available in 24 and 
32 channel configurations with hard drives ranging 
from 1TB up to 8TB. The GS/PS DVR can be used 
for more complicated installations requiring analog 
and digital cameras. Features: •Easy to follow Set-Up 
wizards to help get you started •Optimized for full 
HD surveillance •GS series features full D1 resolution 
•Expanded video display options - HDMI support 
•Storage expansion via eSATA and iSCSI •MAC and 
PC compatible software included •Free Speco DDNS 
service for use with dynamic IP addresses •Recording 
rate up to 480FPS •H.264 recording •Two-way 
audio •SNS communication alert via Twitter •Email 
notification of alarm events •View on iPhone®, iPad®, 
Blackberry® or Android™ 
 MCM Part # Channels HDD Capacity ONLY
 GS Series
 82-16255 8 Analog/16 IP 1TB $3109.00
 82-16256 8 Analog/16 IP 2TB 3209.00
 82-16257 8 Analog/16 IP 4TB 3569.00
 82-16258 8 Analog/16 IP 6TB 3859.00
 82-16259 8 Analog/16 IP 8TB 4179.00
 82-16265 16 Analog/16 IP 1TB 3319.00
 82-16266 16 Analog/16 IP 2TB 3429.00
 82-16267 16 Analog/16 IP 4TB 3689.00
 82-16268 16 Analog/16 IP 6TB 3999.00
 82-16269 16 Analog/16 IP 8TB 4339.00
 PS Series
 82-16275 8 Analog/16 IP 1TB 2219.00
 82-16276 8 Analog/16 IP 2TB 2349.00
 82-16277 8 Analog/16 IP 4TB 2599.00
 82-16278 8 Analog/16 IP 6TB 2899.00
 82-16280 16 Analog/16 IP 1TB 2399.00
 82-16281 16 Analog/16 IP 2TB 2539.00
 82-16282 16 Analog/16 IP 4TB 2799.00
 82-16283 16 Analog/16 IP 6TB 3079.00

NEW!

Plug and Play  
NVR with PoE

•Plug-and-play feature with Speco’s OnSIP/VIP 
cameras •Dual network ports for isolating IP camera 
network traffic and remote network •Supports all 
H.264 compression profiles (baseline, main and high) 
•Network video recorder with free DDNS server 
•Easy and simple graphical user interface •Digital 
Deterrent™ for triggering audio message via motion 
detection or sensor •Two-way audio communication 
•Programmable recording on motion detection, 
sensor, schedule, continuous and manual •Full 
HD (1920 x 1080) recording and playback •Covert 
camera operation provides enhanced security and 
administrator control •Remote monitoring/recording/
playback/configuration/software upgrades and PTZ 
control via internet •Free Apps with support for view 
on iPhone®, iPad® or Android™ 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels HDD ONLY
 82-17765 N4NSP1TB 4 1TB $799.00
 82-17766 N4NSP2TB 4 2TB 899.00
 82-17767 N4NSP3TB 4 3TB 999.00
 82-17768 N4NSP4TB 4 4TB 1199.00
 82-17769 N4NSP6TB 4 6TB 1399.00
 82-17770 N4NSP8TB 4 8TB 1799.00
 82-17775 N8NSP1TB 8 1TB 1059.00
 82-17776 N8NSP2TB 8 2TB 1199.00
 82-17777 N8NSP3TB 8 3TB 1319.00
 82-17778 N8NSP4TB 8 4TB 1499.00
 82-17779 N8NSP6TB 8 6TB 1679.00
 82-17780 N8NSP8TB 8 8TB 1999.00

NEW!
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16 Channel  

DVR Server with Intelligent Analytics
The DVRPC16T Series DVR features Intelligent 
Analytics which make it ideal for a commercial or 
corporate application requiring higher security. 
Features: •Windows® XP Embedded PC Based 
Operating System •True Hybrid DVR provides IP 
camera support on most popular brands including 
megapixel resolution •H.264 hardware compression 
•480FPS total recording frame rate, configurable to 
divide across 16 channels •Digital Deterrent™ ready 
•Supports POS integration •DVD/RW standard •16 
camera inputs and loopouts •16 audio inputs •Dual 
VGA Output •HDD Capacity: 6TB •Two 10/100/1000 
Ethernet interfaces •Advanced programmable motion 
detection with video analytics •16 sensor inputs •Four 
alarm outputs •Pan/Tilt/Zoom control •Password 
protection •True Hybrid DVR provides IP camera 
support on most popular brands 
 MCM Part # HDD Capacity ONLY
 82-16285 1TB $3029.00
 82-16286 2TB 3169.00
 82-16287 4TB 3499.00
 82-16288 6TB 3839.00

NEW!

Speco DVRs/NVRs

CS Series DVR
Speco’s CS series DVR combines superior 
image quality with fully geared functionality 
to meet the high expectations of security 
demands today. The CS series DVR is a perfect solution for projects 
that require both versatility and stability while providing a great balance with its sleek and stylish 
design. Features: •EZ Record,EZ Copy & EZ Network •EZSearch breaks down 24 hrs of recorded video into 
each to find 2 1/1 minute clips •EZ Set-Up Wizards, with one click wizard guides you to set up essentials of 
the system •Up to 480 fps recording rate •Two way audio available at DVR location or through mobile apps 
•Includes Digital Deterrent™ which sends out an audible signal when motion is detected, letting the subject 
know they are being recorded •Email notification of 
alarm events & text message alerts of system activity 
and status •SNS communication alert via Twitter 
•Built in S.M.A.R.T. Technology (Self-Monitoring, 
Analysis and reporting,Technology for HDD) •Easy 
software upgrade via Network or USB Flash drive 
•POS •Multiple analytics such as museum search and 
advanced motion detection •Free Apps with support 
for iPhone®, iTouch®,Blackberry®, or Android™ 

 MCM Part # Description Hard Drive ONLY
 82-14582 4 channel 2Tb $659.00
 82-14583 8 channel 500Gb 719.00
 82-14584 8 channel 1Tb 779.00
 82-14585 8 channel 2Tb 889.00
 82-14586 16 channel 500Gb 889.00
 82-14587 16 channel 1Tb 939.99
 82-14588 16 channel 2Tb 1039.00

N4NSP, N8NSP, N16NSP  
4, 8,16 Channel NVR with Built-In PoE and Digital Deterrent®

Contact us at: sales@specotech.com  Toll Free: 1-800-645-5516  specotech.com

We’ve Simplified IP
Products • Training • Support
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LS Series  
DVR with Looping Outputs

Speco’s LS series DVR combines superior image 
quality with fully geared functionality to meet the high 
expectations of security demands today. The LS series 
DVR is a perfect solution for your home or business. 
Features: •EZ Network: for quick setup on a network 
•EZ Search breaks down 24 hrs of recorded video into 
each to find 2 1/1 minute clips •EZ Set-Up Wizards, 
with one click wizard guides you to set up essentials 
of the system •Up to 480 fps recording rate •Video 
loopouts •Multiple analytics such as museum search 
and advanced motion detection -Email notification of 
alarm events •Remote upgrade •2 way audio available 
at DVR location or through mobile apps •Includes 
Digital Deterrent™ which sends out an audible signal 
when motion is detected, letting the subject know they 
are being recorded •Supports POS integration •Email 
notification of alarm events & text message alerts 
of system activity and status •SNS communication 
alert via Twitter •Built in S.M.A.R.T. Technology 
(Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting,Technology 
for HDD) •Dynamically programmable recording 
priority, motion detection, alarms and scheduling •IR 
remote control included – individually control up to 16 
DVRs •Free Apps with support for iPhone®, iTouch®, 
Blackberry®, or Android™ 
 MCM Part # Description Hard Drive ONLY
 82-14590 8 channel 500Gb $1179.00
 82-14591 8 channel 1Tb 1219.00
 82-14592 8 channel 2Tb 1339.00
 82-14594 16 channel 500Gb 1449.00
 82-14595 16 channel 1Tb 1489.00
 82-14596 16 channel 2Tb 1589.00

RS Series  
Multi-Channel DVR

The RS series DVRs are available in multichannel 
(4/8/16) and with hard drives ranging from 250Gb up  
to 2Tb. The RS DVR can be used for budget-minded 
security installations as well as complex commercial 
systems. Features: •EZCopy & EZRecord •EZSearch 
breaks down 24 hrs of recorded video into each to  
find 2 1/1 minute clips •Recording rate at 120FPS at  
D1 •Built in S.M.A.R.T. Technology, Self-Monitoring, 
Analysis and Reporting, Technology for HDD 
•Recording rate: 120 fps @ D1 •USB 2.0 port for video 
clip exporting and easy software upgrade via USB 
flash drive •Easy firmware upgrade by USB port or 
network •Network accessible via SpecoTech Multi-
Client Software,Internet Explorer Web-Viewer and 
Speco Player Mobile Viewer •Free Apps with support 
for iPhone®, iPad® or Android™ •HDD size available up 
to 1 TB on 4 Channel and 2 TB on 8 and 16 Channel 
 MCM Part # Description Hard Drive ONLY
 82-14601 4 channel 500Gb $409.00
 82-14602 4 channel 1Tb 459.00
 82-14604 8 channel 500Gb 629.00
 82-14605 8 channel 1Tb 699.00
 82-14606 8 channel 2Tb 769.00
 82-14608 16 channel 500Gb 679.00
 82-14609 16 channel 1Tb 719.00
 82-14610 16 channel 2Tb 829.00

Speco WRS Series  
Multi-Channel Covert DVR 
Speco's WRS Series DVRs are 
multichannel (4/8/16), H.264 
networkable, covert, wall  
mount digital video recorders 
developed for smaller 
applications that need to  
be within specific budget 
guidelines without giving up 
desirable features. Features: 
•DVR in covert wall mount 
chassis •HDD size available up 
to 2 TB SO-D4WRS250 (D4WRS250)SO-D8WRS250 
(D8WRS250)SO-D16WRS250 (D16WRS250) •DVR  
in covert wall mount chassis with built-in 7” screen 
allows for viewing and control at the DVR •HDD  
size available up to 2 TB D4WRSM250 D8WRSM250 
D16WRSM250 •DVR with built-in power supply, 
supplies power to DVR and 4 / 9 cameras •HDD  
size available up to 2 TB D4WRSP250 D8WRSP250 
•DVR with built-in power supply, supplies power to 
DVR & a built-in 7” screen allows for viewing and 
control at the DVR •HDD size available up to 2 TB 
 MCM Part # Inputs Hard Drive ONLY
 82-14616 4 channel 500Gb $409.00
 82-14617 4 channel 1Tb 459.00
 82-14619 8 channel 500Gb 629.00
 82-14620 8 channel 1Tb 669.00
 82-14621 8 channel 2Tb 769.00
 82-14623 16 channel 500Gb 679.00
 82-14624 16 channel 1Tb 719.00
 82-14625 16 channel 2Tb 829.00

DVR/VCR  
Lockbox with Fan
Safely lock desktop 
DVR or VCR units 
measuring up to 21" (W) x 21" (L) x 8" (H). Features: 
•Integrated fan with power cord •Washable filter 
•16AWG steel •Durable powder-coat finish •Cam-
locking door front (two keys included) •Knock-outs for 
cable entry •Removable lid provides easy access •Secures 
to mounting surface using factory drilled holes •Rubber 
bumpers protect mounting surfaces •Weight: 18 lbs. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12265 $174.00

Speco IP Cameras

2MP Wireless  
Cube Camera
•HD megapixel resolution 
supported •WiFi - 
IEEE802.11 (b/g/n) •Micro 
SD slot (card not included) 
•2DNR (2 dimensional noise 
reduction) •BLC (backlight 
compensation) •ONVIF 
support •Triple compression 
(H.264, MPEG4, MJPEG 
) •Triple streaming •Cross 
web-browsing •Motion adaptive transmission  
•Mfr. #VIP2C1N 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17810 $229.00

NEW!

WCS Series Multi-
Channel Covert DVR
Speco’s WCS series DVRs 
are multichannel (4/8/16), 
H.264 networkable, covert, 
wall mount digital video 
recorders developed for 
smaller applications that need 
to be within specific budget 
guidelines without giving up 
desirable features. Features: 
•EZ Network and EZ Setup 
software to get you up and running faster 
than ever • Free central management system (Speco 
Central) software allows viewing of multiple DVRs 
on a PC •Networkable DVR with free DDNS server 
•Programmable recording on motion detection, sensor, 
schedule, continuous and manual •Recording rate 
at 120fps at D1 •H.264 video compression •Built in 
S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting 
Technology for HDD) technology •Four channel audio 
recording •Covert camera operation provides enhanced 
security and administrator control •Network accessible 
via SpecoTech Multi-Client Software, web-viewer 
and mobile viewer •Remote monitoring/recording/
playback/configuration and control via internet •Free 
apps with support for iPhone® or Android® 
 MCM Part # Inputs Hard Drive ONLY
 82-16330 4 500GB $599.00
 82-16331 4 1TB 649.00
 82-16332 4 2 TB 769.00
 82-16335 8 500GB 769.00
 82-16336 8 1 TB 819.00
 82-16337 8 2 TB 929.00
 82-16340 16 500GB 929.00
 82-16341 16 1 TB 979.00
 82-16342 16 2 TB 1099.00

NEW!

WRS Series Multi-
Channel Covert  
DVR with Power
Speco’s WRS series DVRs 
are multichannel (4/8/16), 
H.264 networkable, covert, 
wall mount digital video 
recorders developed for 
smaller applications that 
need to be within specific 
budget guidelines without giving up desirable features. 
Features: •Networkable DVR with free DDNS server 
•Programmable recording on motion detection, sensor, 
schedule, continuous and manual •Recording rate 
at 120fps at D1 •H.264 video compression •Built in 
S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting 
Technology for HDD) technology •Four channel audio 
recording •Covert camera operation provides enhanced 
security and administrator control •Network accessible 
via SpecoTech multi-client software, web-viewer 
and mobile viewer •Remote monitoring/recording/
playback/configuration and control via internet •Free 
apps with support for iPhone® or Android® •Built-in 
power supply, supplies power to DVR and up to eight 
cameras 
 MCM Part # Inputs Hard Drive ONLY
 82-16345 4 250GB $479.00
 82-16346 4 500GB 519.00
 82-16347 4 1TB 569.00
 82-16350 8 500GB 739.00
 82-16351 8 1TB 779.00
 82-16352 8 2TB 889.00

NEW!
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2MP Outdoor IP  
Dome Camera

•Full-HD 1080p resolution supported •PoE 
IEEE802.3af •Day/Night (IR cut filter) •Two-way 
audio communication •Micro SD slot (card not 
included) •Digital Deterrent® •IP66 compliant 
•ONVIF support •2DNR (2 dimensional noise 
reduction) •BLC (backlight compensation) •Multiple 
compression (H.264, MPEG4, MJPEG) •Triple 
streaming •Cross web-browsing •Motion adaptive 
transmission 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17825 VIP2D2 Dome Camera $579.00
 82-17826 VIP2D2M Dome Camera with 659.00 
   Motorized Zoom
 82-17830 VIPRC Zoom Remote Control 19.99 
   (82-17826 ONLY)

#82-17825 #82-17826

NEW!

2.0 Megapixel  
Day/Night Indoor  
IP Dome Camera
•Progressive scan 1⁄3.2" 
CMOS sensor •3.6-16mm 
auto iris varifocal lens 
•Dual-codec (H.264 and 
MJPEG) •Min. Illumination: 0.2 
lux •Two-way audio •Power Requirements: 12VDC 
or PoE •Multi-profile streaming (up to 5 streams of 
different resolutions, frame rates and codec selections) 
•Digital PTZ, video crop •View on an iPhone®, iPad® 
or Android™ communication 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16220 $599.00

NEW!

2.0 Megapixel 
Day/Night Indoor 
IP Dome Camera
•Progressive scan 
1⁄3.2" CMOS sensor 
•3.6-16mm auto iris 
varifocal lens •Dual-codec 
(H.264 and MJPEG) •Min. 
Illumination: 0.2 lux •Two-way 
audio communication •Power Requirements: 12VDC 
•Multi-profile streaming (up to 5 streams of different 
resolutions, frame rates and codec selections) •Digital 
PTZ, video crop •View on an iPhone®, iPad® or 
Android™ 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16215 $569.00

NEW!

Indoor IP  
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" CMOS sensor 
•4.3mm lens •Dual-codec 
(H.264 and MJPEG) •Min. 
Illumination: 0.3 lux •Two-
way audio communication 
•PoE or 12VDC power 
•Multi-profile streaming (up to 
5 streams of different resolutions, frame rates and 
codec selections) •Digital PTZ, video crop •View on an 
iPhone®, iPad® or Android™ 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16210 $369.00

NEW!

2.0 Megapixel Day/Night 
Dome IP Camera
•Progressive scan 1⁄3.2" CMOS 
sensor •4.3mm lens •Dual-codec 
(H.264 and MJPEG) •Min. 
Illumination: 0.2 lux •Built-
in microphone and speaker 
with 2-way audio •PoE or 
12VDC power, 12V supply included •IR LED and PT 
integrated •Multi-profile streaming (up to 5 streams of 
different resolutions, frame rates and codec selections) 
•View on an iPhone®, iPad® or Android™ 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16205 $649.00

NEW!

2MP Cube Camera  
with PIR Sensor
•HD megapixel resolution 
supported •PoE IEEE802.3af 
•PIR sensor •Built-in 
microphone and speaker 
•Micro SD slot (card not 
included) •BLC (backlight 
compensation) •ONVIF 
support •Illumination LED 
•2DNR (2 dimensional 
noise reduction) •Triple 
compression (H.264, MPEG4, MJPEG ) •Triple 
streaming •Cross web-browsing •Two-way audio 
communication •Digital Deterrent® •Motion adaptive 
transmission •Mfr. #VIP2C1P 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17815 $259.00

NEW!

2MP IP Dome Camera 
with Motorized Zoom
•Full-HD 1080p resolution 
supported •PoE IEEE802.3af 
•Smart-Focus •Day/Night  
(IR cut filter) •Micro SD  
slot (card not included) •BLC 
(backlight compensation) •ONVIF support •2DNR  
(2 dimensional noise reduction) •Multiple compression 
(H.264, MPEG4, MJPEG ) •Triple streaming •Cross 
web-browsing 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17820 VIP2D1M Camera $539.00
 82-17830 VIPRC Zoom Remote Control 19.99

NEW!
IP Outdoor Dome 
Camera with PTZ
•1⁄4" Sony Exview 
HAD CCD •36x optical 
zoom (F=1.6 - 4.5, F=3.4 - 
122.4mm), Digital: 12x (432x 
with optical) •Dual-codec (H.264 
and MJPEG) •Min. illumination: 
0.1 lux/ 0.01 lux night mode •Power requirements: 
12VDC, 2A •Two-way audio communication •Multi-
profile streaming (up to five streams of different 
resolutions, frame rates and codec selections) •Digital 
PTZ, video crop •View on an iPhone®, iPad® or 
Android™ •IP + analog (hybrid) feature simultaneous 
control through RS-485 and IP network 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16230 $2269.00

NEW!

IP Dome Camera with PTZ
•1⁄4" Sony Exview HAD CCD 
•36x optical zoom (F=1.6 - 4.5, 
F=3.4 - 122.4mm), Digital: 
12x (432x with optical) 
•Dual-codec (H.264 and 
MJPEG) •Min. Illumination: 
0.1 lux/ 0.001 lux night 
mode •Power Requirements: 
12VDC, 2A •Two-way audio 
communication •Multi-profile streaming (up to 5 
streams of different resolutions, frame rates and codec 
selections) •Digital PTZ, video crop •View on an 
iPhone®, iPad® or Android™ •IP + analog (hybrid) 
feature simultaneous control through RS-485 and IP 
network 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16225 $1949.00

NEW!

Indoor/Outdoor  
IP Bullet Camera

•1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD CCD •2.8~12mm auto iris 
varifocal lens •Dual-codec (H.264 and MJPEG) •Min. 
Illumination: 0.00001 lux (sense-up x256) •42 IR 
LEDs – 98' range •Power requirements: 12VDC power 
supply included •Two-way audio communication 
•Multi-profile streaming (up to 5 streams of different 
resolutions, frame rates and codec selections) •Digital 
PTZ, video crop •View on an iPhone®, iPad® or 
Android™ 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16235 $569.00

NEW!
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Speco 960H Cameras

2.0 Megapixel Day/Night 
Indoor IP Camera

•Progressive scan 1⁄3.2" CMOS sensor •Uses CS or 
megapixel CS type lenses •Dual-codec (H.264 and 
MJPEG) •Min. Illumination: 0.2 lux •Two-way audio 
communication •PoE or 12VDC power •Multi-profile 
streaming (up to 5 streams of different resolutions, 
frame rates and codec selections) •Digital PTZ, video 
crop •View on an iPhone®, iPad® or Android™ 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16240 $489.00

NEW!

2MP Outdoor 
IP Bullet 
Camera
•Full-HD 1080p 
resolution supported 
•PoE IEEE802.3af 
•Smart-Focus •Built-in IR 
•2DNR (2 dimensional noise 
reduction) •Day/Night (IR cut 
filter) •Micro SD slot (card not 
included) •BLC (backlight compensation) 
•IP67 compliant •Intense IR •Built-in heater •ONVIF 
support* •Multiple compression (H.264, MPEG4, 
MJPEG) •Triple streaming •Cross web-browsing 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # ONLY
 82-17800 VIP2B1M $769.00
 Zoom Remote Control
 82-17830 VIPRC 19.99

NEW!

2MP Outdoor 
IP Mini Bullet 
Camera
•Full-HD 1080p 
resolution supported 
•PoE IEEE802.3af •Built-in IR 
•Day/Night (IR cut filter) •Micro 
SD slot (card not included) •BLC 
(backlight compensation) •2DNR (2 dimensional noise 
reduction) •IP67 compliant •ONVIF support •Intense 
IR •Multiple compression •Triple streaming •Cross 
web-browsing •Mfr. #VIP2B3
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17805 $459.00

NEW!

960H IntensifierH™  
Series Outdoor  
Vandal Dome Camera
•2.8-12mm DC auto iris varifocal 
lens, dark grey housing •700 lines 
of color resolution •Amplify existing light with no 
distance limitations •No problems caused by objects 
that reflect or absorb IR light sources •Heater circuitry 
eliminates fog or condensation under any weather 
condition •Minimum illumination 0.00002 lux 
(Intensify @ 512x) •Chameleon Cover™: snaps on and 
can be painted to match any décor •12VDC/24VAC 
dual voltage operation •Full OSD operation •3 axis 
lens mount •Vandal resistant operation •Weather 
resistant operation •IP66 compliant •Relay outputs for 
motion detection •Mfr. #HT7246H 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17725 $289.00

NEW!

960H 
IntensifierH™ 
Series Outdoor 
Dome Camera
•2.8~12mm DC auto iris varifocal lens •700 lines 
of color resolution •Amplify existing light with 
no distance limitations •No problems caused by 
objects that reflect or absorb IR light sources 
•Minimum illumination 0.00002 lux (Intensify @ 
512x) •12VDC/24VAC dual voltage operation •Full 
OSD operation and test monitor output •3-axis wall 
or ceiling mount •External controls for zoom and 
focus •EZ mount system simplifies installation •Relay 
outputs for motion detection •Weather resistant 
operation •IP66 compliant •Anti-moisture glass and 
circuitry eliminates fog or condensation under any 
weather condition 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color ONLY
 82-17740 HTINTD8H Dark Gray $349.00
 82-17745 HTINTD8HW White 349.00

NEW!

1.3MP IP Dome Camera
•1.3 megapixel resolution 
supported (1280x1024) •PoE 
IEEE 802.3af •Day/Night 
(IR cut filter) •Micro SD slot 
(card not included) •BLC 
(backlight compensation) 
•ONVIF support •2DNR (2 
dimensional noise reduction) •Multiple compression 
(H.264, MPEG4, MJPEG) •Triple streaming •Cross 
web-browsing •Mfr. #VIP1D1 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17795 $399.00

NEW!

PoE Injector
•Compatible with 
IEEE 802.3af/at PoE 
standard, PSE/PD 
•Injector provides DC48V/DC56V power over RJ45 
ethernet cable to device with ethernet port •Support 
10/100/1000 BASE-T transmission rate •Power input 
LED indicators •Distance up to 325', for use with 
IPPOESPL splitter •Power cord included 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Wattage Voltage ONLY
 82-16490 IPPOEINJ1295 12.95W 48VDC $99.00
 82-16491 IPPOEINJ25 25W 56VDC 169.00

#82-16490

#82-16491

NEW!

PoE Splitter
•Compatible with 
IEEE 802.3af/at PoE 
standard, PSE/PD •Splits the 48VDC power RJ45 
ethernet cable into DC 5V/12V output •Support 
10/100/1000 BASE-T •Two adjustable output voltage 
options (5V/1.8A, 12V/1A) to fit various devices 
BASE-T transmission rate •Power input LED 
indicators •Distance up to 325' 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Wattage Voltage ONLY
 82-16495 IPPOESPL1295 12.95 48VDC $55.99
 82-16496 IPPOESPL25 25 56VDC 119.00

#82-16496

#82-16495

NEW!

PoE/LAN Repeater
•Extends both 
power and data up 
to 1000' •No external power required •Compatible 
IEEE 802.3af PoE standard rate •Built-in LED status 
indication •Plug and play for easy installation 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16500 $159.00

NEW!

960H IntensifierH™ 
Series Indoor Dome Camera
•2.8-12mm auto iris varifocal lens •1⁄3" 960H Sony 
Super-HAD™ CCD •700 lines of color resolution 
•Amplify existing light with no distance limitations 
•No problems caused by objects that reflect or absorb 
IR light sources •Minimum illumination 0.00002 
lux (Intensify @ 512x) •12VDC/24VAC dual voltage 
operation •Full OSD operation •3-axis wall or ceiling 
mount •Relay outputs for motion detection 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color ONLY
 82-17750 CVC6246H Black $249.00
 82-17755 CVC6246HW White 249.00

NEW!
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960H IntensifierH™ Series Outdoor  
Bullet Camera
•2.8~12mm DC auto iris varifocal lens •700 lines 
of color resolution •Amplify existing light with 
no distance limitations •No problems caused by 
objects that reflect or absorb IR light sources 
•Minimum illumination 0.00002 lux (Intensify @ 
512x) •12VDC/24VAC dual voltage operation •Full 
OSD operation and test monitor output •3-axis wall 
or ceiling mount •External controls for zoom and 
focus •EZ mount system simplifies installation •Relay 
outputs for motion detection •Weather resistant 
operation •IP66 compliant •Anti-moisture glass and 
circuitry eliminates fog or condensation under any 
weather condition 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color ONLY
 82-17730 HTINTB8H Dark Gray $349.00
 82-17735 HTINTB8HW White 349.00

NEW!

Speco HD-SDI Cameras

960H Diamond 
Dome™ Series 
Miniature Indoor 
Camera
•3.6mm fixed lens •1⁄3" 
960H Sony Super-HAD 
II™ CCD •700 TV lines of 
resolution •Unique and stylish 
housing for attractive indoor installation •Small form 
factor for an unobtrusive look •3-axis wall or ceiling 
mount •Full OSD operation •Mfr. #CDD11HW 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17760 $99.99

NEW!
HD-SDI 1080P Indoor 
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Panasonic progressive 
CMOS sensor •2.8~10mm 
auto iris varifocal lens 
•Min. illumination: 0.1 
lux •Power requirements: 
12VDC •Full-HD 1080p 
video resolution •True day 
and night function •DC-
IRIS function •32 areas privacy masking •Camera 
title display •Supporting BLC, DSS, WDR •Highlight 
masking •DNR and 3D DNR •Analog composite 
video out simultaneously for easy service and easy 
camera installation 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16290 $399.00

NEW!

HD-SDI 1080P  
Outdoor Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Panasonic progressive 
CMOS sensor •2.8~10mm 
auto iris varifocal lens 
•Min. illumination: 0.1 
lux •Power requirements: 
12VDC •Full-HD 1080p 
video resolution •True 
day and night function •DC-IRIS function •32 areas 
privacy masking •Camera title display •Supporting 
BLC, DSS, WDR •Highlight masking •DNR and 3D 
DNR •Analog composite video out simultaneously 
for easy service and easy camera installation •IP66 
compliant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16295 $459.00

NEW!

HD-SDI CCTV 1080p 
Indoor Dome Camera
This HD camera raises the 
bar on surveillance equipment 
because of its ability to clearly 
identify detailed images that 
other cameras simply blur out. 
It’s excellent for entryways, 
certain covert applications, and anywhere you clearly 
need to identify someone’s face. HDcctv™ products 
that are newly installed into analog installations can 
use coaxial cable. Just install an HD DVR along 
with your HD cameras and your install is complete! 
No additional training is needed. Features: •1⁄3" 
Panasonic progressive CMOS image sensor •2.1M 
pixels •900TVL resolution •1080p @ 30FPS and 720p 
@ 60FPS •True day and night function •DNR and 3D 
DNR •Min illumination: 0.1Lux @F1.2 without DSS 
•Power supply: 12VDC/250mA (not included) •Five 
year warranty 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14696 $369.00

HD-SDI CCTV  
1080p Indoor/Outdoor 
Dome Camera
This full HD camera is 
outdoor ready with an IP66 
rating and excellent night 
vision. The varifocal lens gives 
you the range/angle you need 
to capture crystal clear video. HDcctv™ products 
that are newly installed into analog installations can 
use coaxial cable. Just install an HD DVR along with 
your HD cameras and your install is complete! No 
additional training is needed. Features: •1⁄3" Panasonic 
progressive CMOS image sensor •2.1M pixels 
•900TVL resolution •IP66 rating •1080p @ 30FPS 
and 720p @ 60FPS •Wide dynamic range •True day 
and night function •2D DNR and 3D DNR •Min 
illumination: 0.1Lux @F1.2 without DSS •Power 
supply: 12VDC/250mA •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14697 $429.00

HD-SDI 1080p 
Outdoor Bullet 
Camera
•1⁄3" Panasonic 
progressive CMOS sensor 
•3.5~10mm auto iris varifocal lens •Min. Illumination: 
0.1 lux; 0.00001 lux (LED on) •Power requirements: 
12VDC •True day & night function •DC-IRIS 
function •32 areas privacy masking •Camera title 
display •Supporting BLC, DSS, WDR •Highlight 
masking •DNR & 3D DNR •Excellent video quality 
- 1080p 30FPS & 720p 60FPS •Simultaneous analog 
composite video output for easy service & easy camera 
installation •IP66 compatible 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16300 $649.00

NEW!

Speco PTZ Cameras

Indoor/Outdoor  
PTZ Dome  
Day/Night Camera
Speco’s new PTZ camera 
offers extreme control 
for the most demanding 
security application. 
Features: Auto scan •Eight 
programmable patterns 
•Eight programmable 
sectors •1⁄4" Sony Super-HAD CCD •Intelligent pan/
tilt controlling •360° endless rotation •True day/night 
operation: ICR filter •Four privacy masking zones 
•100x zoom, 12x optical and 12x digital. Output: 1V 
p-p, 75ohm BNC Power: •12VDC 750mA. Adapter not 
included (#82-11321) •Mfr. #HTSD10X 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13030 PTZ dome camera $719.00
 82-14215 PTZ wall mount bracket for #82-13030 98.99

Intensifier2 Motorized 
Speed Dome In/Out,  
D/N Camera
The Intensifier2 has 37x  
optical zoom making it the 
ideal weatherproof CCD color 
outdoor speed dome camera. 
With CCD technology, it delivers 
the most sophisticated technology into the most 
reliable and accurate quality picture in the security 
industry. Features: •1⁄4'' double density interline 
transfer CCD •3.5mm~129.5mm lens with mechanical 
IR filter •680TVL resolution (B&W)/550TVL 
resolution (color) •Zoom: 37x optical zoom/12x digital 
zoom •Iris: auto/manual •Movement range: pan 360°, 
tilt 90° •Dome size: 5.9" diameter •Power: 24VAC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14075 $1549.00
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HD-SDI CCTV 1080p Box 
Camera with CS Mount

HD CCTV product that is installed or retrofitted into 
analog installations can use standard coaxial cable 
(RG/59, RG/6 and RG/11). Just install a DVR as well 
as your cameras and installation is complete. There is 
no additional training needed and no networking. One 
of the largest costs with converting an older analog 
system is the change to the cabling infrastructure. With 
HD CCTV the cable in an analog system does not have 
to be replaced in order to achieve the benefits of high 
resolution digital cameras. Features: •1⁄3" Panasonic 
progressive CMOS image sensor •2.1MP •1000TVL 
resolution •True day and night function •DNR and 
3D DNR •Min illumination: 0.1Lux @F1.2 without 
DSS •Power: 12VDC •Five year warranty •Lens not 
included 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14695 $304.00

HD-SDI Splitter
Connect multiple 
HD-SDI cameras over 
a single coax with 
this HD-SDI splitter. 
Features: •Format: SMPTE 292M (HD-SDI) •Return 
Loss - Input: Typ 21dB (5MHz to 3GHz) •Return 
Loss - Output: Typ 19dB (5MHz to 1.485GHz) 
•Typical 15dB (1.485MHz to 2.97GHz) Specifications: 
•Video Input: 1ch/HD-SDI (BNC) •Video Output: 
4ch/HD-SDI (BNC) •Input Resolution: 1920x1080p, 
1920x1080i, 1280x720P •Output Resolution: 
1920x1080p, 1920x1080i, 1280x720P •Power Supply: 
5VDC 1A ± 10% (power supply included) •Operating 
Temperature/Humidity: 14°F - 140°F/30% - 80% RH 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16320 $269.00

NEW!

HD-SDI Repeater
Extend the maximum 
transmission distance 
of your HD-SDI 
video signal. Features: 
•SMPTE 292M compatible •Up to 492' transmission 
distance using RG59 coaxial cable •Supported 
HD-SDI video out Specifications: •Video Input: 
1ch/HD-SDI (BNC) •Video Output: 1ch/HD-SDI 
(BNC) •Input Resolution: 1920x1080p, 1920x1080i, 
1280x720p •Output Resolution: 1920x1080p, 
1920x1080i, 1280x720p •Power Supply: 12VDC 
1A ± 10% (power supply not included) •Power 
Consumption: Max. 1W •Operating Temperature/
Humidity: 14°F - 140°F/30% - 80% RH 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16325 $239.00

NEW!

690TVL Wide Dynamic 
Range Color Dome 
Camera
This color dome 
camera uses Pixim DPS 
technology, the industry’s wide dynamic range solution, 
that delivers accurate video capture and color accuracy 
in challenging lighting conditions such as glare, direct 
sunlight, reflections and strong backlight 24/7. It is 
weather resistant and tamper resistant. Features: •Image 
sensor: 1⁄3" Pixim DPS sensor •690TVL high resolution 
•Lens: 2.8~12mm DC auto iris •Minimum illumination 
0.1 Lux (sense up x64) •Total pixels 758 (H) x 540 (V) 
•RoHS compliant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14631 $349.00

480TVL Outdoor IR  
Turret Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD 
CCD •3.6mm lens •Min. 
Illumination: 0.1 lux, 0 lux with 
IR on •65' IR range (depending 
on scene reflection) •Power 
requirements: 12VDC •IP66 compliant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16355 $59.99

NEW!

480TVL Outdoor  
Varifocal Turret Camera

•1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD CCD •4-9mm varifocal lens 
•Min. Illumination: 0.1 lux, 0 lux with IR on •98' 
IR range (depending on scene reflection) •Power 
requirements: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # Housing Color ONLY
 82-16360 Dark Grey $89.99
 82-16361 White 89.99

NEW!

620TVL Vandal 
Resistant Outdoor 
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD 
ll CCD •Available with 
3.6mm fixed or 2.8~12mm 
DC auto iris varifocal 
lens •Amplify existing light 
with no distance limitations 
•Min. Illumination: 0.00001 lux (intense light @ 256x) 
•Power requirements: 12VDC/24VAC •Day/Night 
camera without using IR LEDs •Chameleon Cover™ 
- snaps on and can be painted to match any décor 
•3-axis wall or ceiling mount •Full OSD operation 
•Vandal resistant operation: can withstand hits from 
a 10 lb sledgehammer •Tamper resistant operation: 
tamperproof screws for enhanced security •Weather 
resistant operation: good for indoor or outdoor usage 
 MCM Part # Lens ONLY
 82-16385 2.8~12mm varifocal $209.00
 82-16386 3.6mm 179.00

NEW!

600TVL Miniature 
Indoor Dome 
Camera
•1⁄3" Sony CCD sensor 
•3.6mm fixed lens 
•Min. Illumination: 0.1 
lux •Power requirements: 
12VDC •Unique and stylish 
housing for attractive indoor 
installation •Small form factor for an unobtrusive look 
•3-axis wall or ceiling mount •Full OSD operation 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16395 $79.99

NEW!

650TVL Indoor  
Dome Camera

•1⁄3" color CCD •Min. Illumination: 0.01 lux, 0 lux 
with IR on •Day and night camera with special 
shielding to eliminate IR reflections •75' IR Range 
•Smart IR reduces saturation of objects within 
close proximity to IR LEDs •Power requirements: 
12VDC/24AC •3-axis design, both wall and ceiling 
mountable •Digital Wide Dynamic Range •OSD for 
camera setting adjustments •Varifocal lenses features 
DC auto iris 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-16365 3.6mm Black $149.00
 82-16366 3.6mm White 149.00
 82-16370 2.8~12mm Varifocal Black 159.00
 82-16371 2.8~12mm Varifocal White 159.00

NEW!

600TVL Indoor  
Dome Camera

•1⁄3" color CCD •Min. Illumination: 0.01 lux, 0 lux 
with IR on •Day and night camera with special 
shielding to eliminate IR reflections •65' IR Range 
•Power requirements: 12VDC •3-axis design, both wall 
and ceiling mountable •Varifocal lenses features DC 
auto iris 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-16375 3.6mm Black $99.99
 82-16376 3.6mm White 99.99
 82-16380 2.8~12mm Varifocal Black 129.00
 82-16381 2.8~12mm Varifocal White 129.00

NEW!
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600 TVL Weather 
Resistant Dome 
Camera with PIR 
Sensor and White LEDs
Speco Technologies PIR 
video surveillance cameras 
include a unique PIR 
sensor and built-in white IR LEDs. When motion 
is detected by the sensor, the LEDs automatically 
shine intense light towards the video viewing area. 
This alerts the perpetrator that a camera is recording 
which should chase the criminal away. Features: •1⁄3" 
Sony Super-HAD II™ CCD •600TVL high resolution 
•24 IR LEDs and six white LEDs •Night vision 
up to 65' •16x digital zoom •DNR (Digital Noise 
Reduction) •Tamper proof •Dual voltage operation: 
(24VAC/12VDC) •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-14655 2.8~12mm varifocal Gray $319.00
 82-14656 2.8~12mm varifocal White 319.00
 82-14657 5~50mm varifocal Gray 369.00

Color Indoor Day/Night 
Dome Camera
1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD 
color dome camera with 
special anti-reflection 
technology to eliminate IR 
reflections. Medium, or high 
resolution, indoor, ceiling-mount dome cameras include 
wall-mount adaptor, and feature flexible 360° manual 
rotation with a tilt angle of +/- 90°. Specifications: 
•420TVL, or 540TVL resolution, minimum 1.0 lux 
(with IR off), 22 IR LEDS with effective range of 
60' •3.6mm board lens, or auto iris vari-focal 4-9mm 
•Internal synchronization, AGC, BLC. Power: 12VDC, 
250mA (adapter included). Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm 
(RCA with BNC adapter included). 
 MCM   Lens 
 Part # Mfr. # Resolution (mm) ONLY
 82-11710 VL-648IR 420 3.6 $144.00
 82-11711 VL-648IRVF 420 4~9 184.00
 82-11716 CVC-648IRVFHQ 540 4~9 234.00

560TVL Intensifier Color 
Day/Night Ball-turret and Bullet Cameras
The weatherproof (IP-67), tamperproof Intensifier 
cameras feature 560 lines of resolution delivering 
extreme details, and the different auto-iris varifocal 
lens choices accommodate more applications. 
Intensifier cameras offer advanced noise reduction 
circuitry coupled with the virtual 3D filter that is 
built into the DSP allows DVR to have 30% better 
compression in scenes that were typically subject to 
video noise. They also feature dual voltage (auto-
sensing 12VDC/24VAC) operation and line lock. See 
more at www.MCMelectronics.com. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Lens  ONLY
 Ball-turret camera
 82-12600 HT-INTD8 2.8~12mm $359.00
 82-12601 HT-INTD9 5~50mm 489.00
 82-12602 HT-INTD10 9~22mm 359.00
 Bullet camera
 82-12605 HT-INTB8 2.8~12mm 369.00
 82-12606 HT-INTB9 5~50mm 489.00
 82-12607 HT-INTB10 9~22mm 369.00

#82-12600

#82-12605
600TVL Miniature 
Vandal Resistant 
Outdoor Dome 
Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD™ 
CCD •Available with 
3.6mm fixed or 2.8-12mm 
auto iris varifocal lens 
•Min. Illumination: 0.1 lux •Power requirements: 
12VDC/24VAC •3-way internal wall and ceiling mount 
•Chameleon Cover™: snaps on and can be painted to 
match any décor •Vandal Resistant: able to withstand 
hits from a 10 lb. sledgehammer •Tamper Resistant: 
tamperproof screws for enhanced security •Weather 
Resistant: good for indoor or outdoor usage 
 MCM Part # Lens ONLY
 82-16390 2.8~12mm varifocal $159.00
 82-16391 3.6mm 129.00

NEW!

600TVL Intense-IR 
Series Tamper/Weather 
Resistant Color Day/
Night Dome Cameras 
1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ 
CCD color dome camera is 
extremely durable to handle outdoor weather conditions 
and tamperproof to protect your investment. 42 IR 
LEDs provide excellent night vision up to 90'. Features: 
•600TVL high resolution •D-DNR (Sense-up) - Sharp 
Image Under Ultra Low Light Level •Wide dynamic 
range •Intense-IR function - non saturated, vivid image 
•Min illumination: 0.000006 Lux (IR on) •HSBLC 
(High Light Suppression BLC) •IRC – removable IR 
cut filter •Third generation DSP Chip •32x digital zoom 
•Dual voltage (24VAC/12VDC) •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-14645 2.8~12mm varifocal Gray $284.00
 82-14646 2.8~12mm varifocal White 284.00
 82-14647 5~50mm varifocal Gray 339.00
 82-14648 5~50mm varifocal White 339.00

600TVL Intense-IR 
Series Tamper/Weather 
Resistant Color Day/
Night Dome Camera
This durable, outdoor 
camera series is built to last and comes standard with 
all the high-end features of its much more expensive 
competitors. The versatility of this model allows 
you to place it indoors, outdoors, dark hallways, 
or wherever you need to. Perfect for your home or 
business. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ CCD 
•600TVL high resolution •33IR LEDs for night vision 
up to 65' •32x digital zoom: •ICR, removable IR cut 
filter •Wide dynamic range •Line-lock •OSD function 
controls •Privacy zone •Motion detection •Dual voltage 
operation: (24VAC/12VDC) •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-14666 4~9mm varifocal White 274.00
 82-14667 2.8~12mm varifocal Gray 279.99
 82-14668 2.8~12mm varifocal White 274.00
 82-14669 9~22mm varifocal Gray 274.00
 82-14670 9~22mm varifocal White 269.00

600TVL Intense-IR Color 
Day/Night Dome Camera
1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ 
CCD image sensor and 
special IR technology make 
this camera the perfect 
addition to your security system. This model has 
a removable IR cut filter, 32x digital zoom, dual 
voltage for flexible power options, and so much more! 
Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ CCD •3D-DNR 
(Sense-up) - sharp image under ultra low light level 
•Intense-IR function - no saturation image, vivid image 
•Defect function - elimination of white spots •HSBLC 
(High Light Suppression BLC) •Privacy zone •Third-
generation DSP chip •Convenient on-screen display 
(OSD) function controls •32x digital zoom •Dual 
voltage (24VAC/12VDC) •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Varifocal Auto Iris Lens Color ONLY
 82-14675 4~9mm Black $234.00
 82-14676 4~9mm White 234.00
 82-14677 2.8~12mm Black 234.00
 82-14678 2.8~12mm White 234.00
 82-14679 9~22mm Black 234.00
 82-14680 9~22mm White 234.00

650TVL 
Intensifier3 
Series Color 
Indoor Dome 
Camera 
This amazing 
camera enables you 
to see color in almost complete 
darkness without IR LEDs. This 
fully loaded camera is surprisingly affordable for the 
advanced features it offers. Ideal for business and 
residential use as well. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD 
II™ CCD •650TVL high resolution •2.8~12m auto iris 
varifocal lens •Digital zoom •Wall or ceiling mount 
•EZ mount system simplifies installation for all levels 
•Power supply: 12VDC •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-14640 Gray $234.00
 82-14641 White 234.00
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480TVL 
Outdoor 
Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super-
HAD CCD sensor 
•Available with a 
3.6mm fixed or 4~9mm auto iris varifocal lens 
•Min. Illumination: 0.1 lux, 0 lux with IR on •Power 
requirements: 12VDC •0 lux with 24 IR LEDs built in 
•65' IR range (depending on scene reflection)  
•IP66 compliant 
 MCM Part # Lens ONLY
 82-16400 3.6mm fixed $64.99
 82-16405 4~9mm varifocal 94.99

NEW!

NEW!

600 TVL 
Day/Night 
Outdoor Bullet 
Camera
•1⁄3" Super-HAD 
II CCD •Available 
with 2.8~12mm or 6~50mm auto iris varifocal lens 
•Min. illumination: 0.15 lux, 0.00003 lux CDS on 
•Power requirements: 12VDC/24VAC dual voltage 
•Multi-mount is a unique mount allowing installers 
to manipulate the camera to almost every angle with 
simplicity •Zero noise and no ghosting effect with 
digital noise reduction (DNR) •True day and night 
(ICR IR cut filter removable) •External control rings 
for easy focus and distance adjustment •Highest 
resolution: vivid, sharp picture in complete darkness 
•Front glass heater: with thermic rays and built-
in temperature sensor for immediate removal of 
condensation
 MCM Part # Lens ONLY
 82-16410 2.8~12mm $349.00
 82-16411 6~50mm 409.00

420TVL High 
Performance 
Color Camera
1⁄3" color camera 
features interline 
transfer CCD with 420TVL resolution, minimum 
light requirement of 0.5 lux, auto electronic shutter, 
BLC, auto iris support, and internal synchronization. 
Power: 12VDC; 200mA (use #82-3950 adapter). 
Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm. Note: Lens not included. 
Mfr. #VL-611C. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12250 $114.00

540TVL Wide Dynamic Range  
High Resolution Color Camera

High resolution 1⁄3" color camera uses Pixim DPS technology, the industry’s wide 
dynamic range solution. Ideal solution for capturing accurate video and color in 
challenging lighting conditions, such as glare, direct sunlight, reflections and 
strong backlight. Specifications: •540TVL resolution •Supports DC/video 
auto iris lenses •OSD controls to easily set camera functions •ATW, AWC, 
and manual white balance •Internal synchronization •Accepts C/CS mount 
lenses. Power: 12VDC power adapter included. Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm. 
Note: Lens not included. Mfr. #WDR-T6.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12245 $349.99

550TVL 
Outdoor 
License Plate 
Capture Bullet 
Camera
•1⁄3" 760 CCD 
•9~22mm varifocal IR-corrected 
lens •Min. Illumination: 0 
lux (with IR LEDs on) •Power 
requirements: 12VDC •High-contrast imaging 
performance that delivers sharp, clear license-plate 
captures •80 IR LEDs work perfectly even in total 
darkness to deliver clear license plate images •Captures 
license plates up to 24 mph •IP66 compliant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16415 $379.00

NEW!

600TVL Outdoor  
Square Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD™ CCD~410K 
•2.8~12mm auto iris 
varifocal lens •Min. 
Illumination: 0.1 
lux, 0 lux with IR on 
•Power requirements: 
12VDC/24VAC dual 
voltage •Split glass 
technology •Weather 
resistant and low temperature operation •EZ Mount 
system simplifies installation •Includes video test 
connector 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16430 $479.00

NEW!

650TVL 
Outdoor 
Long 
Range IR 
Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" 960H color Sony CCD 
•6~50mm auto iris varifocal lens 
•Min. Illumination: 0 lux (with 
IR LEDs on) •Power requirements: 12VDC •High-
contrast imaging performance that delivers sharp, clear 
pictures •190 IR LEDs work perfectly even in total 
darkness to deliver clear images 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16425 $439.00

NEW!

550TVL Outdoor Long Range 
License Plate Capture Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" 760 CCD •10~40mm varifocal IR-corrected 
lens •Min. Illumination: 0 lux (with IR LEDs on) 
•Power requirements: 12VDC •High-contrast imaging 
performance that delivers sharp, clear license-plate 
captures •20 super high powered IR LEDs work 
perfectly even in total darkness to deliver clear license 
plate images •Captures license plates up to 110 mph 
•IP66 compliant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16420 $719.00

NEW! 690TVL Wide Dynamic  
Range Outdoor Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" Pixim® Seawolf DPS sensor 
•2.8~12mm auto iris 
varifocal lens •Min. 
Illumination: 0.1 
lux (sense up x64) 
, 0 lux (with LED) 
•Power requirements: 
12VDC/24VAC dual 
voltage •Newest WDR 
technology allows for improved image quality in 
scenes consisting of both bright and dark areas •True 
day/night compatibility •Each pixel is processed 
independently •Sharpest quality analog image •Wall or 
ceiling mount •EZ mount system simplifies installation 
•IP65 compliant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16435 $399.00

NEW!

690TVL Wide 
Dynamic Range 
Box Camera
•1⁄3" Pixim® Seawolf DPS sensor •Accepts C and CS 
type lenses •Min. Illumination: 0.1 lux (sense-up 64x) 
•Power requirements: 12VDC/24VAC dual voltage 
•Newest WDR technology allows for improved 
image quality in scenes consisting of both bright and 
dark areas •Each pixel processed independently for 
improved image •High-quality image even in low light 
conditions •Sharpest quality analog image 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16445 $379.00

NEW!
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Waterproof Color  
Bullet Day/Night 
Camera with IR LEDs
1⁄4" color CCD camera engineered 
to withstand underwater operation. 
Specifications: •350 line resolution •1.0 
lux (LEDs off), 0 lux (LEDs on) •3.6mm 
lens •Automatic gain control •Automatic 
back lighting •Electronic iris •Electronic shutter speed 
1/60~1/100,000 second •12 LEDs •Controlled by 
CDS sensor •45' range •Silver housing •Output: 1V 
p-p, 75ohm •Power: 12VDC regulated power supply 
included (UL/CSA approved). Mfr. #CVC-627
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-10595 $129.00

580TVL Intensifier 2  
High-Resolution Color Cameras
The Intensifier 2 series features focus free technology, 
preventing trips back to the installation to re-focus  
the camera. Intensifier cameras amplify and maximize  
existing light to generate pictures where other cameras 
cannot. Sensitivity down to .002 lux while still 
providing color images. Features: 2.8~10mm focus 
free auto iris motorized zoom lens •580 lines of color 
resolution •Extreme resolution for extreme detail 
•Featuring HLC for enhanced backlight operation 
•Digital image stabilization •Advanced noise reduction 
circuitry eliminates blur •Relay outputs for built-in 
video motion detection •Wall and ceiling mount 
•Weatherproof Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm Power: Dual 
voltage operation 12VDC/24VAC auto-sensing with 
line-lock •Adapter not included (#82-3950). 
 MCM Part # Type Mfr. # ONLY
 82-13045 Bullet HTB11FFI $409.00
 82-13046 Dome with  HT7248FFI 379.00 
  removable, paintable cover

#82-13045
#82-13046

540TVL 
Weatherproof 
Intensifier Color 
Day/Night IP  
Bullet Camera
High resolution 1⁄3" color camera with double-
speed Sony Super-HAD image sensor amplifies and 
maximizes existing light to generate pictures where 
other cameras cannot. Specifications: •Internal IP 
server •540TVL resolution •5.0~50.0mm varifocal lens 
•Includes auto iris varifocal lens •WDR adjustment 
for challenging back light situations •DSP and DNR 
controls to maximize picture quality •OSD controls  
to easily set camera functions •Minimum .002 lux 
(sense-up) •ATW, AWC, and manual white balance 
•Internal synchronization •Accepts C/CS mount  
lenses Power: •12VDC/24VAC (dual voltage)  
•Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm •Mfr. #IP-INTB2  
•See www.mcmelectronics.com for details.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12216 $853.16

600TVL Weather 
Resistant Bullet 
Camera with  
PIR Sensor  
and White LEDs
Speco Technologies PIR video surveillance cameras 
include a unique PIR sensor and built-in white IR 
LEDs. When motion is detected by the sensor, the 
LEDs automatically shine intense light towards 
the video viewing area. This alerts the perpetrator 
that a camera is recording which should chase the 
criminal away. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ 
CCD •600TVL high resolution •Night vision up to 
65' •Digital zoom: On/off (1x~16x) •Privacy masking 
(12 programmable zones) •Motion detection (Eight 
programmable zones) •Dual voltage operation: 
(24VAC/12VDC) •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-14659 2.8~12mm varifocal Gray $319.00
 82-14660 2.8~12mm varifocal White 319.00
 82-14661 5~50mm varifocal Gray 369.00
 82-14662 5~50mm varifocal White 369.00

600TVL Intense-IR 
Series Weather 
Resistant Color Day/
Night Bullet Camera
Speco Intense-IR series camera provides a sharp, 
modern appearance along with durable, rugged 
housing. 1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ CCD image 
sensor and 600TVL resolution deliver state-of-the-art 
detail and crisp, clean images. Features: •IR LEDs 
provide night vision up to 65' •External control rings 
for easy focus and distance adjustment •Two heaters 
to stop condensation •D-DNR (Sense-up) - Sharp 
image under ultra low light level •Wide dynamic range 
•Intense-IR function - non saturated, vivid image •Min 
illumination: 0.000006 Lux (IR on) •HSBLC (High 
Light Suppression BLC) •IRC – removable IR cut filter 
•Third generation DSP chip •32x digital zoom •Dual 
voltage (24VAC/12VDC) •Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-14650 2.8~12mm varifocal Gray $299.00
 82-14651 2.8~12mm varifocal White 299.00
 82-14652 5~50mm varifocal Gray 349.00
 82-14653 5~50mm varifocal White 349.00

600TVL Intense IR - Weatherproof  
Color Day/Night Bullet Camera
1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ CCD image sensor and 
special IR technology make this camera the perfect 
addition to your security system. This model has 
a removable IR cut filter, 32x digital zoom, dual 
voltage for flexible power options, and so much more! 
Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II™ CCD •600TVL 
resolution •3D-DNR (Sense-up) - Sharp Image 
Under Ultra Low light level •Intense-IR function - no 
saturation image, vivid image •Two heaters to stop 
condensation •External control rings for easy focus 
and distance adjustment •Defect function - elimination 
of white spots •HSBLC (high light suppression 
BLC) •Privacy zone •Third-Generation DSP chip 
•Convenient on-screen display (OSD) function controls 
•32X digital zoom •Dual voltage (24VAC/12VDC) 
•Five year warranty 
 MCM Part # Lens Color ONLY
 82-14685 4~9mm varifocal auto iris lens Gray $199.00
 82-14686 4~9mm varifocal auto iris lens White 199.00

550TVL Control Series 
Dual Voltage Indoor 
Dome Camera
The control series line of 
cameras offers full on-screen 
control of all major camera 
functions. These are a favorite of installers because 
they are able to tweak an installation to perfection. 
Features: 1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD CCD •550TVL 
resolution •0.5 lux •Internal synchronization •Shutter 
type controls •BLC adjustability, allows you to 
adjust the sensing area of the camera •White balance 
adjustment •Camera titles •Adjustability of several 
other camera functions including contrast, sharpness, 
CB-gain, CR-gain, etc. Power: •12VDC/24VAC dual 
voltage Output: •1V p-p, 75ohm •Mfr. #CVC6146SCS 
•See MCMelectronics.com for details 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13056 $199.00

650TVL Intensifier 3™ 
Outdoor Bullet 
Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD 
ll™ CCD •Available 
with 2.8~12mm or 
9~22mm auto iris varifocal 
lens •Min. illumination: 0.00002 lux (Intensifier3™ 
@ 512x) •Power requirements: 12VDC/24VAC dual 
voltage •Amplify existing light with no distance 
limitations •No problems caused by objects that reflect 
or absorb IR light sources •Automatic thermostatic 
sensor •Full OSD operation •-40°F with Glacier™ 
heaters •External controls for zoom and focus 
•Weather resistant operation •EZ mount system 
simplifies installation 
 MCM Part # Lens ONLY
 82-16440 2.8~12mm $329.00
 82-16441 9~22mm 359.00

NEW!
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Hikivision DVRs/NVRs

540TVL Control 
Series Miniature 
Cameras
The control series 
line of cameras offers 

full on screen control of all major camera functions. 
Specifications: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD CCD •540TVL •0.5 
lux •Shutter type controls •BLC adjustability, allows you 
to adjust the sensing area of the camera •White balance 
adjustment •Camera titles •Adjustability of several other 
camera functions including contrast, sharpness, CB-gain, 
CR-gain, etc. •Power adapter not included (#82-11321) 
•See MCMelectronics.com for details 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Lens ONLY
 82-13054 CVC700HRSCS 4mm board  $109.00
 82-13055 CVC770PHSCS 3.7mm conical pinhole 109.00

#82-13054 #82-13055

540TVL Miniature 
Weatherproof, Vandal 
Resistant Color Camera
This tiny color camera is perfect for 
use in all vehicles or anywhere that a 
miniature, esthetically pleasing  
high-resolution camera is desired. It is 
compatible with Speco's mobile DVR 
system as well. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD™ 
CCD •Integrated 3mm fixed lens •540 TV lines super 
high-resolution •Compact size – only 48mm in diameter 
•Cast aluminum construction •Weatherproof (IP66 
Rated) •12VDC required •Mfr. #CVC61HRB 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14065 $114.00

H.264 Digital  
Video Server
Turn your analog system  
into a network video system  
and view live images using a web browser or video 
management software on any local or remote 
computer on a network. Features: •High-performance 
DSP hardware compression •H.264 video compression  
•1Ch video input •4CIF resolution up to 30fps  
•Dual streams •Supports variable bit rate and frame 
rate •Embedded Linux OS •Network interface: One 
RJ45 10M/100M Ethernet Port/one RS232 interface 
(RJ45) •Alarm input/output: one (terminal block)  
•Power supply: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-6101HFI-IP $339.00

Networkable Four Channel Hybrid H.264 DVR
Features: •H.264 Video Compression •Up to 4-ch 
Synchronous playback •Up to 32 users •Advanced 
motion detection •Easy back-up to USB •Support  
up to 1 SATA hard disk drives
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-7604HI-S $439.00

Embedded Plug and Play NVR
•Up to 8 Integrated PoE Network Interfaces •Up 
to 5 Megapixels Resolution Recording •Up to 8-ch 
synchronous playback at 4CIF resolution •1920x1080 
resolution via HDMI or VGA interface •Power 
requirements: 100~240VAC •Supports up to 8 SATA 
hard drives, not included (4/8 channel version support 
2 hard drives) •Available integrated PoE switch 
 MCM Part #  Alarm Input/ PoE  
 Mfr. # Channels Output Switch ONLY
 82-17305 4 4/1 4 channel $389.00 
 DS-7604NI-SE/P
 82-17310 8 4/1 8 channel 659.00 
 DS-7608NI-SE/8P
 82-17315 16 16/4 None 1239.00 
 DS-9616NI-ST
 DS-9632NI-ST 32 16/4 None 1709.00
 82-17320 64 16/4 None 2889.00 
 DS-9664NI-ST

#82-17305

#82-17315
NEW!

Embedded NVR with RAID
•32 or 64 channel IP camera input •Support RAID0, 
RAID1, RAID5, RAID10 storage scheme •8 
virtual disks can be configured •Up to 5 Mega pixel 
(2560×1920) recording resolution •Simultaneous 
HDMI, VGA and CVBS output •HDMI and VGA 
output up to 1920 x 1080p resolution •Dual gigabit 
network interfaces •eSATA interface for recording 
or archiving •Flip open front panel for easy HDD 
installation •16-ch 4CIF synchronous playback •JPEG 
picture capture and playback •Tag video clip, search 
and playback by tag •Compatible with free Hikvision 
DDNS •Digital zoom on live view and playback 
•Power requirements: 100~240/VAC, 47~63Hz 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels ONLY
 82-17325 DS-9632NI-RT 32 $1999.00
 82-17330 DS-9664NI-RT 64 3509.00

NEW!

32 Channel IP+Analog Hybrid DVR
•Connect 16 analog and 16 IP cameras to a single 
DVR •H.264 video compression •Third-party 
network cameras supported •Up to 5 Megapixels 
resolution recording •HDMI and VGA output at up 
to 1920×1080p resolution •16-ch 4CIF synchronous 
playback •Dual Gigabit network interface •Compatible 
with free Hikvision DDNS •Supports up to 8 hard 
drives (4TB each, not included) •16 alarm inputs/ 4 
alarm outputs •Power requirements: 100~240VAC, 60 
Hz •Mfr. #DS-9016HFI-ST 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17335 $1899.00

NEW!

Channel Standalone DVR
•H.264 video compression •4CIF resolution real time 
recording •Simultaneous VGA and CVBS output 
•Dual stream •4-channel synchronous playback 
•Digital zoom on live view and playback •1024x768 
resolution •Supports up to 2TB SATA hard drive  
(not included) •4 alarm inputs, 1 alarm output 
•12VDC power 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-7304HFI-SE $449.00

NEW!

8/16 Channel Standalone DVR
•H.264 video compression •4CIF resolution real time 
recording •Simultaneous HDMI, VGA and CVBS 
output •HDMI and VGA output up to 1920×1080P 
resolution •eSATA interface for recording or archiving 
•8/16-ch synchronous playback •JPEG picture capture 
and playback •Dual stream •Smart search playback 
•Compatible with free Hikvision DDNS •Tag video 
clip, search and playback by tag •Digital zoom on live 
view and playback •Supports DV-R/RW drive and 
up to 3 HDD drives (4TB each, not included) •Power 
requirements: 120~240VAC, 60Hz 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels ONLY
 82-17285 DS-7308HFI-ST 8 $579.00
 DS-7316HFI-ST - 16 799.00

NEW!

H.264 Standalone DVR
•H.264 Video Compression •Up to 4CIF Resolution 
Recording •Dual Stream •VGA or Video Output 
•1024x768 resolution •Supports two SATA hard drives 
up to 2TB each (4 channel model only supports single 
drive) •Power requirements: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels ONLY
 82-17290 DS-7204HVI-ST 4 $199.00
 82-17295 DS-7208HVI-ST 8 369.00
 82-17300 DS-7216HVI-ST 16 499.00

#82-17300NEW!
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Hikivision IP PTZs

Hikivision IP Cameras

8 Channel Series 5 
Networkable H.264 Hybrid DVR
The Series 5 is the next generation of hybrid video 
recording technology from Hikvision. The Series 5 
supports both analog and IP based cameras, and can 
be used as a standalone DVR, hybrid DVR, or NVR 
Features: •Advanced motion detection and analytics, 
including privacy mask, tampering and video loss 
alerts •Up to 720p resolution •Each channel supports 
dual stream •Pre/post-recording of alarm and motion 
detected events •PTZ controls with preset, patrol and 
pattern settings •Built-in reporting of various alarms, 
including hard disk errors, unauthorized log-ins and 
network conflicts •Full feature remote access with 
client software and web browser •Lock and unlock 
video files •Rack mountable ears included 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-9008HFI-S $1719.00

Series 5 – 4 Channel  
Networkable H.264 Analog DVR
The Series 5 is the next generation of video recording 
technologies from Hikvision. The Series 5 can be 
used as a standalone DVR or as an NVR. Features: 
•Pentaplex operations enables simultaneous recording, 
live view, playback, back-up, and network operations 
•Advanced motion detection and analytics, including 
privacy mask, tampering and video loss alerts •Pre/
post-recording of alarm and motion detected events 
•PTZ controls with preset, patrol and pattern settings 
•Multi-user level management with password protection 
•Built-in reporting of various alarms, including hard 
disk errors, unauthorized log-ins and network conflicts 
•Full feature remote access with client software and web 
browser •Easy backup to USB and optical drives •Lock 
and unlock video files •Rack mountable ears included 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-9104HFI-S  $919.00

Network Video Recorders
Features: •Supports Hikvision and third party IP 
cameras for network storage •Recording storage 
configurable for each channel •Scheduled and events 
recording configurable for each camera •Search of 
recorded files by event type •HDD management in 
groups
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 DS-9508NI-S 8 channel $799.00
 DS-9516NI-S 16 channel 979.00

Network Video Recorders
Features: •High performance DSP Hardware 
Decompression •Supports video and audio from 
network cameras, network speed dome and video 
servers •H.264 / MPEG4 video streams •Up to UXGA 
(1600 x 1200) recording resolution •HDMI output 
at 1920 x 1081 resolution •Redundant HDD group 
management
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 DS-9608NI-SH 8 channel $1319.00
 DS-9616NI-SH 16 channel 1519.00

High Speed IP PTZ Cameras
•H.264/MJPEG video codec 
•360º endless pan range •True 
day/night •Backlight correction 
•Wide dynamic range •SD card 
reader for local storage 
 Fig. MCM Part # Mfr. # Resolution Power ONLY
 4.7~84.6mm lens
 A 82-17230 DS-2DF1-77A 1280x960 24VAC $2699.00
 B 82-17235 DS-2DF1-57AE 1280x960 24VAC/ 2499.00 
     PoE
 D 82-17240 DS-2DF1-573AE 1280x960 24VAC/ 2409.00 
     PoE
 3.4~122.4mm lens
 A 82-17245 DS-2DF1-717-B 704x480 24VAC 2349.00
 B 82-17250 DS-2DF1-517-B 704x480 24VAC 2019.00
 D 82-17255 DS-2DF1-537-B 704x480 24VAC 1859.00
 3.8~38mm lens
 C DS-2DF1-401H - 704x480 12VDC/ 989.00 
     PoE

A B C

D
NEW!

Vandal 
Resistant IP 
Mini Dome 
Camera
Features: •Progressive 
scan CMOS •4mm 
fixed lens •H.264/MPEG4/
MJPEG video compression with 
high compression ratio •Up to 2 megapixel resolution 
•Day/Night (electronic) auto switch •Vandal-resistant 
housing •12VDC/PoE •IP66 rating 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 DS-2CD7133-E - VGA resolution  $234.00 
   Camera w/BLC
 82-17115 DS-2CD7164-E 1.3MP Camera 249.00 
   with BLC
 DS-2CD7153-E - 2MP Camera 299.00

NEW!

Outdoor Vandal 
Resistant IP  
Dome Camera
Features: •Up to 5 
Megapixel resolution 
•H.264/MPEG4/MJPEG 
video compression with high 
compression ratio •Progressive 
Scan CMOS sensor •Up to 32GB 
SD/SDHC card local storage •24VAC/PoE •True Day/
Night •Up to 30m (90') IR LED •IP66 outdoor rated 
•Available with built-in heater 
 MCM Part #  Lens 
 Mfr. # Description (mm) Heater ONLY
 82-17065 5MP with BLC 3.5~9 No $999.00 
 DS-2CD7283F-EIZ
 82-17070 5MP with BLC 3.5~9 Yes 999.00 
 DS-2CD7283F-EIZH
 82-17075 3MP 2.7~9 No 869.00 
 DS-2CD7254FWD-EIZ
 82-17080 3MP 2.7~9 Yes 899.00 
 DS-2CD7254FWD-EIZH
 82-17085 2MP 2.7~9 No 759.00 
 DS-2CD7255F-EIZ
 82-17090 2MP 2.7~9 Yes 799.00 
 DS-2CD7255F-EIZH
 82-17095 2MP 2.7~9 No 649.00 
 DS-2CD7253F-EIZ
 82-17100 2MP 2.7~9 Yes 689.00 
 DS-2CD7253F-EIZH
 82-17105 1.3MP 2.7~9 No 639.00 
 DS-2CD7264FWD-EIZ
 82-17110 1.3MP 2.7~9 Yes 659.00 
 DS-2CD7264FWD-EIZH

NEW!

Outdoor Vandal Resistant IP Bullet Camera
•Up to 5 Megapixel resolution •H.264/MPEG4/
MJPEG video compression with high compression 
ratio •Progressive Scan CMOS sensor •12VDC/PoE 
•True Day/Night •20~30m IR LED range  
•IP66 outdoor rated •Remote Zoom/Focus 
 MCM Part #  Lens 
 Mfr. # Description (mm) ONLY
 82-17120 5MP w/BLC 3.5~9 $999.00 
 DS-2CD8283F-EIZ
 82-17125 3MP, 120dB 2.7~9 899.00 
 DS-2CD8254FWD-EIZ
 82-17130 2MP w/ BLC/WDR 2.7~9 819.00 
 DS-2CD8255F-EIZ
 82-17135 2MP 2.7~9 679.00 
 DS-2CD8253F-EIZ
 82-17140 1.3MP, 120dB 2.7~9 699.00 
 DS-2CD8264FWD-EIZ

NEW!
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Indoor Vandal Resistant IP Dome Camera
Features: •Up to 5 Megapixel resolution •H.264/MPEG4/MJPEG 
Video Compression with high compression ratio •Progressive scan 
CMOS •Up to 32 GB SD/SDHC card local storage •Two-way 
audio •12VDC/PoE •Conforms to ONVIF and PSIA. 
      Remote 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description Lens IR Zoom/Focus ONLY
 DS-2CD783F-E -  5MP Camera with BLC 4.5~10mm No No $899.00
 82-17005 DS-2CD783F-EZ 5MP Camera with BLC 3.5~9mm No Yes 859.00
 82-17010 DS-2CD783F-EIZ 5MP Camera with BLC 3.5~9mm Yes Yes 899.00
 82-17015 DS-2CD754FWD-EZ 3MP Camera 2.7~9mm No Yes 749.00
 82-17020 DS-2CD754FWD-EIZ 3MP Camera 2.7~9mm 10~20m Yes 819.00
 82-17025 DS-2CD755F-E 2MP Camera with BLC/WDR 2.7~9mm No No 599.00
 82-17030 DS-2CD755F-EZ 2MP Camera with BLC/WDR 2.7~9mm No Yes 649.00
 82-17035 DS-2CD755F-EIZ 2MP Camera with BLC/WDR 2.7~9mm 10~20m Yes 699.00
 DS-2CD753F-E - 2MP Camera 2.7~9mm No No 399.00
 82-17040 DS-2CD753F-EZ 2MP Camera 2.7~9mm No Yes 479.00
 82-17045 DS-2CD753F-EIZ  2MP Camera 2.7~9mm 10~20m Yes 569.00
 82-17050  DS-2CD764FWD-E 1.3MP Camera with WiFi 2.7~9mm No No 499.00
 82-17055 DS-2CD764FWD-EZ 1.3MP Camera with WiFi 2.7~9mm No Yes 539.00
 82-17060 DS-2CD764FWD-EIZ 1.3MP Camera with WiFi 2.7~9mm 10~20m Yes 589.00

IP Dome Cameras
Utilizing the latest H.264 recording technology, and 
providing exceptional picture quality accessible via 
your network, these 1.3 and 2.0Mp IP dome cameras 
are easy to install on your network and suitable for any 
application. Features: •Linux embedded •720p @ 20fps, 
1280 x 960 (1.3Mp camera), 720p @ 15fps, 1600 x 1200 
(2Mp camera) •3.5mm audio jack in/out •Alarm in/out 
•RJ-45 connection •RS-485 connection •0.1 lux @ F1.2 
(indoor camera), 0.5 lux @ F1.2 (outdoor cameras) 
•Local storage support, up to 16Gb SD card •Supports 
power over ethernet •24VAC/12VDC Lens information: 
•DS-2CD752MF-E: 2.8~11mm •DS-2CD752MF-FB: 
3~9mm •DS-2CD752F-FB: 3.3~12mm 
 MCM Part #
 Image Sensor Shutter ONLY
 Indoor Standard Dome
 DS-2CD752MF-E Electronic $549.00 
 1⁄3" CMOS 2.0mp
 Outdoor (IP66) Vandal-Proof Dome
 DS-2CD762MF-FB Mechanical 709.00 
 1⁄3" Sony progressive scan CCD 1.3mp
 DS-2CD752F-FB Electronic 569.99 
 1⁄3" CMOS 2.0mp

#DS-2CD752MF-E #DS-2CD762MF-FB

IP Box Cameras
Utilizing the latest H.264 recording technology, and 
providing exceptional picture quality accessible via your 
network, these 1.3 and 2.0 megapixel IP cameras are easy 
to install on your network and suitable for any  
application. Features: •Linux embedded •720p @ 20fps, 
1280 x 960 (1.3mp camera), 720p @ 15fps, 1600 x 1200 
(2mp camera) •3.5mm audio jack in/out •Alarm in/out 
•Rj-45 connection •RS-485 connection •0.1 lux @ F1.2 
(1.3mp camera), 0.5 lux @ F1.2 (2mp camera) •Local 
storage support, up to 16Gb SD card •Supports power 
over ethernet •24VAC/12VDC box cameras (lens not 
included, C/CS mount)
 MCM Part # Image Sensor ONLY
 DS-2CD852MF-E  1⁄3" CMOS 2.0mp $679.00
 DS-2CD862MF-E  Sony progressive scan 619.00 
  CCD 1.3mp

#DS-2CD852MF-E #DS-2CD862MF-E

Indoor 2MP IP  
Vandal Proof 
Network Dome 
Camera 
Versatile indoor IP 
dome camera capable 
of full 720p HD 
resolution for superb 
monitoring and recording surveillance. Features: 
•H.264/MPEG4/MJPEG video compression with high 
compression ratio •1⁄3" progressive scan CMOS image 
sensor •2.7~9mm lens •1600x1200 max resolution •Up 
to 32 GB SD/SDHC card local storage (SD card not 
included) •RJ45 and RS485 ports •Two-way audio 
•Conforms with ONVIF and PSIA •12VDC/PoE. 
 MCM Part # IR LEDs ONLY
 DS-2CD753F-E No  $399.00
 DS-2CD753F-EI Yes  489.00

Indoor 3MP IP  
Network Dome 
Camera 
Versatile indoor IP 
dome camera capable 
of full 1080p HD real 
time video. Features: 
•H.264/MPEG4/
MJPEG video compression with high compression ratio 
•1/2.5" progressive scan CMOS image sensor •2.7~9mm 
lens •2048x1536 max resolution •Up to 32 GB SD/
SDHC card local storage (SD card not included) •3-axis 
adjustment •Two-way audio •Conforms with ONVIF 
and PSIA •12VDC/PoE
 MCM Part # IR LEDs ONLY
 DS-2CD754F-E No $659.00
 DS-2CD754F-EI Yes 739.00

NEW!

1.3MP Outdoor  
IP Dome Camera
•1.3 Megapixel (1280 x 
960) High Resolution •1⁄3" 
Progressive scan CMOS•HD 
720p Real-time Video •True 
Day/Night Auto Switch •IP66 
Ingress Protection •IR LEDs up to 30m •Vandal-proof 
Housing •H.264/MJPEG video compression with high 
compression ratio •Backlight correction and Wide 
Dynamic Range •Mfr. #DS-2CD2112-I 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17145 $239.00

NEW!

1.3MP Outdoor IR  
Mini IP Bullet Camera
•1.3 Megapixel (1280x960) 
High Resolution •1⁄3" 
Progressive scan CMOS 
•HD 720p Real-time 
Video •IP66 Rating •IR Range: up to 30m •True Day/
Night •H.264/MJPEG video compression with high 
compression ratio •Backlight correction and Wide 
Dynamic Range •Mfr. #DS-2CD2012-I 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17150 $239.00

NEW!

Day/Night IP  
Box IR Camera
Features: •1⁄3" 
progressive scan CMOS •Up to 
3 megapixel resolution •Full HD 1080P real time  
video •H.264 / MPEG4 / MJPEG video compression 
•True day/night •PoE Lens not included
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 DS-2CD853F-E 2MP Camera $399.00
 DS-2CD854F-E 3MP Camera 619.00
 82-16990 3MP Camera with WDR 589.00
 82-16995 2MP Camera with WDR 529.00
 82-17000 1.3MP Camera with WDR 429.00

NEW!
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Hikivision Analog Cameras

Indoor 1.3MP IP  
Dome Camera 
This CCD-based network 
camera maximizes video 
preview quality offers support 
for two-way audio and local 
SD storage. Features: •1⁄3" Sony 
progressive scan CCD •High 
resolution video preview: 1280×960 pixels •H.264 
dual stream compression video •2.7~9mm lens •Up 
to 32 GB SD/SDHC card local storage (SD card not 
included) •Two-way audio •Conforms with ONVIF 
and PSIA •12VDC/PoE. 
 MCM Part # IR LEDs ONLY
 DS-2CD763NF-E No $479.00
 DS-2CD763NF-EI Yes 569.00

Indoor WDR Vandal 
Proof Network IP  
Dome Camera 
Features: •Real time 
video at 4CIF resolution 
•H.264/MPEG4/MJPEG 
Video Compression with high 
compression ratio •True Wide 
Dynamic Range •Up to 32 GB SD/SDHC card local 
storage •Two-way audio • PoE •Conforms to ONVIF 
and PSIA
 MCM Part # IR LEDs ONLY
 DS-2CD793NFWD-E No  $399.00
 DS-2CD793NFWD-EI Yes  489.00

Indoor/Outdoor 4" 
High Speed PTZ 
The Hikvision 4" PTZ 
is ideal for applications 
where concealed, 
inconspicuous security 
surveillance ins desirable. 
Features: •1⁄4" Sony CCD 
•500TVL •3.8~38mm 
zoom •0.7 lux min 
illumination •Internal 
cut filter •10x optical and 10x digital zoom • ±0.1° 
preset accuracy • 400°/s pan preset speed and 200°/s 
tilt preset speed •360° endless pan range •256 presets; 
8 patrols •RS-485 communication diagnosis •Power: 
12VDC/24VAC •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-2AF1-401X $679.00

Outdoor 5"  
High Speed PTZ 
1⁄4" Sony EXVIEW HAD 
CCD with true day/night, 
128x wide dynamic range, 3D 
intelligent positioning function 
and 3D noise reduction 
Features: •Programmable 
alarm triggering •IP66 rating 
•360° endless pan range •256 
presets; 8 patrols •RS-485 
communication diagnosis 
•Power: 24VAC •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # Focal Length Resolution ONLY
 DS-2AF1-513 4.1~73.8mm 540 $1119.00
 DS-2AF1-517-B 3.4~122.4mm 570 1569.00

Mini PTZ IP and Analog 
Indoor Camera
Available in either IP or 
analog versions, these pan/
tilt/zoom security cameras 
from Hikvision offer quick 
movement, ensuring you never 
miss anything. Both feature: •1⁄4" 
Sony Interline Transfer CCD image 
sensor •H.264 dual stream video compression •500TVL 
•10x zoom •Auto IR cut filter •Pan speed: 0.7°/s~400°/s, 
tilt speed:0.7°/s~150°/s IP camera features: •Supports 
IE browser for network preview •Supports PoE (power 
over ethernet) •Supports up to 2Gb mini SD card 
for local storage •See MCMelectronics.com for more 
information 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A DS-2DF1-401E IP camera $1169.00
 A DS-2AF1-401 Analog camera 799.00

PTZ IP and Analog  
Indoor/Outdoor Color  
Camera with 22x Zoom
Remove the limitations of any security installation with 
this professional pan/tilt/zoom security camera from 
Hikvision. Features: •3.9~85.8mm 22x optical zoom 
•360° endless rotation •200 preset positions •1⁄4" Sony 
Super HAD CCD image sensor •H.264 dual stream 
video compression •480TVL (768 x 494) •Medium 
pan speed: 0.2°~75° persecond, tilt speed: 0.2°~50° 
per second •Privacy masking •Up to 12x digital zoom 
•Integrated heater and IP66 weather-proofing •SD card 
for local storage •Supports IE browser for network 
preview •Motion detection for PC client notification 
•See MCMelectronics.com for more information 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A DS-2DM1-612H IP camera $1189.00
 B DS-1621ZJ Mounting bracket 59.99

AB 

Speed Dome Brackets
Features: •Aluminum  
alloy construction 
•Suitable for indoor  
or outdoor conditions.
 Description 
 MCM Part # Dimensions ONLY
 Pendant for 5" dome 
 DS-1614ZJ 3.82"x7.64"x12.20" $30.95
 Pendant for 4" dome 
 DS-1616ZJ 3.82"x7.64"x12.20" 35.99
 Pole mount for 5" dome 
 DS-1622ZJ 4.61"x7.64"x12.20" 54.95
 Corner mount for 5" dome 
 DS-1633ZJ 6.96"x7.64"x16.52" 49.99

Silver Camera Mounting Bracket 
Suitable for mounting 
box cameras or bullet 
cameras in both indoor 
and outdoor installations. 
Features: •Aluminum alloy 
construction •Cable feed-
through bushings on both 
top and bottom •Dimensions: 2.56" x 3.74" x 7.40".
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-1212ZJ-S $14.95

Pole Mount  
Adapter Plate 
Suitable for DS-1212ZJ , 
DS-1213ZJ, DS-1225ZJ 
and DS-1226ZJ bracket. 
Features: •Aluminum alloy 
construction •Dimensions: 7.64" x 4.61" x 3.94".
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-1215ZJ $20.99

Outdoor 5"  
High Speed PTZ 
1⁄4" Sony EXVIEW  
HAD CCD with  
true day/night,  
128x wide dynamic  
range, 3D intelligent  
positioning function and  
3D noise reduction Features: •Programmable alarm 
triggering •3.4~122.4mm varifocal lens •540 TVL 
resolution •IP66 rating •360° endless pan range •256 
presets; 8 patrols •RS-485 communication diagnosis 
•Power: 24VAC •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC) •DS-
2AF1-517-B features built-in heater
 MCM Part # Mfr. # ONLY
 DS-2AF1-517-B - $1569.00
 82-17260 DS-2AF1-537-B 1569.00

#DS-2AF1-517-B
#82-17260

NEW!

Wall Mount  
for Mini Dome 
Cameras
•Suitable for DS-
2CD7133-E, DS-
2CD7153-E and DS-
2CD7164-E •Aluminum alloy and ABS construction 
•Mfr. #DS-1246ZJ 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17360 $49.99

NEW!
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Pendant Wall  
Mount Bracket 
Suitable for DS-2CD752MF-
FB and DS-2CD762MF-FB 
vandal-proof dome 
camera. Features: 
•Aluminum alloy 
construction •Dimensions:  
9.06" x 7.09" x 6.30".
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-1217ZJ $32.99

Indoor Flush 
Mount Ceiling 
Bracket 
Suitable for 
DS-2CD753F-E, 
DS-2CD754F-E, DS-2CD763PF(NF)-E, 
DS2CD793PF(NF)-E, DS2CD793P(N)FWD-E,  
DS-2CD733F-E vandal proof dome cameras.  
Features: •Sheet metal and ABS construction 
•Dimensions: 8.27 dia. x 3.33".
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-1227ZJ $27.99

Wall Mount 
Bracket 
Suitable for use with DS-2CD753F-E, 
DS-2CD754F-E, DS-2CD763PF(NF)-E, DS-
2CD793PF(NF)-E, DS-2CD793P(N)FWD-E, 
DS-2CD733F-E vandal-proof dome cameras. 
Features: •Aluminum alloy construction 
•Dimensions: 9.88" x 3.94" x 7.17".
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-1229ZJ $17.99

Mini Dome Camera  
Ceiling Pole Mount 
Suitable for use with DS-
2CD7133-E, DS-2CD7153-E,  
DS-2CD7164-E mini dome  
cameras. Features: •Aluminum  
alloy and ABS construction 
•Dimensions: 4.88" dia. x 22.64".
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-1236ZJ $37.99

PTZ Keyboard 
Controller  
with LCD 
Touch Panel 
Network keyboard telemetry transmitter and 
controller with live view and playback of video 
on the touch screen. Features: •Ergonomic design 
with 800×480 LCD touch panel •Live view and 
playback of video on screen at up to 1080p resolution 
•One-channel video decoding for local preview 
•Video capture and recording to local U-flash disk 
•Compatible with DVR/DVS, matrix, network  
camera/dome, PC-DVR, etc. •Supports 15 operators 
and each user is allowed to operate 256 devices.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-1100KI $719.00

Mini Indoor  
Dome Camera 
Compact mini dome 
camera with 1⁄3" Sony 
Super HAD II CCD image 
sensor and day/night auto- 
switch. Also features an 
auxiliary video output for field 
test monitor connection (DS-2CC5172N). Features: 
•3-axis adjustment •3.6mm lens •0.1min lux •Power: 
12VDC •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # Resolution ONLY
 DS-2CC5102N 420TVL $72.95
 DS-2CC5172N 540TVL 92.99

540 TVL Outdoor 
Dome Camera 
1⁄3" Sony CCD image 
sensor with IP66 
weather resistant  
outdoor housing. 
Features: •540TVL 
•3.6mm lens •0.1min lux 
•Power: 12VDC •Output: 
1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-2CC572N-IMB $92.99

540TVL Indoor WDR 
Varifocal Dome Camera 
1⁄3" Sony vertical double 
density interline CCD 
image sensor with IR cut 
filter. Features: •540TVL 
•2.8~11mm lens •0.0003 min 
lux sense up •True Wide 
Dynamic Range •Anti-
flicker mode •ICR filter 
auto switch •Digital Noise Reduction (DNR) •Power: 
12VDC/24VAC •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-2CC577N-A $349.00

Analog Bullet and Dome Day/Night Cameras
No matter what kind of security camera is most suitable 
for your application, Hikvision has you covered with 
their diverse selection of security cameras. Features: 
• 1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD •.1 lux •Day/night auto 
control (except #DS-2CC502N) •Electronic shutter 
•IP66 weatherproof rating on outdoor cameras •Output 
12V, 600mA Note: Adapter not included (#82-3950) 
•Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC) 
    Resolution Night time
 MCM Part # Lens (TVL) illumination ONLY
 Indoor/outdoor bullet cameras
 DS-2CC102N-IR 6mm 420 30' $74.99
 Indoor vandal proof dome camera
 DS-2CC512N-FB 3.5~8mm 480 - 124.00
 DS-2CC502N-FB 3.5~8mm 420 - 90.99

#DS-2CC502N #DS-2CC512N-FB

650TVL Indoor 
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Sony EXView 
HAD CCD II  
•3.6mm fixed lens  
•Low illumination •Day/
night auto switch •3-axis 
adjustment •Compact design 
•OSD menu •Backlight correction 
•12VDC power •Mfr. #DS-2CC5192N 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17160 $109.00

NEW!

650TVL Indoor 
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Sony CCD 
•2.8~12mm varifocal lens 
•650TVL high resolution 
•Super low illumination 
•True day/night •Smart IR 
•3-axis adjustment •OSD menu 
•Backlight correction •75dB WDR 
•12VDC/24VAC power •Mfr. #DS-2CC5197N-VF 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17165 $209.00

NEW!

650TVL Outdoor 
Vandal Resistant 
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super HAD 
CCD II •2.8~12mm 
varifocal lens •Up to 
650TVL high resolution 
•Low illumination 
•True day/night •3-axis 
adjustment •IP66 rating 
•Vandal Proof •OSD menu •Backlight Correction 
•Wide Dynamic Range •Available with 12VDC/24VAC 
or 24VAC only •Available with built-in heater 
 MCM Part # 
 Mfr. # Power Heater ONLY
 650TVL Resolution
 82-17170 12VDC/24VAC No $299.00 
 DS-2CC5197N-VPIR
 82-17175 24VAC Yes 309.00 
 DS-2CC5197N-VPIRH
 560TVL Resolution
 DS-2CC5173N-VP 12VDC/24VAC No 199.00
 82-17180 12VDC/24VAC No 229.00 
 DS-2CC5173N-VPIR
 82-17185 24VAC Yes 259.00 
 DS-2CC5173N-VPIRH

NEW!

600TVL Indoor 
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" DIS sensor 
•3.6mm fixed lens 
•600TVL Resolution 
•Day/Night Auto Switch 
•3-axis Adjustment 
•Compact Design •OSD 
menu •Backlight correction 
•12VDC/24VAC power •Mfr. #DS-2CE5582N 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17195 $39.99

NEW!
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560TVL Color Day/Night Bullet Camera 
1/3" Sony Super HAD II CCD with true day/night, 
OSD menu, digital wide dynamic range, 3D noise 
reduction and test monitor output(BNC).  
Features: •560TVL •2.8~12mm varifocal lens  
•Min. illumination: 0.1lux •IP66 rating •Dual  
voltage •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # IR Cut Filter ONLY
 DS-2CC1173N-VF No $204.00
 DS-2CC1173N-VFIR Yes 244.00

540TVL High Resolution  
Color Day/Night Bullet Camera 
1/3" Sony Super HAD CCD with LED illumination 
for automatic night time surveillance. Features: 
•540TVL •Auto white balance, auto gain control, 
electronic shutter control, and backlight compensation 
•3.6mm lens •0.1lux min. illumination •Power:  
12VDC •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-2CC192N-IR3 $139.00

480TVL Analog CCD  
23x Zoom Camera
•3.84~88.4mm lens •1⁄4" Sony 
Interline transfer HAD CCD 
•.2 lux •480TVL, 768 x 494 
resolution •RS-485 •OSD menu 
•Capable of either black and white, or color •520TVL 
resolution when used in B&W mode Note: 12V adapter 
not included (#82-3950) Output: •1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 DS-2CZ252N $304.00

Fixed, Varifocal and Megapixel Lenses
Choose from a wide variety of camera lenses designed and engineered  
to save the CCTV installation professional both time and money.
 MCM Part # Format Type Focal length ONLY
 TF0216 1/3 Fixed 2.1mm $20.99
 TF0412-IR 1/3 Fixed 4.0mm 13.29
 TV2713D-IR 1/3 Varifocal 2.7~13.0mm 69.99
 FY28V8AW 1/3 Varifocal 2.8~8.0mm 69.00
 HV4510D-MPIR ½ Megapixel auto-iris 4.95~10.0mm 109.00
 HV4510M-MPIR ½ Megapixel manual-iris 4.95~10.0mm 99.00
 TV0515D-MPIR 1/3 Megapixel auto-iris 5.0~15.0mm 30.95
 TV0515M-MPIR 1/3 Megapixel manual-iris 5.0~15.0mm 20.99
 TV0550D-IR 1/3 Megapixel auto-iris 5.0~50.0mm 72.95
 YV3.3*15SA-SAWL 1/3 Megapixel auto-iris 15.0~50.0mm 304.00
 YV4.3*2.8SA-SAWL 1/3 Megapixel auto-iris 2.80~12.0mm 234.00
 82-17390 1/2.7 5 Megapixel auto-iris 12.5~50mm 399.00

IP Color Outdoor 
Day/Night Bullet 
Cameras
Utilizing the latest H.264 
recording technology, and 
providing excellent picture quality accessible via your 
network, these day/night cameras with IR LEDs are 
easy to install on your network and suitable for any 
application, indoors or out. Features: •Linux embedded 
•1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD •4CIF @ 30fps, up to 
540TVL •3.5mm audio jack in/out •Alarm in/out •RJ-45 
connection •RS-485 connection •0.1 lux@F1.2 •Local 
storage support, up to 16Gb SD card •Supports power 
over ethernet •24VAC/12VDC •IP66 outdoor rating 
   Night time Illumination 
 MCM Part # Lens Resolution distance ONLY
 DS-2CD892N-IR3 12mm 540TVL 100' $489.00
 DS-2CD812N-IR1 6mm 480TVL 30' 429.00
 DS-2CD802N-IR3 12mm 420TVL 100' 369.00
 DS-2CD802N-IR1 6mm 420TVL 30' 399.00

600TVL Outdoor IR Dome 
Camera
•1⁄3" DIS sensor •600TVL 
Horizontal Resolution •True 
Day/Night •Up to 120' IR 
Range •OSD menu •IP66 
outdoor rated •12VDC power 
•Backlight correction 
 MCM Part # 
 Mfr. # Lens IR Range ONLY
 82-17200 3.6mm fixed 10~20m $69.99 
 DS-2CE5582N-IR
 82-17205 12mm fixed 40m 89.99 
 DS-2CE5582N-IR3
 82-17210 2.8~12mm varifocal 40m 109.00 
 DS-2CE5582N-VIR3

#82-17200 #82-17205

#82-17210
NEW!

650TVL Outdoor Varifocal IR Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD II •True Day/Night 
•650TVL high resolution •2.8~12mm Varifocal auto 
iris lens •Digital noise reduction •Wide Dynamic 
Range •Smart IR •IP66 rating •20~30m IR range 
•Backlight correction •12VDC/24VAC power  
•Mfr. #DS-2CC1197N-VFIR 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17190 $309.00

NEW!

600TVL Outdoor  
IR Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" DIS sensor 600TVL 
Horizontal Resolution •True Day/Night •Up to 120' 
IR Range •OSD menu •IP66 outdoor rated •12VDC 
power •Backlight correction 
 MCM Part # 
 Mfr. # Lens IR Range ONLY
 82-17215 3.6mm fixed 10~20m $69.99 
 DS-2CE1582N-IR
 82-17220 12mm fixed 30~40m 89.99 
 DS-2CE1582N-IR3
 82-17225 2.8~12mm varifocal 30~40m 109.00 
 DS-2CE1582N-VIR3

#82-17215 #82-17220

#82-17225

NEW!

650TVL  
Box Camera
•1⁄3" Sony 
CCD •Low 
illumination 
•650TVL high 
resolution •3D digital noise reduction •True day/
night •OSD menu •Backlight correction •75dB WDR 
•12VDC/24VAC •Mfr. #DS-2CC1197N-A 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17155 $189.00

NEW!

Outdoor 
Camera 
Housing
Available with 
heater, fan and 
built-in wiper, 
this box camera 
housing is ideal for harsh outdoor environments. 
Features: •Working temperature: -40˚C~70 ˚C •IP66 
rated housing •24VAC powered •Aluminum alloy 
construction •Dimensions: 18.03" x 4.81" x 5.54".
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17370 DS-1311HZ-B Camera Housing $69.99
 DS-1312HZ-B - Housing with Fan/ 102.00 
   Heater/Wiper
 82-17375 DS-1313HZ-B Housing with Fan/Heater 89.99

NEW!
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IDview 960H DVRs IDview HD-SDI DVRs/Cameras

16 Channel i-Cloud  
960H Series DVR

•H.264 video compression, 960H resolution •Offer free 
one channel IVS including: virtual fence, object loss/
left over detection and video diagnostics •Embedded 
channel mode selection enables easy upgrade to 
hybrid or full NVR •XM cloud service renders “port 
forwarding” obsolete •Up to 480fps 960H recording 
•Max support of 1080p •192 motion detection zones 
•Supports local wireless connection to DVR •Offers 
iCMS with eMap function •DVD-RW drive for 
backup 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # HDD ONLY
 82-17650 IV-LP16D1-960H-1000 1TB $1499.00
 82-17651 IV-LP16D1-960H-2000 2TB 1659.00

NEW!

i-Cloud 960H Series DVR
•H.264 video compression, 960H 
resolution •Offer free one channel IVS 

including: virtual fence, object loss/left over detection 
and video diagnostics •Embedded channel mode 
selection enables easy upgrade to hybrid or full NVR 
•XM cloud service renders “port forwarding” obsolete 
•Up to 240fps 960H recording (120fps for 4 channel) 
•Max support of 1080p •192 motion detection zones 
•Supports local wireless connection to DVR •Offers 
iCMS with eMap function •Available DVD-RW drive 
for backup (16 channel only) 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels HDD ONLY
 Without DVD-RW
 82-17560 IV-411Z-960H-500 4 500GB $429.00
 82-17561 IV-411Z-960H-1000 4 1TB 519.00
 82-17562 IV-811Z-960H-500 8 500GB 629.00
 82-17563 IV-811Z-960H-1000 8 1TB 699.00
 82-17564 IV-1611Z-960H-500 16 500GB 799.00
 82-17565 IV-1611Z-960H-1000 16 1TB 889.00
 82-17566 IV-1611Z-960H-2000 16 2TB 999.00
 With DVD-RW
 82-17567 IV-1611ZA-960H-500 16 500GB 899.00
 82-17568 IV-1611Z-A960H-1000 16 1TB 959.00

NEW!

HD-SDI DVR
•Support 1080p real time recording/playback •High 
speed dual Gigabit network interfaces •Dual stream 
support for remote access from a PC and/or a cell 
phone •Remote access through web, CMS, mobile 
app (Android® and iOS) •Easy data export via USB 
drive, webpage and USB external HDD •Search by 
date/time, alarm and channel •Support maximum 
eight SATA HDDs •Removable front panel for easy 
HDD installation •Watermark Verification •Free 256 
channel CMS bundle for multiple device management 
•Free DDNS server provided for use with dynamic IP 
addresses 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels HDD ONLY
 82-17665 IV-HD418-AH-1000 4 1TB $999.00
 82-17666 IV-HD418-AH-2000 4 2TB 1199.00
 82-17670 IV-HD818-AH-1000 8 1TB 1499.00
 82-17671 IV-HD818-AH-2000 8 2TB 1759.00
 82-17672 IV-HD1618-AH-1000 16 1TB 1989.00
 82-17673 IV-HD1618-AH-2000 16 2TB 2199.00
 82-17674 IV-HD1618-AH-3000 16 3TB 2279.00
 82-17675 IV-HD1618-AH-4000 16 4TB 2499.00

NEW!
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3MP HD-
SDI HD Box 
Camera with 
Varifocal Lens 
(2.8~12mm)
HD-SDI 30fps@1080p Box Camera •1/2.8" 3 Megapixel 
Sony Progressive Color Sensor •Transmission Distance 
up to 328' •OSD Menu for Easy Setup •Supports IR 
Cut Filter Removable for Day and Night Function 
•Supports CS/C Mount •Auto White Balance, Auto 
Gain, Control, Backlight Compensation Functions 
•Includes varifocal lens 2.8~12mm.

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15320  $359.00

3MP HD-SDI 
Dome Camera 
HD-SDI 
30fps@1080p Dome 
Camera •1/2.8" 3 
Megapixel Sony 
Progressive Color 
Sensor •Transmission 
Distance up to 150 meters / 492' •Noise Reduction 
for Enhanced Image Quality Even in Low Light 
Conditions •Auto White Balance, Auto Gain Control, 
Backlight Compensation Functions

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15330 $389.00 1.3MP HD-SDI Box Camera

HD-SDI 30fps@720p Box Camera, 1⁄3" 1.3 Megapixel 
Sony Progressive Color Sensor, Transmission Distance 
up to 328', SD Menu for Easy Setup, Supports IR 
Cut Filter Removable for Day and Night Function, 
Supports CS/C Mount, Auto White Balance, Auto 
Gain, Control, Backlight Compensation  
Functions. Lens not included

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15310  $329.00

Four-Channel HD-SDI DVR
Four/Eight (depends on system) HD (1920x1080) 
1080p Cameras supported •High Definition Picture 
Quality •HD Multiplexer •Auto Switching for 4.3,  
16.9 Screen Aspect Ratio •True Real-Time Triple 
Streaming for Live Display •Playback and recording 
•Intelligent Video Surveillance (IVS) •Features 
Supported with CMS
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-15315  $2019.00

3MP HD-SDI Bullet Camera
HD-SDI 30fps@1080p Bullet Camera •1/2.8" 
3 Megapixel Sony Progressive Color Sensor 
•Transmission Distance up to 150 meters / 492' 
 •Noise Reduction for Enhanced Image Quality  
Even in Low Light Conditions •Auto White Balance, 
Auto Gain Control, Backlight Compensation 
Functions •IR Distance Up to 30 meter / 98'  
•Weather Resistant IP66 Rated

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15325  $409.00

2MP 
HD-SDI 

IR Dome Camera
•1080p 2MP resolution 
•2.8~12mm lens •IR LED for 
80' night viewing •DWDR, 
DNR, AWB, AGC •OSD to 
fine tune image •64X digital zoom 
•Durable IP67 housing •Sends Megapixels image 500' 
over coax •12/24V 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17680 IV-HDCM-400D Dome camera $429.00
 82-17681 IV-HDCM-400WM Wall mount 79.99

NEW!2.1MP HD-SDI  
IR Dome Camera
•2.1MP CMOS image 
sensor •Full HD1080p 
digital images •HD-SDI 
output interface •Broadcast 
style transmission over coaxial cable 
•Uncompressed Images (Zero latency) •28 IR LEDs; 
mechanical IR cut-filter •Digital noise reduction 
•O.S.D. menu •Selectable gain control, white balance, 
back light compensation •Analog video output 
•12VDC/24VAC 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17695 IV-HDCM-500D Dome camera $419.00
 82-17696 IV-HDCM-500WM Wall mount 79.99
 82-17697 IV-HDCM-500PM Pendant mount 79.99

NEW!

2MP HD-SDI IR Bullet Camera
•1080p 2MP Resolution •2.8-12 
mm lens •IR LED for 160'. night viewing. 
•DWDR, DNR, AWB, AGC •OSD to fine tune 
image (access panel) •HD-SDI and SD video outputs 
•Durable IP66 housing •Sends MP image 500' over 
coax •12/24V •Mfr. #IV-HDCM-500U 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17690 $429.00

NEW!

2MP HD-SDI 
IR Bullet 
Camera
•1080p 2MP resolution •2.8~12mm lens •IR LED 
for 140' night viewing •DWDR, DNR, AWB, AGC 
•OSD to fine tune image •64X digital zoom •Durable 
IP66 housing •Sends Megapixels image 500' over coax 
•12/24V •Mfr. #IV-HDCM-400U 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17685 $579.00

NEW!

2MP HD-SDI Outdoor 
Day/Night Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Panasonic 2.1MP 
CMOS •1080p/720p 
•2.8~11mm auto iris IR-CUT 
lens •Day and night •White 
balance controlled by OSD 
Menu •HD-SDI output interface •Broadcast style 
transmission over coaxial cable •Uncompressed images 
(Zero Latency) •12VDC •Mfr. #IV-6100HD 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17700 $419.00

NEW!

2MP HD-SDI  
WDR PTZ  
Cameras
•1/2.8 inch Exmor ® 
CMOS sensor with 2 
Megapixels •Full-
HD Video with up 
to 1080p30 •Built-in 
true day and night 
filter •Optical zoom with auto-focus and auto-iris 
•Automatic Wide dynamic range Function •IP67 
Weather-proof and lightning-proof (Outdoor) 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17710 IV-HDCM-300PI Indoor dome $2299.00
 82-17715 IV-HDCM-300PO Outdoor dome 2599.00

#82-17710

NEW!
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IDview NVRs IDview IP Cameras

1080p Compact NVR
•Linux Based NVR 4x 2MP recording 
•30 FPS of Live and Recorded video 

•1TB or 2TB hard drive included, supports multiple 
drives, 3TB max per drive •Operate independently with 
local live monitoring, recording, playback and local 
configuration •Web, CMS and mobile remote access 
•VGA and HDMI video outputs •8 alarm inputs 2 
alarm outputs •Gigabit LAN for closed CCTV system 
•10/100 WAN port for remote access •DVR style GUI 
interface 
 MCM Part # 
 Mfr. # Channels HDD Included/Max ONLY
 82-17530 4 1TB/9TB $799.00 
 IV-4CHNVR-1080p-1TB
 82-17531 4 2TB/9TB 899.00 
 IV-4CHNVR-1080p-2TB
 82-17532 8 1TB/9TB 1059.00 
 IV-8CHNVR-1080p-1TB
 82-17533 8 2TB/9TB 1199.00 
 IV-8CHNVR-1080p-2TB
 82-17534 16 1TB/18TB 1289.00 
 IV-16CHNVR-1080p-1TB
 82-17535 16 2TB/18TB 1429.00 
 IV-16CHNVR-1080p-2TB

NEW!

High Compression NVR
•H.264 High profile compression 
algorithm ideal for standalone 

NVR •Realtime live display up to 8/16/24 cameras 
•Pentaplex function: live, recording, playback, backup 
and remote access •Support Dual-streams, to make 
mobile monitoring very easy, flexible for network 
transmission •Multiple control methods: IR remote 
controller, USB mouse and front panel press button 
•Smart video detection: motion detection, video blind, 
video loss •Smart camera settings: privacy masking, 
camera lock, color setting, and title display •Pan 
Tilt Zoom and Speed Dome Control: More than 60 
protocols supported •Easy backup methods: USB 
devices, remote network and client software backup 
•Alarm triggering screen tips, buzzer, PTZ preset, 
e-mail and FTP upload •Smart HDDs Management: 
non-working HDD hibernation, HDD faulty alarm, 
Raid function •Powerful network software: built-in 
web server, multi-DVR client and SMS Networking 
access 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # HDD Included/Max ONLY
 82-17520 IV-8MPNVR-1000 1TB $979.00
 82-17521  IV-8MPNVR-2000 2TB 1099.00
 82-17522  IV-16MPNVR-1000 1TB 1199.00
 82-17523  IV-16MPNVR-2000 2TB 1349.00
 82-17524  IV-24MPNVR-1000 1TB 1469.00
 82-17525 IV-24MPNVR-2000 2TB 1629.00

NEW!

2MP “Cube” IP 
Network Camera

•Provides wider and clearer 
images in full HD video quality 
at full frame rates around the 
clock •30 fps at 1080p (2MP) 
•PoE or 12V power •Built-in mic 
and speaker •Single alarm input 
and output •3.1 mm lens •Auto 
day/night •H.264, MPEG4 
and MJPEG •Integrated 
infrared LED illuminator gives true, maximized 
visibility in complete darkness with uniform light 
distribution up to 33' •In addition to the standard 
ethernet connection to a wired network, the  
NCC800 is also compatible with Wi-Fi connectivity 
•Mfr. #IV-NC800MP 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17540 $359.00

NEW!

2MP Pan/Tilt  
IR IP Camera

•Remotely monitor and record 
activity with this IP camera with 
pan/tilt capability •H.264, MPEG4 
and MJPEG simultaneously (Tri-
encoders) •1600 x 1200 at 15fps 
•1280 x 720 at 30 fps •PoE or 12v 
•128 presets 16 tours •One or two way audio •Built in 
microphone •355 degree pan 30-90 degree tilt •micro 
SD card •OnVif 2.0 •Mfr. #IV-AM22-PT 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17545 $479.00

NEW!

2MP 
Cube IP 
Camera

•2 Megapixels with 
1600 x 1200 pixels 
•4.3 mm lens •15fps at 
1080p, 30 fps at 720p 
•H.264, MPEG4 and 
MJPEG •Built-in mic 
supports two-way audio 
•micro SD card for 
local recording •Two 
windows selectable ROI •12V external power adapter 
•Available with wired ethernet or wireless 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # ONLY
 82-17550 IV-AM2M4.3 $409.00
 82-17555 IV-AM2M4.3-Wireless 359.00

#82-17550

#82-17555

NEW!

1.3MP Day/
Night IP Dome Cameras
•Low light sensitivity 
•HD resolution up to 
720p(1.3MP) or 1080p(2MP) 
•6mm lens •IR-CUT filter 
•Three-axis rotation and high 
stability •Local analog video output 
•H.264, Dual stream •IR Distance 90~120' •Auto iris 
and electronic shutter speed •ONVIF 2.0 •12VDC 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Resolution ONLY
 82-17575 IV-D720PF-JU 1.3MP $299.00
 82-17576 IV-D1080PF-JU 2.0MP 369.00

NEW!

1.3MP Day/
Night IP 

Outdoor Dome Cameras
•Low light sensitivity •HD 
resolution up to 720p(1.3MP) 
or 1080p(2MP) •6mm lens 
•IR-CUT filter •IP66 outdoor 
rated •Local analog video 
output •H.264, Dual stream •IR Distance 90~120' 
•Auto iris and electronic shutter speed •ONVIF 2.0 
•12VDC 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Resolution ONLY
 82-17580 IV-DE720PF-JU 1.3MP $269.00
 82-17581 IV-DE1080PF-JU 2.0MP 369.00

NEW!

1.3MP Vandal-Proof  
Outdoor IP Dome Camera
•1⁄3" progressive scan Aptina CMOS 

•H.264 and MJPEG dual-stream encoding •Max 
25/30fps@1.3M(1280×960) and 25/30fps@720p(1280 x 
720) •WDR, Day/Night(ICR), 2DNR, Auto iris, AWB, 
AGC, BLC •0.1 lux @ F1.4 •2.8~12mm varifocal lens 
•Built-in 1/1 alarm in/out •Micro SD memory •IP66 
rated •12VDC/ AC24V/ PoE •ONVIF 2.0 •Available 
with integrated IR LEDs with 60' illumination 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # IR ONLY
 82-17585 IV-D2121.3MP No $479.00
 82-17586 IV-D2821.3MP Yes 499.00

#82-17585 #82-17586

NEW!

2MP Vandal-Proof  
IP Dome Camera
•1/2.8" progressive 
scan Exmor CMOS 
•H.264 and MJPEG 
dual-stream encoding •Max 
25/30fps@1080p (1920×1080) 
•WDR, Day/Night(ICR), 2DNR, Auto iris, AWB, 
AGC, BLC •0.2 Lux @ F1.2 •3~9mm varifocal lens 
•Built-in 2/1 alarm in/out •Max. IR LEDs distance 60 
feet •Micro SD memory •IP66 rated •12VDC/ AC24V/ 
PoE •Mfr. #IV-D3092MP 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17600 $579.00

NEW!
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IP Box Camera
•High resolution and vivid image •Support built-in 
micro SD card for storage •Local analog video output 
•H.264 main profile compression •Support dual 
stream •Compatible with C/CS mount lenses •Support 
smart mobile remotely monitoring, such as iPhone®, 
BlackBerry®, Android®, Symbian and windows mobile 
•Support WIFI (Need to add WIFI antenna) •Support 
auto iris and electronic shutter, adjust for different 
surveillance environment •Complete function: PTZ 
control, alarm, reset button etc •Provide web, CMS 
and center manage software (MYEYE) and SDK for 
development •Support connection with HVR/NVR 
•Compatible with ONVIF standard 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Resolution ONLY
 82-17595 IV-B313MP-JU 1.3MP $239.00
 82-17596 IV-B512MP-JU 2.0MP 349.00

3MP IP Indoor 
Box Camera
•1/2.8" Sony 
IMX036 CMOS sensor •Simultaneous H.264, 
MPEG4, and MJPEG video compressions •Min. 
Illumination: 0.01 lux at F1.2 •Two-way audio 
•Advanced motion detection (512 zones, Sensitivity: 
0~100 %) •Supports ONVIF •Full range of power 
options: 12VDC/24VAC/PoE (IEEE 802.3af)  
Lens not included
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15370 $579.00

2MP IP Box 
Camera 
•1/2.7" 
OmniVision 2M 
CMOS sensor 
•Simultaneous H.264, MPEG4, and MJPEG video 
compressions •Min. Illumination: color 0.2 lux at  
F1.4 •Two-way audio •Advanced motion detection 
(512 zones, Sensitivity: 0~100 %) Lens not included
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15390 $429.00

1.3MP WDR IP 
Box Camera
•Sony 
1.3-megapixel 
CMOS sensor 
•Simultaneous H.264, MPEG4, and MJPEG video 
compression •Min. illumination: 0.2 lux at F1.4 •Two-
way audio •Supports WDR (Wide Dynamic Range) 
Lens not included
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15410 $499.00

3MP IP Outdoor 
Dome Camera
•1/2.8" Sony IMX036 
CMOS sensor 
•Simultaneous H.264, 
MPEG4, and MJPEG 
video compressions 
•Three multi-profile applications •Min. Illumination: 
0.01 lux at F1.2 •WDR •Two-way audio •Advanced 
motion detection •Supports ONVIF •Full range of 
power options: 12VDC/24VAC/PoE (IEEE 802.3af)

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15360 $739.00

3MP IP Indoor  
Dome Camera
•1/2.8" Sony IMX036 
CMOS sensor 
•Simultaneous H.264, 
MPEG4, and MJPEG 
video compressions •Three multi-profile applications 
•Min. Illumination: 0.01 lux at F1.2 •WDR •Two-way 
audio •Advanced motion detection •Supports ONVIF 
•Full range of power options: 12VDC/24VAC/PoE 
(IEEE 802.3af)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15365 $729.00

2MP IP 
Bullet 
Camera 

•1/2.7" OmniVision 
2M CMOS sensor 
•Simultaneous H.264, 
MPEG4, and MJPEG 
video compressions •Min. 
Illumination: color 0.2 lux 
at F1.4 •Two-way audio •Advanced motion detection  
(512 zones, Sensitivity: 0~100 %)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15380 $669.00

2MP IP 
Indoor Dome 
Camera 

•1/2.7" OmniVision 2M 
CMOS sensor •Simultaneous 
H.264, MPEG4, and MJPEG 
video compressions •Min. 
Illumination: color 0.3 lux at 
F1.4 •Two-way audio •Advanced motion detection 
•Built-in SD / SDHC card slot for schedule and alarm 
recording •Supports ONVIF •Full range  
of power options: 12VDC/24VAC/PoE
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15385 $659.00

1.3MP IP Outdoor 
Vandal Dome  
Camera (WDR)
•1/3" WDR Sony CMOS 
sensor •Simultaneous 
H.264, MPEG4 and MJPEG video streaming •Up to 
30 / 25 frame rate in all resolutions •Supports two-way 
audio •Power requirements: 12VDC/24VAC/PoE
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15400  $619.00

1.3MP 
IP Indoor 

Dome Camera (WDR)
•1/3" WDR Sony CMOS 
sensor •Simultaneous 
H.264, MPEG4 and 
MJPEG video streaming 
•Up to 30 / 25 frame rate in 
all resolutions •Supports two-way audio •User-friendly 
UPnP functions •USB interface for IP address setting 
and update •SD card for alarm recording •Power 
requirements: 12VDC/24VAC/PoE
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15405 $609.00

1.3MP IR IP 
Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" 1.3 Megapixels 
progressive scan Aptina 
CMOS •H.264 and MJPEG dual-stream encoding 
•Max 15fps@1.3M (1280×960) and 25/30fps@720P 
(1280×720) •Day/Night (ICR) , 2DNR, AWB, AGC, 
BLC •Multiple network monitoring: Web viewer, CMS 
(DSS/PSS) and DMSS •3.6mm fixed lens •Max. IR 
LEDs Length 60' •IP66 rated •12VDC/PoE  
•Mfr. #IV-BU3613MP 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17570 $259.00

Outdoor IR IP Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" progressive scan CMOS •H.264 and MJPEG dual-
stream encoding •DWDR, day/night (ICR) , 2DNR, 
auto iris, AWB, AGC, BLC •0.1 Lux at F1.2 •Built-in 
2/1 alarm in/out •Max. IR LEDs distance 60' •Micro 
SD memory •IP66 rated •12VDC/PoE •ONVIF 2.0 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Resolution Varifocal Lens ONLY
 82-17590 IV-U8121MP 1.3MP 2.8~12mm $499.00
 82-17591 IV-U3122MP 2.0MP 3.3~12mm 529.00

NEW!
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IDview DVRs

2MP IP  
Bullet Camera 
•1/2.7" OmniVision 2M 
CMOS sensor •Simultaneous  
H.264, MPEG4, and MJPEG 
video compressions •Min. 
Illumination: color  
0.2 lux at F1.4 •Two-way audio 
•Advanced motion detection  
(512 zones, Sensitivity: 0~100 %)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15395 $619.00

1.3MP Network 
Bullet Camera 
(WDR)
•1/3" WDR Sony CMOS 
sensor •Simultaneous H.264, 
MPEG4 and MJPEG video 
streaming •Up to 30 / 25 frame 
rate in all resolutions •Supports two-way audio 
•12VDC/24VAC/PoE
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15415 $689.00

9-Channel High Definition  
Networked DVR

Supports one High Definition camera (1280 x 720)  
and eight analog cameras (720 x 480). The DVR 
produces HD picture quality, 3G mobile system 
support, auto-switching (4:3 to 16:9 Screen Aspect 
Ration), and Intelligent Video Surveillance (IVF) 
Features: •Video in: HDMI (1); 8 standard BNC; 1 
SDI BNC •Video out: (1) VGA and (1) BNC •Power: 
12VDC •Speed: High Definition @ 30fps; D1 @ 
240fps •Split screen •USB backup 

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15305 $819.00

3MP IP  
Bullet Camera
•1/2.8" Sony 
IMX036 CMOS 
sensor •Simultaneous H.264, MPEG4, and MJPEG 
video compressions •Min. Illumination: 0.01 lux at 
F1.2 •Supports WDR (Wide Dynamic Range) •Two-
way audio •Advanced motion detection (512 zones, 
Sensitivity: 0~100 %) •Supports ONVIF •Full range 
of power options: 12VDC/24VAC/PoE (IEEE 802.3af) 
•IP-66 certification is for preventing dust and water
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15375 $759.00

D1 Enterprise DVR
•H.264 High profile compression 

standalone DVR •Full channel at D1 realtime 
recording •HDMI/VGA/BNC/spot simultaneous video 
output •Support eight SATA HDD ( Max 8 x 3T) 
•16 channel simultaneously realtime playback, GUI 
on-screen menu tips •16 audio inputs, one output •16 
alarm inputs, four relay outputs 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels HDD ONLY
 82-17655 IV-LP24-JF-1000 24 1TB $1899.00
 82-17656  IV-LP24-JF-2000 24 2TB 1949.00
 82-17657  IV-LP24-JF-1000 32 1TB 1959.00
 82-17658  IV-LP24-JF-2000 32 2TB 2159.00

NEW!

D1 Enterprise DVR
•H.264 High profile compression 

standalone DVR •Full channel at D1 realtime 
recording •HDMI/VGA/BNC/spot simultaneous 
video output •Supports eight SATA HDDs up to 
32TB, 1 eSATA up to 16TB, four USB2.0 •16 channel 
simultaneous realtime playback, GRID interface and 
smart search •16 audio inputs, one output •16 alarm 
inputs, five relay outputs 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels HDD ONLY
 82-17660 IV-LP24-DH-1000 24 1TB $1959.00
 82-17661 IV-LP24-DH-2000 24 2TB 2099.00
 82-17662 IV-LP24-DH-1000 32 1TB 1999.00
 82-17663 IV-LP24-DH-2000 32 2TB 2159.00

NEW!

20-Channel Hybrid DVR
•Triplex operation •Built-in HDD 

•OS: Linux (embedded) •NTSC/PAL •1920 
x 1080 •Recording mode: scheduled, alarm, 
motion detection •Pre-Alarm: Yes •4x USB ports 
•Easily connects to your network •All major PTZ 
protocols •Operation temp: 32°F ~ 104°F

 MCM Part # Description HDD ONLY
 82-15435 CIF HDMI 1000GB $1729.00
 82-15436 CIF HDMI 2000GB 2119.00
 82-15437 D1 HDMI 1000GB 2049.00
 82-15438 D1 HDMI 2000GB 2319.00

Multi-Channel  
H.264 DVR with HDD

Multi-Channel video inputs (4, 8, 16, or 32)  
•Video output 1 BNC, 1VGA 3G Mobile Surveillance 
•Central Management Software •GUI with 16bit True 
Color •2 x USB2.0 •Embedded Linux OS •Display 
240/480 fps •Dual stream, recording at D1  
and viewing at CIF remotely
 MCM Part # Description Series ONLY
 82-15340 4-Channel; 500GB HDD ZJECO $459.00
 82-15341 4-Channel; 1Tb HDD ZJECO 619.00
 82-15342 8-Channel; 500GB HDD ZJECO 619.00
 82-15343 8-Channel; 1Tb HDD ZJECO 769.00
 82-15346 16-Channel; 500GB HDD ZJECO 709.00
 82-15347 16-Channel; 1Tb HDD ZJECO 849.00
 82-15348 16-Channel; 2Tb HDD ZJECO 1069.00
 82-15350 16-Channel; 1Tb HDD ZAECO 919.00
 82-15351 16-Channel; 2Tb HDD ZAECO 1139.00
 82-15352 16-Channel; 2Tb Looping LP16D1 1759.00
 82-15353 16-Channel; 4Tb Looping LP16D1 2189.00
 82-15354 32-Channel; 2Tb HDD LP16D1 2169.00
 82-15355 32-Channel; 4Tb HDD LP16D1 2589.00
 82-15356 32-Channel; 6Tb HDD LP16D1 3019.00

4/8/16 Channel Network DVR
•4/8/16 channel •Real time display 
•Recording up to 480fps at HD1 up 

to max. 16ch •Easy and convenient remote firmware 
update on CMS server •Support SATA HDD and 
external HDD with USB interface •IP filtering 
•protect the system by unauthorized IP address •H.264 
compression technology and individual recording 
setup for all cameras
 MCM Part # Description HDD ONLY
 82-15420 4-Channel 500GB $2119.00
 82-15421 8-Channel 500GB 2869.00
 82-15422 8-Channel 1000GB 3109.00
 82-15423 16-Channel 500GB 3059.00
 82-15424 16-Channel 1000GB 3289.00
 82-15425 16-Channel 2000GB 3869.00
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IDview Analog Cameras

PTZ Camera
•1⁄4" CCD •480TVL 
high resolution 27X 

Zoom •360° Horizontal endless 
•128 presets •Two tours and 8 auto 
scans •Pelco D & P protocol inside
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15540 Indoor $1319.00
 82-15545 5" outdoor 1369.00

3-Axis PTZ 
Controller
•Controls: 

Zoom-In, Zoom-Out, Pan, 
Tilt •Controls all functions 
of a PTZ •Manually or 
automatically controls  
the camera
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15555 Controls up to 32 PTZ cameras $539.00
 82-15560 Controls up to 3 PTZ cameras 299.00

1-Channel  
Video Encoder
•Supports  

video, audio and PTZ  
control •Record to local 
hard disk or NAS •480fps
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15575 $199.00

620TVL Indoor Dome 
Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD 
•Day/Night Function •620 
TVL •0.3 Lux @ F1.2 (Color) 
•0.0001 Lux (Sens-Up x256) •On 
Screen Display Menu •Digital WDR •Privacy Zone 
•Motion Detection •3-Axis 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15440 $234.00

700TVL 
Vandal-Proof 

Dome Camera
•700TVL, 1⁄3" Sony CCD 
•2.8~12mm lens •IR LED for 
90' night viewing •IP 65 vandal 
resistant housing •AGC, BLC, 
AWB, HLC via OSD •000.001 
lux minimum illumination •14˚~122˚F 
operating temperature •12VDC/24VAC  
•Mfr. #IV-DV502IRSS 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17605 $199.00

NEW!

700TVL 
Outdoor Dome Camera
•700TVL, 1⁄3" Sony CCD 
•2.8~12 mm lens •IR distance 
60' •OSD •Water resistant 
IP 66 housing •White color 
•AGC, BLC •-4˚~140˚F operating 
temperature •12VDC or 24VAC 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17610 IV-DV720DSS Dome camera $139.00
 82-17611 IV-DV720SS Vandal-resistant 129.00 
   dome camera
 82-17612 IV-DV409IRWDR Vandal-resistant 179.00 
   dome camera with WDR

NEW!

700TVL Dome Camera
•700TVL, 1⁄3" Sony Ex-view 
HAD II CCD •3.6 mm lens 
•IR LED for 60' night viewing 
•Three-axis mount •AGC, BLC, 
OSD, day/night •IP 65 vandal 
resistant housing •-4˚~140˚F operating temperature 
•12VDC •Mfr. #IV-DV424WDR 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17615 $149.00

NEW!

700TLV  
IR Dome 
Camera

•700TVL Sony Effio-E 
chipset •2.8~12mm lens •IR 
LED for 100' night viewing 
•Vandal resistant housing 
IP65 •AGC, BLC, AWB, 
HLC •-4˚~122˚F operating 
temperature •12VDC 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color ONLY
 82-17620 IV-DVFH-6100IR-700BSS Black $139.00
 82-17621 IV-DVFH-6100IR-700WSS White 139.00

NEW!

620TVL Indoor IR  
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" SONY Super HAD 
CCD •Day/Night Function 
•620 TVL •Sens-up (x256) 
•Digital WDR •35 IR LED 
(0.0 Lux IR on), Viewing Distance 100' •On Screen 
Display Menu •Privacy Zone •Motion Detection  
•4-Axis, True Viewing Angle
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15445 $224.00

600TVL 
Wide 

Dynamic Range  
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" SONY Super DS CCD 
Used Wide Dynamic Range 
•Day/Night Function •600 
TVL •0.3 Lux @ F1.2 (Color) •3DDNR (3D Digital 
Noise Reduction) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15450 $284.00

620TVL Vandal Proof  
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super HAD 
CCD •Day/night function 
•620TVL •0.3 Lux @ F1.2 
(Color) •0.0001 Lux (Sens-Up 
x256) •Lens: 2.8~12mm •3DDNR, 
vandal, IP68 •12VDC/24VAC dual power 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15460 $299.00

620TVL Vandal 
Proof WDR  
Dome Camera
•1⁄3" Sony SD CCD 
•Day/night •WDR 
•620TVL •0.3 Lux @ 
F1.2 (color), 0.00004 
Lux (Sens-Up x256) •Lens: 
2.8~12mm •3 Axis, Vandal, IP68 
•12VDC/24VAC dual power
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15470 $359.00

Wall Mount for 
 IV-DV Cameras
•Mount to be used with IV-DV series camera only.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15475 $102.00

Pendant Mount  
for Digital ID View Cameras
•IV-DV series
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15480 $102.00
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Geovision IP Cameras

700TVL Vandal  
Proof Dome Camera
•700 TVL •2-8-12mm 
Lens •On screen display 
(OSD) •3 Axis •Vandal 
proof -IP66 •White 
housing 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15525 Day Only $144.00
 82-15530 Day/Night Vision up to 50' 174.00

600TVL Long 
Range IR  
Bullet Camera
•1/3" SONY Super 
HAD CCD •600 TVL •0.3 Lux (Color), 
0 Lux (IR LED On) •DC Auto‐Iris 
Varifocal Lens (5~50mm) •Dual Power  
(DC12V / AC24V)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15510 $304.00

620TVL IR  
Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" CCD II •620 TV 
Lines •768(H) x 496(V) 
•True day and night (ICR) •Auto iris 
varifocal lens (2.8~12mm) •AGC (Auto) 
•12VDC/24VAC (dual voltage)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15515 $329.00

620TVL  
Day/Night Outdoor 
IR Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" CCD II •620 TV Lines 
•768(H) x 496(V) •True Day and 
Night (ICR) •Power:12VDC •Auto 
Iris Vari-Focal Lens (2.8-12mm) •AGC (Auto) 
•12VDC/24VAC (Dual Voltage) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15520 $184.00

700TVL 
WDR Box 

Camera with 4x Zoom
•1⁄3" super HAD “Double 
Scan” CCD II •SONY 
Effio-P DSP •Wide dynamic 
range (WDR) •Advance 2D 
and 3D noise reduction (DNR) 
•Auto Tone Reproduction function (ATR) •Auto 
White Balance and Auto Back Light Compensation 
•Min. illumination of 0.03 Lux/F1.2 •000.00006 Lux 
slow shutter •Wall mountable and easy adjustment 
with three-axis camera mount •Built-in 2.8~11mm 
varifocal lens with auto iris •ICR Cut-Filter true day 
and night •Image resolution of 700TVL •Dual voltage 
(24VAC/12VDC) •Mfr. #IV-D700WDR 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16745 $29.99

NEW!

700TVL Outdoor Day/
Night Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" sony Exview + 
Effio-E sensor •High 
resolution 700TVL 
•Varifocal lens 2.8-
10mm •Built-in 35 IR 
LEDs •Viewing distance up to 150' •Weatherproof 
IP66 •12VDC •Mfr. #IV-BV790 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17640 $189.00

NEW!

700TVL Long 
Range Day/
Night Bullet 
Camera
•700TVL, 1⁄3" Sony Effio-e sensor •5~50mm lens •12 
IR LED provide 240' of night viewing •IP 66 housing 
with sun shield •White color reduces overheating 
•AGC, BLC, AWB •14˚~122˚F operating temperature 
•12VDC/ AC24V •Mfr. #IV-BV50215SS 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17635 $349.00

NEW!

700TVL 
Outdoor Day/
Night Bullet 
Camera
•700TVL , 1⁄3" Sony Effio-E sensor •2.8~12mm lens 
•IR LED for 120' night viewing •IP 66 housing with 
sun shield •Through the mount cable •AGC, BLC, 
AWB, HLC •-14˚~140˚F operating temperature 
•12VDC/24VAC •Mfr. #IV-BV742DSS 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17630 $179.00

NEW!

600TVL Box Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD II •Ultra High 
Resolution: 600 TV Lines (BW 650TV Lines)  
•Min. Illumination: 0.03 Lux (B/W) •OSD, Auto  
White Balance •24V AC or 12V DC Lens not included
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15500 Day/Night Vision $184.00
 82-15505 WDR; 2x Digital Zoom 359.00

CCTV Housing and Mount
•Includes heater and fan  
•Weatherproof
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15620 $114.00

CCTV  
Camera Lens

•Take the guess work out 
of your CCTV installation 
•Vari-focal lenses feature 
fully adjustable focal lengths 
reducing the lenses you  
need to stock
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15605 2.8 ~ 12mm $82.99
 82-15610 5 ~ 50mm 144.00
 82-15615 5 ~ 100mm 154.00

1.3MP  
Geovision Indoor 
IP Camera
The Ultra Box 
Camera is a series 
of light-weighted 
cameras designed 
for indoor usage. Equipped with IR-cut filter and 
built-in IR LEDs, the Ultra Box Camera provides 
excellent image quality. The camera supports PoE 
and can be installed intuitively. Features: •1/2.5" 
progressive scan CMOS •Dual streams from H.264 
and MJPEG •Up to 30 fps at 1280 x 1024 •4 IRs up to 
32' visibility •Intelligent IR •Day and night function 
(with removable IR-cute filter) •Wide Dynamic Range 
(WDR) •Defog •Memory Card Slot •Two-way audio 
•Motion detection •Tampering alarm •Text overlay 
•Privacy mask •IP address filtering •DC 5V/PoE 
•Megapixel lens •Supports iPhone, iPad, Android  
and 3GPP •ONVIF conformant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16765 $269.00

NEW!
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Lorex DVRs/NVRs

2MP Geovision 
Indoor IP Box 
Camera
•2 megapixel 
progressive scan 
CMOS •Dual 
streams from H.264 
and MJPEG •Lens- 2.8 - 12mm/f1.4 •Up to 30 fps at 
1920 x 1080 •Two-way audio with built-in mic •One 
sensor input and alarm output •TV-out support •Wide 
Dynamic Range pro (WDR pro) •Motion detection 
•12VDC/PoE •Removable IR-cut filter for Day/Night 
function •Varifocal megapixel lens •Supports iPhone, 
iPad, Android and 3GPP •ONVIF conformant 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16770 $499.00

NEW!

Geovision IP Dome Cameras
•Progressive Scan Low Lux CMOS sensor •Dual video 
streams from H.264 and MJPEG •Up to 30 frames per 
second in megapixel resolution (1280 x 1024) •Built-
in microphone •Active Tampering alarm •Motion 
detection •Privacy mask •IP address filtering •iPhone, 
iPad, Android •PoE (Power over Ethernet) 
 MCM Part # Resolution ONLY
 Indoor
 82-16775 1.3MP $299.00
 82-16785 2.0MP 319.00
 82-16795 3.0MP 359.00
 Outdoor
 82-16780 1.3MP 359.00
 82-16790 2.0MP 399.00
 82-16800 3.0MP 459.00

Indoor Outdoor
NEW!

Geovision Outdoor  
IP Bullet Cameras
•Progressive scan  
Low Lux CMOS 
•Dual streams 
from H.264 and 
MJPEG •Up 
to 30 fps at 1280 
x 1024 •Intelligent 
IR •Zoom lens for remote focus/zoom adjustment 
•Ingress protection (IP67) •Cable-concealed bracket 
preventing cable from being cut •One alarm input 
and sensor output •Two-way audio •Wide Dynamic 
Range (WDR) •Motion detection •Tampering alarm 
•Privacy mask •IP address filtering •12VDC/24VAC/
PoE •Removable IR-cut filter for Day/Night function 
•Supports iPhone, iPad, Android and 3GPP •ONVIF 
conformant 
 MCM Part # Resolution ONLY
 82-16805 1.3MP $479.00
 82-16810 2MP 549.00

NEW!

Fisheye IP Dome Camera
The fisheye dome camera allows you to monitor 
all angles of a location using just one camera. The 
distorted hemispherical image of the fisheye camera 
will be converted into the conventional rectilinear 
projection. Features: •Progressive scan CMOS •H.264 
and MJPEG •Electronic Day/Night function •Provides 
360 and 180 degrees panorama view •No mechanical 
moving parts •Built-in Web server for monitoring 
through IE browser •Virtual PTZ function •Auto 
Pan function •Different angle of view accessible by 
multiple users at the same time •Privacy mask •Visual 
automation •Tampering alarm •Built-in microphone 
and speaker •One sensor input and alarm output 
•12VDC /24VAC/PoE •Micro SD/SDHC Card Slot 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Resolution ONLY
 82-16840 VC-CAG-FE4301 4MP $579.00
 82-16845 VC-CAG-FER521 5MP 749.00

#82-16840 #82-16845NEW!

Geovision 
Varifocal IP 
Dome Camera
•1/2.5" progressive 
scan CMOS •Dual 
video streams from 
two of H.264, 
MJPEG and 
MPEG4 •3-axis 
mechanism (pan/tilt/roll) •Varifocal megapixel lens 
•Built-in IR LED •Two-way audio •AAC and G.711 
audio codec •One sensor input and alarm output •TV-
out support •Micro SD/SDHC Card Slot •12VDC/
AC 24V/PoE •Motion detection •Tampering alarm 
•Privacy mask •Removable IR-cut filter for Day/Night 
function •IP address filtering •Supports iPhone, iPad, 
Android and 3GPP 
 MCM Part # Resolution Lens ONLY
 82-16825 1.3MP 3~9mm $399.00
 82-16830 2MP 2.7~9mm 469.00
 82-16835 3MP 2.7~9mm 549.00

NEW!

Indoor  
IP Cube Camera
•1/2.5" progressive scan 
CMOS •Dual streams from 
H.264 and MJPEG •Passive 
infrared (PIR) sensor for 
detecting movement and 
activating the alarm LED 
•Wireless connectivity: WiFi 
802.11b/g/n •Two-way audio 
•Memory Card Slot •Wide 
Dynamic Range (WDR) •Tampering alarm •Text 
overlay •Privacy mask •IP address filtering •DC 5V 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Resolution ONLY
 82-16815 VC-CAG-CAW1200 1.3MP $249.00
 82-16820 VC-CAG-CAW2200 2.0MP 269.00

NEW!

Geovision IP  
Vandal Resistant 
Dome Camera
•Progressive scan 
CMOS •Dual video 
streams from two 
of H.264, MPEG4 
and MJPEG •3-axis 
mechanism (pan/tilt/roll) 
•External microphone •Built-in 
IR LED •Two-way audio •One sensor input and 
alarm output •TV-out support •Motion detection 
•Tampering alarm •Privacy mask •IP address filtering 
•3GPP/ISMA •12VDC/24VAC/PoE •Day/Night 
function •2.7~9mm Varifocal megapixel lens 
 MCM Part # Resolution ONLY
 82-16850 1.3MP $459.00
 82-16855 2MP 499.00
 82-16860 3MP 569.00

NEW!

8 Channel NVR Kit with 4 IP Cameras
View your world like never before in full high 
definition 1080p viewing and real time recording, 
adding a whole new dimension to your monitoring. 
The netHD NVR security system brings a more 
heightened level of detail and clarity to your 
surveillance and awareness needs. Features: •Full 
HD 1080p resolution •Real-time recording at 1080p 
resolution (30fps on each channel) •Simultaneous 
playback and live view on the same screen •Selectable 
area zoom during live and playback display •24/7 
100% duty cycle hard disc drive •Expandable high 
capacity storage - up to 8TB •HDMI output resolution 
1080p and VGA output for simple connection to 
HDTVs (HDMI cable included) •Pentaplex operation: 
View, Record, Playback, Backup & Remotely control 
the system simultaneously •Dedicated iPad® and 
Android tablet apps with multi-channel live viewing 
and playback •PC (Microsoft Windows™ 8, 7) 
compatible using client software (included) & web 
browser Camera Features: •H.264 video compression 
technology •Full HD1080p video with real-time 
recording (30fps) •True day/night mode: Picture 
automatically switches to B&W delivering better 
clarity in low light conditions •3D DNR - Frame-to-
frame digital noise reduction •Digital-wide dynamic 
range •Outstanding night vision up to 150' away in 
typical night time ambient lighting and up to 100' away 
total darkness •100' Cat5 Power over ethernet cable 
(PoE) for flexible installation •Mfr.#LNR282C4B
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16720 $1399.00

NEW!
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HD-SDI 4 
Channel DVR 
Kit with 1080p 
Cameras
View your world 
like never before 
with the first 
full HD 1080p 
surveillance system in the consumer market. This easy to install do-it-yourself  
security bundle boasts full 1080p HD viewing and recording capabilities, producing 
outstanding high definition images that can be digitally zoomed during live 
viewing and playback mode capturing every important detail. Features: •HD-SDI 
supporting 1080p and 720p recording •Digital Zoom in live view & playback 
•Pentaplex operation - View, Record, Playback, Backup and Remotely control the 
system simultaneously •4Tb 24x7 100% duty cycle HDD preinstalled •1080p (1920 
x 1080) 2 Megapixel CMOS Image Sensors •Megapixel 4mm lens for superior 
detail and wide angle viewing (79° FOV) •Automatic infrared filter ensures true 
and accurate color in all lighting conditions •Night Vision up to 80ft away in 
total darkness and up to 140ft away in typical night time ambient lighting System 
Includes: •4 Ch HD-SDI DVR •Remote control, power adapter (for DVR) •Mouse 
•HDMI cable •Ethernet cable •Documentation CD •Quick start guide •Instruction 
manual •4 x 1080p HD-SDI Cameras with cable pass through brackets •4 x 100' 
RG59 Siamese (video and power) extension cable for flexible camera installation •1 
x 4-in-1 power adapter (for cameras) Mfr. # LHD1044001C4

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16715 $1699.00

NEW!

16 Channel 960H DVR Kit with 8 Cameras
This networkable DVR features Stratus hassle-free cloud connectivity and high 
quality 960H resolution. Features: Download free App, scan QR code and start 
viewing your world securely online •Records at 34% higher resolution than D1, 
offering true to life aspect ratio that provides sharper, more detailed images •Record 
all channel in real-time to specialty hard drive designed for surveillance, providing 
weeks or even months of reliable video •Pentaplex operation – View, Record, 
Playback, Back Up and Remotely Control the system simultaneously •PTZ cameras 
supported (RS485), controllable remotely via app •HDMI, VGA, and BNC outputs 
allow you to connect to multiple monitors simultaneously •Included eight 700TVL 
cameras •Mfr. #LH1562001C8

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16705 $999.00

NEW!

C O N N E C T I V I T Y
Connect in 3 easy steps!

Install free app
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

View your world

*For latest smartphone & tablet compatibility list and free App download check www.lorextechnology.com.
All trademarks belong to their respective owners. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the trademarks listed, other than the trademarks owned by Lorex Technology Inc.

Lorex netHD 
Network Video Recorder

The industry’s first hassle-free cloud 
connection for security systems.

Visit www.lorextechnology.com 
for a complete list of Lorex Stratus 

compatible products.

Introducing:

Lorex ECO4 Digital Video Recorder

Wireless HD 
Network Camera

Scan QR code
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ECO BlackBox+ Surveillance 16 Chanel  
DVR System with Outdoor Cameras
Ideal for mobile off-site surveillance, the Eco 
BlackBox+ series security camera system allows 
you to connect and view your system on the go with 
your tablet or smartphone over a 3G/4G or WiFi 
network. Features: •H.264 video compression •HDMI 
output •Real time recording: 8/16ch: (360x240), 4ch: 
(720x240) resolution •960H (960x480) recording 
resolution capable •Pentaplex operation - View, 
Record, Playback, Back Up & Remotely Control the 
system simultaneously •24/7 100% Duty cycle hard 
drive pre-installed •Remotely control through App 
•Instant Mobile Viewing on compatible Smart phones 
& Tablets •PC and Mac Compatible (Internet Explorer 
& Safari browsers) •Free LOREX DDNS for advanced 
remote connectivity at all times •Instant email alerts 
with snap shot attachment Indoor/Outdoor Security 
Cameras: •Super Resolution with enhanced optics 
•BrightNight Viewing with enhanced lowlight image 
sensor •Anti-glare feature ensures clear images under 
strong lighting conditions •Accurate colors with 
Lorex's automatic light filtering technology •Vandal 
resistant design with cable pass through mounting 
bracket •Weatherproof housing for indoors & outdoor 
installation (IP66) •Versatile mounting options: ceiling, 
counter or wall mountable •Mfr. #LH0162011C16

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16710 $1299.00

NEW!

960H Resolution 
10x PTZ Speed-
Dome Camera
The LZC7091B 
960H Resolution 
10x Pan-Tilt-Zoom 
Speed-Dome 
Camera offers 
unrivalled value 
for applications 
requiring high-performance Pan/Tilt Zoom. Features: 
•Sony Effio™ video image processor delivers up to 
700TV lines of resolution •960H optimized image 
sensor delivers up to 34% more resolution than D1 
and 5x more than CIF •Offers a true to life non-
stretched aspect ratio that provides sharper, more 
detailed images •10X Optical Zoom and 10X Digital 
Zoom to focus in on even the finest details •Complete 
area coverage with 360 degrees per second panning 
speed •Program pre-set viewing points when connected 
to a DVR •ClearNight technology with Digital Noise 
Reduction improves low light performance and 
recording efficiency by up to 30% •Accurate colors 
with Lorex's automatic light filtering technology 
•Weatherproof (IP66) rated with included wall mount 
•Connects to any Lorex Eco™ or Edge™ series 
DVR for local or remote operation •Control camera 
movement remotely from your Smartphone, Tablet, 
PC or Mac with Eco™ Series DVR •Install outdoors 
with included wall mount bracket or indoors with wall 
mount bracket or attach directly to the ceiling •100' 
all-in-one connection cable included for installation 
location flexibility Package Includes: •1x PTZ Camera 
•1x 100' BNC/power/video/RS485 Cable •1x 12V 
DC power adapter •1 x Wall Mount •1 x Instruction 
Manual •1x Mounting screw kit •Mfr. #LZC7091B 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16655 $549.00

NEW!

H.264 DVR Kit with Cameras
Watch over your world from anywhere in the world 
using this economical security DVR solution that is 
ideal for business or home. Features: •Available with 4 
or 8 channel DVR, with up to 8 cameras •H.264 video 
compression •Real time recording: 8ch: (360x240)/ 
4ch: (720x240) resolution •Pentaplex operation - View, 
Record, Playback, Back Up and Remotely Control 
the system simultaneously •24/7 100% Duty cycle 
hard drive pre-installed •Instant Mobile Viewing 
on compatible Smart phones and Tablets •PC and 
Mac Compatible (Internet Explorer and Safari 
browsers) •Free LOREX DDNS for advanced remote 
connectivity at all times •Instant email alerts with 
snap shot attachment Security Cameras: •All-purpose 
cameras with flex mounting •IR Cut Filter provides 
accurate color reproduction in any lighting conditions 
•Install indoors or outdoors (IP66) 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels Cameras ONLY
 82-16680 LH014501C4F 4 4 $379.00
 82-16695 LH081511C4F 8 4 479.00
 82-16700 LH0181011C8F 8 8 679.00

#82-16700

NEW!
Four-Pack 
Weatherproof D/N 
Bullet Cameras
• The Lorex CVC7662PK4B is a 
superior security bullet camera 
with a super+ resolution 
video sensor that delivers clear 
video both during the day and 
at night Specifications: •Megapixel 
optics delivering crystal clear video at 660TV lines of 
resolution •BrightNight viewing with enhanced low-
light image sensor •Auto-light compensation prevents 
wash-out effect •Anti-glare, automatic light filtering 
technology and patented ImageCool™ technology 
ensures optimal performance in extreme temperatures 
-22°~122°F (-30°~50°C) •Long range infrared (IR) 
night vision 100' (30m) •Split glass design minimizes 
IR reflection •3.6mm wide-angle lens captures a 78° 
field of view (diagonal) •Weatherproof design: Ideal 
for indoor and outdoor applications (IP66) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16060 $379.00

NEW!

H.264 DVR 
Kit with 
Wireless 
Cameras
The Eco 
Blackbox 
wireless 
security 
camera 
system is the 
economical 
full-featured 
surveillance 
recorder 
bundled 
with indoor/outdoor wireless security cameras. DVR 
Features: •Real time recording: 8ch: (360x240)/ 4ch: 
(720x240) resolution •Pentaplex operation: View, 
record, playback, back up and remotely control the 
system simultaneously •24/7 100% Duty cycle hard 
drive pre-installed •PTZ cameras supported (RS485) 
•Exclusive LOREX Easy Connect Internet Set-up 
Wizard •Instant mobile viewing on compatible smart 
phones and tablets •PC and Mac compatible (Internet 
Explorer and Safari browsers) •Free LOREX DDNS 
for advanced remote connectivity at all times •Instant 
email alerts with snap shot attachment •Accurate Time 
Stamps with NTP and Daylight Savings Time camera 
Features: •Digital wireless secure and interference-
free video signal •Use cameras indoor or outdoor, 
day or night. Night viewing up to 60' (18m) •Wireless 
range: Up to 150' (46m) indoor/450' (137m) outdoor 
•Simple installation, no video cables required •Connect 
multiple receivers to your surveillance recorder (DVR) 
to create a wireless surveillance solution •Auto infrared 
light filter (IR Cut Filter) ensures accurate color 
reproduction in all lighting conditions •Adjustable 
resolution: VGA (640x480 @ 12fps) for high quality 
video or QVGA (320x240 @ 30fps) for real time 
observation
 MCM  
 Part # Mfr. # Channels Cameras ONLY
 82-16685 LH014501C2WF 4 2 $499.00
 82-16690 LH018501C4WF 8 4 799.00

#82-16685

#82-16690

NEW!

Four Channel Eco BlackBox DVR
Watch over your world from anywhere in the world 
using this economical security Digital Video Recorder 
solution that is ideal for business or home. Features: 
•H.264 video compression •Real time recording: 
8/16ch: (360x240)/ 4ch: (720x240) resolution 
•Pentaplex operation - View, Record, Playback, Back 
Up and Remotely Control the system simultaneously 
•24/7 100% Duty cycle hard drive pre-installed •PTZ 
cameras supported (RS485) •Exclusive LOREX Easy 
Connect Internet Set-up Wizard •Instant Mobile 
Viewing on compatible Smart phones and Tablets •PC 
and Mac Compatible (Internet Explorer and Safari 
browsers) •Free LOREX DDNS for advanced remote 
connectivity at all times •Instant email alerts with snap 
shot attachment •Mfr. #LH014501 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16665 $259.00

NEW!
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Lorex Live Home

EDGE2 16-Channel  
Wired DVR Security Camera System
The Edge2 is the first consumer security DVR on the 
market to support a full HD display output resolution 
of 1080p, allowing you to easily connect your DVR to 
an HDTV, and delivering high definition live viewing 
in multi-channel mode. DVR Features: •HDMI output 
in full 1080p•1 Tb HDD •Triple Touch Technology 
using a touch screen monitor2, Light touch front panel 
controls, smartphones / tablets • 3 x USB 2.0 ports 
•Instant Mobile Viewing on compatible Smartphones 
•Dedicated iPad™ app with multi-channel live 
viewing, playback, backup & setup •VESA Mount 
(Easily mounts to the back of an LCD/LED monitor) 
•PC (Windows 7/Vista/XP) and MAC compatible 
(software included) Camera Features: •100' night  
vision •660TVL super high resolution  
•Weatherproof •IR LEDs •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15670 DVR System with 8 cameras $1079.00

16 Channel ECO Wired 
Security Camera System with Eight Cameras
With no video extension cables to run, you have 
the freedom to place the wireless cameras almost 
anywhere! Enjoy the freedom of wireless surveillance 
with the reliability and functionality of the Eco 
Security DVR. DVR Features: •HDMI output in 
full 1080p •1Tb pre-installed HDD •USB backup 
•Instant Mobile Viewing on compatible Smartphones 
•Dedicated iPad™ app with multi-channel live 
viewing, playback, backup and setup •Wireless range: 
450' outdoor, 150' indoor •Real time recording at  
360 @ 240 resolution •PC (Windows 7/Vista/XP) 
and MAC compatible (software included) Camera 
Features: •60' night vision •5.1mm Lens •Weatherproof 
(IP66) •IR LEDs •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15677 $899.00

Touch Series 
8-Channel 
Edge DVR 
System
Lorex is the  
first to introduce 
consumer 
surveillance  
DVR with touch-
enabled graphical 
interface. This 
complete video 
surveillance 
system comes with a touchscreen monitor. DVR 
Features: •Pentaplex operation (View, record, 
playback, backup and remotely control the system 
simultaneously) •1Tb HDD (pre-installed) •USB 
backup •Recording options: motion, schedule or 
continuous •Instant mobile viewing on compatible 
smart phones •PC (Windows 7/Vista/XP) compatible 
using IE® browser; MAC compatible using Safari •Free 
Lorex DDNS •Instant email alerts •Includes and easy 
to follow quick setup guide for fast installation  
Camera Features: •1⁄3" color image sensor •480TVL 
•75' night vision •Weatherproof housing (IP66 rated) 
•18 IR LEDs •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15680 $1169.00

Edge3 Series 960H DVR
Keep in touch and stay connected with the Edge3 
surveillance solution. First in the market with the 
advanced 960H recording resolution, this system 
bridges the gap between standard and high definition 
video surveillance at an affordable price. Features: 
•960H (960x480) records with 34% more resolution 
than D1 •HDMI output resolution 1080p (1920x1080) 
for simple connection to HDTVs •TRIPLE TOUCH 
technology using a touch screen monitor, light touch 
front panel controls, smartphones/tablets •24x7 
100% duty cycle HDD •Pentaplex operation - View, 
Record, Playback, Backup and Remotely control the 
system simultaneously •Recording options : Motion, 
schedule or continuous •3 x USB 2.0 ports (mouse, 
touch monitor, backup, firmware upgrade) •Secure 
your recordings by backing up footage to an external 
hard drive •Connect an external USB hard drive to 
increase recording capacity •Swipe-to-Switch dynamic 
allocation of camera location in live viewing •Intuitive 
search at your fingertips with multi-channel preview 
second by second •Scroll-to-Search through recorded 
event list with image preview •Covert camera feature 
allows the DVR administrator to monitor cameras 
while hiding them for regular users •Multi-language 
interface (21 languages supported) •PTZ cameras 
supported (RS485) •Small form factor (11.6 x 6.5 x 
1.3") •VESA Mount •"Flex" IR extender for remote 
control (line-of-sight not required) 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels HDD ONLY
 82-16670 LH3481001 8 1TB $499.00
 82-16675 LH3462001 16 2TB 699.00

NEW!

Liveping Wireless IP  
Camera with Micro  
SD and IR D/N Lens
Lorex LIVE Ping Wireless  
Network Cameras allow users  
to remotely monitor their  
home or business through  
a secure, password protected  
connection that requires  
no networking knowledge. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16040 $169.00

NEW!

4.3" Portable 
LCD Monitor 
with Wireless 
PTZ Camera
Monitor your 
home or business 
from anywhere with this LCD 
monitor and wireless camera. Features: 
•Wireless camera pans and tilts to change views 
and make sure you don’t miss important moments, 
anywhere in the house •Secure, private digital signal 
can’t be picked up by neighbors •Simultaneous 
local and remote viewing •Free iPhone®, iPad®, and 
Android® apps let you control the camera and view 
the video feed •Connect in three simples steps to your 
router through wired or Wi-Fi connection, no PC 
required •Capture evens with scheduled and motion-
based video recording •Mfr. #LW3451X 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16725 $249.00

NEW!

High Definition Wireless  
IP Security Camera
Lorex vantage stream wireless 
network cameras allow users to 
remotely monitor their home 
or business through a secure, 
password protected connection 
that requires no networking 
knowledge. Features: •iOS, 
Android®, PC and Mac compatible 
•Real-Time (30fps) HD 1280x800 
Mega-pixel resolution •Wi-Fi and 
wired internet connectivity •5 
Second pre-recording on SD card •Easy connection 
to Wi-Fi networks with WPS •Night vision up to 30' 
with single high-power IR LED •microSD recording 
and playback supported •Infrared thermometer and 
temperature alarm control •Built-in Speaker and Mic 
for two-way audio •Dual motion detection: PIR and 
video •Sound activated alerts •Push notification of 
events and email alerts with snap shot attachment 
•H.264 video compression •Supports up to 20 
simultaneous users •Triple streaming for simultaneous 
SD card, PC and Mobile Recording •Flexible indoor 
mounting (counter, wall, ceiling) •Mfr. #LNC216 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16730 $199.00

NEW!
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Lorex Cameras

Wireless Baby 
Monitoring 
System with 
Pan-Tilt 
Camera  
and Skype™
This state-of-the-art monitoring system offers comfort 
and safety features to help monitor your little one 
such as a built-in temperature sensor, a timer, and 
remote lullabies. The wireless camera pans and tilts 
to change views. Ensure that you never miss precious 
moments, anywhere in the house. Features: •3.5" LCD 
color monitor •Four-way controller allows you to pan 
240° and tilt 130° to give you the best possible view 
of your baby •Talk-to-Baby intercom •Temperature 
monitoring with alarm •See baby at all times with 
automatic night vision •Record video to SD card 
•View remotely (connect the monitor to a computer 
to view from anywhere in the world using Skype™ 
•Secure, interference free, long range digital signal 
•Soothe baby with built-in lullabies 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15695 Monitoring System with 1 Camera $224.00
 82-15696 Additional Camera 134.00

Digital Wireless 
Outdoor Day/Night 
Bullet Camera
With easy installation, 
place the camera 
in those crucial 
outdoor locations 
without the need to 
run video cables, just 
simply power up the 
camera and receiver 
and you’re ready to go. 
Features: •CMOS image sensor •640 x 480 resolution 
•90' Night vision •3.6mm fixed lens •SignalGuard 
Technology continuously monitors the wireless signal 
and automatically reconnects upon detection of low 
signal strength •Wireless range: 500' (outdoor); 165' 
(indoor) •Transmit video in real-time (25fps) •Includes: 
Camera, wireless receiver, 2x power adapters, 2x 
antennas, RCA/BNC adapter •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15685 $204.00

Digital 
Wireless Four-Channel 
Camera and Receiver
This versatile and expandable 
wireless kit is easy to install 
in the home, office, or retail 
setting Features: •CMOS 
image sensor •4.5mm lens 
•Nighttime vision: 65'/20m 
•Open air transmission 
distance of 450' •Min 
illumination: 0 Lux with 
IR on •Power supply: 12VDC Wireless kit includes: 
Wireless quad micro receiver, color outdoor night 
vision camera, two power adapters, receiver antenna, 
BNC female/RCA male adapter, 3' BNC extension 
cable  
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13450  $134.99

Two Camera  
Wireless Monitoring System with 7" LCD
The Lorex LIVE SD+ Series is a wireless home camera system 
with SD card recording. Features: •Supports up to four cameras, 
two included •All-in-one monitor and recorder •View remotely via 
Skype™ •Dual motion detection technology •Secure wireless signal 
•Integrated digital video recorder (up to 32Gb SD™ card supported) 
•Review recordings and watch live video at the same time with 
picture-in-picture feature •Two-way audio for intercom 
usage •Night viewing up to 40' (12m) away •Install 
cameras indoors or outdoors •View up to four cameras 
at the same time or in sequence •Up to 180' (55m) 
indoor/650' (200m) outdoor wireless range 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-16735 LW2732 Two camera system $349.00
 82-16740 LW2731AC1 Additional camera 129.00
 82-16745 ACCMIC1 Indoor camera microphone 29.99

NEW!

Digital Wireless 
Security Bullet 
Camera
Experience the 
alternative to 
wired cameras 
with the LW2230 
series and enjoy 
simple, clutter-free installation that will save you 
time and money. Features: •Real-Time (up to 
30fps) wireless video with MPEG-4 compression at 
640x480 (VGA) resolution •Extended bandwidth 
delivers smooth high frame rate video •SignalGuard 
technology continuously monitors the wireless signal 
and automatically reconnects upon detecting low 
signal strength •Next generation adaptive Frequency 
Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) technology greatly 
reduces signal interference •Built-in microphone for 
listen-in audio •Auto-mechanical infrared camera 
filter achieves accurate color reproduction in varying 
lighting conditions •Long range night vision range 
up to 135' (41m)/90' (27m) •Simple installation. No 
video cable required •Weatherproof camera and power 
connectors for outdoor or indoor installation •Easily 
connects to any surveillance DVR (BNC) •High gain 
antennas provide up to 165' (50m) indoor/500' (152m) 
outdoor wireless range •Vandal resistant camera 
design with cable pass-through mounting brackets 
•Mfr. #LW2231 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16660 $199.00

NEW!

600TVL Vandal 
Resistant IR 
Bullet Camera
•BrightNight 
Viewing with 
enhanced lowlight image 
sensor •Night Vision up to 90/66' 
(ambient light/complete darkness) •Anti-glare feature 
ensures clear images under strong lighting conditions 
•Accurate colors with Lorex’s automatic light filtering 
technology •3.6mm wide-angle lens captures a 78° 
Field of View (diagonal) •Vandal resistant design with 
cable pass through mounting bracket •Weatherproof 
housing for indoors and outdoor installation (IP66) 
•Versatile mounting options: ceiling, counter or wall 
mountable •Mfr. #CVC7572F 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-18115 $79.99

NEW!

960H 
Weatherproof 
Night Vision 
Bullet Camera
•Advanced 960H 
Sony EXview™ 
II image sensor 
•Video image processor delivers up to 700TV lines of 
resolution •960H (960x480) image sensor delivers up 
to 34% more resolution than D1 and 5x more than 
CIF •True-to-life non-stretched aspect ratio provides 
sharper, more detailed images •2.8-12mm manual 
zoom lens with customizable viewing angle (33°-
104° diagonal field of view) •ClearNight Imaging for 
enhanced low light performance improving recording 
efficiency up to 30% •Night Vision up to 165' in 
ambient lighting conditions and up to 110' in total 
darkness •Split glass design minimizes IR reflection 
•Weatherproof rated housing for indoors and outdoor 
installation (IP66) •Robust vandal resistant housing 
with cable pass through bracket •Mfr. #LBC7083 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-18125 $189.00

NEW!

Surveillance Equipment - Security

5.8GHz Wireless  
Video/Audio Transmission System
•8 Channel 5.8GHz system, channel selectable  
by switch •3dBi dipole omni-directional antenna 
•Alarm trigger input/output •Connect any cameras  
or video signal to transmitter •Transmits AV  
up to 400' line of sight •Video scrambling  
technology protects your video signal 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17840 15-5800VR Wireless Receiver $89.99
 82-17841 15-5800VT Wireless Transmitter 79.99
 82-17845 15-WC01R 1' RG58 Extension Cable 8.99
 82-17846 15-WC05R 3' RG58 Extension Cable 14.99
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660TVL Weatherproof  
Night Vision Bullet Camera
View your world in extreme resolution with megapixel 
optics that deliver crystal clear video at 660TV lines of 
resolution. Features: •1⁄3" color image sensor •660TVL 
•100' night vision •6mm fixed lens •30IR LEDs 
•Patented ImageCool™ technology ensures optimal 
performance in extreme temperatures (-22°~122°F/-
30°~50°C) •Weatherproof IP66 rated housing •Power: 
12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15650 $139.00

700TVL Outdoor Day/
Night Dome Camera 
with Varifocal Lens
Designed with a varifocal 
manual zoom lens 
(4mm~9mm) for flexible 
viewing angles (39°~93° 
diagonal), and night vision up 
to 75'/95' away in total darkness 
due to the Lorex exclusive ClearNight technology 
that reduces digital noise Features: • Sony EXView™ 
II •4~9mm varifocal lens •28IR LEDs for nighttime 
viewing •Weatherproof IP66 rated housing •Power: 
12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15657 184.00

Weatherproof Day/Night 
Turret Dome Camera with 
Motion Sensing LEDs
When motion is detected close 
to the camera, intense white 
light LEDs are activated, 
helping to scare away would-
be criminals. Features: •1⁄3" 
Sony Super-HAD™ II CCD 
image sensor •540TVL •60' 
night vision •9' motion detection range •4.3mm wide 
angle lens •Weatherproof IP67 rated housing •Power: 
12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15640 $154.00

Outdoor Surveillance 
Dummy Camera
•Realistic Imitation CCTV 
surveillance camera •Uses 
genuine metal camera 
body •Ideal for indoor/
outdoor use •Installs in 
minutes, no wires required 
•Wall or ceiling mountable 
•Mfr. #SG640 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16755 $24.99

Dummy Cameras
Capable of fooling 
the trained eye, these 
realistic imitation 
surveillance cameras 
are as good as it gets. 
Using a genuine metal 
camera body, you can 
be sure this fake security 
camera will pass for the 
real thing. Ideal for both 
indoor and outdoor use and with the metal mount 
bracket. They can be installed on a wall or ceiling. 
Features: •Realistic imitation CCTV surveillance 
camera •Uses genuine metal camera body •Install in 
minutes with no wiring required
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15700 Weatherproof Bullet Camera $15.99
 82-15702 Professional In/Out Box Camera 25.99

700TVL 
Varifocal 
Vandal 
Resistant Bullet 
Camera with  
Long Range IR
•Sony EXview™ II image sensor 
•700TVL resolution •2.8-12mm manual zoom 
lens with customizable viewing angle (33°-104°) 
•Weatherproof rated housing for indoors and outdoor 
installation (IP66) •280' ambient light/200' complete 
darkness night vision range •Mfr. #LBC7085 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-18130 $219.00

NEW!

960H Super+  
Resolution  
Bullet Camera
•700TVL sensor 
•3.6mm fixed lens with 
72°viewing angle •Super 
LED technology with 
100' IR range •Weatherproof 
housing for indoor and outdoor 
installation (IP66) •Mfr. #LBC7032B
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-18120 $109.00

NEW!

480 TLV Color 
Day/Night 
Bullet Camera
View your world 
with detail, sharpness, 
and clarity with Lorex High 
Resolution Weatherproof Night 
Vision Cameras. Features: •Advanced image sensor 
produces high resolution video at 480 TV Lines of 
resolution •Picture automatically switches to Black 
and White delivering better clarity in low light 
conditions •Clean and crisp night vision up to 75' 
(23m)/50' (15m) away in total darkness •30 Covert IR 
LED's don't glow red making it difficult to detect the 
camera at night •4.6mm medium angle lens with a 57° 
diagonal field of view for improved object recognition 
•Vandal resistant design with cable pass-through 
bracket •IP66 weatherproof rated - ideal for outdoor 
and indoor applications •Flexible mount offers wall 
and ceiling installation options •System Includes: •4 
x IR Night Vision Cameras with cable pass-through 
stand •4 x Mounting kits •1 x Allen key •4 x 60'. BNC/
Power Extension Cables •1 x 4-in-1 Power Adapter 
•Mfr. #CVC6945 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16650 $59.99

NEW!

960H Weatherproof 
Night Vision  
Dome Camera
•Advanced 960H Sony 
EXview™ II image sensor 
•Video image processor 
delivers up to 700TV lines of resolution •960H 
(960x480) image sensor delivers up to 34% more 
resolution than D1 and 5x more than CIF •True-to-
life non-stretched aspect ratio provides sharper, more 
detailed images •2.8-12mm manual zoom lens with 
customizable viewing angle (33°-104° diagonal field 
of view) •ClearNight Imaging for enhanced low light 
performance improving recording efficiency up to 30% 
•Night Vision up to 155' in ambient lighting conditions 
and up to 100' in total darkness •Split glass design 
minimizes IR reflection •Weatherproof rated housing 
for indoors and outdoor installation (IP66)  
•Mfr. #LDC7082 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-18135 $139.00

NEW!

NEW!
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Swann DVRs/NVRs

NVR with Smartphone  
Viewing and Four Cameras
Swann’s latest network video 
recording security system with 
1080P high definition live viewing 
and playback in real-time. 
Features: •State-of-the-art digital 
imaging technology for 5x the 
picture sharpness of traditional 
security systems including 
analog D1 •Includes four full 
HD 1000TVL cameras capable 
of generating crystal clear 1920 
x 1080 pixels (2.1 Megapixels 
without interpolation) video with IR cut filters for powerful night vision to 
115'/35m and a weather-resistant rating of IP66 for indoor and outdoor use •Set 
and forget by recording continuously from four channels for 45 days+ onto a 2Tb 
hard drive (expandable to 4Tb*) or even longer with motion detection •Save time 
and have peace of mind by easily locating incident video, then transfer to external 
storage via USB or network •Easy to do-it-yourself  as cameras are powered by 
the NVR and connect via single Cat5e ethernet cables (included) . Connect the 
NVR to the internet in minutes using the setup software wizard. •Security in the 
palm of your hand with live viewing on your smartphone or tablet including iOS 
(iPhone®, iPad®) and Android® devices using the free “SwannView NVR” app, with 
email notifications if  there is activity •View live in HD on your HDTV via HDMI 
or VGA connection to your LCD screen •Professional surveillance system gives 
you peace of mind by being able to see the detail you need from longer distances 
including license plates, faces, clothing colors and more, all in full HD 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels ONLY
 82-17405 SWNVK-472004-US 4 $1699.00
 82-17406 SWNVK-872004-US 8 1899.00

#82-17405

#82-17406
NEW!

HD-SDI with  
4 Cameras
Swann’s latest SDI digital 
video security system with 
1080p high definition live 
viewing and playback 
in real-time (25/30fps per channel) . Features: •State-of-the-art digital imaging 
technology for 5x the picture sharpness of traditional security systems including 
analog D1 •Includes four full HD 1000TVL cameras capable of generating crystal 
clear 1920 x 1080 pixels (2.1 Megapixels without interpolation) video with IR cut 
filters for extra-powerful night vision to 115'/35m and up to 170'/50m in ambient 
light, and a weather resistant rating of IP66 for indoor and outdoor use •Set and 
forget by recording continuously from four channels for 30 days+ onto a 2Tb hard 
drive (expandable to 6Tb) or even longer with motion detection •Save time and have 
peace of mind by easily locating incident video, then transfer to external storage 
via eSATA, USB or network •Security in the palm of your hand with live viewing 
on your smartphone or tablet including iOS (iPhone®, iPad®) and Android® devices 
using the free SwannView app with email notifications if  there is activity •View live 
in 1080p HD on your HDTV via HDMI or VGA connection to your LCD screen 
•Professional surveillance system gives you peace of mind by being able to see the 
detail you need from longer distances including license plates, faces, clothing colors 
and more, all in full HD 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels ONLY
 82-17400 SWHDK-482004-US 4 $1699.00
 82-17401 SWHDK-882004-US 8 1899.00

NEW!

Surveillance Equipment - Security
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Four Channel DVR with Four Camera Kit
This Swann security kit delivers everything you need 
to defend your home or business, safeguard your loved 
ones and deter intruders. It is cutting-edge surveillance 
technology made easy, at an affordable price. DVR 
Features: •500Gb HDD •H.264 compression •Pentaplex 
operations •Remote viewing on 3G smart phones 
Camera features: •IP67 Weatherproof rating for 
outdoor use •1⁄4" Sony CCD image sensor •Night 
vision up to 50' •VGA to easily connect to TV/monitor 
•420TVL resolution Includes: DVR with HDD, remote 
control, mouse, CD, Ethernet cable, power adapters, 
four cameras, four BNC cables, BNC to RCA cable, 
operating instructions, and theft deterrent stickers. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14365 $559.00

TruBlue D1 DVR Kit with Cameras
Swann’s latest TruBlue blue-lit D1 DVR with real time, 
full screen high resolution video recording, bundled 
with high resolution D1 cameras. Features: •Includes 
high resolution 600TVL 1⁄3" SwannTruColour (STC) 
video cameras with powerful infrared night vision •Set 
and forget by recording continuously for 30 days+, 
even longer with motion detection •Save time and 
have peace of mind by easily locating incident video, 
then transfer to external storage via USB, eSATA or 
network •Setting up remote viewing has never been 
easier with Swann’s “My DVR” customizable network 
configuration •Surveillance in the palm of your hand 
with live viewing on 3G/4G-enabled Smartphones  
and tablets 
 MCM  Channels/ 
 Part # Mfr. # Cameras HDD ONLY
 82-17425 SWDVK-430004-US 4/4 500Gb $599.00
 82-17426 SWDVK-830004-US 8/4 1TB 699.00
 82-17427 SWDVK-830008-US 8/8 1TB 799.00
 82-17428 SWDVK-163008-US 16/8 1TB 1039.00

#82-17428NEW!

TruBlue D1 DVR
Swann’s latest TruBlue blue-lit D1 DVR with real 
time, full screen high resolution video recording. 
Features: •Just add cameras to record and view up to 
four channels of high-quality video simultaneously 
•View and record four cameras and view live with 
the free SwannView app •Set and forget by recording 
continuously from four 4 channels for 15 days+, 
even longer with motion detection •Save time and 
have peace of mind by easily locating incident video, 
then transfer to external storage via USB, eSATA or 
network •View live or playback in high resolution on 
your LCD screen via VGA connection or HDTV via 
HDMI •Setting up remote viewing has never been 
easier with Swann’s “My DVR” customizable network 
configuration •Surveillance in the palm of your hand 
with live viewing on 3G/4G-enabled smartphones 
and tablets including iPhone®, iPad®, Android®, 
BlackBerry® and more, and remote notification via 
email •A cutting-edge solution for any home or 
business wanting complete protection 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels HDD ONLY
 82-17420 SWDVR-43000H-US 4 500Gb $369.00
 82-17421 SWDVR-83000H-US 8 1TB 419.00
 82-17422 SWDVR-16300H-US 16 1TB 639.00

NEW!

Networkable  
DVR with Smartphone Viewing
The Swann DVR-2550 digital video recorder delivers 
everything you need to defend your home or business, 
safeguard your loved ones and deter intruders. It is 
cutting-edge surveillance technology made easy, at an 
affordable price, which can be completed by adding 
your choice of cameras. Features: •Value for money 
protection for your home or business 24/7 •Just add 
cameras to record and view up to eight channels of 
high-quality video simultaneously in real time •Set and 
forget by recording for 60 days+ onto a massive 500Gb 
hard drive, even longer with motion detection •Save 
time and have peace of mind by easily locating incident 
video, then transfer to USB flash drive •Surveillance in 
the palm or your hand with live viewing on 3G enabled 
smartphone •Fight back against crime by deterring 
intruders, protecting your property and knowing 
what's happening at all times 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Channels ONLY
 82-17430 SWDVR-42550H-US 4 $369.00
 82-17431 SWDVR-82550H-US 8 419.00

NEW!

8-Channel Networking  
DVR System with Cameras

This system delivers everything you need to defend 
your home or business, safeguard your loved ones 
and deter intruders. It is cutting-edge surveillance 
technology made easy, at an affordable price. DVR 
Features: •500GB HDD (pre-installed) •Upgradable 
system able to record and view up to 8 cameras 
simultaneously •Transfer incidents to flash drive 
via the USB port •Easily connects to TV •Connect 
to the internet at your premises and then use the 
free SwannView app to view live video on your 3G 
Smartphone wherever you are
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15805 with 4x PRO 580 Cameras $599.00
 82-15810 with 8x ADS-180 Cameras 449.00
 82-15815 with 8x PRO 580 Cameras 709.00

Alpha Series Networkable  
H.264 DVR and Camera Kits 
Protect your home or business with this all-inclusive 
DVR and security set from Swann. Record up to 15 
days of footage on the included 500Gb hard drive 
at 120fps, or login through the internet to watch a 
live video feed of your property. Features: •Durable, 
all-weather aluminum camera housing •High-quality 
video cameras with 420TVL CCD resolution •Infrared 
LEDs capable of high-image clarity up to 65' away 
at night •View and record up to eight channels 
simultaneously •BNC and VGA output •Equipped 
with remote viewing software to stream over the web 
remotely •H.264 recording technology means less 
storage needed and higher image quality Kits include: 
•Alpha DVR •Remote control •Alpha C5 cameras •50' 
BNC cables for each camera •BNC to RCA video cable 
•Software CD •Power adapters •Mouse •Mounting 
screws and plugs •Operating instructions •Theft 
deterrent stickers 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # ONLY
 Four channel DVR only 
 82-13120 SWA42-D2 $479.00
 Four channel DVR and 4 camera kit 
 82-13160 SWA43-D2C5 749.00
 Eight channel DVR and 4 camera kit 
 82-13165 SWA43-D3C5 949.00
 Eight channel DVR and 8 camera kit 
 82-13170 SWA43-D3C6 1019.99

 #82-13170
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16-Channel DVR Kit with 8x Pro-580 Cameras
Capable of monitoring and recording images from 
the 16 channels simultaneously, the 16-channel DVR 
offers you state of the art professional monitoring 
capabilities in an easy to install, easy to setup and easy 
to use package. Features: •Professional & expandable 
protection for your home or business •Record & view 
up to 16 channels in real time •Includes 8 all-weather, 
high resolution 480TVL cameras with powerful night 
vision to 65ft •Set & forget by recording continuously 
from 16 cameras for 30 days+ onto a massive 500GB 
hard drive, longer with motion detection •Save time & 
have peace of mind by easily locating incident video, 
then trim & transfer to USB flash drive •View live or 
playback on your HDTV via HDMI port •Remote 
viewing is easier than ever to set up with UPnP 
(Universal Plug n Play) auto network configuration 
•Surveillance in the palm of your hand with live 
viewing on 3G enabled Smartphones including  
iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android, Windows  
Mobile 6, Symbian and more
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15790 $1019.00

Multi-Channel DVR with 4x ADS-180 Cameras
This Swann Security Monitoring System delivers 
everything you need to defend your home or business, 
safeguard your loved ones and deter intruders. It is 
cutting-edge surveillance technology made easy, at an 
affordable price. DVR Features: •500GB HDD (pre-
installed) •Transfer incidents to flash drive through 
USB •View and record 4 or 8 channels (depending 
on system) of high quality video simultaneously 
in real time •View live or playback on your regular 
TV or use VGA connection to view on an LCD 
monitor •Surveillance in the palm or your hand with 
live viewing on 3G enabled Smartphone including 
iPhone, iPad, Android, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile 
6, Symbian OS and more, with remote notification 
via email Camera Features: •¼" Super CMOS high 
resolution •Night vision up to 33' •Durable weather 
resistant metal •Easily connects to your TV or DVR
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15795 4-Channel $429.00
 82-15801 8-Channel 529.00

540TVL Day/Night Super-Tough Bullet Camera
This PRO series camera is the epitome of cutting-edge 
resolution, durability and performance! Waterproof 
casing and hidden enclosed cabling to survive the 
harshest conditions! Features: •1⁄3" Sony CCD •540TVL 
resolution •50° viewing angle •IP67 weather-resistant 
rating •Night vision up to 80' •Easily connects to TV/
DVR •12VDC power. Includes: •PRO camera •Cable 
managed bracket •60' BNC cables •BNC to RCA 
adapter •Mounting screws and plugs •Operating 
instructions •4X theft deterrent stickers. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14370  $170.00

2.1MP 
IP Bullet Camera
•State-of-the-art ‘bank 
quality’ security camera 
with video quality that has 
to be seen to be believed •High 
definition 1000TVL camera able 
to generate super clear 2.1 Megapixels 
(1920 x 1080 pixels) video images 
•Latest infrared cut filter for amazing 
night vision to 115'/35m •Built to suit any 
conditions with weather resistant rating of IP66 for 
indoor and outdoor use •Includes Cat 5E Ethernet 
cable, connectors and everything needed for HD 
security made easy •This camera can only be used 
in combination with Swann’s 1080p Network Video 
Recorders including NVR4-7200 or NVR8-7200 for 
cutting-edge IP surveillance in full HD •Professional 
surveillance camera gives you the peace of mind from 
being able to see the detail you need including license 
plates, faces, clothing colors and more, all in full HD 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Cameras ONLY
 82-17435 SWNHD-82001-US 1 $289.00
 82-17436 SWNHD-82002-US 2 499.00

NEW!

2.1MP 
Outdoor HD-SDI Camera
•Full HD 1000TVL cameras 
capable of generating crystal 
clear 1920 x 1080 pixels with IR 
cut filters for extra-powerful night 
vision to 115'/35m and up to 170'/50m 
in ambient light •Sturdy construction, 
weather resistant rating of IP66 for indoor 
and outdoor use •View live in 1080p HD 
on your HDTV or LCD screen when 
combined with Swann’s 1080p SDI 
DVRs (8200™ Series or above) •Perfect addition if  you 
already have a SDI recording solution and need extra 
cameras •Professional surveillance system gives you 
peace of mind by being able to see the detail you need 
from longer distances including license plates, faces, 
clothing colors and more, all in full HD 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Cameras ONLY
 82-17440 SWSHD-870CAM-US 1 $289.00
 82-17441 SWSHD-870CAM2-US 2 499.00

NEW!

700TVL PTZ Dome Camera
•Know what's happening 
by using the Pan-Tilt-Zoom 
controller to direct the dome 
camera •State-of-the-art 
technology includes Sony 
components, super-high 
resolution 700TVL CCD 
video image sensor and smart 
programming •Ready to go 
with flexible mounting options 
to fix to your wall or ceiling. Installation accessories 
and cable included •No more 'blind-spots' as the Dome 
Camera rotates a full 360 degrees and 90 degrees up 
and down •Amazing zoom capabilities with optical 
zoom ensures you can see fine details such as people's 
faces •Focus on the key locations with up to 16 preset 
viewing points •Smartphone viewing and controls 
when combined with a Swann networking DVR and 
free SwannView app •Cut the cost of crime with this 
professional quality dome surveillance camera, at an 
affordable price with no ongoing fees 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Optical Zoom ONLY
 82-17445 SWPRO-750CAM-US 3x $319.00
 82-17450 SWPRO-751CAM-US 12x 379.00
 82-17455 SWPRO-752CAM-US 22x 429.00

NEW!

700TVL Day/Night  
IR Bullet Camera
•Clear resolution 700TVL 
cameras with powerful night 
vision to 82'/25m •Sturdy aluminum 
construction suits indoor and outdoor 
applications with IP67 rating for any 
weather conditions •Use the on-
screen display (OSD) controller that’s built-in to 
the camera cable to customize the camera settings 
for professional quality video surveillance •Deter 
thieves, safeguard loved ones, protect your property 
and fight back against crime •Plug into your DVR 
for recording or your TV’s yellow video-in-socket for 
immediate surveillance •Perfect for home or business 
use including doorways, yards, parking lots, hallways, 
storage areas and more 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Cameras ONLY
 82-17460 SWPRO-642CAM-US 1 $109.00
 82-17461 SWPRO-642PK2-US 2 199.00
 82-17462 SWPRO-642PK4-US 4 349.00

NEW!

650TVL Day/Night  
IR Bullet Camera
•Crystal clear resolution 
650TVL cameras with 
powerful night vision to 82'/25m 
for indoor/outdoor use •Sturdy 
aluminum construction suits indoor 
and outdoor applications in any 
weather •Deter thieves, safeguard loved 
ones, protect your property and fight back against 
crime •Plug into your DVR for recording or your TV’s 
yellow video-in-socket for immediate surveillance 
•Perfect for home or business surveillance including 
doorways, yards, parking lots, hallways, storage areas 
and more 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Cameras ONLY
 82-17465 SWPRO-535CAM-US 1 $99.00
 82-17466 SWPRO-535PK2-US 2 159.00
 82-17467 SWPRO-535PK4-US 4 289.00

NEW!
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700TVL  
All-Purpose  
CCTV Camera
The PRO-SERIES 
features a 700TVL 1⁄3" 
Sony "Effio" high-resolution video sensor. Thanks to 
the PRO-770's state-of-the-art, high-resolution video 
technology, you can keep a continuous eye out for 
thieves, vandals, break-ins, or any other suspicious 
activity. The powerful infrared night vision can 
clearly see up to 114' away ideal for monitoring long 
driveways, alleys, hallways, cars, warehouses and more. 
Features: •1⁄3" SONY "Effio" CCD •700TVL Extreme 
Resolution •Wide Dynamic Range for clearer images 
•Vandal proof, weatherproof IP67 rated housing •50° 
angle to see more •Control video images with the 
On-Screen Display (OSD) •See in the dark with night 
vision up to an astonishing 114' •Easily connects to 
TV/DVR
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15895 Bullet $164.00
 82-15900 Dome 164.00

600TVL  
Multi-Purpose Day/
Night Bullet Camera
This Swann camera is 
Durable and Powerful 
with 600TVL super 
high resolution and an 
IP67 rated housing. The 
waterproof casing allows 
the enclosed cabling to 
survive the harshest conditions! Features: •1⁄3" CCD 
image sensor •600TVL super high resolution •See in 
the dark with night vision up to 65' •See more with a  
viewing angle of 38° •Easily connects to TV or DVR 
What’s in The Box: PRO-640 camera, cable managed 
bracket, 60' BNC cable, BNC to RCA adapter, 
mounting screws and plugs, 4x theft deterrent  
stickers and operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15880 $109.00

480TVL 4 Pack - Multi-Purpose Day/Night Bullet Camera
Thanks to the PRO-580's state-of-the-art, high-resolution video 
technology, you can keep a continuous eye out for thieves, 
vandals, break-ins, or any other suspicious activity. The powerful 
infrared night vision can clearly see up to 65ft away ideal for 
monitoring driveways, businesses, hallways, cars, warehouses 
and more. Features: •1⁄4" SONY CCD image sensor •480TVL 
high resolution •See in the dark with night vision up to 65' 
•Durable/weatherproof metal casing •50° viewing angle allows  
for seeing more What’s in The Box: 4x PRO-580 cameras, 4x  
cable managed brackets, 4x 60ft BNC cables, instructions,  
and theft 4x deterrent stickers 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15875 $379.00

400TVL Weatherproof  
Day/Night Bullet Camera
Feel safe and protected with the 
value packed ADS-180. Place it 
inside, outside and record whenever 
day or night. Not to mention the 
crystal clear clarity. Features: •1⁄4" 
Super CMOS sensor •400TVL 
resolution •32' night vision 
•Durable weather resistant metal 
and ABS plastic construction •60' BNC cable included 
•Easily connects to your TV and DVR
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15770 Real Camera $55.99
 82-15775 Imitation Camera (Dummy Camera) 16.99

480TVL Motion Activated  
Warning Dome Camera
A unique combination of 
a day/night CCTV video 
surveillance camera combined 
with a motion triggered audio 
and visual alarm. When the in-
built motion sensor is tripped, the camera emits  
a loud 50dB warning message "Warning - You have  
triggered the alarm system. Your movements are  
being recorded." This alarm combined with bright  
blue and red flashing LEDs is perfect for deterring 
potential intruders. Features: •480TVL resolution 
•Super CMOS video sensor •Night vision up to 50' 
•Loud 50dB warning sound and flashing Lights  
•Easily connects to TV and DVR •Perfect security 
starter kit for any home or business
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15780 $55.99

700TVL Super 
Wide Angle CCTV 
Camera
The super wide 75 
degree viewing angle 
will allow you to 
see up to 50% more 
than a conventional 
security camera, ideal for large areas such as shops, 
offices, garages, yards, parking lots and more. You'll 
also see clearer thanks to the ultra-high quality 700 
TVL Sony "Effio" CCD lens and powerful day vision 
which can see in low light conditions with 0.1 Lux. 
Features: •1⁄3" SONY CCD & Effio lens •700TVL 
Extreme Resolution •Wide Dynamic Range for clearer 
images •Vandal proof, weatherproof IP67 rated 
housing •75° with 3.6mm lens •See in the dark with 
night vision up to 100' (82-15885 ONLY)  
•Easily connects to TV/DVR
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15885 Bullet $164.00
 82-15890 Dome 144.00

700TVL All-
Purpose  
CCTV Camera
Exceptional 
high-resolution, 
weatherproof, Pro-
series bullet and 
domes cameras are suitable for both commercial and 
residential surveillance applications. Features: •1/3” 
Sony Effio CCD •700tvl resolution •Varifocal lens: 
2.8~12mm •36 IR LEDs (approx.. 130ft night time 
illumination range) •RS485 controls (exposure, titling, 
white balance, motion detection, privacy masking, 
backlight control) •Adjustable wide dynamic range 
•Weather resistant IP67 aluminum housing •Power: 
12VDC •Includes 60ft video/power cable (BNC).
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15905 Bullet $199.00
 82-15910 Dome 199.00

600TVL Multi-
Purpose Day/Night 
Bullet Camera
Thanks to the PRO-
530's state-of-the-art, 
high-resolution video 
technology, you can 
keep a continuous eye 
out for thieves, vandals, 
break-ins, or any other suspicious 
activity. The powerful infrared night vision can clearly 
see up to 65ft away ideal for monitoring driveways, 
businesses, hallways, cars, warehouses and more. 
Features: •1⁄3" CCD •600TVL Super High Resolution 
•Night vision up to 65' •Weatherproof rated (IP67) 
•58° viewing angle to ensure you capture as much as 
possible •Easily connects to TV or DVR
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15870 $88.99
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Swann Specialty Cams

400TVL Mini  
Day/Night 
Surveillance Camera
The Swann ADS-100 
Mini surveillance camera 
is a versatile security 
solution that suits both 
indoor and outdoor 
applications. The tiny metal 2"(50mm) camera 
can be discretely mounted to walls, ceiling or wherever 
its most needed - to keep a continuous eye out for 
thieves, vandals, break-ins, or any other suspicious 
activity. Not only see clear 400TV Line video but  
hear with the ADS-100's built in microphone.  
Features: •1⁄3" CMOS image sensor •400TVL 
resolution •See in the dark with night vision  
up to 16' •11 IR LEDs •53° viewing angle for  
better overall recording •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15940 $55.99

520TVL Home  
Security Camera
Discreetly see and hear what’s 
happening at your home or 
business with clear 520TVL 
color video during the day. 
Features: •View video on 
your TV, just plug the cable 
into your TV’s yellow and red AV socket •Perfect for 
discreet and covert surveillance with small footprint& 
compact size •Easily mount to walls, ceilings and flat 
surfaces indoors with mounting bracket and screws 
included •Everything you need is in the pack including 
60'/18m video cable, theft deterrent stickers x 4 and 
more •Mfr. #SWADS-120CAM-US 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17480 $42.99

NEW!

5MP OutbackCam Portable 
Camera and Recorder
An amazing surveillance 
recording system with durable, 
water-resistant casing and 
battery powered portability 
can operate in most weather 
conditions and temperatures. 
Features: •A day or night 
camera and DVR allows you 
to record clear photos with the 5MP camera or videos 
at 30 fps, with powerful night vision up to 32'/10m 
•Track the exact recording time with day, time and 
moon phase stamping •Record thousands of photos 
and hundreds of videos to a 4Gb SD card (up to 
32Gb) , then transfer files to PC for easy uploading to 
your favorite websites or view on your digital camera 
•Set and forget with long lasting battery operation 
(uses four “AA”, not included) and motion triggered 
recording for extended monitoring over several months 
•Keep a lookout in remote areas with portability by 
mounting to trees, posts or flat surfaces  
•Mfr. #SWVID-OBC5MP-GL 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17485 $159.00

NEW!

PenCam 4GB Mini  
Video Camera and Camcorder
The Swann PenCam 4GB Mini Video Camera 
and Recorder is proof that the pen is mightier 
than the sword! The stylish-looking casing with 
metallic gold trim and pocket clip holds an 
executive-quality black ballpoint pen with hidden 
talents, as it contains a pinhole video camera so 
small you almost can't see that it's there. Features: 
•Video camera and DVR housed in a real, 
working quality ballpoint pen •Shoot color AVI 
videos at 640 x 480 resolution or high res JPEG 
images •Create video evidence with time and date 
stamping and upload to your favorite website 
including YouTube, MySpace, Facebook and 
more •Easy backup - record up to 90 minutes and 
use USB memory stick to upload to PC •Long-lasting 
built-in battery lasts 90 minutes and recharges via your 
PC's USB port •Compatible with Windows 7/Vista/XP, 
Mac OS X, Windows Media Player, RealPlayer and 
QuickTime Player •Perfect for lawyers, sales people, 
law enforcement, mystery shopping, covert surveillance 
or Internet fun •Mfr. #SWVID-PEN4GB-GL 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17495 $52.99

NEW!

PrivateEye Hidden 
Video Camera  
in PIR Case
The ultimate in covert 
recording the Swann 
Indoor PrivateEye Hidden 
Video Camera looks like an 
alarm PIR sensor, but this 
is actually a video and still 
image camera. Features: •A 
discreet surveillance recording 
system with durable ABS plastic casing and convenient 
cordless operation for indoor monitoring during the 
day or night (in a well lit room) •This versatile camera 
and DVR, with a viewing angle of 45 degrees, allows 
you to record clear photos with the 1.3 Mega Pixel 
(1280 x 1024 pixels) camera or videos at 30 frames 
per second •Track the exact recording time with time 
and date stamping •Record thousands of photos and 
hundreds of videos onto SD card (up to 32GB), then 
easily transfer files to PC or the internet •Set and forget 
with long lasting battery operation (uses AA batteries 
x 4, not included) and motion triggered recording for 
extended monitoring over several weeks •Looking like 
a real alarm PIR sensor with a small unobtrusive form 
factor, it's perfect for capturing unwanted activity at 
home or business without anyone knowing  
•Mfr. #SWVID-PIRCAM-GL 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17490 $109.00

NEW!

HD PenCam 720p Video  
Camera and Recorder
The Swann HD PenCam Mini 720p 
Video Camera and Recorder - a new 
twist on one of Swann's best sellers! 
It's a stylish ballpoint pen one minute. 
A high-tech spying device the next 
allowing you to capture video and 
images with the push of a button. 
Features: •Video camera and DVR 
housed in a real, working quality 
ballpoint pen •Shoot HD color AVI 
videos at 1280 x 720 resolution or 
high res JPEG images •Create video 
evidence with time and date stamping 
and upload to your favorite website including 
YouTube, MySpace, Facebook and more •Available 
with microSD card slot (card not included) or up 
to 8GB built-in storage space •Long-lasting built-in 
battery lasts 45 minutes and recharges via your PC's 
USB port •Compatible with Windows 7/Vista/XP, 
Mac OS X, Windows Media Player, RealPlayer and 
QuickTime Player •Perfect for lawyers, sales people, 
law enforcement, mystery shopping, covert surveillance 
or Internet fun 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Storage Color ONLY
 82-17496 SWVID-PEN720-GL microSD Black $119.00
 82-17497 SWVID-PENGY8-GL 8GB Gray 99.99
 82-17498 SWVID-PENBL4-GL 4GB Blue 69.99

NEW!

SportsCam - Waterproof  
Mini Digital Video Camera
The Swann SportsCam Waterproof 
Mini Video Camera is the ideal 
accessory for the adrenaline junkie in 
us all. Imagine capturing all of your 
sporting achievements and then re-
living the action with your friends and 
family. Features: •Video format: AVI 
•Resolution: (VGA) 640 x 480 •Photo format: JPEG 
•Built-in microphone with 9' audio range •Waterproof 
up to 65' •Record options: manual/sound activated 
•Frame rate: 30fps •Storage type: Micro SD Card 
(not included) •Storage capacity: 16GB •Rechargeable 
built-in lithium polymer battery
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15920 $114.00

RemoteCam Video 
Camera and Recorder
The RemoteCam Video 
Camera and Recorder is 
yet another cool gadget in Swann's covert surveillance 
range. Whether you use it to record leisure activities 
and fun on the move or more serious hidden covert 
video, the RemoteCam is a tiny camera with powerful 
possibilities. Features: •Mini video camera and DVR 
housed in a real-looking car remote control with 
keychain •Create time and date stamped 720 x 480 
color AVI video files •Includes 2GB MicroSD card for 
up to 25 minutes recording time (supports up to 8GB), 
then upload to PC via USB cable •Shoot and upload 
videos to social networking sites such as YouTube, 
Facebook, MySpace and more •Built-in battery lasts 
60 minutes and recharges via your PC's USB port 
•Mfr. #SW361-RMC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17515 $79.99

NEW!
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Swann Wireless Nightowl DVRs/NVRs

Freestyle HD 
Wearable Action 
Video Camera
The Swann Freestyle 
HD Action Video 
Camera is the ideal 
accessory if  you're 
a weekend warrior that likes to play like the pros. 
Capture the time you catch the perfect wave, land an 
awesome jump, play a stellar riff  or your kids first 
strokes in the pool - all in High Definition 1080p video 
or as 8MP still images. Features: •Record professional 
high definition action videos at 1080p (1920 x 1080 
pixels), 30fps with 3x digital zoom and stereo audio 
•Catch activity with 8 mega pixel JPEG images with 
continuous and triple shot burst modes •Great for any 
conditions with waterproof casing to 65'/20m below 
the surface •Watch live video and playback footage on 
the detachable 1.5" LCD screen or on HD TV using 
the HDMI connection (cable not included) •Record 
up to 10 hours* continuous footage to SD card up to 
32GB (not included) or use the USB cable to transfer 
to PC or Mac for easy uploading to your favorite 
websites •Convenient removable lithium-ion battery is 
rechargeable from USB with up to 2.5 hours recording 
per charge •Easily mount accessories to your helmet, 
bike, snowboard, surfboard and more to catch the best 
angle •Create hands-free action video while cycling, 
mountain biking, motorbike riding, car driving, or 
enjoying any adrenaline-pumping activity 
 MCM 
 Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17500 SWVID-SPORTL-US Freestyle HD $319.00 
   Camera
 Accessories
 82-17501 SWVID-FREE01-GL Helmet Mount 19.99
 82-17502  SWVID-FREE02-GL Head Strap 19.99
 82-17503  SWVID-FREE03-GL Chest Harness 42.99
 82-17504  SWVID-FREE04-GL Helment Side Mount 14.99
 82-17505  SWVID-FREE05-GL Surf Mount Pad 24.99
 82-17506  SWVID-FREE06-GL Vehicle Mount 34.99
 82-17507  SWVID-FREE07-GL Car Charger 14.99
 82-17508  SWVID-FREE08-GL Multipurpose Mount 24.99
 82-17509  SWVID-FREE09-GL Rechargeable Battery 42.99
 82-17510  SWVID-FREE10-GL Bicycle Bar Mount 24.99

NEW!

Digital Wireless Security Kit
This kit is truly state-of-the-art  
advanced digital wireless  
technology that provides you  
with zero interference and a  
100% private signal.  
The receiver has  
four channels  
allowing you to add up  
to four cameras. Features:  
•1⁄4" CMOS •380TVL •Built-in microphone  
for audio •Viewing angle: 53° •Easily connects to  
TV and DVR •Night vision (27 IR LEDs) up to 26' 
•Power: 5V DC •Camera size: 5.1" x 3.7" x 2.4" Includes: 
•Camera(s) •Digital receiver (does not come with  
the add-on camera) •RCA cable •Power adapters 
•Mounting screws and plugs •Operating instructions 
•Theft deterrent stickers 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14390 One Camera and Receiver kit $184.00
 82-14391 Two Cameras and Receiver kit 244.00
 82-14392 Add-on Camera (no receiver) 102.00

SwannSmart™  
Video Security  
for Smart Phones
Wi-Fi camera for 
smartphone featuring 
secure cloud recording. 
Features: •Resolution: 
640 x 480 (VGA) •Frame 
rate: 30fps •8 IR LEDs 
for nighttime viewing 
•Microphone for 1-way 
audio •Image/Video: JPEG/MJPEG •Motion detection 
and event capture available with purchase of cloud 
service What’s in The Box: Camera, mounting bracket, 
screws & plugs, power adapter, operating instructions, 
and 4x theft deterrent stickers.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15785 $144.00

ADW-400 Digital 
Guardian Camera 
& Recorder
Advanced digital 
wireless technology 
provides you with 
zero interference and 
a 100% private signal. 
Even better, with the 
ADW-400 you can 
record video to an SD card for easy transfer to your 
PC. Once you see it, you'll love it. Features: •Wireless 
transmission up to 165' •100% privacy from encrypted 
signal •24IR LEDs •See in the dark with night vision 
up to 26' •1⁄4" CMOS image sensor •Includes SD card 
that records over three hours (much longer when set to 
motion record) •Easily connects to your TV/DVR
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15915 $274.00

Four Channel 960H DVR  
with HDMI Output

Night Owl’s PE-DVR4 is an advanced four channel 
960H Security DVR. The DVR is equipped with 
four video and audio inputs, VGA, BNC and HDMI 
outputs and free Night Owl Pro mobile connectivity 
app. Features: •Four channel Smart DVR (No Hard 
Drive Included) •HDMI Output for easy connection 
to any TV or Monitor •960 H Recording •Four audio 
inputs •View, configure, and playback recorded Audio 
and Video files on your Smartphone or tablet •Free 
CMS software for PC or Mac 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-18000 PE-DVR4 DVR without HDD $129.00
 82-18001 PE-DVR4-5GB DVR with 500GB HDD 249.00

NEW! 16 Channel 
960H DVR with 600TVL Day/Night Cameras
Night Owl’s PRO series DVR is an advanced 960H 
security DVR. The DVR is equipped with 16 video 
and audio inputs, VGA, BNC and HDMI outputs and 
free Night Owl Pro mobile connectivity app. Features: 
•16 channel smart DVR (No hard drive included) 
•HDMI output for easy connection to any TV or 
monitor •960 hours recording •16 audio inputs •View, 
configure, and playback recorded audio and video files 
on your smartphone or tablet •Free CMS software for 
PC or Mac •Includes up to 16 indoor/outdoor 600TVL 
cameras with 50' night vision 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # HDD Cameras ONLY
 82-18015 PRO-1681TB 1TB 8 $689.00
 82-18016 PRO-16161TB 1TB 16 999.00

#82-18016

NEW!

16 Channel 960H  
DVR with HDMI Output

Night Owl’s PE-DVR16 is an advanced 16 channel 
960H Security DVR. The DVR is equipped with 
16 video and audio inputs, VGA, BNC and HDMI 
outputs and free Night Owl Pro mobile connectivity 
app. Features: •16 Channel Smart DVR (No Hard 
Drive Included) •HDMI Output for easy connection to 
any TV or Monitor •960 H Recording •16 audio inputs 
•View, configure, and playback recorded Audio and 
Video files on your Smartphone or tablet •Free CMS 
software for PC or Mac 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-18010 PE-DVR16 Without HDD $249.00
 82-18011 PE-DVR16-1TB With 1TB HDD 399.00

NEW!

Eight Channel 960H  
DVR with HDMI Output
Night Owl’s PE-DVR8 is an advanced 

eight channel 960H Security DVR. The DVR is 
equipped with 8 video and audio inputs, VGA, BNC 
and HDMI outputs and free Night Owl Pro mobile 
connectivity app. Features: •Eight channel Smart DVR 
(No Hard Drive Included) •HDMI Output for easy 
connection to any TV or Monitor •960 H Recording 
•Eight audio inputs •View, configure, and playback 
recorded Audio and Video files on your Smartphone 
or tablet •Free CMS software for PC or Mac 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-18005 PE-DVR8 DVR without HDD $139.00
 82-18006 PE-DVR8-5GB DVR with 500GB HDD 299.00
 82-18007 PE-DVR8-1TB DVR with 1TB HDD 259.00

NEW!
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Four 
Channel 
960H DVR 
with Four 
600TVL Day/Night Cameras
Night Owl’s PRO series DVR is an advanced 960H 
security DVR. The DVR is equipped with four video 
and audio inputs, VGA, BNC and HDMI outputs and 
free Night Owl Pro mobile connectivity app. Features: 
•500Gb HDD •Four channel smart DVR (No hard 
drive included) •HDMI output for easy connection to 
any TV or monitor •960 hours recording •Four audio 
inputs •View, configure, and playback recorded audio 
and video files on your smartphone or tablet •Free 
CMS software for PC or Mac •Includes 4 x indoor/
outdoor 600TVL cameras with 50' night vision •Mfr. 
#PRO-44500 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-18020 $389.00

NEW!

Eight Channel 
960H DVR with 600TVL Day/Night Cameras
Night Owl’s PRO series DVR is an advanced 960H 
security DVR. The DVR is equipped with eight video 
and audio inputs, VGA, BNC and HDMI outputs and 
free Night Owl Pro mobile connectivity app. Features: 
•Eight channel smart DVR (No hard drive included) 
•HDMI output for easy connection to any TV or 
monitor •960 hours recording •Eight audio inputs 
•View, configure, and playback recorded audio and 
video files on your smartphone or tablet •Free CMS 
software for PC or Mac •Includes up to eight indoor/
outdoor 600TVL cameras with 50' night vision 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # HDD Cameras ONLY
 82-18025 PRO-84500 500Gb 4 $399.00
 82-18021 PRO-841TB 1TB 4 459.00
 82-18026 PRO-88500 500Gb 8 569.00
 82-18027 PRO-881TB 1TB 8 599.00

#82-18027

NEW!

Four Channel Complete Security Solution DVR
Unlike other security systems, the Night Owl S Series Security 
Solution allows you to maintain your mobile lifestyle while enjoying 
peace of mind knowing that your home, family, business and/or 
employees are safe and secure. Features: •H.264 video compression 
for high-quality video with low storage requirements •DVR is fully 
controllable from your smartphone, tablet, PC or Mac •Motion 
activated email alerts that give you true 24/7 video 
security day or night no matter where you are located  
in the world •Free “Night Owl Pro” app for your 
smartphone or tablet •Free CMS software for your  
PC or Mac •State of the art, easy to use icon based 
interface •Available bundled with cameras •Sold  
with no hard drive unless otherwise noted 

#82-18032

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-18030 S4-DVR-NHD DVR $129.00
 82-18031 S4-4245-NHD DVR with Four 229.00 
   420TVL Cameras
 82-18032 S4-4624-5 DVR with four 359.00 
   600TVL Cameras 
   and 500Gb HDD

NEW!

4/8/16 Channel LTE Full D1 DVR
This advanced 4 channel Digital Video Recorder (No 
Hard Drive Installed) is accessible on your smartphone, 
tablet, PC or MAC. This system also can record 
at D1 resolution on all channels at 30 frames per 
second. With motion activated email alerts and easy 
smartphone access, this Night Owl system gives you 
true 24/7 video security day or night. Features: •Triplex 
operation •Includes remote, mouse and two USB ports 
•DC12V •Compatible with all 3.5" SATA HDD (up to 
2 TB) •Free "Night Owl Lite"' Application •Free CMS 
software for your PC •24/7 Technical Phone Support 
(English and Spanish) •Connects Directly  
to your TV or Monitor 
 MCM Part # Channels ONLY
 82-16045 4 $129.00
 82-16050 8 149.00
 82-16055 16 219.00

NEW!

16 Channel 
Complete 
Security 
Solution 
with HDMI 
Output
Unlike other 
security systems, the Night Owl S Series Security 
Solution allows you to maintain your mobile lifestyle 
while enjoying peace of mind knowing that your 
home, family, business and/or employees are safe 
and secure. Features: •16 channel smart DVR •DVR 
easily connects to multiple TVs or monitors with the 
convenience of three video outputs: HDMI, VGA, and 
BNC •Fully controllable over your smartphone/tablet 
•Available eight indoor/outdoor 600TVL cameras with 
50' night vision 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-18035 S-DVR16 DVR without HDD $229.00
 82-18036 S-DVR16-1TB DVR with 1Tb HDD 359.00
 82-18037 S16-8624-1TB DVR with eight 600TVL 699.00 
   cameras and 1Tb HDD

#82-18037

NEW!

LTE Series DVR  
with Cameras

Night Owl’s LTE series DVR is an advanced 
surveillance kit with pre-installed 500Gb hard drive 
that is accessible on your smartphone, tablet, PC or 
MAC. Features: •Supports recording at D1 resolution 
(except 16 channel) •Motion activated email alerts and 
easy Smartphone access that gives you true 24/7 video 
security day or night no matter where you are located 
in the world •Free “Night Owl Lite” application which 
allows you to view multiple DVRs from one app •Free 
CMS software for your PC •Indoor/outdoor cameras 
with clear and crisp 420TVL resolution •Record facial 
recognition from over 20' away •Kit includes 60' of 
cable per camera •Infrared LEDs provide over 30' of 
night vision in complete darkness
 MCM  
 Part # Mfr. # DVR Channels Cameras ONLY
 82-17990 LTE-44500 4 4 $299.00
 82-17991 LTE-84500 8 4 309.00
 82-17992 LTE-88500 8 8 399.00
 82-17993 LTE-168500 16 8 479.00

NEW!

Eight Channel DVR  
with Fold-Out LCD Screen

Night Owl’s NODVR108-NHD is an advanced eight 
channel 10.1" LCD -video security system that is 
accessible on your smartphone, tablet, PC or Mac. 
Features: •10.1" fold-out LCD screen for easy viewing 
and playback •Free “Night Owl Lite” application 
•Free CMS software for your PC •Motion activated 
recording/email alerts •Can record at D1 resolution at 
30 fps on limited channels •Gives you true 24/7 video 
security day or night no matter where you are located 
in the world •Available with or without a hard drive, 
and available bundles with up to eight cameras 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description HDD ONLY
 82-17995 NODVR108-NHD DVR None $249.00
 82-17996 NODVR108-500Gb DVR 500Gb 359.00
 82-17997 NODVR108-54-645 DVR +4 500Gb 519.00 
   cameras
 82-17998 NODVR108-54-685 DVR +8 500Gb 679.00 
   cameras

#82-17998

NEW!
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Night Owl Cameras

4/8/16 Channel 
H.264 DVR  

Complete Video Security Kit
Night Owl’s advanced multi-channel H.264  
DVR allows you to access it remotely from  
both the internet and/or select 3G/4G smart phones  
and tablet PCs including iPhone®, Android®, and  
select Blackberry® models. This kit provides you with 
everything you need to set up your DVR security 
system yourself. Night Owl has 24/7 technical support 
if  an issue does arise that requires our assistant (1-866-
390-1303). Features: •Pre-Installed hard drive (see chart 
below) •Night vision cameras that record up to 45' in 
complete darkness •D1 recording – all channels •Vandal 
proof 3-axis mounting brackets •Motion activated 
recording with email alerts •Digital watermarking  
for official use •Viewable anywhere in the world! 
 MCM Part # Channels HDD Cameras ONLY
 82-15000 4 500Gb 4 $459.00
 82-15005 8 500Gb 4 509.00
 82-15010 8 500Gb 8 619.00
 82-15015 8 1Tb 8 719.00
 82-15020 16 500Gb 8 819.00

Back

Pan/Tilt 
CCD Camera (420TVL) 
System 
When connected to a 
DVR and configured the 
camera has the ability to be 
controlled remotely from 
the internet, tablet PCs or 
compatible Smartphones. 
The camera has an internal 
motor that can pan (left-
right) 360° and tilt (up-down) 
90°. Features: •Indoor Pan & Tilt 
Camera (Black) •CCD Chipset Technology •420 TV 
Lines Resolution •50 Feet Night Vision •40 Feet Facial 
Recognition •100 Feet Easy Connect Video/Power/
PT Cable •Indoor Use Only •Easy to Install Ceiling 
Mounting Bracket •1 Year Worry  
Free Warranty •Compatible With all Night Owl Systems 
•24/7 Technical Phone Support
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15730 $144.00

420TVL 
Remote  

Digital Varifocal  
Zoom Outdoor Camera
The camera comes 
equipped with a remote 
control that can adjust 
the cameras viewing angle from 
20°~50°. Utilizing a varifocal lens, 
the camera can remotely adjust the 
lens from 4~9mm. The remote control 
comes with batteries and works from 
over 30' away. The 48 IR LEDs can produce a 
clear image at night from 120' away. The remote zoom 
technology provides you with the utmost flexibility. 
Features: •420TVL high resolution •Remote zoom 
technology •40' facial recognition •Night vision up to 
120' • Easily connects to any TV (RCA) and/or DVR 
(BNC) •Vandal proof bracket •Power: 12VDC •1 year 
worry free warranty and 24/7 technical support (866) 
390-1303 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15050 $154.00

420TVL  
LED Array 
Weatherproof  
Day/Night 
Bullet Camera
Night Owl’s 
LED camera is an indoor/outdoor 
camera that utilizes LED array technology to offer 
a low power consumption night vision camera. With 
the emergence of LED technology, this camera system 
can produce an evenly dispersed night vision image 
up to 90' away. The LED array technology will evenly 
disperse the night vision across the whole image while 
offering lower power consumption than traditional 
night vision security cameras. The product comes with 
a one year worry free warranty and 24/7 technical 
phone support (1-866-390-1303) that is open 365 days 
a year. Features: •1⁄4" CCD Image sensor •420TVL 
high resolution •40' facial recognition •Night vision 
up to 90' •Fixed lens: 6mm •Weatherproof rating: 
IP66 •Easily Connects to any TV (RCA) and/or DVR 
(BNC) •Includes: Camera, hardware and screws, 60' 
video cable, BNC~RCA adapter, power adapter, and 
security stickers •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-15060 Black $134.00
 82-15061 White 134.00

600TVL Security Cameras 
with Night Vision

Night Owl’s CAM-624 is a sleek indoor/outdoor 
hi-resolution security camera that provides clear 
and crisp images at 600TVL of resolution. Features: 
•600TVL of resolution for clear crisp images •50' 
night vision and facial recognition •Three-axis vandal 
proof cable system •Easy connection to any TV (RCA) 
and/or DVR (BNC) •Compatible with all Night Owl 
systems 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17965 CAM-2PK-624 Two camera kit $99.99
 82-17966 CAM-4PK-624 Four camera kit 179.00

#82-17966

NEW!

600TVL Dome Camera with Night Vision
Night Owl’s CAM-DM624 is an indoor hi-resolution 
security Dome camera that provides clear and crisp 

images at 600 TV lines of resolution. Features: •600 TV Lines 
resolution dome cameras •50' Night Vision and facial recognition 
•Compatible with all Night Owl systems •Cameras come packaged 
with all the cables and accessories you will need to install yourself  
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17970 CAM-DM624-B Single Black $69.99
 82-17971 CAM-DM624-W Single White 69.99
 82-17972 CAM-2PK-DM624-BA Two Black 109.00
 82-17973 CAM-4PK-DM624-BA Four Black 189.00

#82-17970

#82-17971

NEW!

600 TVL Security 
Camera with 36 
Cobalt Blue LEDs
This select Night 
Owl camera is a 
sleek indoor/outdoor 
hi-resolution security 
camera that provides 
clear and crisp images at 600 TV lines of resolution. 
The 36 x 5mm cobalt blue LEDs will produce a night 
vision image up to 100' away in complete darkness 
and will allow for facial recognition up to 50' away. 
Features: •Hi-Resolution Security Camera •600 TV 
lines resolution for clear crisp images •IR cut filter: 
Delivers night vision images in quality and clarity •100' 
Night vision •50' Facial recognition •3-Axis vandal 
proof cable system •Easy connection to any TV (RCA) 
and/or DVR (BNC) •One year worry free warranty 
•Compatible with all Night Owl Systems •24/7 Web 
Support at www.NightOwlSP.com
 MCM Part # Description Quantity ONLY
 82-15705 Bullet Camera 4-Pack $199.00
 82-15725 Bullet Camera 1-Pack 59.99
 82-15726 Bullet Camera with 1-Pack 59.99 
  built-in microphone
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Night Owl Covert400TVL  

Vandal-Proof 
Outdoor Bullet Camera  
with Night Vision
Utilizing 400TVL of resolution, the cameras 
produces clear and crisp images during the 
day. At night, the 24 powerful LEDs produce a night 
vision image up to 45 feet away in complete darkness. 
The cameras come packed with 4 x 60ft of video/
power cable, power adapter with splitter and BNC to 
RCA adapters for easy connection to any TV (RCA) 
or Night Owl DVR (BNC). Features: •Night Vision 
up to 45 ft in complete darkness •24/7 Technical 
Support at www.nightowlsp.com •Indoor / Outdoor 
Housing •Vandal Proof 3-Axis Mounting Brackets 
•400 TV Lines of Resolution •Connects Easily to 
your Television (RCA) •Connects Easily to your DVR 
(BNC) •Compatible with All Night Owl Systems •1 
Year Worry-Free Warranty •24/7 Technical Phone 
Support
 MCM Part # Description Quantity ONLY
 82-15715 Bullet Camera 4-Pack $144.00
 82-15720 Bullet Camera 1-Pack 39.99
 82-15721 Bullet Camera +  1-Pack 45.99 
  built-in microphone

420TVL Manual Varifocal  
Zoom Outdoor Camera
The camera comes equipped with manual 
controls that can adjust the cameras 
viewing angle from 20° to over 50°. 
Utilizing a varifocal lens, the user can manually 
adjust the lens from 4mm to 9mm and focus. The 
42IR LEDs can produce a clear image at night from 
100' away. This ultra-durable indoor/outdoor camera 
has a weatherproof rating of IP66. All Night Owl 
products come with a 1-year worry free warranty and 
24/7 technical phone support (1-866-390-1303) that 
is open 365 days a year. Features: •1⁄4" CCD Image 
sensor •420TVL high resolution •Manual Zoom 
Technology •40' facial recognition •Night vision up to 
100' •Varifocal lens from 4mm~9mm •Easily Connects 
to any TV (RCA) and/or DVR (BNC) •Vandal proof 
bracket •Includes: Camera, hardware and screws, 60' 
video cable, BNC~RCA adapter, power adapter,  
and security stickers •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15055 $134.00

400TVL 4-Pack 
Indoor/Outdoor Night 
Vision Security Camera with Cable 
Utilizing 400 TV lines of resolution, the se cameras 
produces clear and crisp images during the day, 
and at night the 11 powerful LEDs produce a night 
vision image up to 30ft away in complete darkness. 
The cameras come packed with 4x 60ft cables (video/
power camera cable), a power adapter with splitter and 
BNC to RCA adapters for easy connection to any TV 
(RCA) or Night Owl DVR (BNC). Features: • Night 
Vision up to 30ft in complete darkness • 24/7 Technical 
Support at www.nightowlsp.com • Indoor / Outdoor 
Housing • 400 TV Lines of Resolution • Connects 
Easily to your Television (RCA) • Connects Easily to 
your DVR (BNC) •Compatible with All Night Owl 
Systems •1 Year Worry-Free Warranty •Professional 
Installation Services Available Nationwide (US Only)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15710 $127.00

Realistic Decoy Dome 
Camera with Flashing 
LED Light
The black decoy dome camera 
has a flashing red LED light that 
gives the decoy camera a realistic look. The flexible 
mounting options allow you to mount this decoy 
camera to any ceiling or wall. This decoy camera can 
be added to your home/business to increase the level of 
security presence. Night Owl also includes a warning 
sticker as an added security measure. In addition, all 
Night Owl products come with a one year worry free 
warranty and 24/7 technical phone support (1-866-390-
1303) that is open 365 days a year. Features: •Flashing 
LED light •Indoor/outdoor housing •No wiring 
required •Batteries last up to eight months (batteries are 
included) •Lifetime customer support 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15070 Decoy camera $15.99
 82-15071 Two-pack of dummy cameras 25.99

Realistic Decoy Bullet 
Camera with Flashing 
LED Light
The black decoy bullet camera has 
a flashing red LED light that gives the 
decoy camera a realistic look. The stand 
moves vertically 180° to provide you with 
several mounting options. This decoy camera 
can be added to your home/business to 
increase the level of security presence. Night Owl also 
includes a warning sticker as an added security measure. 
In addition, all Night Owl products come with a one 
year worry free warranty and 24/7 technical phone 
support (1-866-390-1303) that is open 365 days a year. 
Features: •Flashing LED light •Indoor/outdoor housing 
•No wiring required •Batteries last up to eight months 
(batteries are included) •Lifetime customer support 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15075 $20.99

Realistic Decoy PTZ 
Camera with Flashing LED 
Light
The white decoy PTZ camera 
has a flashing red LED light 
that gives the decoy camera a realistic 
look. The stand moves vertically 
90° to provide you with several 
mounting options on any ceiling 
or wall. This decoy camera can 
be added to your home/business 
to increase the level of security 
presence. Night Owl also includes a 
warning sticker as an added security 
measure. In addition, all Night Owl products come 
with a one year worry free warranty and 24/7 technical 
phone support (1-866-390-1303) that is open 365 days 
a year. Features: •Flashing LED light •Indoor/outdoor 
housing •No wiring required •Batteries last up to eight 
months (batteries are included) •Lifetime customer 
support 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15080 $20.99

Covert 
HD Video 

Alarm Clock with an 
8GB Micro SD Card
Night Owl’s covert High Definition video alarm 
clock allows you to secretly record video and audio 
with a hidden camera and also works as an alarm 
clock. This covert alarm clock has motion activated 
recording that records video only when movement is 
detected at a resolution of 1280 x 720. It can record 
up to 2 hours with the provided 8GB Micro SD Card. 
Features: •Motion activated recording •High definition 
recording: 1280 x 720 Resolution •Night vision up to 
20' •Audio recording up to 20' away •2.5" Color LCD 
playback screen •Record up to 2 hours of video and 
audio •8GB Micro SD Card Included •Dimensions: 
5.0" x 1.3" x 2.9" •Weight: 5.0oz
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15735 $124.00

Covert Video Watch
Night Owl’s Covert Video Watch 

allows you to secretly record video/audio 
and take pictures with a hidden camera that 
is inside of a stylish water resistant watch. 
This watch allows you to record video and 
audio clips hands free. You can also take 
pictures all in the click of a button. The 
pictures, video and audio clips can easily be 
transferred from the watch to your computer 
with the provided USB cable. Features: 
•Water resistant •Record video clips on 
the go •Audio recording up to 20' away 
•Connects easily to your computer •Record 
up to two hours of Video/Audio •4 GB 
internal memory •Dimensions (in):  
10.0" x 1.7" x 6.0" •Weight: 2.8oz
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15740 $77.99

Covert 
Video 

Sunglasses with  
4GB Micro SD Card
Night Owl’s Covert Video Sunglasses with 4GB Micro 
SD Card allows you to secretly record video and audio 
with a hidden camera that built into tinted sunglasses. 
Features: •Record video clips on the go •Audio 
recording up to 20' away •Connects easily to your 
computer •Record up to two hours of video/audio 
•4GB Micro SD Card included •Dimensions (in):  
5.8" x 2.8" x 1.6" •Weight: 1.6 oz
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15745 $77.99

Covert Mini DVR with 
4GB Micro SD Card

Night Owl’s Mini Video recorder with 
4GB Micro SD Card allows you to 
secretly record video/audio and take 
pictures with a hidden camera. Features: 
•Record video clips on the go •Audio 
recording up to 20' away •Record up 
to two hours of video/audio •Connects 
easily to your computer •4GB Micro SD 
Card Included •Dimensions (in): 2.1" x 
.8" x .8" •Weight: 0.6 oz
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15750 $47.99
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MCM/Defender DVRs/NVRs

Covert Video 
Keychain Recorder 
with 4GB Micro  
SD Card
Night Owl’s video keychain recorder with 4GB Micro 
SD Card allows you to secretly record video and audio 
with a hidden camera that is built into a keychain. 
Features: •Record video clips on the go •Audio 
recording up to 20' away •Connects easily to your 
computer •Records up to two hours of video/audio 
•4GB Micro SD Card included •Dimensions (in):  
1.9" x 1.2" x .4" •Weight: 0.7 oz
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15755 $37.99

Recordable Pen Camera  
with Audio (4GB Memory)

Night Owl’s executive camera pen offers its users 
the ability to record video (640 x 480), audio (20' 
away) and take notes simultaneously. Features: •PC 
and MAC compatible •Easily transfer files to your 
computer via USB •Record up to two hours of video 
/ audio •Audio recording from 20' away •Retractable 
black ballpoint •Pre-installed 4GB of memory •Video 
resolution: 640 x 480 •Video format: AVI •30 frames 
per second recordings •70 Minutes usage per charge 
•Lithium rechargeable battery •Dimensions (in):  
5.8 x 0.6 x 0.6 •Weight: 1.3 oz 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15760 $39.99

Micro VideoCam Recorder with 2Gb SD Card
Compact, covert digital video and audio recorder 
integrates camera and Micro SD card to capture both 
audio and video. Built-in rechargeable lithium battery 
lasts two hours. Features: •640 x 480 AVI Hi-resolution 
files •20fps (frames per second) •Rechargeable Li-ion 
internal battery (three hour charge time) •Records  
up to two hours on a single charge •USB upload  
•Includes: CamStick, 2Gb micro SD card, USB cable, 
AC adapter, and instruction manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13541 $32.19

Geovision 4-Channel 30fps Video  
Capture DVR Card
GeoVision’s GV-600-4 video capture card is a PC 
based video surveillance system that utilizes the 
most advance digital video compression technologies 
to bring you the highest picture quality and video 
performance. Use up to four, 4-channel video capture 
DVR cards for a total of 16 channels of video. The 
GV-600-4 is a four channel digital video capture 
card, meaning it can be hooked up with four colored 
cameras for 30 frames per second. Features: •Input 
Type: BNC X 4 •Video Input(s): 1,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16 
cameras •Audio Input: 1 channel •Recording Rate: 
30fps •Video resolution: Full D1, Half  D1, CIF •Video 
Compression format: H.264 V2 •Audio Compression 
Format: ADPCM codec •Card Interface: PCI •GV-
A16 Support: Yes •GV-NET Card Support: Yes 
•GV-NET/IO Card Support: Yes •Dimensions (W x 
H): 5.71" x 3.86" •NOTE: GV-600-4 is currently not 
compatible with VIA series and ATI series chipset 
motherboards •Additional product information is 
available at www.MCMelectronics.com
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14190 $144.00

Four and Eight Channel Network DVRs
These network DVRs come complete with a USB 
mouse and full size remote control. It has local 
recording, playback, data backup, parameter setting, 
motion detection, and much more! Features: •Network 
connectivity •Dual USB ports •H.264 compression 
•4/8 BNC inputs •1 BNC output •VGA output •Alarm 
and PTZ inputs •Dimensions: 11" (L) x 9" (W) x 2" (H) 
•Power supply: DC 12V Includes: DVR, power cord, 
power adapter, USB mouse, remote control, mounting 
hardware for HDD (HDD not included), software CD, 
and manual 
 MCM Part # Channels ONLY
 82-14470 4 $102.00
 82-14471 8 114.99

#82-14470

Sixteen Channel Network DVR
This sixteen channel DVR comes complete with 
software to help guide you through an easy, no-hassle 
set-up. This advanced model includes an HDMI 
connection to support 720p, 1080i, and 1080p.  
It’s the perfect solution for your residence or business. 
Features: •Network connectivity •Dual USB ports 
•Supports up to 4Tb HDD (not included) •H.264 
compression •Sixteen BNC inputs •Two BNC outputs 
•Sixteen RCA audio inputs •One RCA audio output 
•RJ45 ethernet port •Sixteen alarm inputs and one 
alarm output •PTZ controls •Power supply: 12V DC 
Includes: •DVR •Power cord •Power adapter •USB 
mouse •Remote control •Mounting hardware for HDD 
(HDD not included) •Software CD •Manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14472 $279.99

Four Channel  
DVR Kit with Four Day/Night Bullet Cameras
This is your opportunity to own your own surveillance 
system, and to do it at a fraction of the usual cost.  
This versatile system includes four weatherproof  
(bullet camera only) day/night color cameras with  
IR LEDs. Ideal for residential and commercial 
use! DVR Features: •Network connectivity •Dual 
USB ports •H.264 compression •Four BNC inputs 
•Supports up to 2Tb HDD (not included) •1 BNC 
output •VGA output •Alarm and PTZ inputs •Power 
supply: 12V DC Camera Features: •1⁄4" Sharp CCD 
image sensor •420TVL resolution •3.6mm lens 
•Nighttime vision with 24 IR LEDs •Power supply: 
12VDC Includes: •DVR •Power cord •Power adapter 
•USB mouse •Remote control •Mounting hardware for  
HDD (HDD not included) •DVR software CD •4X 
cameras •4X BNC cables •Power splitter •4X mounting 
hardware for cameras •Allen wrench •Manual •Limited 
quantities 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14475 $255.99

Back
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4/8 Channel H.264  
DVR with Video and Power Over Cat 5e Baluns
This uniquely designed DVR features built-in RJ45 
jacks for each camera channel plus four separate video/
power baluns to facilitate video and power transmission 
over the same Cat 5e wire. Also, in addtion to network 
connectiveity for LAN and remote access, it has both 
VGA and composite outputs, an RCA audio input and 
output, a USB mouse connection, and USB inputs for 
flash drive backup. Features: •Pentaplex stand-alone 
DVR •Internal RJ45 baluns for each channel that also 
protect against surge •Real-time recording at D1, half  
D1 and CIF •Remote view by IE, AP, and 3G mobile 
Includes: •DVR •Power adapter •USB mouse •Remote 
control •Four/eight power video baluns 
 MCM Part # Channels Baluns ONLY
 82-14570 4 4 $214.00
 82-14575 8 8 264.99

Front

*Camera not included

16 Channel H.264 Network DVR
This advanced level DVR employs a high performance 
video processing chip and embedded Linux. It utilizes 
the most advanced technologies, such as standard 
H.264 with low bit rate, SATA interface, VGA, mouse 
control, full remote control via IE browser, mobile 
surveillance (by cell phones), and more. In addition, 
it supports mobile phone surveillance on iPhone®, 
Google Phone, and those with Windows CE® or 
Window Symbian OS®.
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-14882  $349.00

8/16/24/32 Channel H.264 Network DVR
These advanced level DVRs employ high performance 
video processing chips and embedded Linux. It utilizes 
the most advanced technologies, such as standard 
H.264 with low bit rate, SATA interface (up to 4 
HDD, 8TB max), VGA, HDMI, mouse control,  
full remote control via IE browser, mobile surveillance 
(by cell phones), and more. In addition, it supports 
mobile phone surveillance on iPhone®, Google Phone, 
and those with Windows CE® or Window Symbian 
OS®. Features: •Pentaplex mode: recording, playback, 
setup, backup, network and mobile phone surveillance 
simultaneously •CIF real-time recording •Strong log, 
privacy mask and watermark function •Supports 
HDMI •Supports PTZ •8Tb Max HDD •Perfect 
support of IPhone, IPad, Blackberry, Google  
phone, Symbian and Windows mobile  
•Power: 100VAC ~ 240VAC
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14886 16 Channel $569.00
 82-14887 24 Channel 809.00
 82-14888 32 Channel 919.00

Four-Channel IP  
Camera and NVR Kit
Network video recorder for security 
over ethernet. Ships with a preinstalled 
hard-drive, two network security 
cameras (#82-16141) and a 4-port PoE 
switch for ease of setup. Fill out the 
other two channels from our selection 
of IP cameras. Features: •4 CH 1080p/720p recording 
•2Tb HDD included •Multiple users can log on 
simultaneously •Full Pentaplex operation •All cameras 
support 12VDC or PoE 

 Fig MCM Part #  Description MP Lens ONLY
 A 82-16140 NVR Kit 1.3 4.5mm $999.00
 B 82-16141 Bullet 1.3 4.5mm 279.00
 C 82-16142 Bullet 2.0 3.3~12mm 429.00
 D 82-16143 Dome 2.0 3.3~12mm 429.00

A B

C

DNEW!

Four-Port 
10/100 PoE 
Switch
•Provides 48VDC power over ethernet with full 
10/100 switch capabilities, ideal for PoE camera 
systems Features: •One uplink port, four PoE Ports 
•IEEE802.3af PoE standard •48V/DC per port output 
•15.4W Max per port •Max. 65W power consumption
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16145 $109.00

NEW!

8Ch. Compact  
DVR with Monitor 
A stylish and compact 
DVR for when you 
need lots of security 
in a small package. 
Available as a stand-
alone device, or as a 
kit with four bullet 
cameras plus cables 
and adapters for ease of 
initial setup. Features: •Accepts a 2.5" Hard drive  
(Not included) •H.264 Compression format •8Ch 
playback •Remote Monitoring •Available as a kit  
with four cameras and 60' Cables
 MCM Part # Cameras ONLY
 82-16130 Four $659.00
 82-16131 N/A 459.00

NEW!

Advanced Compact DVR 
4/8-channel D1 H.264 pentaplex DVR, with real-
time playback, 2CH audio input, HDMI (1080p), 
1280*1024 VGA output, 1 x SATA HDD, mobile 
phone surveillance, compact chassis, and IR extender 
(IR extender cable not included) Features: • 4/8 CH D1 
real-time H.264 pentaplex DVR •Resolution of VGA 
output is 1280x1024 •Recording modes: schedule, 
manual, motion •Supports iPhone, Blackberry, 
Android, Symbian and Windows mobile •PTZ control 
with preset, cruise and track scans
 MCM Part #  Channels ONLY
 82-16105 4-Ch 139.00
 82-16106 8-Ch 159.00

NEW!

8/16 Channel Enterprise H.264 DVR
8/16CH D1 Realtime H.264 Pentaplex Network DVR, 
4CH audio input, 1920x1080 HDMI and 1280x1024 
VGA Output, 8/16CH D1 Realtime Playback, 2 x 
SATA HDD, Mobile Phone Surveillance, Standard 1U 
Case, IR Extender (IR Extender cable not included) 
Features: •Real-time high resolution recording •H.264 
compression technology •Intuitive graphic user 
interface •Quick search, easy backup •Live view on 
smart phones
 MCM Part # Channels ONLY
 82-16110 8 $399.00
 82-16111 16 579.00

NEW!

4/8/16 Channel HD-SDI DVR
This state-of-the-art DVR delivers high megapixel  
full HD 1080p quality digital images over standard 
coaxial cable at 6x the resolution of D1. Its H.264 
video compression provides high reliability and 
superior definition. Features: •Quadplex operations (Playback/
Record/Network/Backup) •Recording Mode: Continuous/Schedule/
Motion/Sensor/Manual •Input type: HDcctv / HD-SDI Cameras 
•Real-time display rate •Recording Rate 1920x1080: 20fps / 
Recording Rate 1280x720: 40fps •Power: DC12V – 5A •Includes 
mouse and remote •Digital zoom 

 MCM Part # Channels ONLY
 82-16010 4 $589.00
 82-16011 8 899.00
 82-16012 16 1799.00

NEW!
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Defender Dome Cameras
H.264 Multiplex Networkable DVR
This advanced networkable DVR offers all the features 
of much higher-priced DVRs, and is ideal for either 
commercial or residential surveillance installations. 
Features: •Multiplex operation with live display, 
record, playback, back-up, and network operations 
•Mobile surveillance including iPhone® and 
Blackberry® •Event notification by email and FTP •IR 
remote control (IR receiver built-in) •Quick search 
(time, motion, and alarm search mode) •USB back-up 
•VGA •Ethernet: 10/100 Base-T supports remote 
control and live view via Ethernet 
 MCM Part # Channels ONLY
 82-13490 4 $284.00
 82-13491 8 579.00
 82-13492 16 715.99

4-Channel H.264 DVR Kit
This all-in-one kit comes with everything you need to 
set-up a complete surveillance system. Choose from 
dome and bullet cameras or all bullet cameras to meet 
your specific needs. Features: •Multiplex operation with 
live display, record, playback, back-up, and network 
operations •Mobile surveillance including iPhone® and 
Blackberry® •Event notification by email and FTP •IR 
remote control (IR receiver built-in) •500Gb HDD 
storage •VGA •Ethernet: 10/100 Base-T supports 
remote control and live view via Ethernet Kit includes: 
DVR with a 500Gb hard drive, four IR cameras, four 
50' BNC cables, remote control and mouse 
 MCM Part # Cameras ONLY
 82-13495 Two dome; Two bullet $529.00
 82-13500 Four bullet 559.00

#82-13500

#82-13495

Indoor HD-SDI 
High Resolution 
D/N Dome Camera 
w/ Varifocal Lens
High-Definition Serial 
Digital Interface (HD-
SDI) is a family of video 
interfaces used for broadcast-
grade video. HD-SDI protocol 
can transmit 720p or 1080p video. Features: •Full 
HD (1920x1080) image via HD-SDI interface with 
conventional coaxial cable •Six times the resolution of 
traditional analog cameras •Defog: Defog Technology 
enhances visibility in real-time fog, smoke, low light, 
and dust conditions •Smart DNR technology - reduces 
noise efficiently in low light conditions •Max 64x 
Digital Zoom •On screen Display •Digital Wide 
Dynamic Range 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-16000 Indoor Camera $279.00
 82-16001 Outdoor Camera 299.00

NEW!

Outdoor 
HD-SDI 
Hi-Powered  
D/N Bullet 
Camera w/ Varifocal Lens
High-Definition Serial Digital Interface (HD-SDI) is  
a family of video interfaces used for broadcast-grade 
video. It's used for transmission of uncompressed, 
unencrypted digital video signals over point-to-point 
coaxial cable links for video surveillance applications. 
HD-SDI protocol can transmit 720p or 1080p video. 
Features: •1⁄3" 2 Megapixel CMOS •Megapixels: 2 
•Lens: 2.8~12mm varifocal •70IR LEDs for night-
vision up to 140FT •Power: Dual voltage: DC 
12V/ AC 24V •Full HD (1920x1080) image via 
HD-SDI interface with conventional coaxial cable 
•IP66 Housing •Digital noise reduction •Two year 
manufacturer's warranty 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16005 $349.00

NEW!

DVR Lockbox
Keep your DVR 
secure and out of harm’s 
way with this sturdy locking 
case Features: •16 gauge steel construction •Air vents 
and cutout for fan •Textured powder-coated finish 
•Wall-mount bracket available separately •Dimensions: 
21" (W) x 21" (L) x 8" (H)
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-16125 DVR lockbox $149.00
 82-16126 Mounting bracket 49.99

#82-16125

#82-16126

NEW!

620TVL PTZ Weatherproof  
Day/Night Speed  
Dome Camera
This camera does it all 
and does it better than 
the other cameras. from 
its top-of-the-line image 
sensor to its extended 
range night vision, 
nothing was left off  of this 
model. It even comes with built-in surge and lightening 
protection for additional reliability. Features: •Sony 
1⁄4" Super-HAD CCD image sensor •620TVL high 
resolution •36 IR LEDs + 6 high powered IR LEDs 
•Varifocal lens: 3.2mm~86.4mm •256 Preset positions 
•IP66 weatherproof rating •27X Optical zoom •OSD 
(on screen display) for ease-of-use •Power: AC24V
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14895 $549.99

620TVL PTZ Weatherproof  
Speed Dome Camera
This high resolution, super-fast 
dome camera is constructed 
of die-cast aluminum with an 
IP66 weatherproof rating. Its 
modern design and soft beige 
color make it a perfect fit 
for any site. Features: •Sony 1⁄4" 
Super-HAD CCD image sensor 
•620TVL high resolution •Varifocal 
lens: 3.2mm~86.4mm •Pan range: 360° continuous 
•256 Preset positions •IP66 weatherproof rating  
•27X Optical zoom •OSD (on screen display)  
for ease-of-use •Power: AC24V 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14900 $409.99

540TVL PTZ Speed  
Dome Camera and Controller
This 3.5" high-resolution waterproof PTZ camera is 
loaded with features and is vandal resistant to protect 
your assets. The 360° continuous rotation ensures that 
you’ll never miss anything! At 0.75 lbs. you can place 
this lightweight camera anywhere. Works great for 
covert applications. Features: •1⁄4" CCD SONY Super 
HAD II •Lens: 3.9mm~39mm focal lens •540TVL 
resolution •Pan range: 360° continuously •Tilt 
range: 90° (180° auto overturn) •128 preset positions 
•Protocol: PELCO-D, PELCO-P •Power supply: 
12VDC •Dimensions: 3.5" 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14335 $469.99

650TVL Outdoor Mini 
PTZ Speed Dome 
Camera
•1⁄4" Super HAD Color 
Sony CCD •650TVL 
high resolution 
•6.0~60mm varifocal 
lens •12X Optical zoom 
•Continuous movement: 
360° pan range •90° tilt 
range •50° pan speed 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15800 $219.00

NEW!
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Keyboard Controller  
for PTZ Cameras
•Offers full control of PTZ 
cameras •Required power: 12VDC, 
500mA (adapter included)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13305 139.36

PTZ Camera Pole Mount
Compatible with any PTZ wall 
mount that has a four hole mounting 
pattern of 190mm x 80mm, 170mm x 
115mm, 150mm x 75mm, or 120mm 
x 55mm (L) x (W) and mounts on 
any pole up to 5" in diameter. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13312 $84.75

480TVL Vandal Resistant 
PTZ Speed Dome Camera
MCM’s new PTZ speed 
dome camera offers extreme 
control for any surveillance 
application and features 10X 
optical zoom and 10X digital 
zoom. Includes a ceiling mount 
bracket for easy hardware 
installation, and built-in OSD 
(On-Screen-Display) to guide you 
through the initial set-up. Features: 
•1⁄4" SONY Super HAD CCD ICR Camera •Vari-focal 
Lens: 3.78mm~37.8mm, F1.6~1.9 (T), f= 3.7~37.8mm 
(T) •480TVL resolution •Pan range 360°. Pan speed 
0.5~ 30°/sec •Tilt range 0~100°. Tilt speed 0.5~30°/sec  
•32 preset positions •Protocol: PELCO-D, PELCO-P 
•Power supply: DC 12V +/-1.0V, 6W (max) 
•Dimensions: 5" x 7.36" •Weight: 4 lbs. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14340 $469.00

PTZ 2D 
Controller
2D PTZ keyboard 
controller 
with joystick. Connection: RS-485 /RS232 (PC)
Communication distance: 1200m. Joystick: 2D(Pan/
Tilt) Features: •Easy to operate LCD menu •2D 
joystick for controlling Pan/ Tilt •Multi-protocol 
baud rate range: 2400~19200bps •RS-485 and RS-232 
output
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16180 $89.99

NEW!

3D PTZ Controller
PTZ keyboard 
controller with 3D 
joystickConnection: 
RS-485/RS-232(PC)
Communication distance: 
1200m. Joystick: 3D(Pan/Tilt, Zoom) 
Features: •Easy to operate LCD menu •3D joystick for 
controlling Pan/ Tilt/ Zoom •Multi-protocol baud rate 
range: 2400~19200bps •RS-485 and RS-232 output 
•Setup: camera address, presets, auto tour, scan, etc
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16185 $229.00

NEW!

Color 
Outdoor 
Day/Night 
Dome Camera 
with 48IR LEDs
1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II CCD 
image sensor and 620TVL super high resolution 
create a terrific image. The 48IR LEDs provide 
plenty of lighting so your security camera continues 
recording with an excellent image while pitch black 
outside. Features: •Camera is IP66 waterproof rated 
•Night vision up to 130' •Operating temperature: 
-10°C~+50°C/0~80% RH •Fixed Lens: 3.6mm 
•Motion detection: Four areas; eight zones •Wide 
dynamic range •Size: 4.13" X 3.15" •Power supply: 
12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14850 $102.00

Weatherproof Day/Night Vandal  
Resistant Dome Camera w/ IR LEDs
1⁄3" Sony Super -HAD CCD features nighttime  
infrared illumination up to 65' indoors. Versatile  
IP66 waterproof rated ceiling or wall mount ball-turret 
housing design features sturdy aluminum construction. 
An added DSP circuit for improved image quality.  
This ultimate camera offers up elite features for the 
experienced surveillance user but its price and ease- 
of-use makes it the ideal camera for anyone. Features: 
•1⁄3" Sony Super-Had CCD •3.6mm Lens •24 IR LEDs 
for great nighttime viewing •0 Lux (with IR on)  
•Auto backlight compensation •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # Color Resolution ONLY
 82-13185 White 420TVL $58.99
 82-13186 Black  420TVL 57.99
 82-13187 White  600TVL 83.99
 82-13188 Black  600TVL 83.99

700TVL Weatherproof 
Turret Dome Camera
•1⁄3" CCD image sensor 
•700TVL high resolution 
•24 IR LEDs (great 
night vision) •IP rated 
weatherproof camera  
for outdoor use •3.6mm 
Fixed Lens
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16020 $69.00

NEW!

700TVL High Resolution 
Day/Night Turret Dome 
Camera
This is one of the highest 
resolution dome cameras on 
the market and has many 
amazing features. This 
security camera achieves 
an amazing 700TVL in 
full color and 730TVL when in black and white. The 
Infra-Red LEDs will turn on automatically in low light 
and will provide up to115' of clear video in complete 
darkness. Also, the sense up feature in the OSD will 
allow you to increase low light sensitivity providing 
outstanding night time viewing. The 2.8~12mm 
varifocal lens provides a super wide view. This camera 
can see in extremely low light and is rated for 0 Lux 
with the IRs (36IR LEDs) on. Features: •1⁄3" Sony 
Super HAD II CCD •Varifocal Lens 2.8~12mm •Min 
Illumination: 0 Lux (IR on) •Connector video: BNC 
•IR Distance: 100' •36IR LEDs •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16025 $89.00

NEW!

High Resolution 
Varifocal Dome 
Camera
A dome camera with 
an IP66 weatherproof 
rating, a varifocal lens and 
75' IR illumination. Available 
with 600TVL, or in a 700TVL 
version with OSD and other 
electronic upgrades. Features: •SONY 1⁄3" CCD 
•2.8~12mm varifocal lens •12 Super Flux IR LEDs 
•Auto Gain Control •IP66 weatherproof rating
 MCM Part # Item ONLY
 82-16150 600TVL Camera $129.00
 82-16151 700TVL Camera 159.00
 82-16152 Double-gang junction box mount  29.99
 82-16157 Single-gang junction box mount  24.99
 82-16153 Wall mount  49.99
 82-16154 Corner mount  29.99
 82-16155 Pole mount  34.99
 82-16156 Cealing mount  44.99

NEW!

600TVL Black 
Indoor Dome 
Camera 
A 600 TVL 
weatherproof 
turret camera with a 
varifocal lens and 50' IR 
illumination Features: •600TVL 1⁄3" CCD •2.8 ~ 12mm 
varifocal lens. •21 IR LEDs •Built-In 3-Axis Bracket 
•Vandal-resistant
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-16165 White $89.99
 82-16166 Black 89.99

NEW!
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700TVL Outdoor  
Color Dome Camera
Designed to satisfy basic 
outdoor surveillance 
camera installations, this 
camera features a high 
resolution (700TVL) color 
CMOS sensor and 3.6mm 
lens, plus 24 IR LEDs for night 
time illumination up to 45’. An 
internal IR cut filter ensures accurate color and B/W 
transitions from night to day. Specifications: •700TVL 
CMOS sensor •3.6mm lens •Low light sensitivity: (0 
Lux (IR on) •Weather resistant (IP66) •Automatic 
back light compensation and built-in auto iris •Power: 
12VDC, 130mA •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16065 $49.99

NEW!

600TVL Day/Night 
Vandal Resistant Dome Camera
This camera comes loaded with the best features on 
the market. Its super-high resolution, top-of-the-line 
image sensor, varifocal lens and economical price make 
this camera an excellent value. Features: •1⁄3" Sony 
Super-HAD CCD II plus Sony Effio-E DSP •600TVL 
•2.8~12mm varifocal lens •DC auto iris  
•30 IR LEDs •Power: Dual voltage 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14240 Dome camera $134.99
 82-14241 Bracket for #82-14240 16.99

Vandal Resistant  
Day/Night Dome Camera

This extremely versatile, weatherproof dome camera 
is perfect for all day/night indoor/outdoor security 
applications Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II CCD 
image sensor •600TVL •2.8~12mm varifocal lens •DC 
auto iris •42 IR LEDs •DNR (digital noise reduction) 
•IP66 rated weatherproof •Size: 4.75" x 3.75"(H) 
•Weight: 1.76lbs •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14245 Black dome camera $103.99
 82-14246 Bracket for #82-14245 16.99
 82-14250 White dome camera 103.99
 82-14251 Bracket for #82-14250 16.99

#82-14246 #82-14251

600TVL Vandal  
Resistant Dome Camera
This high resolution security 
camera is an excellent 
addition to your current fleet 
of cameras, or is great by 
itself  to cover a more focused 
area. This camera is rated for outdoor use giving you 
additional options for your surveillance area. Perfect 
for residential or small business use. Features: •1⁄3" 
Sony Super-HAD II CCD image sensor •600TVL 
•4~9mm varifocal lens •Weatherproof rated (IP65) 
•Dimensions: 4.75" x 4.25"(H) •Weight: 1.76 lbs 
•Power: Dual voltage 12VDC and 24VAC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14255 $104.99

600TVL 3.6mm  
Fixed Indoor Camera
•1⁄3" color CCD 
•600TVL •3.6mm fixed 
lens •Vandal-resistant 
•12VDC required
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16170 $69.99

NEW!

Weatherproof  
Day/Night  
Vandal Resistant  
Dome Camera
This camera takes all 
the guess work out 
of your installation, 
making it simple for 
even beginners to enjoy 
this advanced, popular 
security camera. Features: •Sony 
1⁄3" Super-HAD CCD II image sensor with Effio-E 
DSP chip •Varifocal lens: 2.8mm~12mm •21 IR LEDs 
for excellent night vision •IP66 weatherproof rating 
•Vandal-proof •OSD (on screen display) for ease- 
of-use •Video out for easy setup/installation 
 MCM Part # Resolution Power ONLY
 82-14890 540 12VDC $164.00
 82-14891 600 DC12V/AC24V 184.00
 82-14892 700 DC12V/AC24V 204.00

700TVL Day/Night Dome  
Camera with IR LEDs
1⁄4" DSP chipset with  
nighttime infrared  
illumination up to 65'.  
The camera is in durable  
ABS housing. Features:  
•420TVL resolution •6mm fixed  
lens •24 IR LEDs •.5Lux/0.0Lux (with IR LEDs 
on) •Auto iris lens: video/DC drive •Power: 12VDC 
•Includes dome camera and manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14495 $31.99

520TVL Vandal 
Resistant 
Dome Camera
This camera 
includes a powerful 
Sony Super-HAD II 
CCD image sensor, high 
resolution, and a compact size that enables you to 
place it anywhere! Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD 
II CCD •520TVL resolution •3.6mm fixed lens 
•Dimensions: 3.75" x 2.67" •Min Illumination: 0.1 Lux 
•Power: 12VDC •Includes mounting hardware 
  MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14500 $59.99

420TVL Mini Vandal 
Resistant Ball-Socket  
Dome Camera
Quickly rotate pivoting  
“eyeball” lens to desired viewing 
angle. Small size easily mounts 
to ceilings, or walls, and the rugged, aluminum, vandal 
resistant, IP66 weatherproof housing withstands 
demanding environments. Specifications: •1⁄3" Sony 
Super HAD CCD with 420 line resolution •3.6mm 
lens •0.2 lux •Automatic gain control •Automatic white 
balance •Only 3" (W) x 2.25" ( H) •Housing color: 
White •Power: 12VDC Note: Adapter not included 
(#82-3950). Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). •Limited 
quantities 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12165 $82.99

600TVL Day/Night 
Vandal Resistant  
Color Dome Camera  
with Varifocal Lens
•1⁄3" Sony super-HAD CCD image 
sensor •600TVL •2.8mm~12mm varifocal lens •DNS 
and state-of-the-art DSP for low illumination and 
picture clarity •12VDC/24VAC 

 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-13410 $225.99

420TVL Indoor  
Dome Camera
1⁄3" format CCD 
camera with 
attached 3.6mm 
lens. Perfect 
solution for general 
surveillance. Small 
size easily mounts to 
ceilings or walls, and the versatile 
2-axis gimble facilitates desired 
viewing angle. Specifications: •420 
line resolution •3.6mm lens •0.8 lux •Electronic shutter 
•Automatic white balance. Power: 12VDC, 300mA. 
Note: Adapter not included (#82-3950). Output: 1V p-p, 
75ohm (BNC). •Limited quantities 

 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13420 $21.99
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600TVL Day/Night 
Vandal Resistant 
Dome Camera
This NEW dome 
camera is the perfect 
solution for your 
security camera needs. It’s 
high-resolution and versatility 
enables it to be the perfect camera for water, nighttime, 
outdoors, and basically any other setting. Features: 
•Color 1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II CCD image sensor 
•2.8mm~12mm varifocal lens •Smart WDR (Wide 
Dynamic Range) •3D-DNR (0.0006lux) •600TVL 
resolution (daytime)/700TVL resolution (nighttime) 
•40 LEDs for nighttime viewing of approximately 60' 
•Waterproof (IP68 rated) •LED and OED control 
button •Second video output •Digital Zoom •Second 
video out (for field test monitor) •OSD control dip 
switches •DIS (Digital Image Stabilizer) •HLC (High 
Light Compensation) •Real 3-axis 360° rotation 
•Manual is included 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14015 $214.00

630TVL Indoor Day/Night 
Dome Cameras
630TVL resolution camera 
has a 1⁄3" Sony® Super-HAD 
II CCD image sensor, day/
night capability, WDR (wide 
dynamic range) and is the perfect surveillance piece for 
any indoor application! Features: •1⁄3" Sony® Super-
HAD II CCD •630TVL resolution •On-board two pin 
test monitor video output port •New generation DSP 
chip set •3.6mm board lens •Multi-language OSD (on 
screen display) •3D-DNR (3D digital noise reduction) 
•Motion detection •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-14510 White $72.99
 82-14511 Black 72.99

600TVL Long Distance 
Hi-Resolution Camera
Commercial surveillance 
installations often 
require increased 
image resolution 
in extreme lighting 
situations at a variety 
of distances and viewing 
angles. The CA-TIR6-701 is perfect for outdoor 
surveillance where crystal clear images are required 
such as parking lots, gated entrances, perimeter 
monitoring, and warehouses. Features: •230' range 
visible in total darkness with 70pcs of IR LEDs and 
5~50mm lens •LWDR (Low Frame Wide Dynamic 
Range) •DIS (Digital Image Stabilizer) relieves any 
picture tremble due to external factors such as wind 
•1⁄3" color Sony Super HAD CCD II •Three-axis 
bracket for 3D (Pan/tilt/roll) rotation •Day and night 
function (ICR) •Split glass technology, waterproof 
(IP67) •Using IR lens to prevent from becoming 
unfocused (F1.2) •Dynamic IR: When IR LED is 
turned on in B/W, the objects can be clearly identified 
due to the function that decreases screen saturation 
of objects within a short distance •Fan and heater for 
extreme temperature operation •All controls hidden 
behind an easy access door •3D DNR technology 
which reduces noise in low light conditions •12VDC  
or 24VAC dual voltage 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16760 $299.00

NEW!

600TVL Wide 
Angle 
Weatherproof 
Bullet Color 
Camera
Take advantage of 

an incredible 170° field of view from these outdoor, 
weatherproof color cameras. Features include a 1⁄3" 
DSP CCD image sensor, automatic gain control, low 
light sensitivity (Lux rating: 0.5) and a compact, rugged 
aluminum case. Specifications: •2.2mm lens •Adjustable 
swivel base Power: 12VDC, 100mA. Note: Adapter 
not included (use #82-3950). Output: •1V p-p, 75ohm 
(BNC). 
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-11468  $134.99

600TVL Weatherproof Varifocal 
Day/Night Bullet Cameras
This durable bullet camera is built to withstand all 
the elements of nature. Rain, snow or hot sun will not 
deter the camera from sending clear video.Features: 
•600TVL resolution •Color 1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II 
CCD image sensor •3.5mm~16mm •Day and night 
•Sense-up •0.5Lux min illumination •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13192 $144.99

600TVL Waterproof  
Day/Night Camera  
with IR LEDs
This new model is packed 
with high-end features at an 
extremely affordable price. 
The frame is constructed 
of steel and is waterproof 
(IP66 rated), so durability will never be an issue. 
Features: •Color ¼" DSP •3.6mm fixed lens •600TVL 
resolution •36IR LEDs •Waterproof (IP66 rated) •PAL/
NTSC •Electronic shutter •Power supply: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13760 $31.99

700TVL Vandal Resistant High Resolution  
In/Out Dome Camera with Varifocal Lens
This fully-loaded camera comes complete with the Sony 
1⁄3" Super-HAD II CCD, 700TVL resolution, dual 
voltage (DC12V and AC24V ), 2.8~12mm varifocal 
lens, and Digital Noise Reduction (2D DNR). Features: 
•Sony Effio-E DSP •35 IR LEDs (98' night-time 
distance) •IP66 rated for outdoor applications •Auto 
Tracking White balance (ATW) •Power: DC12V and 
AC24V input with auto polarity sensing 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-14300 Grey $184.00
 82-14301 White 184.00

540TVL Mini High Resolution  
Day/Night Dome Camera
Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super HAD  
CCD II •540TVL high resolution 
•2.8mm lens •6 pcs High powered 
LEDs •BNC connection •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15100 WHT $69.00
 82-15101 BLK 69.00

540TVL 
Day/Night Vandal 
Resistant Dome Camera
The weatherproof (IP66), 
tamperproof camera has a 
rare hybrid base (dome and 
bullet) and can be mounted 
to both the wall/ceiling. This 
is an indoor/outdoor camera. Features: •2.8~12mm 
vari-focal lens •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD CCD •540TVL 
resolution •Nighttime distance: 155' •3-axis bracket 
•Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14326 $150.00

650TVL Day/Night Dome 
Camera with Varifocal Lens
Features: •650TVL •1⁄3" Sony Super 
HAD CCD II •2.8~12mm varifocal 
lens •Min lum: 0Lux (IR on) •36IR 
LEDs for night vision over 100' 
•Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15105 $99.00
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Defender Bullet Cameras

620TVL Waterproof 
Day/Night 
Bullet Camera
1⁄3" Sony Super-
HAD II CCD 
image sensor and 
620TVL super high 
resolution create a terrific image. The 24IR LEDs 
provide plenty of lighting so your security camera 
continues recording with an excellent image while 
pitch black outside. Features: •Night vision up to 65' 
•Operating temperature: -10°C~+50°C/0~80% RH 
•Fixed lens: 3.6mm •Motion detection: Four areas; 
eight zones •Wide dynamic range •Size: 3.5" X 3.15" 
•Power supply: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14855 $92.99

620TVL 
Outdoor  
Day/Night 
Bullet 
Camera
1⁄3" Sony 
Super-HAD II CCD image 
sensor and 620TVL super high 
resolution create a terrific image. The 
IR LEDs provide plenty of lighting so your security 
camera continues recording with an excellent image 
while pitch black outside. Features: •Night vision 
up to 165' •Operating temperature: -10°C~+50°C / 
0~80% RH •Motion detection: 4 areas; 8 zones •Wide 
Dynamic Range •Size: (W) 3" X (H) 3.25" X (D) 9.45" 
•Power supply: 12VDC (82-14862 has Dual 12/24V) 
 MCM Part # Lens LEDs ONLY
 82-14860 3.6mm 54 $102.00
 82-14861 2.8~12mm 72 164.00

700TVL IR LED Array  
Bullet Camera with
Features: •Image 
sensor: Sony 
Effio-e (High 
Power) •2.8~12mm 
Varifocal lens •Min 
Lux: 0 (IR on) •LEDs: 
Two piece high powered 
array LED •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15095 $134.00

NEW!

700TVL High 
Resolution  
Day/Night  
Bullet Camera
•1⁄3" Sony Super 
HAD II (Effio-e 
CCD) •Varifocal 
Lens 4~9mm •Min 
Illumination: 0 Lux (IR on) •Connector video: BNC  
•IR Distance: 115' •42IR LEDs •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16030 $129.00

NEW!

700TVL Outdoor Long Range 
Day/Night Bullet 
Camera
•1⁄3" Sony 
Super 
HAD II 
(Effio-e CCD) 
•700TVL Super 
High Resolution 
•Varifocal Lens 6~60mm •Min Illumination: 0 Lux 
(IR on) •Connector video: BNC •IR Distance: ~ 250ft 
•Cold light LED technology •Operation temperature: 
-20°C to +50°C •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16035 $229.00

NEW!

Weatherproof 
High Resolution 
Color Bullet Camera
With a 550TVL resolution 
and Sony’s SuperHAD II 
CCD imager, this miniature 
bullet camera is the perfect solution 
for mounting in discrete indoor or 
outdoor locations. Features: •1⁄3" 
Sony SuperHAD II CCD •550TVL resolution •3.6mm 
lens •Low light sensitivity (Lux: 0.2) •Weatherproof 
(IP67) •Automatic back light compensation and 
built-in auto iris •Sony DSP •Power: 12VDC, 65mA 
•Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC) •Includes adjustable 
swivel base and mounting screws 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16080 $69.99

NEW!

Weatherproof Color Day/Night  
Bullet 8-Camera Kit
Get everything you need for your CCTV camera 
installation with these bundle packs from MCM. 
Just add a DVR, and you are ready to record. 
Specifications: •1⁄4" Sony SuperHAD CCD image 
sensor •420TVL resolution •Fixed 3.6mm lens •Rugged 
aluminum housing •Outdoor rated •1.0 lux (0.0 with 
IR) •Up to 20' night time IR range with 12 IR LEDs 
Power: •12VDC, 120mA Includes: •2A power supply 
(#82-13205), 3A power supply (#82-13210) with power 
pigtails for each camera •60' power and video cables 
•Limited quantities 
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-13210  $409.00

700TVL 
Indoor/Outdoor 
Bullet Camera 
A 700TVL 
weatherproof turret camera 
with a varifocal lens and 50' IR illumination Features: 
•700 TV lines resolution •3.6mm fixed lens •42 pieces 
IR LEDs, 105' •12VDC input •Weather-resistant
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-16175 Silver $99.00
 82-16176 Black 99.00

NEW!

600TVL Night Vision 
Camera Bundle
Features: •600 TVL  
CCD •3.6mm 
fixed-lens •50' IR 
illumination •60' 
premade cables 
•Power adaptor with splitter
 MCM Part # Cameras ONLY
 82-16135 Four $229.00
 82-16136 Eight 459.00

NEW!

520TVL  
Weather-Resistant  
Day/Night Bullet Camera
1⁄3" CCD image sensor provides fantastic picture  
while IP66 rating provides additional versatility by 
making it safe for outdoor use. Features: •1⁄3" CCD 
image sensor •520TVL high resolution •42IR LEDs for 
long distance night vision •IP66 rated weather-resistant 
camera •4.3mm fixed lens •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16015 $69.99

NEW!

700TVL 
Outdoor  
Vari-focal 
Bullet Camera
This versatile 
camera solution is a staple for installers. This one 
camera has the high resolution (700TVL) you need 
for improved video monitoring, and the vari-focal lens 
(2.8~12mm) range to adapt your field of view based 
on the unique environment. Specifications: •1⁄3" CCD 
Sony Effio-E image sensor •2.8~12mm vari-focal lens 
•Low light sensitivity: 0 Lux (IR on) •42 IR LEDs 
with 100' night time illumination distance •Weather 
resistant (IP66) housing •Automatic back light 
compensation and built-in auto iris •Power: 12VDC, 
150mA •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC).
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16070 $89.99

NEW!
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700TVL Weather-Resistant  
High Resolution Day/Night Bullet Camera
This amazing camera is available in black or silver 
and both are equipped with 700TVL resolution and 
a state-of-the-art image sensor. Features: •SONY 1⁄3" 
Super HAD CCD II •SONY Effio-E DSP •700TVL 
Super High Resolution •2.8 ~ 12mm varifocal lens •42 
pcs IR LEDs •Backlight control •Multi-language OSD 
•3-Axis Bracket •Weather-resistant •Vandal-resistant 
•Size: 6" x 4" x 3.25" •Power: 12VDC
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-13377 Black $144.00
 82-13378 Silver 144.00

Waterproof  
Color Day/Night 
Bullet Camera 
With IR LEDs
Defender® Color day/
night bullet camera features a 1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD 
CCD image sensor in a versatile IP67 waterproof 
rated housing with cable pass-through bracket and 
mounting ring, and split glass technology to avoid IR 
reflection. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD CCD image 
sensor •420/540 TV line resolution •0.1 Lux (CDS off)  
•6mm fixed lens •25 IR LEDs with CDS sensor  
•Cable-through bracket •Power: 12VDC •Limited 
quantities 
 MCM Part # Resolution ONLY
 82-13605 420TVL $102.00
 82-13606 540TVL 144.00

600TVL Weatherproof High Resolution  
Color Day/Night Bullet Camera
Take advantage of this ultra-durable high-resolution 
camera that can be used in virtually any setting. This 
camera features specs that are found on much larger 
and much more expensive CCTV cameras. Features: 
•1⁄3" Sony CCD Image Sensor + new CP DSP •600TVL 
super high-resolution •3.6mm lens •24 IR LEDS for 
night vision of 75' •Weatherproof (IP66 rated) •WDR 
•Power supply: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14060 $89.99

600TVL 
Weatherproof Day/
Night Bullet Camera
This camera offers excellent 
night vision with its 42 IR LEDs while also 
providing a built-in varifocal manual 2.8~12mm lens. 
Great for indoor or outdoor use. Features: •1⁄3" Sony 
Super-HAD CCD image sensor •600TVL •2.8~12mm 
varifocal lens •42 IR LEDs •Digital noise reduction 
(DNR) •Weatherproof rated (IP66) •Size: 5.5" (L) x 3" 
(H) x 3.35" (W) •Weight: 2.25 lbs •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14260 $114.99

600TVL 
Weatherproof  
Day/Night  
Bullet Camera
The perfect all around 
camera! This camera is loaded with 
features at less than half  the price of 
most of its competitors. Ideal for residential or small 
business use. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II CCD 
image sensor •600TVL •5~50mm varifocal lens •36 IR 
LEDs •Digital noise reduction (DNR) •Weatherproof 
rated (IP66) •Size: 7.25" (L) x 4.13" (H) x 3.75" (W) 
•Weight: 2.25lbs •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14265 $164.99

520TVL 
Weatherproof 
Color Day/Night 
Bullet Camera
This compact 
camera is ideal for big or small jobs. Its compact size 
allows it to operate at covert status while its features 
are strong and cover every aspect of a great security 
camera. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II CCD image 
sensor •520TVL •Built-in fixed 3.6mm lens •16 IR 
LEDs for great night vision •Weatherproof rated (IP66) 
•Includes mount •Dimensions: 5" (L) x 3" (W) x 2.5" 
(H) •Weight: 1.3 lbs •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14270 $72.99

700TVL Vandal 
Resistant Bullet Camera 
with Varifocal Lens
This fully-loaded camera 
comes complete with the Sony 
1⁄3" Super-HAD II CCD, 
700TVL resolution, 42 IR 
LEDs (130' night-time illumination), 
2.8~12mm varifocal lens, and Digital Noise Reduction 
(2D DNR). Features: •Sony Effio-E DSP •IP66 rated 
for outdoor applications •Auto Tracking White balance 
(ATW) •Four privacy masks •Multi-language On-
Screen-Display (OSD) •Power: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14305 $204.00

700TVL Weatherproof  
Day/Night Bullet Camera
1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II CCD image sensor and 
700TVL high resolution provide crystal clear video 
images at half  the cost of its competitors! The 42IR 
LEDs deliver a nighttime viewing distance of up 
to150'. This camera is strong enough to use by itself  
or can be added to your fleet to beef up your current 
surveillance system. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II 
CCD •700 TVL high resolution •Weatherproof (IP66) 
•42IR LEDs •Varifocal lens: 2.8~12mm •Power supply: 
12VDC •Size: 6" (L) x 3.15" (W) x 3.35" (H) 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-14700 Black $145.99
 82-14701 White 144.99

Waterproof Day/Night Bullet Camera with IR LEDs
Features: •1⁄3" SONY Super-HAD CCD image sensor + nextchip DSP 
•Waterproof camera •3.6mm fixed lens •480TVL resolution •24IR 
LEDS for long distance viewing at night •Color: Silver •Power: DC12V
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15765 $49.99

Surveillance Equipment - Security

540TVL Waterproof  
Color Day/Night Bullet  
Camera with IR LEDs
✔Waterproof 
✔75' night-time illumination
Color day/night bullet camera features a 1⁄3" Sony 
Super HAD CCD image sensor and 35 IR LEDs. 
Features split glass technology to avoid IR reflection 
and an IP66 waterproof rated housing for exceptional 
outdoor protection. Also includes a versatile, ABS 
mounting bracket. Specifications: •540TVL resolution 
•6.0mm lens •1.0 lux (0.0 lux with LEDs on) •Up 
to 130' night time IR range •Auto electronic shutter 
•Automatic white balance. Power: 12VDC, 370mA. 
Note: Power adaptor not included (use #82-3950). 
Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12371 $119.00
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600TVL Mini Color 
WDR Camera
Equipped with a WDR 
(Wide Dynamic Range) 
DSP sensor, this camera 
compensates for highly 
back-light viewing areas 
like lobby entrances. This 
camera includes full OSD 
menu controls and a high 
resolution 600TVL Sony 
SuperHAD II CCD image 
sensor. Specifications: •1⁄3" Sony SuperHAD II CCD 
•600TVL resolution •Low light sensitivity (Lux: 
.1) •Full OSD controls •WDR DSP and 2D-DNR 
(Digital Noise Reduction) •Motion and privacy 
masking (4 & 8 zones, respectively) •Power: 12VDC, 
90mA •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC) 
 MCM Part # Lens ONLY
 82-16095 3.6mm flat pinhole $69.99
 82-16100 3.7mm cone pinhole 69.99

#82-16095

#82-16100

NEW!

Dummy/Covert/Mini Cameras

High Definition Car DVR
The HD Infra-Red  
Night Vision/ 4-LED light 
Vehicle DVR with 145 
degree wide view angle 
captures high definition 
video and displays it on 
its 2.5" TFT LCD Screen. 
The video is saved in the 
SD/MMC memory card. 
(Memory card no included 
in the package). The DVR 
can capture clear videos 
for owners who want to 
monitor their cars. For 
professional engaged in 
the work of police officers, 
journalists, detectives, 
lawyers, Taxi, etc... 
Features: •1⁄4" color CMOS 
•1080P HD with HDMI 
output •1.3 Megapixel 
•Lens: 145° wide angle view •IR LEDs for night vision 
•Lithium batteries •Support SD Card up to 32GB 
(SD card not included) •H.264 compression •Record, 
Picture and Play modes 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14875 $124.00

420TVL Miniature  
Color Camera  
with Audio
•Ideal for covert, indoor surveillance •420TVL 
resolution •Sony Super-HAD CCD image sensor 
•Built-in microphone 
 MCM Part # ONLY

 82-12835 $67.99

380TVL CMOS Mini 
Color Cameras
Terrific solution for covert 
security, these miniature 
cameras are ideal for indoor surveillance applications. 
Features: •1⁄3" OmniVision CMOS image sensor 
•380TVL resolution •Viewing angle: 45° •Built-in 
microphone •Versatile mounting options •6.9mm lens 
•3.0 lux •#82-13296 features 6 IR LEDs for night 
vision up to 10' Power: •12VDC, 500mA •Adapter not 
included (#82-3950) Output: •Video: 1V p-p, 75ohm 
(RCA) •Audio: Mono RCA 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13296 $20.99

480TVL Smoke Detector
This camera includes 
a powerful Sony Super-
HAD II CCD image sensor, 
high resolution, and a compact 
size that enables you to place it 
anywhere! Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD II CCD 
•480TVL resolution •3.6mm fixed lens •Dimensions: 
3.75" x 2.67" •Min Illumination: 0.1 Lux •Power: 
12VDC •Includes mounting hardware 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14505 $57.99

Door “Peephole” 
Camera
Perfect substitution for 
door “peepholes”. This camera can be integrated 
into a home video system for identification of a 
guest without leaving the comfort of your chair. The 
camera is designed to fit into a 7⁄8" hole and can easily 
be adjusted to fit doors up to 23⁄4" thick. 1⁄3" CCD 
produces 420 lines of resolution with a minimum 
illumination of 0.05 lux. Wide angle lens provides a 
viewing angle of 170°. Specifications: Output: 1V p-p, 
75ohm. Power: 12VDC, 100mA. Adapter not included 
(#82-3950). Note: For indoor use or use behind high 
quality storm doors only. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7595 $72.99

700TVL Color Corner  
Mount Camera
This NEW Defender 
camera is the ultimate 
in covert security. This 
light weight, vandal 
resistant camera can be mounted in the corner of 
any room, hallway, elevator, or any 90° angle corner. 
Night-vision is made clear by the 30 built-in IR LEDs 
with CDS sensor. Features: •Color 1⁄3" Sony Super-
HAD CCD image sensor •700TVL resolution •2.3mm 
fixed board lens •Vandal-resistant (front) •160° wide 
view angle •30 built-in IR LEDs with CDS sensor 
•Power supply: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14025 $144.00

550TVL Door  
“Peephole” Camera
Color “peephole” camera 
is ideal for viewing visitors 
before allowing entry. 
The wide-angle 170° lens 
captures a greater field of 
view, and the high resolution 550TLV CCD and Sony 
DSP produces a crisp image. Designed for hole size 
of 7⁄8" and door thicknesses ranging from 2" to 23⁄4". 
Minimum illumination of 0.2 lux. Specifications: 
•1⁄3" Sony Exview HAD II CCD •550TVL resolution 
•1.78mm lens •Low light sensitivity (Lux: .2) 
•Automatic back light compensation and built-in auto 
iris •Sony DSP •Power: 12VDC, 65mA •Output: 1V 
p-p, 75ohm (BNC) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16085 $79.99

NEW!

700TVL Color Board Camera
Versatile PCB-type color camera 
is equipped with 700TVL Sony 
Exview HAD II CCD for 
exceptional image clarity, and 
features an integrated OSD 
menu to adjust the camera’s settings depending on 
lighting conditions. Specifications: •1⁄3" Sony Exview 
HAD II CCD •700TVL resolution •3.6mm lens •Low 
light sensitivity (Lux: .1) •Full OSD controls •ATR 
(Adaptive Tone-curve Reproduction improves contrast 
between low and high lighted areas) •2D-DNR (Digital 
Noise Reduction) •HCL, BLC, and Anti-CR •Motion 
detection and privacy masking (4 zones) •Power: 
12VDC, 130mA •Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16090 $49.99

NEW!

Covert Wireless Cameras
These fully functional, every day products are 
concealing CCTV cameras. 1⁄3" black and white CCD 
camera producing 420 lines of resolution with a 
minimum illumination of 0.04 lux. Wide angle 3.6mm 
lens. Wireless systems have a range of 200' line of sight 
(approximately). Due to the nature and use of covert 
cameras, these products may only be returned for repair 
or replacement of defective units. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-8025 Smoke detector $284.00
 B 82-8040 Wall clock 284.00

B

A
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Outdoor Dummy Camera Housings
Lower your installation cost without sacrificing the 
deterrence achieved from strategically positioned 
dummy housings. A great way to economically 
enhance your loss prevention efforts, these rugged 
all-metal housings and mounts feature realistic on-
board cameras with flashing LEDs to simulate the 
appearance of live video surveillance. 
 Fig. MCM Part # ONLY
 A 82-12957 $18.99
 B 82-12960 39.99

A B

Dummy Cameras
Take advantage of economical dummy 
cameras when budgeting for your next 
CCTV installation. Featuring realistic designs and 
rugged ABS construction, these dummy cameras make 
it nearly impossible to detect they are not real! 
 Fig. MCM Part # Type Flashing LED ONLY
 A 82-12955 Box camera Yes $15.49
 B 82-12956 IR bullet camera Yes 15.49
 C 82-12958 Dome camera No 10.49

A B

C

Dummy CCTV  
Dome Camera
Features: •Modern design 
realistic dummy dome 
camera •ABS material 
•Flashing LED •Requires two 
“AA” batteries (not included) 
•Supplied with CCTV Sticker, screws and wall plugs 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14725 $9.29

Dummy IR Camera
Features: •Professional 
appearance with a 
stylish design •Dummy 
waterproof camera W/LED 
•Flashing red LED •Wall mounting bracket 
with tilt/swivel adjustment •Requires three 
“AAA” batteries (not supplied) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14735 $14.89

Dummy CCTV Dome 
Camera
Extremely realistic CCTV 
dome camera with flashing 
LED. Camera is easy to 
install, requires three “AAA” 
batteries, and includes CCTV 
stickers, screws, and wall 
plugs. 
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-14710  $8.49

Dummy Outdoor Camera
Features: •Made from ABS 
material •Blinking Red LED 
•Continuous activation •No 
wiring necessary •Requires 2x 
AA batteries (not supplied) 
•Dimensions: (HxWxD) 
208x132x121mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14750 $13.89

Dummy CCTV Day/
Night Bullet Camera
Extremely realistic day/
night camera featuring IR LEDs that 
give the appearance of night vision to deter 
theft and/or vandalism. Can be mounted to the ceiling 
or wall and has a 360° arm adjustment. Flashing LED 
gives the appearance of a live, functioning CCTV 
camera. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14720 $9.09

Solar Dummy  
Outdoor Camera
Features: •Dummy 
outdoor camera housing 
with flashing LED for 
realistic effect •Made  
from ABS material •Fully  
adjustable bracket •Solar 
Powered •Dimensions:  
(LxHxW) 160x80x74mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14730 $14.99

Dummy Dome Cameras
Features: •No wiring necessary 
•Blinking red LED •Can be 
mounted on wall or celling 
•Internal use only •Size: (DiaxH) 
95 x 80mm •Requires 2x AA 
batteries (not supplied)
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-14740 Gray $6.99
 82-14745 White 6.99

Wireless Dummy Camera
Features: •Professional 
appearance with 
a stylish design 
•Flashing red LED 
•Wall mounting bracket with tilt/
swivel adjustment •Requires 3x  
AAA batteries (not supplied)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14755 $10.49

IP Style Dummy Camera
Features: •Professional 
appearance with a stylish  
design •Flashing red LED  
•Wall mounting •Requires 2x 
AA batteries (not supplied)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14760 $4.89

Audio Pick-Up 
Microphones

Add audio capability 
to any CCTV camera. 
Highly sensitive 
microphone and 
DC12V regulator 
built right into 
device. The #82-
12145 mic facilitates 
remote audio only, 
and the #82-12146 
has an additional 
connection for video. 
Specifications: •Audio 
output: maximum 2V p-p •Power consumption: 10mA 
•Operating temperature: -10°~45°C •Power supply: 
12VDC (#82-3950) •See MCMelectronics.com for 
additional information Note: Not for use in covert 
surveillance applications. Consult your state laws 
restricting audio monitoring. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-12145 Audio $9.49
 B 82-12146 Audio w/video 9.49

A

B

SM1 Microphone
Omnidirectional electret 
microphone with built-in low 
noise MOSFET amplifier. 
Amplifier provides line output 
with adjustable gain. Flush or 
surface mount in a standard 
single gang electrical box. 
White faceplate. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 SM1 $57.99
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Box Cameras/Lenses

Housings/Mounts

Dinion High 
Resolution  
Color Camera

The LTC 0455 series are compact rugged, 1⁄3" image 
format digital color CCD cameras. Their superior 
sensitivity, resolution and picture quality provide 
optimal performance in virtually all situations.  
On-screen displays (OSD) provide quick and easy 
access to all camera features. The LTC 0455 cameras 
also comes with a lens wizard that automatically 
detects the type of lens installed and provides an  
OSD guide that allows the installer to easily adjust 
the lens level and focus without special tools or 
filters. NightSense™ is used to further extend the 
excellent sensitivity by a factor 3 in monochrome 
operation. Automatic sensing for tracking white 
balance, provides true to life color images in indoor 
and outdoor applications. Easy installation, digital 
signal processing, on screen displays, superior picture 
quality and reliability brings the video performance of 
high resolution color cameras to a level never reached 
before and makes the LTC 0455 series the best choice 
for first time and professional users. Specifications: 
Power: 12VDC or 24VAC, 4W. Resolution: 480 lines, 
379,000 pixels. Sensitivity: 0.1 lux. Video: 1V p-p, 
75ohm. Note: Lens not included. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-9520 $264.00

Varifocal Lenses
Pelco’s 1⁄3" varifocal 
lenses offer versatile 
and flexible packages 
in one lens. Each lens in 
this series covers a specific 
range of focal lengths and is available in manual or DC 
auto iris configuration. Adjust these lenses to get the 
exact field of view instead of “almost–the–right–view.” 
Lenses will fit all 1⁄3" CS mount cameras.
 MCM Part # Focal Length Angle of View ONLY
 Manual Iris
 13VA5-50 5~50mm 4°~40° $164.00
 DC Iris   
 13VD3-8 3~8mm 35°~93° 72.99
 13VD5.5-82.5 5.5~82.5mm 3°~50° 264.00
 13VD5-50 5~50mm 5°~53° 199.00

Varifocal Lenses
✔Focal lengths up to 60mm 
✔DC, manual and video iris
All lenses are CS mount and are ideal for 1⁄3" image 
format CCDs. They are available in manual, DC and 
video auto-iris. The recommended minimum object 
distance is greater than 8". 
 MCM Focal  Aperture Viewing
 Part # Length  (F) Angle ONLY
 Fig. A (Manual iris)
 82-10255 2.8~12mm 1.4 110°~28° $43.99
 82-10265 6~15mm 1.6 52°~23° 33.99
 82-10270 12.0~30mm 1.6 28°~12° 43.99
 82-10275 6~60mm 1.6 52°~6° 88.69
 Fig. B (DC auto-iris)
 82-10280 2.8~12mm 1.4 110°~28° 67.99
 82-10290 6~60mm 1.6 52°~6° 92.99

A B

Varifocal Lenses
Fujinon’s 1⁄3"  
format varifocal 
lenses feature 
patented manufacturing technology with aspherical 
lens elements to optimize resolution and optical 
performance. In addition to standard daytime lenses, 
the day/night compatible lenses provide excellent 
low light performance for your day/night camera by 
compensating for aberrations that exist under near 
infrared light conditions. Lenses will fit all 1⁄3" CS 
mount cameras. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Focal Day/ Zoom 
 Mfr. # Length Night Ratio  ONLY
 Manual Iris
 A 82-10711 2.8~8mm Day 2.7x $44.59 
 YV2.8x2.8LA-2
 B 82-10720 2.7~13.5mm Day/Night  5x 88.29 
 YV5x2.7R4B-2
 C 82-10725 5~50mm Day 10x 154.00 
 YV10x5B-2
 C 82-10730 5~50mm Day/Night  10x 164.00 
 YV10x5R4A-2
 DC Auto Iris
 A 82-10737 2.8~8mm Day 2.7x 47.59 
 YV2.8x2.8LA-SA2L
 A 82-10740 2.9~8mm Day/Night 2.7x 55.99 
 YV2.7x2.9R4B-SA2L
 B 82-10745 2.7~13.5mm Day/Night  5x 59.99 
 YV5x2.7R4B-SA2L
 C 82-10755 5~50mm Day/Night  10x 120.00 
 YV10x5R4A-SA2L

A

B

C

Outdoor Camera 
Enclosure
•Economical 
environmental 
enclosure with rugged 
construction and 
attractive design 
•Forward hinged cover 
enables easy access to camera for installation and 
servicing •Heavy-duty beige aluminum construction 
•Adjustable camera tray and lockable rear latch •Top 
swings forward to open for easy access and servicing 
•Dimensions: 5.6" (W) x 4.5" (H) x 15.4" (D) 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-16595 Without fan and heater $13.99
 82-16596 With fan and heater 27.99

NEW!

Heavy-Duty  
Camera Mount
Heavy-duty aluminum camera mount 
features a 22 lb. capacity and 12" length. Excellent 
choice for use with any camera or housing. 360° swivel 
and 170° tilt angle. Color: Putty 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16600 $5.99

NEW!

Varifocal Auto-Iris Lenses
High-quality lenses for 1⁄3" CS-mount cameras 
Features: •For 1⁄3" sensors •CS mounting •DC auto iris 
•Manual zoom and focus
 Fig. MCM Part # Focal Length ONLY
 A 82-16195 3.5~8mm $22.99
 B 82-16196 2.8~12mm 37.99
 C 82-16197 6~60mm 49.99
 D 82-16198 5~100mm 54.99

A

C D

B

NEW!

Varifocal 
Megapixel 
Lenses
Designed with higher-end Megapixel cameras in 
mind, these lenses have top-quality optics to prevent 
abortions that might show up at higher resolutions. 
Features: •Megapixel quality optics •CS Mount •For 
1⁄3" Sensors •Manual focus and Iris
 Fig. MCM Part # Focal Length ONLY
 A 82-16200 3.5~8mm $49.99
 B 82-16201 5.0~50mm 79.99

A
B

NEW!

Wide Dynamic  
Range High Resolution Color Camera
This camera is the ultimate solution for capturing high 
resolution video under extremely challenging lighting 
conditions. Features: •1⁄3" Sony Super-HAD double  
scan CCD image sensor •600TVL super-high resolution 
•Min. illumination 0.0002Lux (sense-up) •Built-
in WDR (OSD) menu •Day/night •Power supply: 
12VDC/24VDC •Lens not included 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14035 $139.99
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Universal Camera 
Mount with Ceiling Clip

•12 possible combinations •1" mounting 
head adjustable up to 180° •2" drop 
ceiling “X” clip •23⁄8" free-standing/wall 
mount base •Two 2" long shafts •One 
1" shaft •1⁄4"/20 threads throughout •All 
parts interchangeable 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-11335 Black $5.99
 82-11336 White 5.99

Versatile Camera Mounting Bracket
Economical, multi-purpose camera mounting  
bracket for most CCTV applications. Coated  
metal construction. Four- 
piece bracket facilitates  
both wall and ceiling  
mounting in straight, or  
L-shape configuration. Maximum load 6 lbs. 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-11375 Black $4.89
 82-11376 Putty 4.89

Adjustable 
Camera Mount
•Mount on 
interior wall or 
ceiling •Constructed of high impact plastic •Size: 7" 
•Capacity: 7.5 lbs. •Swivel angle: 360° rotation •Tilt 
angle: 180° •Color: Putty 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-11380 $5.09

Outdoor Camera Enclosure  
Kit with 24VAC Heater and Blower
Outdoor aluminum camera housing and mount 
features a front-hinged lid, glass window lens, lockable 
clasp to secure the lid, baked enamel finish, one 
moisture resistant cable gland, and an adjustable 
mounting bracket. Inside dimensions: 121⁄2" (L) x  
5" (W) x 4" (H). Power: 24VAC •Limited quantities 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12386 $39.99

Pan/Tilt Camera Mounts
Indoor and outdoor pan-only, and pan/
tilt mounts commonly used for mounting 
cameras and housings that require remote 
control maneuverability. Specification: 
•Travel (Pan) bi-directional auto scan 
with two adjustable positive stops to change direction •Manually adjustable tilt angle •Pan speed: 5°/sec 
•Construction: ABS/aluminum Note: Outdoor P/T mount is water resistant.
 Fig. MCM Part # Description Pan Tilt Max Load  ONLY
 A 82-12425 Indoor pan-only mount 350°  90° 11 lbs. $18.99
 B 82-12435 Indoor pan/tilt mount 350°  50° 22 lbs. 39.99
 C 82-12440 Outdoor pan/tilt mount 350°  50° 22 lbs. 72.99
 D 82-12445 Controller for pan, or P/T - - - 27.99

A B C D

Wall Brackets 
Features: •Ideal for  
indoor applications  
•Suitable for both cameras  
and lightweight camera housings 
•Dimensions (LxWxD) 170x64x104mm
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-15225 Black $2.69
 82-15226 Gray 2.69

Universal Camera Bracket
Features: •Ideal for CCTV 
cameras (large and small) 
•Also able to mount cameras 
without housings •Dimensions 
(HxWxD): 100x52x104mm 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15230 $5.29

Wall Brackets 
A range of security camera 
wall brackets Features: •Small 
bracket ideal for indoor 
applications •Large brackets 
suitable for both cameras and 
lightweight camera housings 
•Length: Small - 185mm,  
Large - 240mm •Designs may vary
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15235 Small $15.49
 82-15240 Large 16.99

Universal  
Camera Bracket
Swann's super tough universal 
support bracket provides heavy-duty stability and 
durability you can rely on to keep your security camera 
properly mounted. Features: •Includes mounting 
screws •Weather resistant for indoor and outdoor use 
•Suitable for the •Swann 1020, 1030, 1040 and 1060 
camera housings •Monitor homes, businesses, retail 
sites, hotels, clubs and schools
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15965 $10.49

Suction Cup Camera Mount
Capable of holding CCTV cameras up to 3 lbs. Quick 
installation for use in police cruisers and school busses. 
Mfr. #809.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-9465 $29.99

CCTV Camera Mount Knuckles
Knuckle assemblies are available with knob 
adjustment. Knuckles came with 1⁄4-20 male/
female threads and lock ring. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-3865 851-00 Black w/knob $14.49
 82-3870 851-00W White w/knob 14.49

CCTV Signage

Anti-Theft Yard Signs
•Helps deter intruders and burglars 
•Highly visible blue and red finish 
•Large 6" diameter •Use on lawn or 
stick to fence or wall •Includes 3'  
stake •Mfr. #SW276-YSS 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12535 $9.39

CCTV Warning Signs
Let any potential intruder 
know that you have a 
security camera system, 
or at least make them 
think that you do. Note: 
Mounting hardware not 
included. 
 MCM Part # Dimensions (W x H) ONLY
 82-13275 11.5" x 18" $7.59
 82-13280 8.5" x 11" 4.29

CCTV Warning Sign
Features: •Made from  
an acrylic material •Two packs. 
 MCM Part # Description Dimensions ONLY
 82-14765 Basic 120 x 120mm $2.79
 82-14766 Professional 210 x 297mm 6.09
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Illuminators Converters/Amps/Switchers

Weatherproof Low-Profile 
Infrared Illuminator
Compact, 20 LED IR 
illuminator is ideal for 
mounting on box cameras, 
housings, or in tight 
spaces. Weatherproof IP68 
construction is perfect 
for outdoor conditions, and the high illumination/
low power consuming 840nM LEDs Operating 
temperatures range from 14°F~110°F. Power: 12VDC, 
180mA. Adapter not included (#82-3950). Y-splitter 
cable not included (#24-5355). 25' nighttime IR range. 
•Limited quantities 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-11530 $59.99

Outdoor Infrared Illuminators
Perfect solution for adding camera surveillance 
lighting to dark parking lots or back yards, these 
illuminators feature exceptional range and heavy-duty 
construction. Features: •48 high powered infrared 
LEDs •Approximate range: 175 square feet (#82-
13235), 75' (#82-13215) •IP66 weatherproof aluminum 
housing •24" power pigtail •Required power: 12VDC, 
850mA (#82-13235), 12VDC, 400mA (#82-13215) 
•Note: Adapter not included 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-13220 Bullet $49.99
 B 82-13235 Dome 72.99
 C 82-13240 Wall mount bracket 16.99 
   (for #82-13235)

A B C

High Powered 
Weatherproof 
Infrared Illuminators
Ideal for any CCTV set-up that requires longer-distance 
nighttime illumination than what most infrared security 
cameras are capable of producing. Features: •10mm 
high powered infrared LEDs •IP66 weatherproof 
aluminum housing •20" power pigtail •Required power: 
12VDC, 700mA (#82-13225), 12V 1A (#82-13230) 
•Note: Adapter not included (#82-11322) 
   Illumination 
 MCM Part # # of LEDs Distance (est.) ONLY
 82-13225 12 175' $85.99
 82-13230 18 250' 98.99

18 LEDs12 LEDs

Front

Composite to VGA Video Convertor–Wide Screen
Selects between BNC, S-Video, and VGA inputs  
and provides a VGA output for the device needed.  
It’s perfect for displaying a wide variety of video 
sources such as security cameras, DVRs, VCRs,  
and older video game consoles on VGA computer 
monitors. Supports normal 4:3, 16:9, and 16:10 wide 
screen. Features: •Resolution: 1680 x 1050@60HZ 
•Compatibility: NTSC and PAL •Supports wide  
screen LCD •Power: 5VDC •Auto save function 
Includes: Convertor, power adapter (5V output), 
 4' M to M SVGA cable, and manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-10771 $49.99

 Camera/DVR DVD PC
 (Composite) (S-video) (VGA)

LCD/CRT
(VGA)

Composite Video to Hi-Res VGA  
Scan Converter with BNC loop-out
•Specially designed for CCTV color monitor •Dual 
output: DB15 x 1 for VGA monitor and BNC x 1 for 
TV monitor •Deinterlaced and scan rate conversion 
output mode: 640x 480, 800x600, 1024 x 768, up 
to 1280x1024@60Hz •On-screen display function: 
brightness, contrast, saturation, hue, sharpness, 
resolution •Built-in ESD protection •Built-in video 
auto gain control for good quality picture •NTSC and 
PAL auto configure •Compact size •Plug and play 
installation •Power supply included 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-10772 $89.00

Back

NEW!

HD-SDI to HDMI Converter Adapter
•Converts SDI or HD-SDI to HDMI for driving 
HDMI monitors •Auto detect resolution of HD-SDI, 
SD-SDI and 3G-SDI •Full HDMI support with 
embedded audio •Synchronized output audio video 
and audio •Plug and play installation •Power supply 
included (5V/1A) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16875 $59.99

Back

NEW!

3G/HD/SD-SDI Distributor
•1 channel video input and 2 channel video output 
•Supports high-definition HD-SDI digital video at 
720p60, 1080i60 and 1080p30 formats at all frame rates 
•Supports HD-SDI signals at data rates up to 3G-SDI 
video •Passes embedded audio, ancillary ID, and 
metadata information •Automatic input equalization 
improves signal transmission distances •Automatically 
adapts to SMPTE and ITU digital video standard 
formats •Power DC12V operation •Dimension:110(W)
X62(H)X30(D) mm •Mfr. #15-SD102 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17920 $99.99

NEW!

3G/HD/SD-SDI Repeater
•Up to 100M repeater •Support SDI format: 3G-SDI 
/ HD-SDI / SD-SDI •Auto source format diction 
(3G / HD / SD) •LED Status indictor •Re-clock 
function •Input interface : SDI x 1, RS-485 x 1 
•Output interface: SDI x 1, RS-485 x 1 •Supported 
Video Formats :3G format (1080p50/60), HD format 
(1080p24/25/30), (1080i 50/60), (720p 50/60), SD 
format (PAL:625i / NTSC:525i) •Power DC 24~28V 
operation •Mfr. #15-SR101 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17925 $139.00

NEW!
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3G/HD/SD-SDI 
to Optical Fiber 
Converter
•Built-in a SM 
fiber module 
that the HD-
SDI could be 
transmitted 
between DVR 
side and camera 
over one fiber 
cable •Supports 
high-definition 
HD-SDI digital 
video at 720p60, 1080i60 and 1080p30 formats at all 
frame rates •Supports HD-SDI signals data rates up to 
3G-SDI video •Passes embedded audio, ancillary ID, 
metadata information •Automatic input equalization 
improves signal transmission distances •Automatically 
adapts to SMPTE, ITU and DVB ASI digital video 
standard formats •Mfr. #15-SF101 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17940 $799.00

NEW!
Security Monitors

1 x 2 Distribution Amplifier
Provides two video outputs from one 
input to split video sources. Dual 
power operates on 12VDC or 24VAC. 
Includes 12VDC power supply. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14080 $21.99

Distribution Amp
Video distribution amp 
operates with both 
color and black and 
white systems. This 
unit distributes a single 
composite video signal 
to up to four monitors. 
Video input/output via BNC type connector.  
Mfr. #VID-D. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-10675 $69.99

Back

Black and White  
High Resolution Quad Processor
High resolution black and white quad processor that 
provides excellent picture quality. Two viewing modes, 
quad and sequential switching with three second dwell 
time. Four camera inputs with adjustable gain. Two 
outputs for monitor and VCR. Specifications: Power: 
12VDC, 500mA via included adapter. Video: 1V p-p, 
75ohm. 
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-7850  $59.99

Color Quad Processor
High resolution color quad processor allows viewing 
of up to four cameras simultaneously. Two viewing 
modes, quad and sequential with three second dwell 
time. Adjustable gain control for each camera input. 
Specifications: Power: 12VDC, 500mA. Video: 1V p-p, 
75ohm. 
 MCM Part # (1-4) (5-up)
 82-7860 $199.99 $195.99

16 Channel Color  
Duplex Multiplexer

This 16 channel color duplex multiplexer allows the 
viewing of up to 16 image sources on one screen, 
while simultaneously recording full screen images 
on a VCR. Features: •Full-screen, mutli-screen, or 
sequential switching with adjustable dwell time •Full-
screen and multi-screen viewing options in playback 
•Programmable for recording between 2~999 hours 
•Built-in time and date generator with eight character 
camera title function 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 RMX-16CD $699.99

Sequential 
Switchers
Desk-top, 
sequential 

switchers designed to manually 
or automatically switch four or eight cameras. The 
VS5104/VS5108 are desktop homing switchers having 
one monitor output. They feature terminating inputs 
adjustable dwell (from 1~70 seconds), vertical interval 
switching and bypass capability, and are powered by 
UL listed external wall transformers (supplied).
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 VS5104 Four input $214.00
 VS5108 Eight input 284.00

8.4" Color LCD  
Security Monitor
✔RCA video input 
✔Integrated speakers
Ideal for security 
applications where 
compact size is 
desirable. Features: •Touch 
panel control or remote 
control operation (remote control included) 
•Built-in speaker •3.5mm audio output jack 
•In-car power adapter Specifications: •Video input: 
RCA composite •Integrated rear speaker audio 
output: (150mW max) •Power source: 12VDC (adapter 
included) •Power consumption: ~16W •Mfr. #SW248-
8LM 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12111 $199.00

8" Color LCD 
Security Monitor
This compact 
security monitor 
is ideal for when 
space is an issue. 
Features: Built-in 
wall mount or 
desk mount swivel 
stand •Manual or remote control operation •Brightness: 
350cd/m •Response time: 10/15ms •Video: Dual way 
video input (AV1 and AV2) •Power input: DC 12V 2A 
Included: Monitor (with VGA cable, AV1, AV2, and 
DC power cord connected to monitor), power supply, 
remote control, and manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14290 $144.99

8" Color LCD Security 
Monitor with Audio
Night Owl’s LCD wall 
mountable security 
monitor is compatible 
with all four and 
eight channel DVR’s 
/ cameras with an 
industry standard 
BNC or RCA 
connection. The 
LCD has two inputs 
giving the user to connect  
to two different DVR’s and/or 
cameras. In addition, the LCD is audio 
capable and comes with both an audio and video  
cable for easy connection to your DVR or camera. In 
addition, all Night Owl products come with a one year 
worry free warranty and 24/7 technical phone support 
(1-866-390-1303) that is open 365 days a year. Features: 
•8" color LCD screen (800 x 600) •Two channel video 
inputs •Audio capable (one input) •Convenient video 
selection button •Wall and desk mountable •Power 
supply DC 12V (110 – 220) •Dimensions: 7.9" x 6.7"  
x 1.4" •Weight: 2.5 lbs. •24/7 full technical support 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15085 $104.99

VGA to BNC 
Converter
•Convert VGA 
video to display 
on a BNC 
monitor •VGA 
passthrough to 
display BNC 
and VGA 
simultaneously •OSD and video adjustment 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16505 $85.99

Back

NEW!
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Rack Mount TFT Active Matrix LCD Monitors
Choose from three different versions of standard 19" rack mount color TFT LCD 
monitors for both security surveillance and professional broadcasting. Each front 
panel display has controls for on/off, contrast, brightness, mirror and inverted 
image. Both #82-12336 and 82-12337 feature two BNC video inputs for each 
screen (#82-12335 has single BNC video input for each screen). Specifications: 
•BNC composite video loop-through output per display •NTSC/PAL auto-sensing 
•Reversible/invertible image •±30° up/down tilt 
 MCM Part # Rack Unit LCD Monitor Dimensions Rack Dimensions Video Inputs Resolution ONLY
 82-12336 3U 3 x 5.6" 19" x 5.25" x 2.5" Two 960 x 234 $749.00
 82-12337 3U 2 x 7.0" 19" x 5.25" x 2.5" Two 1440 x 234 559.00

#82-12336

#82-12337

10.4" Color LCD Security Monitor
This compact security monitor is ideal for when 
space is an issue. Features: •Manual or remote control 
operation •Brightness: 350cd/m •Response time: 
10/15ms •Video: Dual way video input (AV1 and AV2) 
•Power input: DC 12V 2A Includes: •Monitor (with 
VGA cable, AV1, AV2, and DC power cord connected 
to monitor) •Power supply •Manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14295 $199.99

Color LCD 
Security Monitors
These security 
LCD monitors are 
loaded with features 
(including built-in 
speakers) and are 
half  the price of 
competing monitors. 
The high resolution, 
great response time, 
and brilliant images 
make these security monitors an excellent value and 
a must buy! Features: •BNC IN/OUT, audio in/out, 
S-video, VGA •Two 2.5W speakers •Standard VESA 
100 mounting • 16.7 million colors •Viewing angle: 
170° •12VDC power supply Includes: Monitor, power 
supply, power cord, VGA cable, user manual 
   Contrast
 MCM Part # Size Resolution Ratio ONLY
 82-14275 15" 1024 x 768 500:1 $249.99
 82-14276 17" 1280 x 1024 700:1 284.99
 82-14277 19" 1280 x 1024 800:1 305.99

Pro LCD Security Monitors
These security Pro LCD monitors feature 3D comb 
filtering and de-interlacing, (PIP) picture-in-picture, 
and high resolution images. Features: •Resolution: 
1280 x 1024 •Contrast ratio: 800:1 •Inputs: VGA, 
HDMI, S-video, 3.5mm audio, RCA audio, two BNC 
•Outputs: two BNC •Two built-in 2.5W speakers 
•VESA 100 mount •Response time: 6ms •Colors: 16.7 
million colors •Brightness: 300 Cd/m2 •Power supply: 
100~240V 50/60Hz: DC12V /4A Includes: Monitor, 
power adapter, power cord, VGA cable, 3.5mm audio 
cable, remote control, user manual 
 MCM Part # Size ONLY
 82-14280 17" $339.00
 82-14281 19" 339.99

21.6" Color LCD Security Monitor
This upscale security monitor comes with the built-in 
3D comb filter and de-interlace function, a super high 
resolution image, and an HDMI connection to make 
the picture that much sharper. Features: •Resolution: 
1920 x 1080 •Contrast ratio: 1000:1 •Inputs: Two BNC, 
VGA, HDMI, S-video, 3.5mm audio, audio (RCA) 
•Outputs: Two BNC •Built-in speakers (2.5W x 2) 
•VESA 100 mount •Response time: 5ms •Colors: 16.7 
million colors •Brightness: 350 Cd/m2 •Power supply: 
100~240V 50/60Hz: DC12V/5A Includes: •Power 
adapter •Power cord •VGA cable •3.5mm audio cable 
•Remote control •User manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14285 $449.99

19" LED Security Monitor
Professional CCTV LED monitor with 2xBNC, 
HDMI and VGA inputs; 1xBNC loop output. Remote 
Control included for easy switching to different input 
sources. Features: •Wide screen LED backlit monitor 
•HDMI, BNC1 & BNC2, VGA inputs •BNC2 loop 
output •Built in stereo speakers •Remote control 
included
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16120 $299.00

NEW!

Eco-friendly  
Flat Panel  
LED Monitors
•Displays up to 16.7 
million colors •1280 
(H) x 1024 (V) SXGA 
resolution •Built-in 
speakers •Convenient 
front controls for 
screen programming •Input signal detection provides 
easy connection •290cd/m2 Brightness •500:1 Contrast 
ratio •HDMI, VGA (D-Sub 15 pins) , audio, video 
inputs •Regulated 12VDC 40W power supply (UL and 
CSA listed) included •VESA compatible 
 MCM Part # Size ONLY
 82-16450 17" $499.00
 82-16451 19" 529.00

NEW!
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Security Field Testers

9" High 
Resolution  
Color Monitor
High resolution 
color monitors with 
greater than 350 
lines of horizontal 
resolution. Video 
input/output: 
1V p-p, 75ohm. 
Switchable output 
allows for 75ohm 
termination or loop through to additional equipment. 
Specifications: Resolution: Greater than 350 lines. 
Input: 1.0V p-p, 75ohm. Connectors: BNC. Power: 
120VAC, 90W. 
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-3520  $264.99

9" High 
Resolution 
Black and 
White Monitor
This monitor 
features a flip 
open control 
cover, LED on/off  
indicator, video 
output and solid 
state circuitry all 
in a rugged black 
metal cabinet. Input 
via 75ohm BNC connector. Resolution at center is 
1000 TV lines and 800 TV lines at corner. Switchable 
input impedance terminates at 75ohm or allows 
for loop through to additional monitors at high 
impedance. UL and CSA listed. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-565 $234.00

High Resolution  
TFT LCD Monitors
•Displays up to 
16.7 million colors 
•Convenient front 
controls for on-screen 
programming •HDMI/
VGA input •Stereo 
speakers •Input signal 
detection provides easy 
connection •Regulated 12VDC 4A (UL and CSA listed 
power supply included) 
 MCM Part # Size ONLY
 82-16455 17" $439.00
 82-16456 19" 519.00

NEW!

High Resolution 
TFT LCD Monitors
•Displays up to 
16.7 million colors 
•Convenient front 
controls for on-screen 
programming •VGA 
input •Stereo speakers 
•Input signal detection provides easy connection 
 MCM Part # Size ONLY
 82-16465 18.5" $269.00
 82-16466 21.5" 349.00

NEW!

Public View  
LCD Monitor
•Built-in SD 
flash card player 
•Industrial-grade 
LCD screen, HD image display •Built in HD-SDI 
camera with 1080p resolution •Camera looping out 
with BNC (CVBS) •PIR motion detection range: 
16.5'~26' M •Full function remote control •PIR motion 
detection, auto switch from the SD flash card player to 
the camera •Mfr. #IV-SDI-PVM215 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17720 $1399.00

NEW!

CCTV TesterPro
An indispensible tool 
for any installer, 
the TesterPro from 
Defender allows 
connection to any 
analog camera for 
alignment purposes, 
set-up of PTZ 
settings, testing of 
Cat 5 cables and 
troubleshooting 
signal problems, 
all in one, easy-
to-use product. 
Features: •3.5" LCD with 
960 x 240 resolution •Video signal level meter •PTZ 
camera controls •Unique 12VDC 1A power output to 
power camera with 3' pigtail •RS-485/RS-422 input 
and data logging •Network cable tester •RS-232 input 
•3.5mm audio input •Built-in speaker •Color bar signal 
generator •Up to 12 hour battery life •4 hour recharge 
time •BNC input with 3' M-to-M BNC pigtail •5VDC 
2A AC adapter powers and charges tester •Li-ion 3.7V 
3000mAh rechargeable battery •Carrying case included 
•Supports many popular PTZ protocols including 
Pelco D, Pelco P, Sanyo and Panasonic •See  
www.MCMelectronics.com for full list 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-12845 Tester $269.99
 82-12846 Replacement battery 28.99

Multifunction CCTV Tester and Optical Meter
Features: •3.5" TFT LCD Screen •One channel BNC input and one channel 
output •Video signals measured in IRE or mV •1 channel audio input 
•Communication: RS232, RS422 simplex and RS485 •PTZ protocol: Compatible 
with more than 20 such as PELCO-D/P, Samsung, Panasonic and more •Video 
signal generation: Output 1 channel color bar video signal for testing monitor 
•Test UTP cable connection state and display in the screen •Capture and test the 
PTZ data sent from controlling device •Wavelength: 850, 1300, 1310, 1490, 1550, 
1625nm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12848 $299.00

2.5" LCD Hand  
Held Test Monitor
Save time on your 
CCTV installation 
with this 2.5" LCD 
test monitor. Powered 
by a lithium ion 
rechargeable battery, you can install a camera, test 
it, adjust the focus and the viewing angle all without 
having to climb down your ladder. Included adjustable 
wrist strap ensures that you do not drop the screen 
and keeps your hands free. Specifications: •480 x 234 
resolution •BNC input •Nokia N23 rechargeable 
lithium ion battery •Two hour recharge time, four 
hour run time Includes: •Wrist strap, video cable, BNC 
adapter, AC adapter 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13075 $124.00

5.6" Color LCD Test Monitor
Ideal for quickly focusing and adjusting security  
cameras prior to, and during installation. Features a 
5.6" LCD TFT display and an integrated test pattern 
generator. Specifications: •Two BNC composite video 
inputs and one loop-through BNC video output 
•3.5mm audio input and output ports •Resolution: 320 
x 234; Contrast: 150:1; Brightness: 300 cd/m2 •Volume 
and video brightness/contrast adjustments •Carry-
case with adjustable, hands-free strap/belt combo. 
Power: Includes rechargeable lithium-polymer battery 
(7.4V/2650mAh; 4-hour continuous battery life; 2-hour 
charge time), and has both a 9VDC power adapter and 
12VDC car charger. •Limited quantities 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12460 $334.99
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Wireless Transmission

7.0" Color 
LCD Test Monitor
Save time and money with 
this handy CCTV camera 
test monitor. This monitor 
is ideal for quickly focusing 
and adjusting field camera 
installations. Features a large 
7.0" LCD TFT display with 
settings for 4:3 and 16:9 
aspect, versatile carry-case 
with see-through case cover 
to protect monitor in outdoor 
applications, and adjustable, hands-free wrist strap/
belt strap. Specifications: •Two RCA composite video 
inputs and one loop-through RCA video output port 
(four BNC-to-RCA adapters included) •RCA audio 
input port •Resolution: 1440 x 234; contrast: 300:1; 
brightness: 500cd/m2 •Volume and video brightness/
contrast adjustments Power: Includes rechargeable 
Ni-MH battery and cord, and has a 12VDC, 500mA 
power adapter to charge the battery (four hour 
continuous battery life; two hour charge time). 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-12340 LCDTest Monitor $305.99
 82-12341 Replacement Li-ion Battery 59.00

Portable 12VDC  
Power Supply
Perfect solution for  
temporary 12VDC 
camera power during 
CCTV camera field focusing 
and site survey. Four-hour 
continuous operation 
using eight “AA” batteries 
(batteries not included; use 
#29-4275) and standard 
130mA; 12VDC camera. 3' DC 
pigtail lead with snap connector mates 
with matching polarity battery holder snap terminals. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12365 $3.39

12 Volt Lithium-Ion  
Rechargeable  
Battery Pack
This covert battery pack is high-powered, ultra-
compact, and comes complete with a charger. Provides 
the same power as much larger batteries at a fraction 
of the size and weight. Features: •4.5 Amp hours 
of power •On/Off switch in battery pack •size: 2" x 
3" x ¾" •weight: 5.2oz •Easily concealed for covert 
applications •2.1mm female input and 2.1mm male 
output plugs •Input: 110VAC ~ 230VAC, 12.6V 
~ 4500mAH •Output: 12.6VDC, 350mA •LED 
indicators •18" power cord with 2.1mm plug 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13770 $66.99

Video Signal Generator

PTZ Controller PTZ Protocol Analyzer

Multimeter UTP Cable Tester

CCTV Field Monitor

Rapport III Multi-Function CCTV Testers
Are you able to monitor video levels, analyze PTZ, 
UTP, RS-422/485, electrical connections, and store 
video inputs for DVR playback for eight continuous 
hours on an LCD digital display? The Rapport III 
multi-functional tester can! Features: •3.5" TFT-LCD 
Digital display •High-resolution at 960 x 240 •Super 
fast charging time of four hours •Operates eight hours 
continuously on a full charge •PTZ communication: 
RS422, RS485 •PTZ protocol: Multi (22 protocols) 
•Lithium polymer battery •Functions: CCTV field 
monitor, video signal generator, digital multi-meter, 
PTZ controller, PTZ protocol analyzer, UTP cable 
tester, (DVR) digital video recorder (PRO model only) 
•Power supply: 12VDC 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14040 Rapport III $599.99
 82-14042 Rapport III – Pro (with DVR) 699.00

3.5" LCD CCTV Test Monitor
This ultra-portable device is perfect for all your CCTV 
installation jobs. The large LCD screen makes it simple 
to adjust your cameras and it includes a wrist strap for 
added mobility. Also, you can now power your camera 
using the CCTV test monitor with the included 12V 
power supply output. Features: •Audio and video input 
•Lithium battery •USB mini cable for charging battery 
(includes two prong USB wall adapter) •Hands-free 
wrist strap •Screensaver lenses •Charge indicator 
•Speaker •12V power supply cable Includes: Test 
monitor, hands-free wrist strap, BNC composite video 
cable, 12V power supply cable, USB mini cable, two 
prong USB wall adapter, and manual 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14490 $155.99

Rapport Mini Multi-Function 
CCTV Tester
Designed with portability and 
serious CCTV engineers in mind, 
the Rapport Mini is an advanced 
piece of video test equipment 
consisting of many useful test 
functions needed to professionally 
install a CCTV system. Features: 
•Test functions include: video 
level, service monitor, Multimeter, 
PTZ test, RS-422 and RS-485 
communication test, etc. •2.5" 
TFT-LCD display •Super-fast charging time •Use up 
to eight hours on a full charge •LED indicators •Power: 
12VDC •Includes: Rapport Mini, power adapter, BNC 
cable, test lead, and body cover. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14515 $369.00

2.4GHz Wireless 
Alarm Transmitter/
Receiver
2.4GHz wireless 
transmitter operates 
on 2.413, 2.432, 2.451, 
and 2.470MHz frequency bands. Transmits audio/
video up to 300' (open area). Four channel selectable 
by switch Features: •High gain antenna 3dB •Alarm 
input for remote sensor/detector •Connect any camera 
or video signal to transmitter •Power: DC 12V/1.5A 
•Includes: Wireless transmitter (#82-14465) or wireless 
receiver (#82-14466), antenna, power adapter, 
mounting hardware, and manual 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14465 Transmitter $82.99
 82-14466 Receiver 92.99

#82-14465

#82-14466

Front

5.8GHz Wireless 
Video/Audio  
Transmission System
•8 Channel 5.8GHz 
system, channel 
selectable by switch 
•3dBi dipole omni-
directional antenna 
•Alarm trigger input/
output •Connect any 
cameras or video 
signal to transmitter 
•Transmits AV up 
to 400' line of sight 
•Video scrambling 
technology protects 
your video signal 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17840 15-5800VR Wireless Receiver $89.99
 82-17841 15-5800VT Wireless Transmitter 79.99
 82-17845 15-WC01R 1' RG58 Extension Cable 8.99
 82-17846 15-WC05R 3' RG58 Extension Cable 14.99

NEW!
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Baluns/Isolators

High Gain 2.4GHz  
Signal-Boosting Antenna
Designed specifically for wireless cameras  
and Wi-Fi receivers, the Swann Network  
Booster antenna boasts a 9dB gain allowing you  
to nearly double your wireless transmission range. 
•Mfr. #SW-P-HGA 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12095 $55.99

2.4GHz High Gain Antenna
High gain antenna for increasing the effective 
range of the 2.4GHz transmitters. Attaches 
directly to the camera or receiver and is 
omnidirectional.  
 MCM Part # Description Connector ONLY
 82-6345 3dB gain SMA male $12.79

Wireless Alarm Transceiver Kit
•Wirelessly monitor alarm sensors •Each set 
including one 15-AL08R receiver and four 15-AL01T 
transmitters •Frequency : 434MHz / -110 dBM 
Sensitivity (15-AL08R) •Frequency: 434MHz / 20Mw 
(15-AL01T) •Up to 16.7 million rolling codes •Low 
power consumption (1.5μA / N.O.; 3μA / N.C.) •8 
channel alarm out ( N.O. Type) •Learning code 
function •Low battery detector •AC/DC 12~24V 
supply voltage (15-AL08R) •Up to five years battery 
life (15-AL01T) •Built in EEPROM for code memory 
•Low battery memory and display •Alarm trigger 
LED display •Power consumption: 100 mW •Mfr. 
#15-AL104K 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17850 $69.99

NEW!

BNC Video Balun
•Transmit a full motion mono  
video signal •Available with  
terminal block or RJ45  
connections •No power  
required 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Connection Distance ONLY
 82-17855 15-U101CT Terminal Block 60m $4.99
 82-17860 15-U101CJ RJ45 60m 4.99
 82-17865 15-U101BT Terminal Block 300m 4.99
 82-17870 15-U101BJ RJ45 300m 4.99

NEW!

4 Channel Video  
Transceiver with Power
•Transmit color video signal up to 300m over Cat5 
UTP cable •Built-in video amplifier •LED indicates 
working status •Supports RS485 PTZ control 
•Prevents video signal interference •Protects device 
from high voltage surges, reverse power, overloading, 
and shortage •Requires 15-U101PT video transmitter 
for each channel •Input power: 100~240VAC •12VDC,  
1A output to each channel 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17880 15-U104PR 4 Channel Transceiver $179.00
 82-17875 15-U101PT Single Transmitter 12.99

NEW!

8 Channel  
to 24 Channel Video Distributor
•8 channel video input and 24 channel video  
output •BNC connectors •Perfect to work with 
 DVR •10dB video gain compensation and HF 
compensation •Sharpness and Brightness adjustment 
•Transmission range: 1.5KM •Red LED: power on/ 
off  •For video camera, DVR...etc •DC / AC 9V ~ 24V 
operation •Dimension: 440(W)x80(H)x44(D) mm  
•Mfr. #15-VD824 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17885 $179.00

NEW!

16 Channel Active UPT Receiver
•Terminal Blocks and 4 x RJ45 to 32 x BNC •Video 
only •BNC for video out •Terminals for UTP cable 
•Sharpness and brightness adjustment •Transmission 
range: 1.2KM •Built in high balanced mode of 
transmission for extra interference immunity •For video 
camera, multiplexer, VCR, DVR...etc •AC/DC 9V~24V 
•BLUE LED power on/off •Dimension: 440(W)X80(H)
X44(D) mm •Mfr. #15-UA16R 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17890 $359.00

NEW!

2+1 In 4 Out  
RS-485  
Distributor  
with Input  
Priority Control
•Input: 2 x RS-485, 1 x RS-232 •Output: 4 x RS-485 
•Distance is up to 1.2KM by Twisted Pair cable  
•Ability to cascade connections with multiple units  
•The application gives serial data back on 4 outputs  
at the same time to provide perfect configurations  
•Built in 2KV surge protector •Dimension:  
120(W)x30(H)x65(D)mm •Mfr. #15-RS204 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17895 $49.99

NEW!

Video/Power/Data  
Surge Protector
•3 stages protection  
(Low voltage, high  
voltage, over current)  
•Max power input  
AC40V(Max), DC56V 
(Max) •Max current up  
to 2Amp •Perfect for  
Speed Dome or Camera…etc.  
•Built in 6KV surge protection •Built in 15KV  
Electrostatic Discharge •Mfr. #15-SP05VPD 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17900 $29.99

NEW!
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10/100/1000 Isolation LAN Surge Protector
•RJ45 Jack to RJ45 Jack •Four pairs protection 
•Perfect for Network, PC, NVR, IP Camera, server...
etc •Built in 6KV surge protection •Built in 15KV 
Electrostatic Discharge •Mfr. #15-SP06U
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-17905  $16.99

NEW!

BNC Ground  
Loop Isolator
This BNC ground 
loop isolator 
reduces ground loop 
interference with CCTV 
signals and can easily be 
installed into a new system, or implemented to an 
existing one. Useful where a video signal is transmitted 
via cable between points with different ground 
potentials typically caused by unbalanced power line 
loads. Features: •Male-to-female •Transmits a full 
motion monochrome video signal up to 1,900', color 
video signal up to 980' •Provides surge protection 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-6133 $16.49

Groundloop 
Isolator Kit 
A groundloop 
isolator that simply 
terminates ground 
loop currents in a 
cable and blocks the 
hum and interference 
carried in the ground loop. This Humbloc helps solve 
the classic symptoms associated with the earth or 
groundloop problems that many CCTV installers 
face such as a rolling humbar or tearing picture. 
Features: •Made from black ABS casing •Kit includes 
Groundloop isolator, 200mm BNC - BNC lead, BNC 
socket coupler Specifications: •Insertion loss: 0.4 db 
•Frequency response: Aprox 0-3 db @ 10Mhz •Input/
Output resistance: 75 ohm •Isolation voltage: 750V 
DC •Insulation resistance: 100 Mega ohm  
•Transient voltage supressors: 12V RMS  
•Dimensions (LxWxH): 79 x 30 x 25mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15275 $19.99

3G/HD/SD-SDI Surge Protector
•Three stages protection (high voltage, over current, 
low voltage) •Perfect for SDI Camera or SDI DVR... 
etc. •6KV surge protection •15KV Electrostatic 
Discharge •Mfr. #15-SP10 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17910 $29.99

NEW!

Data Surge Protector
•Terminal connector to 
Terminal connector 
•Perfect for data signal 
protection •Built in 
6KV surge protection 
•Built in 15KV 
Electrostatic Discharge 
•Dimension:61(W)
X31(H)X23(D) mm 
•Mfr.#15-SP04D 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17915 $11.99

NEW!

BNC to UTP Injector
•DC To 8MHz bandwidth, 
video gain compensation 
•Highly balanced mode 
of video transmission to 
immune interference •Transmit 
a full motion color video signal 
up to 300M •Built in impedance 
coupling device and noise filter 
for interference immunity •Exceptional interference 
rejection function •No power required •Available with 
channel 1 or channel 2 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-17945 15-U101I Channel 1 $7.99
 82-17950 15-U102I Channel 2 9.99

NEW!

Ethernet and 
CVBS over 
Coaxial Kit
•Simultaneous 
transmission 
of CVBS and 
IP data over 
a long coaxial 
cable •Long 
distance extend 
to 300~500m 
•Completely 
solve the 
problem of IP 
transmission 
delay by the hybrid transmission solution •The 
video signal of original analog system can be further 
enhanced and compensated •Full-duplex digital 
communication: Downlink throughput up to 36Mbps 
(from camera to NVR) ; Uplink throughput up to 
11Mbps (from NVR to camera) •Dimensions: 4.75" 
(W) x 1.2" (H) x 2.5" (D) •Mfr. #15-EOC02K 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17935 $119.00

Back

NEW!

BNC Ground Loop Isolator and Surge Protector 
Prevent video distortion, rolling, picture tearing and 
crosstalk. No power required (passive) and built-in 
transient voltage suppression. BNC male-to-female 
with 15cm leads on each end. Transmits full motion 
color video up to 1000'. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16625 $9.99

NEW!

BNC Video Balun  
with Built-In Ground Loop Isolator
•BNC male to 2 pin terminal block •Built-in video 
balun transmits a full motion monochrome video signal 
up to 1900', color video signal up to 980' •Eliminates 
coaxial cable •Built-in TVS (transient voltage 
suppressors) for surge protection •Sold in pairs 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16520 $79.99

Back

NEW!

BNC Video Balun 
with Built-In 
Ground Loop Isolator
•BNC female to BNC male with mini cable 
on both sides •Built-in video balun transmits a 
full motion monochrome video signal up to 1900', 
color video signal up to 980' •Eliminates coaxial cable 
•Built-in TVS (transient voltage suppressors) for surge 
protection •Sold individually, used in pairs 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16525 $34.99

NEW!

Security - Security Video Equipment

Ethernet Power Over Coaxial Converter Kit
•Red LED power on/off, Green LED ACTIVITY 
•Transmission range: 180meters (RG6) •Input DC 48V 
/ Output DC 12V, 700mA (Max) •Dimension: 82(W)
x61(H)x36.4(D) mm •Mfr. #15-EOC01K 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17930 $199.00

NEW!
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VideoEase™  
Passive Video Balun Receiver Hub
Compatible with any MuxLab CCTV video balun, 
this hub acts as a 16 channel passive receiver. Perfect 
for use with DVR's up to 16 channels, this unit allows 
cameras to be located up to 2,200' away, sending video 
over Cat5A cable. Each of the 16 inputs are screw 
terminal for direct connection to unterminated cable 
pairs. Outputs are BNC female. Compatible with all 
baluns listed below, each available separately. Passive 
device, requires no power. 
 MCM Part # Mfr.# Type (1–3) (4–up)
 33-11405 500130 16CH hub $365.00 $346.75
 82-9485 500000 Modular balun 16.59 15.76
 82-9490 500009 Compact balun 16.59 15.76
 33-10065 500022 PTZ balun 21.99 20.89
 33-9760 500023 Mini balun 18.59 17.66

CCTV Power-Thru 
Balun RJ45
The CCTV Power-Thru 
Balun allows video and remote 
power to be transmitted via one 
4-pair Cat 5 cable, thus eliminating the need to install 
multiple cables for more efficient cabling in the CCTV 
security and surveillance environment Features: 
•Modular RJ-45 connector •Transmits video/remote 
power via Cat5 •Max current: 4.5A •Color signals up 
to 1200' via Cat •Color signals up to 2200' via Cat5 
B&W signals up to 1500' via Cat3 •B & W Signals up 
to 2500' via Cat5 •Switch to set port as Power-thru 
remote power up to 500' via 3 UTP •ABS fire retardant 
plastic enclosure NTSC / PAL / SECAM
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15130 $22.99

Video Balun
The VideoEase CCTV balun 
allows a single CCTV video signal to 
be transmitted via cost effective unshielded 
twisted pair (UTP) cable. The CCTV balun eliminates 
costly and bulky coaxial cable, allowing CCTV 
security and surveillance equipment to be connected 
using standard structured cabling techniques for neater 
and more streamlined cabling. The CCTV balun is 
available in two models; CCTV Screw Terminal Balun 
(500009) and Modular CCTV Balun (500000). Both 
models may be used interchangeably. Features: Up to 
2200' via Cat 5 UTP, low return loss, lifetime warranty. 
Pair required for use, sold individually. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-9485 500000 Modular $16.59
 82-9490 500009 Terminal 16.59

BNC Video Balun
4Accommodates  
 composite video 
4Convenient 8"  
 BNC pigtail 
4Accepts unterminated Cat 5 cable 
41,000' max distance
Use to send composite video signal over Cat 5 cable, 
this compact balun features a male BNC connector 
attached to the end of an 8" pigtail. Due to their low 
cost, and slim design, multiple units may be connected 
side-by-side to equipment. A specially designed 
tool-less IDC connector provides quick, reliable 
connection to unterminated Cat 5 cable. Specifications: 
•Bandwidth: 50Hz~8MHz •Distance: 1000' max, using 
24AWG UTP •Dimensions (excluding connector): 
0.625" (H) x 0.625" (W) x 1.563" (L) Sold individually, 
must be used in pairs 
 MCM Part # (1-3) (4-up)
 50-7751 $12.99 $11.39

BNC Video + DC  
Power Balun 
4Accommodates  
 composite  
 video 
4Provides path  
 for 12VDC power 
4Convenient 8" BNC pigtail 
41,000' max distance
Use to send composite video signal and low voltage 
DC over Cat 5 cable. This compact balun features a 
male BNC connector, attached to an 8" pigtail, for 
easy attachment directly to equipment. In addition to 
the BNC connection, two screw terminals are provided 
for direct access to two cable pairs (in parallel). This 
is ideal for remotely providing DC power to devices 
such as surveillance cameras and small LCD television 
monitors. Utilizes three cable pairs: •Pin 7/8 video 
•Pins 1/2 power (+) •Pins 4/5 power (-) Specifications: 
•Bandwidth: 50Hz~8MHz •Distance: 1000' (Cat 5), 
•Maximum recommended distance for power: 300' 
(using 12VDC, 500mA) •Dimensions (excluding 
connector): 1.0" (H) x 0.85" (W) x 2.0" (L) Sold 
individually, must be used in pairs 
 MCM Part # (1-3) (4-up)
 50-7746 $12.99 $12.25

BNC Video Baluns
Ideal for distributed 
CCTV video over Cat 5e UTP wire, these BNC 
video baluns feature two styles to accommodate 
flexible connections. Features: •BNC to screw 
terminal connections •Durable weatherproof potted 
construction •Precise 75ohm impedance matching 
•1,250' range in color; 2,500' range in B/W •Input: 1V  
p-p composite video •Output: Low voltage current 
loop to receiver unit •Signal noise ratio: 76dB 
•Dimensions: 1.25" x 1.5" x .75" 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-11330 w/o 12" pigtail $9.49
 82-11331 w/12" pigtail 12.99

#82-11330 #82-11331

DVR Mount BNC Video Balun
Unique slim-line design ideally suited for mounting 
to DVR BNC connections to distributed CCTV video 
over Cat 5e UTP wire. Features: •BNC to push-
down locking terminal connections •Precise 75ohm 
impedance matching •1,750' range in color; 3,000' 
range in B/W •Input: 1V p-p composite video •Signal 
noise ratio: 76dB •Dimensions: 1.5" x 0.5" x .625" 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-11332 $11.99

Video Coax  
Surge Protectors
Protects valuable CCTV  
equipment from high voltage 
surges such as lightning  
strikes and voltage spikes. 
Specifications: Response  

time: 100ns. Max surge current: 5,000A. Insertion 
loss: <0.2dB. Dimensions: 3" x 1" x 1". Note: Ground 
lead must be connected to earth ground for proper 
operation and protection. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-8485 $24.99

BNC Video/Power Cat5e Balun
•Cat5e conversion kit, allows transmission of video 
and power over Cat5e cable •Includes a transmitter 
and receiver •Allows video and power over Cat5e cable 
up to 600' •Works with any baseband signal (not just 
cameras) •Can be used with all Speco Technologies 
BW and color cameras •Ideal for new construction 
and retrofits •Compatible with current TIA-568 and 
TIA-570 structured Cat5 cabling standards •Connects 
to Cat5e through the use of a 6-pin terminal connector 
•12VDC (power supply not included) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16510 $49.99

NEW!
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Video and Power Transmission System
Transmit power and video signals over standard UTP 
Cat 5 cables. The video/power balun carries DC power 
along with video over standard UTP cable. The built-in 
DC plug on the video/power balun at the camera end 
(#82-9300) receives power from the transmitter (#82-
9295). The male BNC to RJ-45 jack converts 75ohm 
video to 100ohm video for use with enconomical UTP 
Cat 5 cables. To monitor and record the signals use 
the four channel video balun (#82-8140) to break the 
signal back out. The four channel video balun converts 
a single 100ohm RJ-45 single to four 75ohm BNC for 
transmission over coaxial cable. Transmits distances up 
to 1000' for color video and 2000' for black and white. 
Using Cat 5e or greater can increase distances by 20%. 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-9295 Video/power transmitter $14.99
 82-9300 4 UTP to 1 UTP receiver/transmitter 39.99
 82-8140 1 UTP to 4 coax reciever/transmitter 39.99

#82-9300

#82-9295

Back

#82-8140

Back

Catt5e 
UTP
Cable

DVR

1,200ft

150ft

Single Channel Passive 
Video to Cat 5 Balun
Features: •Full-motion CC 
TV video at distances up to 330m 
when used with any passive transceiver •Up to 1500m 
with any active UTP video receiver •Press fit terminal 
block •NTSC, PAL, and SECAM video formats  
•No power required •60dB Crosstalk and noise 
immunity •Supplied in pairs
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15245 $3.79

Clip Type Video 
to Cat 5 Balun
Converts the 
video output 
of a camera to a CAT 5 compatible signal, allowing 
it to be run down a single twisted pair of a CAT 5 
cable it can then be converted back at the viewing end. 
Features: •Full-motion CC TV video at distances up to 
330m when used with any passive transceiver •Up to 
1500m with any active UTP video receiver •Tool-less, 
installs in seconds, no need to strip the wires •NTSC, 
PAL, and SECAM video formats •No power required 
•60dB Crosstalk and noise immunity •Compact size 
and easy installation •Built-in transient suppression 
protection •Supplied in pairs
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15250 $6.99

Clip/Tail Type Video 
to Cat 5 Balun
Converts the 
video output 
of a camera to 
a CAT 5 compatible 
signal, allowing it to be 
run down a single twisted pair of a CAT 5 cable it can 
then be converted back at the viewing end. Features: 
•Full-motion CC TV video at distances up to 330m 
when used with any passive transceiver •Up to 1500m 
with any active UTP video receiver •Tool-less, installs 
in seconds, no need to strip the wires •NTSC, PAL, 
and SECAM video formats •No power required •60dB 
Crosstalk and noise immunity •Compact size and easy 
installation •Built-in transient suppression protection 
•Supplied in pairs 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15255 $6.99

Clip Type 
Passive Video 
Balun with 
Power Video 
and Data
Power-Video-Audio Data signals are routed via UTP 
and Rj45.The unit is a passive (non-amplified) device 
that allows the transmission of real-time monochrome 
or color video over Unshielded Twisted-Pair (UTP) 
telephone wire. Features: •NTSC, PAL , and SECAM 
video formats •60dB Crosstalk and noise immunity 
•Built-in transient suppression protection
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15260 $10.49

Socket Type Passive Video Balun 
 with Power Video and Data
Power-Video-Audio Data signals are routed via UTP 
and Rj45.The unit is a passive (non-amplified) device 
that allows the transmission of real-time monochrome 
or color video over Unshielded Twisted-Pair (UTP) 
telephone wire. Features: •NTSC, PAL , and SECAM 
video formats •60dB Crosstalk and noise immunity 
•Built-in transient suppression protection
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15265 $10.49

Video +DC Over 
CAT5 Pro Kit
Features: •Video and 
power transciever •To 
send video and power 
via one CAT5 UTP cable •6 pin terminal connector for 
easy connection •Power cable could be one/two/three 
pairs option based on camera power consumption and 
transmission range •BNC male + power DC plug to 
6 pin terminal •BNC male + power DC jack to 6 pin 
terminal
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15270 $29.99

CCTV IP Econo  
Poe Extender
The Muxlab 500111 
CCTV IP Econo 
PoE Extender allows 
one IP camera (14W) 
to be connected up to 
1600' (500m) via a single 
75-ohm coax cable in a point-
to-point configuration. The product works in pairs 
and the power consumption is low enough so that it 
does not load the PoE source or switch. The maximum 
distance depends on the grade of coax cable and the 
power consumption of the camera. Features: •Used in 
pairs •Connects IP PoE to 10/100BaseT PoE •Switch 
via single coax cable •Does not require external PCU 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15135 $102.00

75 Ohm to UTP 
Power and 
Video Baluns
•Single channel 
active video 
transmitter, for 
long distance 
transmission of PAL /
NTSC video over UTP plus 
12VDC/0.5A power Features: •Single channel active 
video transmitter •Long distance video transmission 
•Three power levels for varying distance •Power and 
video indicators •Built-in surge protection
 MCM Part # Type ONLY
 82-16191 Sender $24.99
 82-16192 Receiver 24.99

NEW!
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CCTV Power Supplies

24VAC Camera Power Supplies
UL approved 24VAC power supplies for CCTV 
applications. Individually fused outputs with LED 
indicators for each fuse. Dimensions: 81⁄8" (W) x 93⁄4" 
(L) x 33⁄4" (H). 
 MCM Part # Outputs Current ONLY
 82-4690 9 4A continuous $56.99
 82-4695 16 8A continuous 92.99
 82-9205 4 4A continuous 49.99

12VDC/ 24VAC Dual Voltage  
Camera Power Supplies

Dual voltage CCTV distributed power supply 
combines eight 12VDC outputs and eight 24VAC 
outputs for a total of 16 individually fused channels 
(7.5A total output; main fuses are rated at 5A) in 
one convenient 11.25" x 11.25" x 3.75" cabinet. 
Specifications: •Surge protected outputs with 
individual LED power indication •Unique pre-drilled 
top mounting flange •Power on/off  safety switch with 
LED •5' three conductor power cord and two spare 
fuses included. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-11315 $154.00

12VDC High Output Camera Power Supplies
12VDC, UL listed, CCTV distributed power 
supply designed with individually fused outputs for 
powering high output CCTV cameras and accessories. 
Specifications: •Surge protected outputs with individual 
LED power indication •±10% voltage adjustment for 
long wire runs •100V~240V operation with appropriate 
UL or foreign CE power cord •Unique pre-drilled top 
mounting flange •Power on/off  safety switch with LED 
•5' three conductor US power cord included. 
 MCM Part #  Total Current/
 Dimensions Outputs Current Channel ONLY
 82-11309 4 4A 1A $59.99 
 8.0" x 9.5" x 3.75"
 82-11310 9 4A 800mA 89.00 
 11.25" x 11.25" x 3.75"
 82-11311 16 8A 1.2A 119.00 
 11.25" x 11.25" x 3.75"

Security Video Equipment - Security

Protect Your Security Installations
Reliable power and premise wiring solutions

MCM part# 82-11309 MCM part# 82-11315

MCM part# 82-11323MCM part# 82-1530

MCM part# 82-11325

•   Distributed Power Supplies   
•  Security Alarm Accessories
•		 Commercial Sound Products  
•  CCTV Cables Brackets & Housing 

MCM part# 82-11335
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12VDC Extra High 
Output Switching 
Power Supply
Sixteen camera, 
12VDC, UL listed, 
CCTV distributed 
power supply 
designed with 
individually fused 1200mA outputs for powering high 
output PTZs, cameras and accessories. Integrated 
voltage potentiometer for ± 10% long-run cable 
adjustment. •16 surge protected outputs with 
LED power indication •12A continuous current 
•100V~240V operation with appropriate UL or foreign  
CE power cord •Unique pre-drilled top mounting 
flange •Power on/off  safety switch with LED 
•Dimensions: 11.25" x 11.25" x 3.75" •5' three 
conductor US power cord included. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12130 $164.00

CCTV Camera Power Supplies
Power multiple cameras with a single 
power source. Features: •100V~240V 
operation •Lighted power switch 
•4' grounded, UL listed power cord 
•Removable screw-type terminals 
•Mounting tabs •Available in three 
different configurations 
 MCM   Current / Dimensions 
 Part # Outputs Power Rating Output (L x W x D) ONLY
 82-13260 4 12VDC, 5A 1.25A 3.75" x 5" x 2.5"  $32.99
 82-13270 9 12VDC, 7A 775mA 5.75" x 4.5" x 1.5" 46.99

#82-13260

#82-13270

12VDC CCTV Camera Power Supplies
UL listed, distributed power supply designed with 
individually fused outputs for powering high output 
CCTV cameras and accessories. Features: •Individual 
power LED indicators •On/off safety switch with LED 
•Individual fuse protected outputs •Main fuse setting of 
10A •Vented housing for cooler operation •Adjustable 
potentiometer on power supply for longer wire runs ± 
10% •Includes a three conductor grounded line cord 
 MCM  Total Current/ 
 Part # Output Current Channel ONLY
 82-13765 4 Camera 3.7A 1A $59.99
 82-13766 9 Camera 5.2A 600mA 72.99
 82-13767 16 Camera 12.5A 800mA 82.99

12VDC Camera 
Power Supply 
Panel
•DC power supply 
with 5A~10A output 
•12VDC fused output 
for 4 or 9 cameras 
•More than 1A per 
channel output 
•Individual PTC auto 
reset fuse for each 
output •Individual 
LED status indicator 
for each output •Main 
power switch with surge protection 
 MCM Part # Channels Output ONLY
 82-16470 4 5A $53.99
 82-16471 9 10A 77.99

NEW!

12VDC Camera 
Power Supply 
Panel
•DC power supply 
with 5A~10A output 
•12VDC fused output 
for 4 or 9 cameras 
•More than 1A per 
channel output 
•Individual PTC auto 
reset fuse for each 
output •Individual 
LED status indicator 
for each output •Main 
power switch with surge protection •UL listed 
 MCM Part # Channels Output ONLY
 82-16475 4 5A $84.99
 82-16476 9 10A 119.00

NEW!

Rack Mount Power Sequencer and Conditioner
Power up and power down three outlet groups in a 
delayed sequence. Features: •Power up in three groups: 
2x digital filtered, 4x analog filtered, 2x high-power 
filtered •Power down reverses sequence •RFI filtering 
with multi-stage PL filter •Two unswitched outlets on 
front panel •Four pairs of switched outlets on rear 
panel •Circuit breaker •Multiple units may be linked 
to handle higher currents •Front panel digital LED 
meter displays incoming AC line voltage •A single, 
super bright, retractable, long-life, low-heat LED light 
with high/low/off switch for rack illumination •Built-in 
power cord 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16480 $179.00

NEW!
CCTV 4-Camera 12VDC 
5A Power Supply
•Economic distributed 
power supply specifically 
designed for up to four 
12VDC cameras •Total 
output current of 5A with built-in 6A PTC auto-
reset fuse to protect cameras against power surge 
•Auto-sensing overload and short circuit protection 
•Convenient terminal block termination •Individual 
LED power indicators for each channel •UL listed 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16535 $29.99

NEW!

CCTV Nine- 
Camera 12VDC  
8A Power Supply
•Total output current 
of 8A with dedicated 
internal 1A PTC auto-reset 
fuses to protect cameras against power surge •Input: 
100V~240V •Lighted power switch •4' grounded, UL 
listed power cord •Removable screw-type terminals 
•Mounting tabs •Number of outputs: 9 •Power rating: 
12VDC, 8A 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16540 $39.99

NEW!

Security - Security Video Equipment

12VDC Camera  
Power Supplies
UL approved 12VDC power 
supplies with individually 
regulated outputs. LED status 
indicators. Auto-resets within 
five seconds.
 MCM Part # Outputs Current ONLY
 82-9190 9 4A $79.55
 82-9195 16 8A 114.40
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CCTV 12VDC  
Power Supply
Multi-camera distributed  
power supply for  
centralizing and  
protecting CCTV  
camera power supply  
connections. •Input  
voltage: AC 100-240V  
•Input voltage frequency:  
50-60Hz •Output voltage:  
DC 12V +/-5% •Ripple  
and noise: ≤50mv  
•Efficiency: ≥85% •PTC  
(auto-reset) fuse rating:  
1.25A •UL listed, CE  
and RoHS certified. 
   Output 
 MCM Part # Description Current ONLY
 82-16565 9 camera power supply 5A $39.99
 82-16570 9 camera power supply 10A 59.99
 82-16575 18 camera power supply 10A 59.99
 82-16580 18 camera power supply 20A 69.99

NEW!

12VDC CCTV 
Camera Power 
Supplies
Easy to install 
12VDC, CCTV  
power supply 
and distribution 
enclosure designed 

with individually fused outputs for powering CCTV 
cameras and accessories. Specifications: •Input power: 
115VAC 50/60Hz, 9A •Main fuse rated at 5A •Surge 
protected outputs •LED indicator for AC power 
•Individual LEDs for each output •Power on/off  
switch •Spare fuses and 5' two conductor power cord 
included
 MCM Part # Outputs Current ONLY
 82-10701 8  3A continuous $92.69
 82-10702 16  8A continuous 132.87

24VAC CCTV 
Camera Power 
Supplies
Easy to install 
24VAC, UL listed 
(2044), CCTV 
power supply and 
distribution enclosure designed with individually fused 
outputs for powering CCTV cameras and accessories. 
Specifications: •Input power: 115VAC 50/60Hz, 9A 
•Main fuse rated at 5A •Surge protected outputs •AC 
power LED indicator •Individual LEDs for each 
output •Power on/off  switch •Spare fuses and 5' two 
conductor power cord included. 
 MCM Part # Outputs Current ONLY
 82-10705 4  4A continuous $64.99
 82-10706 8  4A continuous 75.09
 82-10707 16  8A continuous 117.00

Cam Lock
•Add a lock to any 
cabinet or panel 
that needs more 
security •1" steel 
cam •Includes two keys
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13360 $8.60

9-Output CCTV  
Power Supply
•The cost-effective way  
to power multiple  
cameras and is perfect  
for many security system 
and access control 
applications including 
integration with alarms.
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15585 12VDC $134.00
 82-15590 24VAC 124.00

18-Output CCTV  
Power Supply
•The cost-effective way to 
power multiple cameras 
and is perfect for many 
security system and  
access control applications 
including integration  
with alarms.
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15595 24VAC $184.00
 82-15600 12VDC 199.00

Rack Mount Power Conditioner
•Protects from power spikes and surges •RFI/EMI 
interference filter •8 AC switched outlets on rear panel 
and one unswitched AC outlet on front panel •Circuit 
breaker •Dual retractable rack illuminators •Front 
panel LED meter displays incoming AC line voltage 
•Built-in power cord 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16485 $129.00

NEW!

Tubular Key  
Lock Switch
•SS-090 (Maintained on/
off, key removes from two 
positions) •SS-095 (Momentary 
on, maintained off, spring-
loaded) 
 MCM Part# Description Type ONLY
 82-14195 SS-090 2H0 $9.29
 82-14196 SS-095 1H0 11.64
 82-14197 Spare Key for 82-14195 1300 1.89 
  and 82-14197
 82-14200 SS-090 2H1 9.29
 82-14201 SS-095 1H1 11.09
 82-14202 Spare key 82-14200 1301 1.89 
  and 82-14201
 82-14205 SS-090 2H2 9.29
 82-14206 SS-095 1H2 9.89
 82-14207 Spare Key for 82-14205 1302 1.89 
  and 82-14206
 82-14210 SS-090 2H3 9.99
 82-14211 SS-095 1H3 9.89
 82-14212 Spare Key for 82-14210 1303 1.89 
  and 82-14212

CCTV 4-Camera  
Power Supply  
Breakout Adaptor
This power adapter instantly makes life easier by 
eliminating the need to run individual adapters to 
every single camera. It’s for use only with 12VDC and 
carries a UL, RoHS, and CE certification. Features: 
•Output: 12VDC •5' power cord •18AWG (splitter 
wire) •Adapter to connector is 55" long •Outer 
Diameter: 5.5mm •Inner Diameter: 2.5mm •Limited 
quantities 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14845 $25.99

CCTV 12VDC Power Supply with Battery Backup
•Multi-camera distributed power supply with optional 
space and connections for a battery to extend run-time 
in case of a power outage (battery not included) •Input 
voltage: AC 100~240V •Input voltage frequency: 
50~60Hz •Output voltage: DC 12V +/-5% •Ripple and 
noise: ≤100mv •Efficiency: ≥85% •PTC (resettable) fuse 
rating: 1.1A •UL listed, CE and RoHS certified 
 MCM Part # Description Output Current ONLY
 82-16550 4 camera power supply 3A $39.99
 82-16555 4 camera power supply 5A 49.99
 82-16560 9 camera power supply 10A 59.99

NEW!

Security Video Equipment - Security
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12VDC Power Supply for CCTV Cameras
Seco-Larm’s line of DC CCTV power supplies is the 
cost-effective way to power multiple cameras and is 
perfect for many security system and access control 
applications including integration with alarms. Features: 
•Each output individually fused •Output voltage 
adjustable with potentiometer to compensate for voltage 
drop (12.0~15.1VDC) •Individual red status indicator 
LED for each output •6' power cord included 
 MCM Part # Outputs Amps Size ONLY
 82-13860 4 2.5 10" x 73⁄4" x 31⁄2" $55.99
 82-13861 9 4.0 10" x 73⁄4" x 31⁄2" 75.79
 82-13862 16 6.0 12" x 12" x 31⁄2" 124.00

Regulated Power Adapter
Use this adapter to supply power  
to Defender Security cameras. Input  
voltage: 120VAC. Output voltage:  
12VDC, 500mA. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3950 $8.99

Ultra Compact AC Adapters
UL and CSA listed AC to DC switching 

power supply suitable for security cameras and other 
portable electronic devices. Light weight, compact 
and efficient switch mode design incorporates highly 
regulated output within ± 0.25V of rated output, even 
with no load. Input: 100V~240V 50~60Hz. Output: 
12VDC. 5' output cord with 5.5mm x 2.1mm center 
positive coaxial DC power plug. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Output ONLY
 A 82-11320 500mA $4.99
 B 82-11321 1.0A 11.99
 C 82-11322 1.5A 15.99

A B C

Switching Power Supplies with  
Screw Terminals and LED Indicator

Designed for CCTV and alarm applications, these 
12VDC UL and CSA listed AC to DC switching 
power supplies feature screw terminal connections, 
precision power regulation, LED supervision,  
and short circuit/over voltage protection. Input:  
100V-240V 50~60Hz. Output: 12VDC. Dimensions: 
2.0" x 3.75" x 1.50" 
 MCM Part # Output Rated ONLY
 82-11323 12VDC/500mA 6W $7.99
 82-11324 12VDC/1.0A 12W 11.99
 82-11327 12VDC/2.0A 24W 13.99
 82-11328 24VDC/1.0A 12W 11.99

Back

24VAC  
to 12VDC Regulated 
Power Convertor
Allows 12VDC cameras 
to be powered from a 
24VAC power source. Ideal for integrating 12VDC 
cameras into an existing 24VAC system. Specifications: 
•Input power: 20~28VAC; 16~30VDC •Output power: 
12VDC regulated •Input side: 11.8", 22AWG 2 pin 
screw lock terminal block •Output side: 11.8", 22AWG 
2.1mm DC plug 
 MCM Part # Output Voltage Dimensions ONLY
 82-11325 300mA 1.77" x 1.0" x 0.75" $8.49
 82-11326 800mA 2.35" x 1.0" x 1.75" 11.99

24 Volt Transformer
Open frame transformer 
includes AC line cord and 
secondary leads. For use with 
SMP series power supplies. 
Current: 100VA. Mfr. #T2428100
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3235 $32.99

Security Transformers
Power transformers for security 
applications. Features a plug-in ground 
and auto-resetting overload protection. 
 MCM Part # Volts V/A ONLY
 82-6060 16 40 $14.99
 82-6061 24 40 14.99

Dual Voltage  
Power Transformer

Power two security devices 
simultaneously! Or, simply use this  
one unique 12VDC and 24VAC power 
transformer for a 24V tap, or a 12VDC 
tap. Specifications: •24V at 635mA; 12V at 
1A •UL/CUL rated •White case •Dimensions: 2.25" x 
2.5" x 3.5" •9.5 oz. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12135 $12.99

CCTV Power Supply Breakout Adapter
•Connect up to four or eight cameras to a single 
AC power outlet •Linear power transformer with 
3~24VDC/AC output voltages •Input voltages: 
110/120/220/230/240V AC, 50/60Hz •Output voltages: 
3~24VDC/AC •Output connector: 5.5 x 2.1mm 
•Maximum power: 60W/5Amp •Ripple wave (mVp-p): 
<1% •UL listed, CE and RoHS certified 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-16590 5A power adapter with 4-way splitter $19.99
 82-16591 1x4 splitter cord 3.99
 82-16592 1x8 splitter cord 5.99

#82-16590

#82-16591 #82-16592

NEW!

Security - Security Video Equipment

Rechargable, Sealed Lead 
Acid Batteries
ELK sealed lead acid batteries 
are maintenance free, long life, 
back-up batteries specially 
conditioned for alarm 
applications. Maximum charging 
current is nominal capacity times 
0.3. Connections via .187" disconnect except #82-4765 
which is bolt and nut. 
 MCM   Dimensions 
 Part # Mfr. #  Capacity  (L) x (W) x (H) ONLY
 6 Volt
 82-4740 ELK-0650  5.0Ah  2.8" x 1.8" x 4.0" $12.99
 12 Volt
 82-4745 ELK-1213  1.3Ah  3.8" x 1.7" x 2.0" 16.99
 82-4750 ELK-1250  5.0Ah  2.75" x 2.75" x 4" 18.99
 82-4755 ELK-1280  8.0Ah  6.0" x 2.5" x 3.75" 22.99
 82-4760 ELK-12120  12Ah  6.0" x 4.0" x 3.75" 46.99
 82-4765 ELK-12180  17Ah  7.2" x 3.0" x 6.5" 61.99
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CCTV Cables

Power Transformers
Power transformers for use 
in security applications such 
as alarm panels, door access 
controls and security cameras. 
 MCM Part # Volts V/A ONLY
 82-1530 24 20 $8.99
 82-1535 24 40 10.99
 82-1540 16.5 40 9.39
 82-1545 12 40 9.99
 82-1550 12 20 8.99

Open Frame Transformers
Used in a wide variety of 
applications, including CCTV, 
access control, and alarms. •Dual 
input voltage: 120/240VAC, 50/60Hz 
•Shielded windings to reduce 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) •Selectable input 
voltage •Selectable output voltage •UL recognized. 
  Output 
 MCM Part # Voltage Amp V/A ONLY
 82-12775 24VAC 2.08 50A $26.49
 82-12776 16VAC 6.25 100A 32.19
 82-12777 24/28VAC 4.16/3.57 100A 32.19
 82-12778 24/28VAC 7.50/6.43 180A 45.49

Power Transformers
•Class II power transformer 
with screw terminals for bare 
wire termination •Ideal for use 
with most brands and models 
of alarm systems, access control 
panels and security cameras 
•Input: AC 120, 60Hz •UL listed 
and CE/RoHS certified 
 MCM Part # Output V/A ONLY
 82-16585 24VAC/1.67A 40W $7.99
 82-16586 24VAC/0.83A 20W 5.99
 82-16587 16VAC/2.42A 40W 7.99
 82-16588 16VAC/1.21A 20W 5.99

NEW!

CCTV Power/Video  
Siamese Cable
•Designed for connecting  
CCTV cameras to a video and  
power source, these cables feature  
shielded, RG59 mini-coax wire and  
BNC male and female connectors with DC barrel 
plugs (5.5 x 2.1mm) •Available in various lengths 
 MCM Part # Length Color ONLY
 82-16605 25' Black $7.99
 82-16606 50' Black 9.99
 82-16607 100' Black 15.99
 82-16608 200' Black 27.99
 82-16610 25' White 7.99
 82-16611 50' White 9.99
 82-16612 100' White 15.99
 82-16613 200' White 24.99

NEW!

120' BNC  
Security Camera 
Extension Cable
Extend and connect your BNC surveillance camera 
from a BNC/RCA monitoring or recording device to 
your desired location with the CBLB120U extension 
cable. Features: •Ideal for running along walls, inside 
walls and between floors (not plenum rated) •Connect 
or extend BNC surveillance camera to BNC/RCA 
monitoring or recording device •Meets UL/CUL 
communication cable standards - CMR (Riser) •BNC/
RCA adapters included •Extend up to 300' (92m) with 
identical Lorex cable type •Mfr. #CBLB120U 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16750 $54.99

NEW!

Shielded 
RG59 CCTV 

Video/Power Cable
This cable gives you the 
ability to run one cable with 
video and power up to 1000' 
away or crimp the cable to 
the approximate length that 
you need. This will to allow 
the clarity of the image to be displayed on your TV or 
monitor. Features: •Video and Power cable in one run 
•Used for cameras with no audio •22AWG coax cable, 
18AWG power cable •Coax diameter: 6mm, Power 
cable diameter: 5.8mm 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Length ONLY
 82-17960 CAB-RG59W-1000VP 1000' $249.00
 82-17961 CAB-RG59W-500VP 500' 149.00

NEW!

CCTV 
Extension 
Cables
•Extend the reach of your  
Video/Power/Audio surveillance 
system •Weatherproof cable 
allows for use indoors and 
outdoors •Compatible with all 
Night Owl systems  
•Outer diameter: 4.0mm 
 MCM Part # 
 Mfr. # Description Gauge ONLY
 82-17955 100' Video/Power 24AWG $24.99 
 CAB-24AWGG-100VP
 82-17956 100' Video/Audio/Power 24AWG 29.99 
 CAB-24AWGG-100VP-A
 82-17957 60' Video/Power 28AWG 11.99 
 CAB-60

#82-17955 #82-17956

#82-17957

NEW!

Video/Power BNC Cables
•Easy to connect coax extension cable •Tight locking, 
secure and can't accidently disconnect •75 ohm, double 
shielded and weather resistant to withstand harsh 
conditions •Send power to your camera via this cable 
•White cable, perfect for home and office interiors 
 Fig. MCM Part # Mfr. # Length ONLY
 A 82-17470 SWADS-15MBNC 50' $29.99
 B 82-17471 SWADS-30MBNC 100' 29.99
 C 82-17472 SWADS-91MBNC 300' 79.99

C
A B

NEW!

3-in-1 Multi-
Purpose BNC Cable
•Easy to connect 
coax extension with 
3-in-1 OSD control, 
video and power 
•Tight locking, secure 
and can't accidently 
disconnect •RS485 
connection for cameras 
with OSD (OnScreen 
Display)/PTZ 
capability •Send power to your camera via this cable 
•White cable, perfect for home and office interiors 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Length ONLY
 82-17475 SWPRO-15MCAB-GL 50' $29.99
 82-17476 SWPRO-30MCAB-GL 100' 35.99

NEW!

Power Splitter “Y” Adapters
Connect two cameras to a single 
power supply. Single female  
5.5 x 2.1mm to two male  
5.5 x 2.1mm. 

 MCM Part # Length ONLY
 24-5355 1' $2.99
 24-5360 2' 2.40

In-Wall Fire  
Rated 100'/30m 
BNC Cable
Want a better grade 
of extension cable 
for your security 
installation? Swann's 
In-Wall Fire Rated 
cable is what you've 
been searching for. 
Features: •Easy to connect 
co-ax extension with fire 
rating for in-wall installations •Add 100' / 30m of 
distance to your camera •Tight locking, secure and 
can't accidently disconnect •75 ohm, double shielded 
and weather resistant to withstand harsh conditions 
•Send power to your camera via this cable •White 
cable, perfect for home and office interior
 MCM Part # Length ONLY
 82-15960 50' $28.99
 82-15961 100' 38.99
 82-15962 200' 67.99

Security Video Equipment - Security
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CCTV Terminals/Splitters

CCTV Cable Video  
Power BNC-to-RCA
•Includes RCA male to BNC 
female •Individually poly 
bagged
 Fig. MCM Part # Length ONLY
 A 24-12290 25' $10.39
 B 24-12291 50' 12.99
 C 24-12292 100' 15.59
 D 24-12293 150' 23.99

A B C

D

RG-6 CCTV Video/
Power Installation 
Cables
Make your CCTV 
installations quick and 
easy with pre-made CCTV 
cables. Combination video/power with RG-6 coax 
video wire, BNC connectors and 5.5 x 2.0 DC barrel 
connectors for power (male/female). 
 MCM Part # Video Cable Length ONLY
 24-12360 BNC 1.5' $3.99
 24-12361 BNC 25' 13.99
 24-12362 BNC 35' 17.99
 24-12363 BNC 50' 20.99
 24-12364 BNC 75' 26.99
 24-12365 BNC 100' 31.89
 24-12366 BNC 150' 42.99

100' BNC Video/Power/Audio  
Cable with extensions
Night Owl's 100' extension cable is compatible with 
all Night Owl DVR's and cameras. This kit includes 
100' of Video/Power BNC to BNC coaxial cable and 
a BNC to BNC adapter for easy connection to your 
existing DVR and/or camera. The weatherproof 
housing allows for use indoor or outdoor. Features: 
•Weatherproof housing •Adapter included •Kit 
includes:100' BNC/Video cable (82-15091 has audio), 
BNC extension adapter, RCA extension adapter, and 
power extension adapter •One year free warranty 
•Unlimited 24/7 free technical support from product 
experts at Night Owl (1-866-390-1303) 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15090 No audio $16.99
 82-15091 With audio 20.99

50' BNC to BNC  
Cable (Siamese)
Integrated with DC 
Power Cable for CCTV 
Video Cameras with BNC 
Connectors / Low interference, 
low noise, low magnetic field / DC 
power cable (tear away) integrated with co-ax. 
Features: •Double shielded with aluminum foil 
insulation plus braiding •Heavy duty, weather  
resistant outer jacket •Low interference,  
low noise & low magnetic field •Suits Pro  
High Resolution range, great for DVRs
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15950 $28.99

#24-5300 #24-5280

CCTV Video/Power Installation Cables
Make your CCTV installations quick and easy with 
pre-made CCTV cables. Combination video/power 
with BNC or RCA type connectors 5.5 x 2.0 DC barrel 
connector for power (male/female). 
 MCM Part # Video Cable Length ONLY
 24-5300 RCA 25' $11.99
 24-5305 RCA 50' 20.99

CCTV Plug and Play
Select the right length of cable 
you need. Comes complete with 
pre-terminated cables, no crimping is required. Carry 
video and power to your CCTV cameras with no fuss! 
 MCM Part # Length ONLY
 82-14838 65' $9.99
 82-14839 100' 11.39

Power Splitter Cables
•Easy solution for powering multiple security cameras 
with one large power supply •Female 5.5mm x 2.1mm  
DC barrel jack connects to your power supply and 
splits it into four or eight male 5.5mm x 2.1mm DC 
barrel plug connectors •1' length
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13250 Four-way splitter $5.49
 82-13255 Eight-way splitter 11.35

#82-13250

#82-13255

#24-5361 #24-5362
3' CCTV DC Power Pigtail
Ideal for CCTV applications, these DC power pigtail 
cords are handy in the field when terminating and 
transitioning 2 conductor camera power. Also available 
in a female version. Specifications: •DC barrel plug 
and receptacle dimensions: 5.5mm x 2.1mm •Center 
positive •Color-coded wires; red(+); black(-) •Tinned 
leads •26AWG. 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 24-5361 Male $2.09
 24-5362 Female 2.59

CCTV DC Power Pigtail
•DC plug or jack with 1', two-conductor lead 
stripped and tinned for use transitioning 
to camera power connections •DC barrel and plug 
dimensions: 5.5 x 2.1mm •Available in various lengths 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-16615 Male plug $1.79
 82-16616 Female jack 1.79

NEW!

Security - Security Video Equipment

RG-59 BNC Patch Cables
• Molded strain reliefs to 
ensure long life • Male BNC 
connectors on each end 

 MCM Part # Length ONLY
 24-12375 1' $3.49
 24-12376 3' 4.49
 24-12377 6' 5.69
 24-12378 12' 6.75
 24-12379 25' 8.09
 24-12380 50' 11.99
 24-12381 100' 17.99

Double Bubble™ DBSS Security Starter Kit
•CPLCRBC-BR compression tool •PSA59/6 Cable Strip tool 
•Double Bubble connectors for series 59 standard through 
quad-shield, CCTV and Plenum cable to create a superior 
security installation •See www.MCMelectronics.com for 
complete kit contents •Mfr. #DBSSKIT 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 22-20515 $169.00
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DC Jack and DC Plug to Terminal Block
The Seco-Larm DC jack/plug to removable terminal 
block is a connector of a 2.1mm female/male DC jack 
to a removable terminal block; it simplifies any CCTV 
installation, access control, or security application. 
Featuring solid and durable construction, its small size 
is convenient for travel - simply throw it in your carry-
on and go. Specifications: •2.1mm DC jack •Maximum 
allowable current: 2 amp •Plug dimensions: 5.5 (OD) 
x 2.1mm •Maximum allowable voltage: 30 VAC/VDC 
•UL-Listed AWG#22 wires 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # ONLY
 82-13775 CA-151R $1.59
 82-13776 CA-161T 1.59

#82-13775 #82-13776

CCTV DC Power 
Adapters
Convert the DC 
socket on your 
camera in to a 
terminal  
connection. 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14825 Plug adapter $1.49
 82-14826 Socket adapter 1.49

#82-14826

#82-14825

Nine-Way Power 
Splitter Terminal Strip
•Easy solution for bare 
wire connection of 
multiple cameras or 
alarm accessories to one 
power source •Screw 
terminals for easy power 
connections •Barriers 
between power terminals prevent short circuits
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13245 $14.03

CCTV DC Power 
Terminal Block 
Adapters 
•Ideal for quickly 
terminating two-
conductor power 
leads from siamese CCTV bulk cable runs to fixed 
screw-down terminal block •Max current: 2A •Max 
voltage: 30VAC/VDC •Max gauge: 20AWG •DC barrel 
and plug dimensions: 5.5 x 2.5mm 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-16620 Male plug $1.29
 82-16621 Female jack 1.29

NEW!

DC Plug to Terminal Block
•Great for quickly connecting security equipment for 
testing •Small size to fit in tight spaces •2.1mm DC 
plug •Sold in packs of 10 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16515 $29.99

NEW!

BNC Coupler 
Handy in-line coupler for adapting CCTV video 
connections. 22AWG mini coax wire. 
 MCM Part # Descrption ONLY
 82-16635 1' BNC M/M $1.99
 82-16636 4' BNC F/F 2.99

#82-16635 #82-16636

NEW!

6" DC Coupler 
Useful for adapting CCTV 
DC in-line power connections. 
Female-to-female, 2.1 x 5.5 DC 
jacks with 22AWG mini coax wire. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16640 $1.99

NEW!

CCTV Crimper 
and Connectors Starter Kit
Night Owl’s DIY-CRKIT10 
is a do-it-yourself  CCTV 
crimper and connectors 
starter kit to cut, crimp 
and connect CCTV cables. 
Features: •Comes with a 
crimper tool and screwdriver 
that will allow you to attached 
the connectors to a CCTV 
cable •Includes 20 BNC 
video connectors, 10 male 
DC power connectors, and 10 female DC power 
connectors •All the connectors needed for 10 complete 
video/power cables •Mfr. #DIY-CR-KIT10 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17980 $59.99

NEW!

10-Pack BNC Video Connectors
Night Owl’s DIY-BNC10 is a 10-pack BNC video 
connectors for CCTV cables. Features: •Easily attach 
to CCTV coaxial cables to transfer video from your 
camera to your DVR •Do-it-yourself  connections 
•Compatible with all Night Owl systems •Mfr. #DIY-
BNC10 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17975 $12.99

NEW!

10-Pack Male  
and Female  
DC Power Connectors

Night Owl’s DIY-DCMF5 is a 
10-pack of DIY CCTV power 
connectors (DC) for CCTV cables. 
Features: •Easily attach to CCTV 
coaxial cables to transfer power from 
your camera to your DVR •Package comes 
with five male and five female connectors 
•Mfr. #DIY-DCMF5 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-17985 $12.99

NEW!

CCTV DC Power 
Accessories
Choose from a variety of 
useful CCTV DC power 
pigtail, barrel adapters and testers. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description  ONLY
 A 82-12675 3' male DC plug w/ LED $2.79
 B 82-12676 3' female DC jack w/ LED 3.49
 C 82-12680 6" in-line DC tester w/ LED 3.39
 D 82-12690 DC plug-to-plug adapter 1.59
 E 82-12695 DC jack-to-jack adapter 1.69

B

D E
C

A
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DC Plug/Jack to Screw 
Terminal – 5 Packs

•Maximum voltage: 25V •Maximum current:  
4A •Maximum operating temperature: 30°C 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 27-7910 Female to removable screw $6.99 
  5.5 x 2.5mm
 27-7911 Male to removable screw 5.5 x 2.5mm 6.99
 27-7912 Female to fixed 5.5 x 2.5mm 6.99
 27-7915 Male to fixed screw 5.5 x 2.5mm 6.99
 27-7916 Female to removable screw 5.5 x 2.1mm 6.99
 27-7917 Male to removable screw 5.5 x 2.1mm 6.99
 27-7918 Female to fixed screw 5.5 x 2.1mm 9.39
 27-7919 Male to fixed screw 5.5 x 2.1mm 6.99

#27-7911 #27-7912 #27-7915

#27-7916 #27-7917 #27-7918 #27-7919

DC Feed-Thru Jack/Coupler
Nickel plated gold  
center pin. •3⁄8" hole. 
 MCM Part # Center Pin ONLY
 27-5995 2.1mm gold $2.39
 27-5841 2.5mm gold 2.39

NEW!
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STI Wireless Alert

Rex Plus® 

Electronic 
Watchdog 
Alarm System
Rex Plus® is 
the electronic 
watchdog that 
never sleeps. Rex 
can see through 
thick doors, walls, glass, and his barking gets louder as 
the intruder gets closer. Perfect for apartments, homes, 
stores, and all buildings that require security. Features: 
•Plugs into any standard electrical outlet •Reliable 24-
hour protection •Adjustable volume controls •Variable 
distance sensitivity (up to 30') •Your choice of four 
sounds: Barking sound of a ferocious attack dog, 
barking dog for 15~20 minutes then switches to a siren, 
continuous sound of the rainforest, and sounds of the 
rainforest to announce the arrival of visitors 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13655 $86.19

The Mugger Stopper® Plus
The Mugger Stopper® Plus is the best new personal 
alert product available. One push of the button and  
a piercing 120dB alarm goes off  while a strobe light 
flashes to draw immediate attention to you, scaring  
off would-be muggers. Compact, shock-resistant,  
and lightweight enough to go in your pocket or place 
on your belt. Features: •Operates on a 9V battery 
(Battery Not Included) •120 dB alarm •Flashlight 
feature •Strobe light may be used to draw attention  
or while jogging for safety
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14180 $9.29

Rex II Electronic  
Watchdog  
Alarm System
When Rex II detects movement, he 
starts to emit the sound you have 
selected. The closer the intruder  
gets, the more frequent the barking 
becomes. As the intruder backs off, the 
barking decreases in frequency, stopping 
completely when movement is out of range Features: 
•Barking dog alarm •Provides an excellent way to 
deter burglars •The closer the intruder gets, the more 
frequent the barking becomes •Controls at the top 
for easy access •Power by plugging into a standard 
electrical outlet or with six C batteries •Voice messages 
or prompts 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16075 $99.99

NEW!

WIRELESS ALERTS

Reliable Wireless Alerts
Supervised integrated wireless alert components. Know what’s going on, with easy wireless installation.  1000’ range 
line of site. Receiver “speaks” 53 words, plays ten tones/tunes for four transmitters. 
Transmitters: fire extinguisher, push button, service door, window, front door, back door, overhead/garage door, indoor 
or outdoor motion, mailbox, gate, shed, driveway, medicine cabinet, gun cabinet, etc.

Safety Technology International, Inc.
www.sti-usa.com/mcm 800-888-4784

Mailbox
Open

English or
Spanish

2013 STI

Front
Driveway

Alert

Piscina
Puerta
Abierta

Customer
Service Front 

Door
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1000' Wireless  
Driveway Monitor Alarm System  
with Magnetometer Sensor

This system is superior to the traditional driveway 
monitor systems because STI uses a magnetometer 
sensor instead of a motion sensor. This system is 
ideal for your home or business because it will not be 
triggered by animals, people or even shadows. Features: 
AC-powered receiver chimes and flashes when a vehicle 
approaches •System is expandable up to four sensors to 
cover a large area •Can be adjusted to low, medium, or 
high sensitivity levels for different times during the day 
•Can temporarily silence the receiver i.e. trash pick-up 
at 5AM, etc. •Wireless frequency is 433 MHz 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13610 Battery powered driveway system $113.00
 82-13611 Extra Sensor for 82-13610 74.99
 82-13615 Solar powered driveway system 169.00
 82-13616 Extra Sensor for 82-13615 85.99
 82-13620 Lamp controller for systems 22.49
 82-13625 Extended antenna for #82-13610 9.89

#82-13610

#82-13615

#82-13620 #82-13625

Wireless Mailbox  
Alert Kit
The Wireless Mailbox Alert Kit lets you know when 
mail is delivered - eliminating repeat trips out to an 
empty mailbox. The mailbox sensor is triggered when 
the mailbox door is opened. If  the mailbox sensor 
is removed from the mailbox, stolen, loses signal 
or battery is low, the receiver will produce a single 
beep once a minute continuously. Features: •Up to a 
1000' (line of sight) transmission range •Additional 
transmitters will produce a different chime from the 
receiver when triggered •Includes one 3 volt lithium 
battery (estimated battery life is five years with normal 
use) •Indoor unit will chime and flash announcing 
arrival of mail •One year warranty from the original 
purchase date •Optional 8-Channel Receiver  
(82-14526) can replace the four channel  
receiver that comes standard. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-14550 STI-34200 Mailbox Alert Kit $96.59
 82-14531 STI-34401 Extra Mailbox Sensor 46.99
 82-14540 STI-34105 Extra 12VDC Power Supply 13.79
 82-14545 STI-34109 Repeater 117.00

Four/Eight Channel  
Wireless Receivers

STI offers multiple wireless products 
designed to alert you of several 
different conditions. These wireless 
receivers allow you to monitor up to 4/8 different 
STI devices at a single, convenient location. The 
unit can be used with the Wireless Mailbox Alert 
(#82-14550), the Wireless Garage Sentry Alert (#82-
14555), Wireless Driveway Monitors (#82-13610 and 
82-13615), and much more! Features: •Devices can be 
latching or momentary by zone for the eight channel 
receiver •Four channel receiver devices can be latched 
into memory only •Supervised for low battery and 
signal reception •Audible chime tone or 12 volt 75 MA 
output for siren •Works up to 1000' (line of sight), 433 
MHz •Includes 12VDC power supply 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-14525 STI-34104 Four Channel Receiver $54.99
 82-14526 STI-34108 Eight Channel Receiver 86.19
 82-14540 STI-34105 12VDC (500mA) Power Supply 13.79
 82-14545 STI-34109 Repeater for receivers (4/8) 117.00

#82-14525

#82-14526

#82-14545  
Adds up to an 

additional 1000'

4-Channel 
Wireless Voice 
Receiver

The STI-V34104 can monitor 
up to 4 different Wireless 
Alert transmitting devices at 
a single, convenient location 
and sounds programmable 
voice messages to alert 
which transmitter has 
been activated. Features: 
•Receiver sounds selected 
voice messages when 
monitored site is tripped 
•Easy programming voice 
prompt •Offers ten tones/tunes 
and 53 selectable words (available 
in English and Spanish) •Selectable 
words can be programmed simultaneously in sets of 
up to four to create custom message •Operates up 
to 1000' (line of sight) •433 MHz wireless frequency 
•Supervised for low battery and connection •Audible 
chime tone and 12 volt 75 MA output •Has four LED 
zone indicators and each have the selection of latching 
or momentary •Includes 12 Volt DC power supply 
•Can be mounted on a wall or table •Available in kits 
with wireless sensors 
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-18045 4-Channel Receiver STI-V34104 $89.99
 82-18050 Receiver + Solar STI-V34100 159.00 
  Driveway Monitor
 82-18055  Receiver + Battery STI-V34150 139.00 
  Driveway Monitor
 82-18060  Receiver + Wireless STI-V34200 119.00 
  Mailbox Alert 
 82-18065  Receiver + Wireless STI-V34300 119.00 
  Garage Sentry Alert 
 82-18070  Receiver + Wireless STI-V34400 119.00 
  Universal Alert 
 82-18075  Receiver + Wireless STI-V34600 99.99 
  Doorbell Button Alert 
 82-18080  Receiver + Wireless STI-V34700 119.00 
  Indoor Motion Detector 
 82-18085  Receiver + Wireless STI-V34750 129.00 
  Outdoor Motion Detector 

NEW!

Wireless 
Universal  
Alert Kit

A wireless signal is sent from 
the Universal Alert Sensor and 
transmitted up to a 1000' to the 
4-Channel Receiver (82-14525). 
This device will let you know 
if  the monitored site has been 
tripped. It can be used on a 
medicine cabinet, garage door, 
gate, window, etc. Features: •Has 
a supervised battery and signal 
reception •Magnetic contact 
with 18” lead for irregular 
installations •Includes lithium battery (estimated 
battery life is 5 years with normal use) •Optional 
8-Channel Receiver (82-14526) can replace the four 
channel receiver that comes standard. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-14530 STI-34400 Wireless Universal Alert Kit $96.59
 82-14531 STI-34401 Extra Universal Alert Sensor 46.99
 82-14526 STI-34108 Eight Channel Receiver 86.19

NEW!

Wireless Alert  
Sensors
•Wireless sensors 
compatible with STI 

4-channel voice receiver •Connect up to four sensors to 
a single receiver •Some sensors available bundled with 
receiver, add additional sensors to build a complete 
solution 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 A 82-18090 Doorbell Button Sensor STI-34601 $24.99
 B 82-18095 Indoor Motion Sensor STI-34701 49.99
 C 82-18100 Outdoor Motion Sensor STI-34751 79.99
 D 82-18105 Fire Extinguisher STI-6200WIR 79.99 
   Sensor
 F 82-14531 Universal Sensor for  STI-34401 46.99 
   Mail,Garage, Etc.
 G 82-13616 Solar Driveway Alert STI-34101 85.99 
   Sensor
 H 82-13611 Battery Driveway Alert STI-34151 74.99 
   Sensor

A B C D

E F

G
NEW!
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STI Stopper™

Wireless Garage 
Sentry®Alert

Let's you know when your garage 
door is open or closed. It includes the 
4-Channel Receiver, has a supervised 
battery and signal reception and 
has a range of up to 100' (line of 
sight). Features: •Receiver alerts 
you when garage is opened and 
provides the door status (open or 
closed) •Additional transmitters 
will produce a different chime from the receiver when 
triggered •Includes lithium battery (estimated battery 
life is 5 years with normal use) •Magnetic contact with 
18" lead for irregular installations •One year warranty 
from the original purchase date •Optional 8-Channel 
Receiver (82-14526) can replace the four channel 
receiver that comes standard
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-14555 STI-34300 Garage Sentry® Alert $96.59
 82-14531 STI-34401 Extra Garage Sensor 46.99
 82-14540 STI-34105 Extra 12VDC Power Supply 13.79
 82-14545 STI-34109 Repeater 117.00

Stopper® II with Horn  
and Relay Flush Mount
This unique and patented device 
has been helping stop false fire 
alarms around the world for 
almost 30 years, without  
restricting legitimate alarms.  
When lifted to gain access to the actual alarm, a 
piercing 95 or 105 dB warning horn sounds. Features: 
•Fits virtually all manual pull stations • Includes one 
Form "C" dry relay contact • Lifetime guarantee 
against breakage of polycarbonate in normal use  
•UL Listed to U.S. and Canadian safety standards
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14100 $90.39

Stopper® II with Horn and 
Relay with Clear Spacer
This unique and patented device 
has been helping stop false fire 
alarms around the world for 
almost 30 years, without  
restricting legitimate alarms.  
When lifted to gain access to the actual alarm, a 
piercing 95 or 105 dB warning horn sounds. Features: 
•Fits virtually all manual pull stations • Includes one 
Form "C" dry relay contact • Lifetime guarantee 
against breakage of polycarbonate in normal use  
•UL Listed to U.S. and Canadian safety standards
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14105 $96.59

Stopper® II with Horn  
(Indoor/Outdoor Rated)

•This unique and patented device has been helping 
stop false fire alarms around the world for almost 30 
years, without restricting legitimate alarms •Alarm 
sounds at a piercing 95 or 105dB •Fits virtually all 
manual pull stations •Lifetime guarantee against 
breakage of polycarbonate in normal use •UL  
Listed to U.S. and Canadian safety standards

 MCM 
 Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-14110 with Horn Flush Mount STI-1150 $90.39
 82-14111 with Horn and STI-1150RC 96.59 
  Relay Flush Mount
 82-14115 with Horn and Spacer STI-1155 107.00
 82-14116 with Horn, Relay and Spacer STI-1155RC 113.00

#82-14110

#82-14115

#82-14111

#82-14116

Stopper® II without 
Horn Flush Mount
•This unique and 
patented device has 
been helping stop false 
fire alarms around the 
world for almost 30 
years, without restricting 
legitimate alarms •Clear, 
tamperproof, super tough 
cover and frame fits over most manual pull stations 
•Proven effective for almost two decades •Lifetime 
guarantee against breakage of polycarbonate in normal 
use •UL Listed to U.S. and Canadian safety standards
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14120 $58.99

Stopper II® Heater 
Enclosure with 4" 
Deep Backbox
Protect your 
pull stations 
and similar 
devices located 
where temperature 
or environmental 
conditions exceed the 
suggested operating range with our protective cover 
fitted with a heater assembly. Features: •Clear, 
protective polycarbonate cover is UV-stabilized •Fan 
runs continuously to maintain a uniform temperature 
inside the enclosure •Heater units cycle as required to 
maintain the correct range of operating temperatures 
•Rated for indoor and outdoor applications •Comes 
standard with an "IN CASE OF FIRE - LIFT 
COVER PULL FIRE ALARM" label
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14125 110VAC Heater $539.00
 82-14126 240VAC Heater 539.00
 82-14127 Replacement Kit 549.00

Mini Stopper® II without Horn
This unique and patented device has  

been helping stop false fire alarms around the world 
for almost 30 years, without restricting legitimate 
alarms. Both models offer excellent protection against 
physical damage (accidental and intentional). Features: 
•Consists of a clear, tamperproof, super tough 
polycarbonate cover and frame that fits over the flush 
mount pull station (#82-14145) or the surface mount 
manual pull station (#82-14150) •Proven effective 
for more than two decades •Fits virtually all manual 
pull stations •Lifetime guarantee against breakage of 
polycarbonate in normal use •UL Listed to U.S. and 
Canadian safety standards •ADA Compliant
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-14145 Flush mount STI-6540 $35.29
 82-14150 Surface mount STI-6545 45.79

#82-14145 #82-14150
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Mini Stopper® II with Horn
This unique device has been helping 
stop false fire alarms around the world 
for almost 30 years, without restricting 

legitimate alarms. Ideal for access controls, digital 
keypads, smaller manual pull stations, shutdown 
switches in computer rooms, workshops and much 
more. How it works: Stoppers consists of a clear, 
tamperproof, super tough polycarbonate cover, piezo 
horn and frame that is designed for flush mount  
(#82-14155) manual pull stations or surface mount 
(#82-14160) manual pull stations. When lifted to gain 
access to the protected unit, a piercing 105 dB battery 
powered warning horn sounds. Immediate attention 
is drawn to the area and a prankster will either run or 
be caught. Features: •UL Listed to U.S. and Canadian 
safety standards •ADA Compliant
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-14155 For flush mount STI-6600 $69.99 
  manual pull stations
 82-14160 For surface mount STI-6605 79.99 
  manual pull stations
 82-14165 For flush mount station STI-6610 72.99 
  (with lock)

#82-14155 #82-14160

Exit Stopper® Multi-Function Door Alarm
This multi-function door alarm has been proven to 
work as a highly effective deterrent against intruders, 
theft, and vandalism. This unit is completely self-
contained, easy-to-install, and perfect for your home 
or business. Features: •Highly-visible “Stop Sign” 
design acts as a deterrent •Sounds a piercing 105 
decibel warning horn when activated (95 decibel 
setting is available) •Can be set for an alarm or 
annunciator mode •In annunciator mode, a series 
of 10 beeps sounds when the alarm is triggered 
•Virtually indestructible polycarbonate housing •Easy 
installation allows for the unit to be mounted on 
the top, right, left or next to any door •Includes one 
deterrent warning label that is placed on the opposite 
side of the door of the alarm •Lifetime guarantee 
against breakage of polycarbonate in normal use 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13695 Standard doors $82.99
 82-13696 Double doors  97.63

Stopper® II Fire 
Alarm Protector
This unique and 
patented device has 
been helping stop false 
fire alarms around 
the world for almost 
30 years, without 
restricting legitimate 
alarms. Ideal for 
schools, hospitals, 
nursing homes, stores, 
hotels and public 
buildings of almost every kind. Features: •Cover is 
UV-stabilized •Lifetime guarantee against breakage 
of polycarbonate in normal use (one year on electro 
mechanical and electronic components) •95 or 105 dB 
self-contained alarm. Complete with battery •UL Listed 
to U.S. and Canadian safety standards (for standard 
and custom labeling) •FM Approved •Typical working 
properties of polycarbonate are -40° to 250°F (-40° to 
121°C) •Fits virtually all manual pull stations 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13700 Includes horn $86.19
 82-13705 Includes horn and spacer  96.59
 82-13706 Conduit spacer - clear 18.59

Clear Thermostat 
Protector with  
Key Lock

These tough, tamper-proof covers 
are perfect for preventing vandalism, 
damage, and thermostat abuse in 
public areas. Features: •Molded of 
heavy-duty polycarbonate material 
•Easy to install for either flush 
mount applications or surface mount 
installations with available spacers 
•Holes in the frame allow air to 
circulate freely for proper operation of thermostat 
•Interior wall on the frame prevents objects from 
entering the cover •Backed by a lifetime guarantee 
against breakage during normal use 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13725 5.5" (H) x 4.5" (W) $18.59
 82-13730 7.6" (H) x 9.5" (W) 27.59

Clear Widebody 
Keypad Protector
This versatile protective 
cover helps prevent theft and vandalism to larger 
keypads, access controls, volume and lighting controls 
and similar devices. Cover increases the life and 
reliability of units by protecting them from accidental 
or intentional damage. Features: •Fast and easy 
installation •Cover is molded from thick polycarbonate 
material •Can be used over volume or lighting controls 
•Cover is UV-stabilized •UL listed to U.S. and 
Canadian safety standards •Typical working properties 
of polycarbonate are -40°~250°F (-40°~121°C) 
•Lifetime guarantee against breakage of polycarbonate 
in normal use •Fits virtually all manual pull stations
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13745 $34.83

Smoke Detector Guard
Protects your smoke detectors from accidental or 
intentional abuse. Easy to install in areas where 
physical abuse is causing false fire alarms or high 
maintenance costs. Made for flush mounted 
smoke detectors and is constructed of heavy-duty 
polycarbonate. Features: •Smoke detectors LED 
remains clearly visible •Recommended for correction 
facilities •Tamper resistant hardware available •UL 
listed to US safety standards •Cover is UV stabilized 
•Lifetime guarantee against breakage 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color ONLY
 82-14225 STI-8100 Clear $25.99
 82-14227 STI-8100-BK Black 25.99
 82-14228 STI-8100-W White 25.99

82-14225

82-14227 82-14228

Universal Stopper®  
Low Profile without Horn
This indoor/outdoor low profile 
polycarbonate cover helps protect 

devices such as dual action pull stations, keypads for 
entry systems, intercom stations, emergency buttons, 
electrical light switches, duplex plugs, etc. The strong, 
durable construction takes the toughest knocks while 
it guards against accidental or intentional physical 
damage. Features: •Protects against vandalism and 
accidental damage •Cover is molded from thick, tough 
polycarbonate material •Sized to fit most pull stations 
•High strength continuous hinge •Low profile - ADA 
Compliant •UV-stabilized to keep cover clear •Typical 
working properties of polycarbonate are -40° to 
250°F (-40° to 121°C) •Three year guarantee against 
breakage of polycarbonate in normal use 
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-18040 Flush Mount STI-14000NC $34.99
 82-18041 Surface Mount STI-14200NC 49.99
 82-18042 With Backplate STI-14300NC 47.99 
  Flush Mount

#82-18040 #82-18041 #82-18042

NEW!
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Home Alarm
Heavy-Duty 
Exit Sign 

Damage Stopper®

The simple solution to 
combat vandalism and 
accidental damage. Made 
of 9 gauge steel wire, this protective cage is virtually 
indestructible and is backed by a lifetime guarantee 
against breakage for normal use. Features: •Easy-to-
install (all mounting hardware is included) •Coated 
with corrosion resistant polyester •May be painted 
prior to installation •Tamper resistant hardware 
•Dimensions: 10.5" x 13.75" x 2.75" 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13710 $36.99

Wire Guard 
Damage 
Stopper®

The STI-9730 is 
constructed of 9-gauge 
steel wire coated with 
corrosion resistant 
polyester. The size and 
sturdy steel construction 
make the Multi Use Damage Stopper an easy choice 
for protecting a wide variety of sensitive equipment. 
Features: •Guard protects a wide variety of devices 
against theft and vandalism •Constructed of 9-gauge 
coated steel wire •Fast and easy installation with all 
screws and anchors provided •May be spray painted 
once prior to installation to match décor •Measures 
approximately 12" x 12" x 12" (305 x 305 x 305mm) 
•Lifetime guarantee against breakage in normal use
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14090 $79.99

Break Glass Stopper®

Accepted by many fire marshals, these 
versions of the world famous STI Stopper® II are 
designed for areas where a "break glass" cover is 
specified. Each device consists of a red polycarbonate 
cover, mounting frame, a pane of single-strength clear 
glass (easily replaced when broken), a glass-breaking 
bar and anchors for installation. Features: •Fire alarm 
remains clearly visible and accessible •Glass replacement 
is simple (Fast and easy installation) •Gasket available 
to improve weather resistance •Lifetime guarantee 
against breakage of polycarbonate in normal use
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-14130 Small STI-6100 $47.79
 82-14131 Replacement Glass SUB-09 6.69 
  for 82-14130
 82-14135 Large with Spacer STI-4130 59.99
 82-14136 Replacement Glass  SUB-10 6.69 
  for 82-14135

#82-14130
#82-14135

Cabinet Alarm
Here is an inexpensive yet highly effective 
way to protect a wide range of valuable or 
dangerous property from theft. The device 

is compact, highly effective, and extremely versatile. It 
does not interfere with the protected property. Also, the 
simplicity of the design contributes to its high degree 
of reliability. How It Works: For cabinets housing 
guns, ammunition, medicine, petty cash, paperwork, 
fire extinguisher, etc. Cabinet Alarm is mounted next 
to the door or in the cabinet and its reed switch unit 
is mounted on the door jam. The matching magnet 
is mounted on the door near it and when the door is 
opened, the device sounds a 105 dB warning horn.
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-14140 Cabinet alarm STI-6254 $29.99
 82-14141 Break-away seal kit (5 seals) SUB-65 4.29

#82-14141#82-14140

Solar Powered Lighted House Number
Helps ensure that guests, police, fire, medical 
emergency teams and more are able to reach your 
residence or business quickly. The easy two-minute 
installation can be done on the front lawn or 
mounted on the building. Features: •Modern design 
compliments most homes or office buildings •Long-
lasting LED light •Selectable numbers with up to five 
digits •Weatherproof •Energy efficient solar panel 
converts ordinary daylight into enough power to 
illuminate your house number all night long •Large 
bright numbers are visible from far away 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13660 $20.99

Knock-Knock 
Door Chime
Hear when guests 
arrive while in the 

back part of an office, home, or 
basement. Great for buildings 
that do not have a working or 
too soft of a doorbell.Features: 
•Automatically chimes when someone is at the door 
•Smart sensor is only activated by the knocking 
vibration to eliminate false alerts •Easily mounts on 
the inside of the door •100' transmission range 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13665 $25.99

Wireless 
Doorbell  
System with 
Programmable 
Chime Receiver
This musical wireless doorbell chime is easy to install, 
with no electrical wiring and no expensive through-
the-wall drilling. Greet your visitors with the sound 
of music – while also alerting you of their presence. 
Ideal for your home and business! Features: •13 
musical sounds to choose from •Operates up to 250' 
•32 individual privacy codes to protect against outside 
interference •ETL listed, FCC certified •Special 
musical entrance chime •Includes two 3V long-lasting 
lithium batteries •Expands seamlessly to more rooms 
with additional chime-receivers (program each chime 
with a different song or sound)
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13630 Wireless chime – doorbell button $41.79
 82-13635 Wireless doorbell extender 44.99
 82-13640 Wireless chime receiver 25.99
 82-13645 Wireless doorbell button 20.99

Back

Security - Property Protection

Burglar Stopper®  
Wire-Free Home Protection System
The Wireless Home Alarm is a high-quality security 
system with user-friendly features that allow you to 
know your home or office is secure at all times. The 
system is controlled by a Smart Panel which gathers 
information from wireless sensors placed in various 
locations throughout your home. If  the Smart Panel 
detects a security breach, the system's indicator lights 
and audible alarms are triggered. Features: •Has eight 
pre-set security zones and four operation modes - 
Alarm/Alert/Home/Standby •Can be controlled from 
Smart Panel or Key fob remote control (included) •Up 
to 490' line-of-sight range •Full back-up power supply 
•Loud 120 dB+ siren •Quick and easy installation, 
eliminating the mess and expense of running wires
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-14175 STI-WS100SG2 System Kit $125.99
 82-14235 STI-WS105  Garage door sensor 34.99
 82-14236 STI-WS109  Outdoor alarm  86.19 
   with strobe
 82-14237 STI-WS110  Auto dialer keypad 69.99
 82-14176 STI-WS101TX  Key fob for  19.99 
   wireless alarm system
 82-14177 STI-WS102  Door/window sensor 28.99
 82-14178 STI-WS103  PIR motion sensor  34.99
 82-14238 STI-WS110TX  Remote fob for  19.99 
   #82-14237
 82-14179  STI-WS107  Inactivity sensor  42.99
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Z-Wave

Wireless Home Alarm System
The wireless home alarm system makes protecting 
your home, apartment or small business extremely 
easy and affordable. The pack contains all you need 
for a complete wireless alarm system. Features: Two 
PIR alarm motion sensors, two window/doorway 
sensors, loud anti-intrusion siren (110dB), touchpad 
alarm control unit, two keypad remote controls, eight 
window deterrent stickers. •Limited quantities
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14410 $96.99

Driveway Alert
The Swann Driveway 
Alert is ideal for 
detecting movement 
around your home, 
driveway, business and 
more. Simply mount the 
transmitter in the area 
you wish to monitor and place the wireless receiver 
unit within 200' (60m). When movement is detected 
the receiver unit will play a pleasant chime with an 
adjustable volume to suit your surroundings. Features: 
•DIY installation in less than 10 minutes •Wireless 
transmission of 200' •Can be mounted at your front 
door, gate or driveway •Fully wireless and includes 
mounting screws •Transmitter requires a 1 x "9V" 
battery and receiver requires 3 x "C" batteries  
or can run off  a "6V" adapter
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15865 $28.99

Drive-Alert System
The Drive-Alert is a multi-purpose, 
electronic alarm system designed to detect vehicles in 
driveways, lanes or anywhere knowledge of vehicle 
movement is desired. The DA-500 kit contains a 
control unit, sensor with 100' of cable and a remote 
whistle. Drive-Alert operates by sensing changes in the 
earth’s magnetic field. This magnetic field is disrupted 
when a metal object passes over and the probe sends 
a small voltage to the controller. Installation is very 
simple. The probe is buried 6" deep and parallel to 
the driveway. The direct bury wire is buried along the 
driveway and connected to the control unit. The Drive-
Alert control unit provides power to the system and 
provides output to the accessories such as a remote 
whistle, timer control or alarm panel. Mfr. #DA-500.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-4005 $189.00

Doorphone Intercom  
with Phone Handset
Swann's Intercom with 
Phone Handset is the 
ideal way to have peace 
of mind from being able 
to speak to your visitors before 
opening the door at your home 
or business. Features: •Easy two-
way conversations •Extremely 
easy installations •Feel secure as you screen your 
guests •Open the door at the push of a button with 
the addition of the Electric Door Strike accessory 
(SW274-LOC) sold separately by SWANN •Includes 
mounting bracket, screws, 32'/10m connecting cable, 
power supply and everything you need to get started
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15855 $32.49

Doorphone 
Video Intercom 
with Color  
LCD Monitor
Swann's Doorphone Video Intercom is a perfect 
way to have complete peace of mind from being able 
to see, hear and speak to visitors before opening the 
door at your home or business. Features: •Easy DIY 
installation •Screen your guests before they enter 
•Crystal clear LCD monitor •Close-up night vision 9' 
•Easy two-way conversations •Plugs into main power 
outlet •Stylish black finish •Includes mounting bracket, 
screws, 32'/10m connecting cable, power supply and  
everything you need to get started
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15860 $164.00

Black and White  
Video Intercom System
The Swann high 
resolution, black and 
white video intercom lets 
you see, hear and speak 
to visitors at your front 
door from the safety and 
comfort of your office, 
or home; even at night. Features: •Ringing doorbell 
activates live black and white image on base-station 
monitor •Remote camera/speaker incorporates night-
vision camera •Easy installation using existing  
doorbell wiring •Mfr. #SW244-BVD 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-11846 $102.00

Color Intercom System with 7" LCD Screen
This high resolution intercom is a perfect way to have 
complete peace of mind from being able to see, hear or 
speak to visitors before opening the door at your home 
or business. This intercom system includes a pinhole 
camera that can be easily mounted in your doorway. 
Be protected at all hours of the day as the color 
camera has infrared night vision, switching to black 
and white and allowing you to see short distances in 
low light. Features: •1⁄3" CMOS •380TVL •Night vision 
up to 13' •Includes a 50' extension cable •Viewing 
angle: 57° •Monitor size: 9.4" x 6.3" x 0.7" •Camera 
size: 5.1" x 2.0" x 1.9" •12V DC power Includes: 
•Intercom camera •7" color monitor •Power adapter 
•Mounting hardware •Indoor LCD bracket •Outdoor 
intercom bracket •Operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14400 $274.00

Z-Wave Plug In Modules
Linear’s family of Z-Wave 
certified wireless lighting 
controls (switches, dimmers, outlets and plug-in 
modules) brings a new level of intelligent wireless 
capability to commercial and residential environments. 
Features: •Provide Z-Wave control to a connected lamp 
or load •Plugs into any standard grounded AC wall 
outlet, then the device to be controlled is plugged  
into the module •Once connected, can be controlled 
remotely via the Z-Wave controller •Integrates with 
other Linear Z-Wave enabled products, and can also act 
as a wireless repeater to ensure that commands intended 
for another device in the network are received •Signal 
frequency: 908.42 MHz •Range: Up to 100' between 
wireless controller and closest Z-Wave device 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Max. Load ONLY
 82-16890 PD300Z-1 Dimmer module $44.99
 82-16895 PS15Z-1 Appliance module 44.99

NEW!

Z-Wave Isolated Contact 
Fixture Module
Linear’s family of Z-Wave 
certified wireless lighting 
controls (switches, dimmers, 
outlets and plug-in modules) 
brings a new level of intelligent 
wireless capability to commercial 
and residential environments. 
Features: •Can be mounted 
in a single- or multi-gang 
electrical box to operate loads 
or control relay-based devices 
•Can be isolated for dry contact 
applications or powered to switch live loads •Can 
operate loads of up to 277V •Integrates with other 
Linear Z-Wave enabled products, and can also act  
as a wireless repeater to ensure that commands 
intended for another device in the network are  
received •Maximum load: 20 amps G.P. maximum 
•Signal frequency: 908.42 MHz •Range: Up to 100' 
between wireless controller and closest Z-Wave  
device •Mfr. #FS20Z-1 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16885 $49.99

NEW!

Property Protection - Security
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Skylink Wireless

Z-Wave  
Wall Mount Switch
Linear’s family of Z-Wave certified 
wireless lighting controls (switches, 
dimmers, outlets and plug-in 
modules) brings a new level of 
intelligent wireless capability 
to commercial and residential 
environments. Features: •The Linear 
WS15Z-1 Wall Mount Switch allows 
remote ON/OFF control of loads 
connected to the switch, and is easily 
wired in place of a standard wall switch •Integrates 
with other Linear Z-Wave enabled products, and can 
also act as a wireless repeater to ensure that commands 
intended for another device in the network are received 
•Signal frequency: 908.42 MHz •Range: Up to 100' 
between wireless controller and closest Z-Wave device 
•Maximum load: 20 amps G.P. maximum, 277 VAC, 
10FLA, 60LRA, 250VAC 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-16915 WS15Z-1 Wall Switch $44.99
 82-16920 WT00Z-1 3-Way Wall Switch 44.99

NEW!

Z-Wave  
Wall Mounted Outlet
Linear’s family of Z-Wave certified 
wireless lighting controls (switches, 
dimmers, outlets and plug-in modules) 
brings a new level of intelligent 
wireless capability to commercial and 
residential environments. Features: 
•Single Wall Outlet is wired in place 
of a standard receptacle •Allows 
remote ON/OFF control of loads 
connected to the controlled outlet 
(the other outlet remains powered at 
all times) •Integrates with other Linear Z-Wave enabled 
products, and can also act as a wireless repeater to 
ensure that commands intended for another device in 
the network are received •Signal frequency: 908.42 MHz 
•Range: Up to 100' between wireless controller and 
closest Z-Wave device •Max Load: 600W Incandescent, 
15A Resistive •Mfr. #WO15Z-1 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-16910 $44.99

NEW!

Z-Wave Wall 
Mount Dimmer Switch
Linear’s family of Z-Wave certified 
wireless lighting controls (switches, 
dimmers, outlets and plug-in modules) 
brings a new level of intelligent 
wireless capability to commercial and 
residential environments. Features: 
•Allows remote ON/OFF control 
and dimming of connected lights 
•Easily wired in place of a standard 
wall dimmer •Requires a Neutral connection •Integrates 
with other Linear Z-Wave enabled products, and can 
also act as a wireless repeater to ensure that commands 
intended for another device in the network are received 
•Features replaceable trim ring to alter color of the 
switch •Unique to Linear, the Auto-Sense feature allows 
for local lamp activation independent of the Z-Wave 
controller status •Signal frequency: 908.42 MHz 
•Range: Up to 100' between wireless controller and 
closest Z-Wave device 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Max Load ONLY
 82-16900 WD500Z-1 4A $44.99
 82-16905 WD1000Z-1 8A 59.99

NEW!

AAA+ Home Smart Center
The Skylink wireless alarm system provides complete 
control of your home, business or desired premises. 
The system is expandable with up to 20 accessories, 
enabling the owner to customize in accordance to 
their personal needs. The simple DIY setup allows 
you to easily install the system yourself, without the 
expense of professional assistance. This system has 
many features, including a built-in voice dialer which 
provides two-way communication. Features: •Skylink 
rolling code technology •Five programmable and 
supervised zones •Works with up to 10 sensors, five 
control modules and five keychain remotes •Master, 
second and duress PIN available •Five programmable 
telephone numbers •Build-in auto dialer with digital 
dialer function and Ademco contact ID •Fault line 
monitoring •User can call in to check system status 
•System announcement by human voice in English, 
French, Spanish and German (vary by models) 
•Powered by AC adapter and rechargeable battery 
included •Wall mountable kit Includes: •ML-001 
control panel •4B-101 keychain remote •Two WD-101 
door/window sensors •PS-101 motion sensor •AC 
adapter and rechargeable battery and all DC batteries 
for sensors •Mounting materials and phone line 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-16970 Home smart center $159.99
 B 82-16975 Door/window sensor 24.99
 C 82-16976 Motion sensor 37.99
 D 82-16977 Keychain remote 29.99
 E 82-16978 Repeater 39.99
 F 82-16979 Control module 44.99
 G 82-16980 Four-button keychain remote 24.99
 H 82-16981 Three-button keychain remote 24.99
 J 82-16982 Remote keypad transmitter 43.99

A

B
C D E

F
G H J

NEW!

Wireless HomeControl System
Dream big, start small with the expandable Skylink 
Home Automation system designed for DIY 
customers. The possibilities are endless! Control 
lights, garage doors, swing doors, small electronics/
appliances, and electric or gas fireplaces in your home 
or business with simple Remote Controls. Kits: •SK2 
includes: 7-Button Remote, Plug-In Dimmer, and Mini 
Screw-In Dimmer •SK3 includes: 10-Button Remote, 
Plug-In Dimmer, Mini Screw-In Dimmer, and Wall 
Dimmer •SK4 includes: all parts of SK3 plus Smart 
Button •SK5 Includes: all parts of SK4 plus additional 
10-Button Remote
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 - 82-16925 SK2 kit (B + M + J) $64.99
 - 82-16930 SK3 kit (B + M + J + E) 94.99
 - 82-16935 SK4 kit (B + M + J + E + H) 114.99
 - 82-16940 SK5 kit (B + B + M + J + E) 109.00
 A 82-16945 7-button remote 19.99
 B 82-16946 10-button remote 21.99
 C 82-16947 Wall rocker switch transmitter 21.99
 D 82-16948 Motion sensor transmitter 24.99
 E 82-16949 Wall switch receiver on/Off 29.99
 F 82-16950 Wall switch receiver dimmer 29.99
 G 82-16951 Wall switch snap-In remote 14.99 
    use with 82-16949
 H 82-16952 Garage door controller switch 24.99
 J 82-16953 Plug-in on/off dimmer receiver 24.99 
   300W Max Load
 K 82-16954 Plug-in on/off dimmer receiver 29.99 
   internal repeater
 L 82-16955 Plug-in on/off receiver 29.99
 M 82-16956 Screw-in mini dimmer receiver 26.99
 N 82-16957 Control module receiver 600W 26.99
 P 82-16958 Control module receiver 300W 26.99 
   w/ dimmer

A B C

J K M
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NEW!
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Wireless RF Control

Perimeter Control

4-Channel RF Receiver
Control your home automation  
functions i.e. (garage door, alarm  
panel, house lights, etc.) from up to 500'  
away! Features: •Patented CODEBUMP™  
anti-code grabbing technology (requires 
CODEBUMP™ transmitter) •Optional external 
extended antenna to increase range to 1000' •Mode 
switch for easy transmitter learning •Easily codes – 
learns up to 15 remotes per channel •Stores codes safely 
in EEPROM for up to one year in case of power loss 
•All outputs are independently controlled 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13845 $49.99

Wireless RF 
Transmitters 
and Receivers
Allows user 
or installer to 
have remote 
access to 
a remote 
system to arm/
disarm, open 
a door or any 
other desired function. Available in 
one, two, or four channel. Optional 
extended range antennas connect to the receiver and 
boost reception to 1600' with #82-8510. Power is 
supplied by the receiver. Extended range antennas 
include 9' of cable and mounting tape. 
 MCM Part # System ONLY
 One-channel receivers
 82-2590 1 channel transmitter $14.99
 82-2595 Standard (11-24 V AC/DC) 28.99
 82-12615 Mini (Relay O/P) (11-24 V AC/DC) 43.15
 Two-channel receivers
 82-2605 Standard (11-24 V AC/DC) 32.99
 82-12616 Mini (Trans GND O/P) (3~13.8 VDC) 43.15
 One-button transmitters
 82-2590 Keychain (Fixed code) 14.99
 82-12630 Handheld (Fixed code) 24.99
 Two-button transmitters
 82-2600 Keychain (Fixed code) 15.99
 82-12635 Handheld (Fixed code) 26.99
 Four-button transmitters
 82-12640 Keychain (Fixed code) 27.03
 82-12641 Handheld (Fixed code) 37.99
 Antenna
 82-8510 Diphole antenna 12.99

#82-2605

#82-8510

#82-2600

Wireless 
Long Range Household 
Alarm/Alert System
The household alert systems are a simple and 
inexpensive way of bringing some peace of mind to 
your home. Skylink offers a variety of sensors to suit 
each and everyone’s personal needs. The household 
alert receiver offers an alert mode and visually shows 
you which zone has been triggered so you know which 
exact sensor has gone off. Features: •Monitors the 
sensors and their battery condition automatically •Can 
work with up to 16 sensors in four zones. (additional 
sensors sold separately) •Comes with alert and alarm 
features •Built-in a piercing 95 dB siren •Both audio 
and visual indicators •Operating range: Up to 800' 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-16960 Motion alarm/alert set $49.99
 B 82-16961 Garage door alarm/alert set 39.99
 C 82-16962 Windows/door alarm/alert set 39.99
 D 82-16963 Additional motion sensor 29.99
 E 82-16964 Additional garage door sensor 29.99
 F 82-16965 Additional window/door sensor 24.99

A
B

CNEW!

Garage One™ Garage 
Door Closer System

The Garage One™ automatic garage door closer 
will close your garage door after a preset amount of 
time. Features: •Closes the door for you automatically 
when you forget •Select the door closing time from 
the built-in timer, from 2~20 minutes •Audio warning 
when door is about to close •Use audio sensor to 
automatically open garage if  CO detector activates 
•Use keychain to remotely control your garage door 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-16985 Door closer set $39.99
 B 82-16986 Door monitor 19.99
 C 82-16987 Audio sensor 39.99
 D 82-16988 Four-button keychain 29.99

A B C
D

NEW!

Stand-Alone Proximity 
Card Reader
Provides an inexpensive, 
flexible solution for 
controlled access. The 
unit combines simple 
installation, quick 
programming, and high 
reliability. •Sealed and 
weatherproof •LEDs 
status bar indicates proximity reader’s mode and status 
•Output relay for either time or toggle mode •Egress 
input to exit the protected area without using the 
proximity reader •Buzzer is programmable for audible 
confirmation or silent mode •Up to 100 user cards can 
be programmed •10 Cards included 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-12705 Card reader $124.00
 82-12706 10-pack cards 1.89

#82-12705

Tag-in-a-Bag™ 
Proximity Card 
Reader
Tag–in–a–Bag™ is 
the ideal stand-alone 
proximity system for 
commercial, industrial and residential applications. 
The system, which is based on advanced RFID 
technology, contains a built-in, high-power relay. 
There’s no need for an external reader or a computer 
to complicate wiring or set-up. Up to 250 unique 
tags and their individual access codes can be added 
or deleted directly at the keypad. Features include: 
•Tag–only or tag plus PIN code operation •Fast and 
easy installation •Weatherproof for indoor or outdoor 
use •Can be integrated with an alarm system •Outputs 
for door ajar, tamper, auxiliary, panic and forced 
door entry •Request-to-exit input by a push-button 
or a PIR motion detector •EEPROM stores data, 
unaffected by power failure •External reader available 
for indoor or outdoor use (#82-7740) Specifications: 
Power: 12~16VDC or 9~12VAC, 200mA. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-7740 Indoor/outdoor card reader $77.99
 B 82-7770 Request–to–exit PIR 59.99
 – 82-7750 Prox tags, 10pk. 59.99

A

B

Universal Button
Eliminate having 
to stock dozens 
of push buttons 
and wasting 
precious time and money tracking down just the 
right button for a customer. This universal button is 
ready to assemble and easily installed on site within 
minutes! Features: •240 different combinations in the 
same package •Cast aluminum constructed faceplate 
•Oversized single-gang plate to cover previous 
installation marks •Standard or illuminated 24V 
white LED button •Package includes: Two sets of 
form “C” contacts, three different lens covers (red, 
green, and blue), five button inserts (EXIT, PUSH, 
PUSH TO EXIT, handicap symbol, blank), ten color 
coded message inserts in (green, blue, yellow, white), 
plate messages inscribed with EXIT, EMERGENCY, 
or blanks for custom labels •UL listed to US and 
Canadian safety standards 
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-13675  $46.99

Stopper® Station 
Push-to-Exit  
button with Clear 
Protective Shield
This multi-purpose 
push-button switch 
and clear Stopper 
Station Shield can be 
used for virtually any indoor application. The button 
incorporates a unique, patented design and the clear 
cover helps prevent accidental activation and hugs the 
button like a glove making it ideal for use when space  
is limited. Features: •Color: Green •Shell Phrase: 
EMERGENCY EXIT •Cover: Clear Stopper Station 
Shield •Button Activation method: Push button to 
activate, key-to-reset •Material: Molded of super 
tough polycarbonate •The highly advanced Stopper 
Station push button switch is ADA Compliant
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14095 $69.89

Access Control - Security
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Push-To-Exit Plates
Stainless steel pace plates with “EXIT” and “SALIDA” 
silk screened on plate. Both single-gang and half-gang 
“slimline” plates available. Square and “no-touch” 
buttons are illuminated.” All plates have NO/NC  
dry contact relay switches. 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 Single-gang P-T-E plates
 82-8580 Mushroom button (5A, 125VAC) $35.29
 82-12720 No-touch button (3A, 12VDC) 39.99
 82-12725 Square button (10A, 125VAC) 22.99
 82-12726 Square button with timer (3A, 125VAC) 39.99
 Half-gang slimline P-T-E plates
 82-8585 Mushroom button (5A, 125VAC) 10.29
 82-12730 Square button (5A, 125VAC) 30.99
 82-12731 Square button with timer (3A, 125VAC) 54.99

#82-8585#82-12720 #82-12725 #82-12730#82-8580

Outdoor No Touch  
Request-To-Exit 
Plates
The ENFORCER 
“No Touch” 
Request-To-Exit 
Plate uses IR 
technology to 
request egress from 
a protected area or activate a device such as a lock 
or auto-opener with the simple wave of a hand. This 
easy-to-install sensor fits in a slimline mount and is 
fully-adjustable to meet your application. Features: 
•Adjustable delay timer •Clean and simple no-touch 
operation reduces the risk of cross-contamination 
•Adjustable sensor range up to 7" (18cm) •Stainless-
steel plate, available in slimline or single-gang •1A 
relay, adjustable trigger duration 0.5~20 seconds 
•Selectable LED colors (turns from red to green 
or green to red) to show if  the sensor is activated 
•Operating voltage: 12~24VDC
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-14220 Single gang SD-9263-KSQ $54.99
 82-14221 With manual SD-9263-KSVQ 75.79 
  override switch

#82-14220 #82-14221

Security Key Switches and Station Plates
Key switches are rated for 2.8A at 24VDC and 15A 
at 48VAC. Brass contacts provide longer life. Station 
plates are brushes satin aluminum with 6~12VDC 
operating voltage. Designed for single gang box 
installations. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-130 Single red LED station plate $15.59
 B 82-135 Red/green LED station plate 19.99
 C 26-500 Momentary contact key switch 5.65
 C 26-502 Momentary contact key switch 5.34 
   with common key

A B

C

Door Access Control Accessories
Customize your door access control system with these 
accessories from Alarm Controls Corporation. 
 Fig. MCM Part # Description ONLY
 A 82-13320 600 lbs. magnetic door lock $128.96
 A 82-13321 1200 lbs. magnetic door lock 160.16
 B 82-13325 Indoor keypad 63.43
 C 82-13326 Outdoor keypad 129.00
 D 82-13340 Emergency push button 139.54

A

B C D

Emergency and 
Hold-Up Buttons
Various push-to-close 
buttons for both 
emergency and hold-
up applications. 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-2585 Emergency single-button $1.59
 82-12765 Emergency double-button 9.29

#82-12765 #82-2585

Access Control 
Systems
Ideal for use in 
any commercial 
environment, these 
access control 
systems consist of an 
electromagnetic lock, 
backlit digital keypad, 
push to exit button, and a 24V power supply. Keypad 
features: •Supports up to 100 individual user codes 
•Built-in tamper switch with alarm output •Built-in 
buzzer •LED status lights •Stainless steel single gang 
wall plate •Includes back box for surface mounting 
•Four to eight digit code lengths Exit button features: 
•LED illumination •SPDT momentary action switch 
•2" square pushbutton Magnetic lock features: •600 
lbs. minimum holding force (#82-13315), 1200 lbs. 
minimum holding force (#82-13316) •12VDC or 
24VDC switchable 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13315 Indoor kit $284.99
 82-13316 Outdoor kit 339.00

Indoor Keypad Outdoor Keypad

Electromagnetic 
Locks for Single/
Double Doors 
Prevent unauthorized 
visitors from gaining entry to your home or business. 
The lock mounts to your point of entry, keeping your 
door securely closed until you release the powerful 
magnet manually through your hardwired security 
system. Features: •Anodized aluminum housing 
•Selectable 12/24 VDC operation •No residual 
magnetism •Detachable •“L” brackets and “Z” brackets 
available for easy mounting •MOV surge protection 
•roHS compliant •Complete mounting hardware 
included •Indoor use only 
 MCM  Holding
 Part # Doors Force Weight ONLY
 82-13790 Single 300 lbs. 3.3125 lbs. $102.00
 82-13791 Double 600 lbs. 9 lbs. 214.00
 82-13792 Double 1200 lbs. 21.5 lbs. 234.00

Indoor Maglock Z Moutning Bracket
These mounting brackets make installation a fast, 
painless process! For use with #82-13790.
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-13796  $63.43

Weatherproof Electromagnetic Gate Locks
Prevent unauthorized visitors from gaining entry to 
your home or business. This electromagnetic lock  
(Mag-Lock) was designed for outdoor use to keep 
sliding and swinging electric gates securely closed. 
Features: •Lock is water and vandal resistant  
•Stainless steel finish •Maintenance-free, factory  
sealed design •Selectable 12 or 24VDC •No residual 
magnetism •MOV surge protection •“L” and “Z” 
brackets available for easy mounting •UL and ULC 
listed •CE listed •RoHS compliant •Limited quantities 
 MCM Part # Holding Force Cable Length ONLY
 82-13800 600 lbs. 61⁄2" $199.00
 82-13801 1,300 lbs. 61⁄2" 174.00

Security - Access Control
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Electromagnetic Lock
Water resistant and vandal resistant 
stainless steel finish. Ideal for all 
indoor and outdoor applications, 
even in severe weather. Maintenance 
free, factory sealed design. Power: 
12VDC, 250mA. Spacer are available 
to make installations easier. 
 MCM Part # Holding Force ONLY
 82-6565 1200 lbs. $124.00
 82-8575 Spacer plate for 82-6565 14.39

Universal Door Strike
The ENFORCER Universal 
Door Strike can be used 
with virtually any 
cylindrical-locking 
system and can be 
configured for use 
in wood, aluminum, or 
metal doors. Included are three 
different-sized faceplates that can be 
easily installed on the strike to match the specific type 
of door frame.Features: •UL 1034 Burglary •Field-
programmable in just seconds for fail-secure or fail-safe 
applications •ANSI-sized faceplates: 47⁄8" x 11⁄4" x 
11⁄4" •Symmetrical-sized-reversible for right-hand or 
left-hand doors •Jaw strength: 1,000 lbs. •Stainless steel 
lip (keeper) for strength and long life •Non-polarized 
connection-wires can be reversed •Current draw 280m 
at 12VDC, 140mA at 24VDC •Tested to 1 million cycles 
•CE approved and UL listed 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13815 $102.00

Heavy-Duty Electric 
Deadbolt
The Enforcer Fail-
Safe Electric Deadbolt 
(12VDC) can be used with 
your alarm system or through 
your intercom system to allow entry access control at 
the home or at the office. It can also be wired in with 
a digital keypad near the door to assure high security 
without the need for a key. Features: •Stainless steel 
bolt, 5⁄8" diameter, 5⁄8" throw •Fail-safe operation 
(unlocks if  power is lost) •Door open/close monitor 
•Adjustable door lock delay timer •Optional keypad for 
keyless entry •Power: 12VDC, 900mA on activation, 
300mA on standby •Additional specifications are 
available at MCMelectronics.com 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13820 $164.00

Sealed Housing Weatherproof Keypads
Protect your home or business by upgrading your access 
control system to this new digital keypad (#82-13835 
includes proximity reader). Stand alone Features: 
•Outputs: Output one (1,000 users), Output two (10 
users); total of 1,010 users •Two form C relay outputs 
•Output two can be programmed for use with a doorbell 
•Backlit keys for easy nighttime use •Two multi-colored 
status LEDs •EEPROM protects against power loss 
•Rugged aluminum construction (IP65 rated) Proximity 
reader (#82-13835 only): •Built-in 125 kHz proximity 
reader •Three programmable access codes for output 
one •Output two may have either a card or a code 
programmed for each individual user 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13830 Stand alone keypad $174.00
 82-13835 Keypad with built-in proximity reader 164.00

#82-13830 #82-13835

Indoor/Outdoor  
Mullion-Style Keypad
This extremely versatile, programmable 
keypad is the ultimate solution for your 
home or business. It’s IP65 weatherproof 
rating and rugged aluminum 
construction makes this keypad perfect 
for bad elements. Features: •Up to 
1,010 user codes •Two form C relay 
outputs •Each relay has programmable 
output time from 1~99 seconds or 
toggle •Backlit keys for easy nighttime 
use •Two multi-colored status LEDs 
•All features are programmed directly 
from the keypad—no need for an external programmer 
•EEPROM protects programmed information  
in case of power loss •Power: 12~15VDC operation 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # ONLY
 82-13840 SK-2323-SDQ $117.00

Digital Keypad
Digital keypad with 
built-in 5A relay 
for door strikes 
and other security 
and access control 
systems. Includes 
over 100 million 
codes, four levels of 
user coding, duress 
output, egress input, 
three LEDs, built-in buzzer and EEPROM memory. 
 MCM    Active
 Part # Keypad Outputs Codes Keypad ONLY
 82-2565 Standard 1 100 No $39.99
 82-12710 Back-lit 3 120 Yes 54.99

Electric Door Strikes
Converts cylindrical 
lock sets to electronic 
access controlled 
locking systems.  
5" x 11⁄4" x 11⁄4". 
Symmetrical-sized, reversible for right or left hand 
doors. Shallow design allows for use in most metal 
doors. Solenoid activated not a buzzer coil. Jaw 
strength is 2000 lbs. 12VDC. 
 MCM Part # Door Type Application Power ONLY
 82-6550 Metal Fail safe/secure 250mA $67.99
 82-6555 Wood Fail secure 800mA 30.99
 82-6560 Wood Fail safe 165mA 26.99

Surface-Type 
Door Closer

Use for metal or wood doors 
up to 42” wide. •Reversible 
design •Two independent valve 
adjustments for easy setting of 
sweep and latch speed •Narrow 

projection of 13⁄8" •Anodized aluminum 
body •Silver finish •Forged steel arms •Includes 
hardware 
 MCM Part #  ONLY
 82-12700  $48.35

Motion Sensors

PIR Detector with Pet Immunity
Features “Quad Zone Logic” for 
accurate detection of humans. 
Designed to give extremely high 
false alarm protection with tolerance 
to spot temperature changes from 
curtains or small to medium size 
animals. Detects IR energy changes 
in both areas and then couples them 
for extremely accurate detections. 
Range: 40' x 40'. UL listed. Features: 
RFI protection and temperature compensation  
logic. Specifications: Voltage: 9.5~16VDC, 17mA.  
Mfr. #RX-40PI. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7640 $16.99

5 YEAR WARRANTY

PIR Detector
The FX-40 exceeds the requirements 
of virtually any application. With 72 
zones of perfectly engineered detection, 
the FX-40 combines multi-focus optics, 
spherical lens design, and look down 
zones to create a 40' x 40' wide angle 
detection pattern. UL listed Features 
include: Temperature compensation 
circuitry, sealed optics, “ECO” technology 
for unsurpassed stability, and an adjustable 
pulse count. Specifications: Voltage: 
9.5~16VDC, 17mA. Mfr. #FX-40. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7645 $28.99

5 YEAR WARRANTY

PIR Detector
EX-35Ts unique “Flip-Lens” design 
offers either a 35' x 35' wide angle 
detection pattern or a 55' x 5' long 
range pattern. With high quality 
spherical lens design and 64 zones of 
coverage (wide angle), EX-35T has the 
highest performance of any detector in 
its class. EX-35T also features a built-in 
pet alley adjustment, selectable pulse 
count, and optional mounting brackets. EX-35T has 
twice the features of other PIRs, at half the cost. UL 
listed. Specifications: Voltage: 9.5~14VDC, 18mA.  
Mfr. #EX-35T. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7690 $20.99

5 YEAR WARRANTY
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Entry/Theft Alert

360° Ceiling Mount PIR Detector
The FX-360 ceiling mount PIR 
installs more easily, provides 
unparalleled 360° detection 
performance, and is less 
conspicuous than traditional 
wall mount detectors. This slim 
detector is less than 1.5" tall x 4.75" 
diameter and provides 25'~40' pattern on 8'~12'  
ceilings. FX-360 also features 62 detection zones, 
selectable pulse count and a durable hard plastic lens. 
UL listed. Specifications: Voltage: 9.5~18.5VDC,  
18mA. Mfr. #FX-360.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7650 $67.59

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Photobeam  
Curtain Sensors
Long-range photobeam 
detectors are easy to 
install with laser beam 
alignment. Designed 
to provide reliable 
perimeter security 
both indoors and 
outdoors. Twin infrared 
beams provide reliable 
perimeter security, 
minimizing false alarms 
from falling leaves, birds, etc. •Lensed optics reinforce 
beam strength and provide excellent immunity to false 
alarms due to rain, snow, mist, etc. •Weatherproof, 
sunlight-filtering case for indoor and outdoor use 
•Anti-frost system so that beam functions even in 
extreme conditions •Automatic input power filtering 
with special noise rejection circuitry •N.C./N.O. alarm 
output •N.C. tamper circuit included •Non-polarized 
power inputs •Quick, easy installation with built-
in laser beam alignment system •Interruption time 
adjustable for nearly all situations 
  Range
 MCM Part # Indoor/Outdoor ONLY
 82-12755 90'/190' $79.99
 82-12756 190'/390' 109.00
 82-12757 290'/590' 124.00

Indoor/Outdoor Infrared 
Photobeam Sensors
Photobeam sensors emit an 
infrared beam that detect 
intrusion when the beam 
is broken. Contact rated at 
30VDC/AC. Maximum current 
500mA. Dimensions: 21⁄2" x 
21⁄2" x 51⁄2". 30 meter maximum distance. 50~100mS 
response time. 40mA current required.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-980 $75.39

Flush Mount Single-Gang Photo Sensors
Ideal for applications such as entrances, hallways, 
office rooms, retail shops or homes. Attractive flush-
mount design fits unobtrusively into the decor of most 
offices, retail shops or homes. •Reflective beam •16' 
range •Fits single-gang box •Adjustable alignment 
angle from ±15° horizontally/vertically •Response 
time: 10msec •Alarm output: Contact 1A @ 120V AC/
DC •Voltage -12~18VDC •Current: 50mA max 
 MCM Part # Description Range ONLY
 82-12750 Reflective beam sensor 16' $75.79
 82-12751 Twin-beam sensors 33' 96.59

Entry Alert  
Photobeam Sensor
Great for entry detection 
for store front, safety 
sensor for garage 
doors, overhead doors 
security sensor, or other 
applications like offices, 
schools, warehouse, vehicle 
detection, etc. •Selectable 
“ding-dong” or siren sound when the beam is 
interrupted •Adjustable speaker volume •3~30 second 
sounding time in siren mode •9VDC adapter included 
•All components plug into each other; no hard wiring 
required Includes •NIR retro-reflective sensor, reflector, 
speaker and 9VDC 200mA output adapter 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12760 $72.99

Retro-Reflective 
Photoelectric  
Beam Sensor
The ideal sensor for garage 
doors, outdoor gates, or 
overhead doors. The weatherproof sensor can be used 
indoor or outdoor and has a sensing range of 0.5' to 
35'. Features: •Adjustable sensing distance •Pre-wired 
6ft cord •Dark ON operation (light ON operation 
also available) •IP66 waterproof rating •Compact size 
•LEDs: yellow for standby mode and red for active 
mode •Bracket and mounting hardware included 
•Power: 12~240VDC or 24~240VAC 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13785 $59.99

Wireless Motion-Activated Chime Receiver with Sensor
This popular system greets your visitor with the sound of music 
while alerting you of their presence. Can be used as a doorbell 
or pager for family members who require special attention. Ideal 

for you home or business! Features: •Chime sounds (13 choices available) 
when motion is detected •Weather-sealed transmitter operates up to 100' 
•Detection zone of 140º x 40' •Activation switch allows users to select a song/
sound or switch to alarm mode •Wireless signal can pass through doors, walls, and floors  
•ETL listed and FCC certified •Includes adjustable brackets for mounting 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-13650 Chime receiver and motion sensor $45.99
 82-13651 Motion sensor only 21.29

Wireless Window Alarm
With the window alarm protecting  
your home, apartment or small  
business, security has never been  
so easy and affordable. Simply  
mount the window alarm on your  
window and when armed the sensor  
will detect any attempts of forced  
entry. The alarm is battery powered,  
100% wireless and has three settings.  
Features: •Powerful 110dB siren •Easy  
to install-self-adhesive pad supplied, no  
tools required •On/off switch and high/low sensitivity 
selection •Single push button for low battery testing 
Includes: •Window alarm, •Double-sided mounting tape 
•4 x LR44 alkaline batteries •Operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14420 $11.39

Magnetic Window/Door Alarm
With the window and door magnetic 
alarm protecting your home, 
apartment or small business has never 
been so easy and affordable. Simply 
mount the alarm on your window or 
door with the included double-sided 
adhesive for a hassle free peel-and-stick installation. 
The alarm is battery powered, 100% wireless and has 
an easy to use on/off  switch. Features: •Powerful 110dB 
siren • Easy to install self-adhesive pad supplied, no 
tools required •Requires 4 x LR44 batteries Includes: 
•Window/door alarm •Double-sided mounting tape •4 x 
LR44 alkaline batteries •Operating instructions 
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-14425 Single Pack $11.39
 82-14426 Twin Pack 16.59

Mini PIR Sensor with Alarm
Can be used indoors, at home and 
on trips; it can also be installed 
horizontally or vertically or used as 
a freestanding device. Features: •26' 
detection range •60° viewing angle 
•Powers off  of a 9V battery (not 
included) •Operation modes: Alarm/
off/ding dong •Alarm volume: 80dB 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15120 $19.99

Mini PIR Motion Detector – Build In
Comes standard with automatic day/night 
identification and adjustable light sensitivity.  
Features: •26' detection range •100° viewing angle 
•Power supply: 120V/50~60Hz •Time-delay switch:  
5 sec, 30 sec, 1 min, 3 min, 5 min, 8 min
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15125 $17.99
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Portable Doorbell/Alarm 
with PIR Detector
•Passive IR sensor provides the 
most reliable form of detection 
24hrs a day •Functions as a 
doorbell or siren •Position 
can be adjusted through 120° 
following installation •Can be 
mounted on a wall or placed 
on a desk •Sensors are easy to 
install
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15110 $17.99

2000' Wireless Annunciator System
The Optex RCTD-20U wireless Annunciator system 
is a wireless detection and alarm system that can 
transmit signals up to 2,000'. This system is the most 
effective perimeter alert system available and is ideal 
for your home and is commonly used for protecting 
businesses. It acts as a driveway alarm to inform 
you of approaching vehicles, a wireless doorbell, a 
warehouse delivery notification system, and several 
other applications that makes it a complete security 
solution Features: •Three different tone alerts to 
inform you of a security breach •Five different 
sensitivity levels •Incorporates up to 12 transmitters 
•Multiple detection patterns to ensure perfect aiming 
•Trigger system utilizes a weatherproof motion 
detection sensor the size of a softball (easily mounted 
on most outside surfaces) •No wiring of any kind 
is required •Operates off  a 9V battery that lasts two 
years (on average) •Receiver is powered by AC adapter 
(included in kit) 
 MCM Part # Description Mfr. # ONLY
 82-7663 Kit includes RC-20U RCTD-20U $159.00 
  & TD-20U
 82-7666 Indoor/outdoor TD-20U 79.99 
  sensor transmitter
 82-7676 Chime box receiver with relay RC-20U 94.63

Border  
Patrol – Beam
An infrared 
property-protection 
guard which is perfect for entrances. 
Simply place in doorways or entrances and when beam 
is broken, alarm is activated. Features: •Extremely 
portable •East to set up •Low battery indication 
•High pitch sound •Wide angle operation •Requires 
1x 9V PP3 Battery (not supplied) •Size: (LxWxH) 
87x68x28mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15200 $16.99

Wireless Ceiling Alarm
The ceiling alarm is a 
discrete alarm system 
designed to maximize 
security effectiveness in 
your home or business. 
Disguised to look like  
a traditional smoke 
detector, nobody will 
suspect that it is in fact a 
hidden alarm system. This alarm  
is ideal for protecting homes, sheds, 
caravans, garages, extensions and more. 
Features: •110dB powerful siren •Keychain 
remote control •Delay feature allows 
you to enter and leave home without 
setting off  alarm •Monitors 360° area up to 9' radius 
Includes: •Ceiling alarm •Mounting bracket •Mounting 
hardware •Remote control •Operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14415 $32.19

PIR Motion Alarm
The PIR motion alarm  
is a discrete unit designed  
to maximize security  
effectiveness in your home  
or business. The alarm is armed  
with the secure passcode keypad  
and installation is easy with the  
included multi-directional mounting  
bracket. You can now protect a  
larger area up to 23' with 120°  
wide-angle detection designed to  
maximize protection Features: •Powerful  
110dB siren •Two different settings •100% wireless 
•Passcode protected •Easy installation (DIY in 10 
minutes). Includes: •PIR motion alarm •Mounting 
bracket •Mounting alarm •Operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14430 $26.99

Magnetic Keypad 
Door Alarm
With The Magnetic 
Keypad Door Alarm 
protecting your home, 
apartment or small 
business has never been 
so easy and affordable. 
A powerful 110dB+ 
siren sounds when 
movement is detected 
by the magnetic sensor. 
The alarm is battery 
powered, 100% wireless 
and is armed (and 
disarmed) with a secure passcode keypad. Features: 
•Powerful 110dB siren •Two different settings •100% 
wireless •Passcode protected for authorized entry 
•Easy installation (DIY in 10 minutes) Includes: 
Magnetic keypad door alarm, mounting bracket, 
mounting alarm, operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14435 $21.79

Anti-Flood Alarm
With The Anti-Flood Alarm, 
preventing potential water 
overflows has never been 
so easy and affordable. The 
alarm is battery powered, 
100% wireless and features a 
powerful 110db+ alarm the 
moment it comes into contact with water or liquids. 
Features: •Water-resistant design • Omni-directional 
sensor for fast and accurate water detection •Battery 
testing button with low battery indication • Suitable for 
use in all temperature ranges •Easy installation (DIY in 
5 minutes) Includes: Anti-Flood Alarm, double-sided 
mounting tape, and operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14440 $14.49

Lanyard  
Alarm
A simple, efficient and low-
cost way to protect valuables, 
personal items or expensive 
demo products. Features: 
•Alarm sounds when the 
cable is cut or the sensor is 
removed •Operating voltage: 
2~3.5VDC •Battery: 1 x 
3V-battery (included) •Cable 
length: 21.5" 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15115 $19.99

Laptop LockAlarm
Protect your valuable laptop 
and more with the Laptop 
LockAlarm. The palm sized 
retractable alarm lock is ideal 
for securing your laptop with the 
convenience of a combination 
lock and added security of built-
in ear piercing alarm system. 
Features: •Powerful 100dB alarm 
•LED movement sensor •LED 
low battery indicator •Keyless three digit combination 
lock •Cable length: 24" •Cable diameter: 1mm •Weight: 
2.8oz. Includes: Laptop LockAlarm, Kensington lock, 
and operating instructions 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14445 $26.99

Mini Alarm with Keypad
Features: •Powerful 130dB alarm 
sound •Programmable 4 digit codes 
•Wall mount or free standing •Exit 
delay 30 seconds •Entry delay 10 
seconds •Auto reset •Battery low 
indicator •Detecting range: 6m, 60° 
horizontal and 20° vertical •External 
siren socket •Requires 2 x “AA” 
batteries (not supplied) •Dimensions: 
(WxHxD) 70x135x44mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14775 $11.59
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Magnetic Sensor Door 
Alarm with Keypad
Features: •Powerful 130dB 
alarm sound •Programmable 
four digit code •Mount on 
door or window frame •Exit 
delay 30 seconds •Entry delay 10 
seconds •Auto reset •Battery low 
indicator •Detection Range: 6m, 
60° horizontal and 20° vertical 
•Requires four AAA batteries (not 
supplied) •Dimensions (WxHxD) 55x93x25mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14780 $9.29

PIR Keypad Alarm
Features: •Powerful 130dB alarm  
sound •Programmable 4 digit code  
•Wall mount or free standing •Exit  
delay 30 seconds •Entry delay 10 
seconds •Auto reset •Battery low 
indicator •Detection Range: 6m, 60° 
horizontal and 20° vertical •Requires 
four AA batteries (not supplied) 
•Dimensions (WxHxD) 65x158x38mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14785 $11.39

Glass Vibration Alarm
Features: •Effective, low 
cost vibration alarm to 
secure windows and patio 
doors •Can also be used 
as a personal property 
alarm on computers, TVs 
etc. •Requires two AAA 
batteries (not supplied) 
•Supplied with adhesive tape 
for mounting •Dimensions 
(WxHxD): 55x71x20mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14810 $4.39

PIR Motion  
Light Alarm
The Swann PIR 
Motion Light Alarm 
is a discrete alarm 
system designed to 
maximize security 
effectiveness in your 
home or business. 
Installation on any 
indoor wall is easy 
with the included mounting bracket. This alarm is 
ideal for use in rooms, entry points, lobbies, offices, 
reception areas, garages, barns, sheds and more. 
Features: •Bright LED light or siren is activated when 
there is movement detected by the PIR sensor •110dB 
Loud Alarm •DIY in under 10 minutes •3 modes to 
choose from: 'Alarm' (Alarm and Light), 'Light' (for 
Light only) or 'Off' •Includes bracket for easy wall 
mounting and remote control with 100' range  
to activate and deactivate the alarm and light
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15830 $19.99

Wireless  
Door Chime
Are you sick of hearing 
that boring old 'ding-
dong' when somebody 
is at the door? With the 
Swann Wireless Door 
Chime you can choose from 16 in built chimes 
allowing you to change tones whenever you like. 
Features: •Wireless transmission up to 150'  
•Easy DIY installation •16 selectable chimes 
•Adjustable volume levels •Write your name on the 
doorbell plate! Includes: Speaker unit, doorbell unit, 
battery for doorbell unit, mounting screws, double-
sided tape, and instructions
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 82-15835 Compact Backlit Design $22.49
 82-15840 Stylish Black Finish 22.49

MP3 DJ Doorbell
With the Swann MP3 DJ Doorbell the days of the 
boring "ding-dong" doorbell are gone. Listen to your 
favorite music in MP3 or polyphonic formats as your 
visitors arrive. It's a customizable wireless music 
doorbell that will have guests dancing at your door! 
Features: •Transmits wirelessly up to 330' •Real MP3 
and Polyphonic tones •USB compatible •Built-in 
90MB memory •Software for editing music Includes: 
Speaker unit, doorbell unit, doorbell unit, USB cable, 
music editing software, battery for doorbell unit, 
mounting screws, double-sided tape, and instructions
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15845 $55.99

Doorstop Alarm
With the Swann Doorstop 
Alarm protecting your 
home, apartment or small 
business has never been so easy and affordable. Simply 
place the Doorstop Alarm at the base of  
your door and when pressure is applied the alarm  
is triggered and will sound at any attempts of forced 
entry. Installation is a breeze! Just turn on and place  
at the base of the door you wish to monitor and you're 
done! Features: •Powerful 110db+ siren •Heavy duty 
construction to withstand break-in force •Compact 
design for discreet positioning at entrance points 
•Power: 9V battery (not included) •Easy installation
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15850 $9.09

Wireless Mini Alarm with Remote
Features: •Motion detector 
alarm with remote control, 
offering complete security at 
the press of a button •Infrared 
beam detects movement up to 
20' •Ultra loud 130dB alarm with 
auto reset •30 second exit delay 
and four second entry delay •16 
security code combination •Can 
be free standing or wall mounted 
•Requires four AA batteries (not supplied)  
•Alarm dimensions (WxHxD): 65x158x38mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14790 $17.69

PIR Remote Alarm
Features: •130dB 
ultra-loud alarm 
•PIR sensor detects 
motion up to 7m 
•Can be mounted 
on walls or on any 
flat surface •Includes 
swivel mounting bracket 
•Remote control activates and deactivates  
the alarm at a range of up to 30m  
•Requires two AA batteries (not supplied)
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14820 $19.39

Personal Alarm
Features: •Mini personal alarm on 
a handy cord •Ideal for children, 
joggers, cyclists etc •Powerful 130 
dB alarm •Alarm sounds when 
wrist cord is separated •Requires 
LR44 batteries (supplied)
 MCM Part # Size (W x H x D) ONLY
 82-14800 38 x 67 x 15mm $3.79
 82-14805 35 x 50 x 10mm 3.59

Portable Motion  
Sensor Alarm
Features: •Convenient and 
effective security device 
•Motion sensor detects the 
slightest movement •Ultra 
loud 130dB alarm •Alarm 
delay feature for disarming 
•Auto re-arm after 30 
seconds •Can be attached to 
vulnerable entry points or used free standing •Requires 
two AAA batteries (not supplied) •Dimensions 
(DiaxD) 80X25mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14815 $6.59
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Wired Alarm

Security Proximeter 
The smallest security 
proximeter alert in 
a slim, sleek, and 
highly portable design. 
Attach the signal transmitter to 
your valuables, carry the receiver 
with you on your person. If  the two 
RF (radio frequency) items are separate by more  
than a predetermined distance, the Receiver will sound 
its alarm. Features: •Selectable Hi/Low activation 
distances •Supplied with 1x Transmitter, 1x  
Receiver, 1x double side foam, 2x CR2032  
Batteries •Size: Receiver (LxWxH) 67x40.58.5mm 
•Size: Transmitter (LxWxH) 48x335.5mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15295 $12.99

Alert Mate
Safety at the flick of a switch! 
With a 130dB siren everyone  
will know that you are in 
danger. Packaged in a strong 
ABS plastic housing makes it 
very durable. You can activate 
the siren by the “ON/OFF” 
switch, or by pulling the pin 
from the top. Requires one 9V 
battery not included (#292-035). 
 MCM Part # (1-3)  (4-up)
 82-610 $12.99  $11.69

Heavy-Duty LockAlarm
Secure your motorbike,  
construction equipment,  
machinery and more, with the  
heavy-duty LockAlarm. This  
innovative alarm lock system is  
ideal for securing large valuables with  
the convenience of a cable lock and  
added security of a built-in ear  
piercing alarm system. Features:  
•Powerful 110dB alarm •Powered by two AAA 
batteries (not included) •Cable length: 27" •Cable 
diameter: 3mm •Weight: 22.3 oz. Includes: heavy-duty 
LockAlarm and two keys 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14460 $42.99

Door/Window Alarm
Features: •Alarm sounds 
when magnetic contact is 
separated •Powerful 105dB 
alarm •Easy installation in 
seconds •Requires 3x 1.5V 
LR44 batteries (supplied) 
•Dimensions: 41x62x21mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14770 $3.79

Alarm Control Panel with Entry/Exit Delay
•Adjustable entry/exit delay •Fail safe arming •Bell cut-off  auto restore •24 
hour latching panic circuit •Four wire remotes •Built-in battery charger 
•Built-in pulse stretcher •Delay loop back-up circuit •Regulated voltage 
output •Dry contacts rated 5A •Remote instant/delay switch •Full static and 
lightning protection Specifications: •Power input: 12VAC, class 2, plug-in 
transformer (not supplied) •Standby: Rechargeable type, 12V sealed lead 
acid, gel type up to 4Ah capacity (battery not supplied #29-1335) •Output: 
Bell, 12VDC, 1.6A •Dry contacts: SPST, N/O, contacts rated 5A, at 28VDC 
or 115VAC •Pre-alarm: 12VDC for SC628 Sonalert or equivalent •Regulated voltage: 13.8VDC, 300mA filtered 
•Secure LED: Green; armed LED: Red •Remote instant/delay switch SPST (delay active when open) •Weight: 6 
lbs. •Dimensions: 9" (W) x 11" (H) x 3" (D) •Mfr. #6131 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-095 $134.00

Seco-Larm Weatherproof 
Digital Keypad
The ENFORCER SK-1123-SQ is 
weatherproof, rugged, and vandal-
resistant, suitable for outdoor 
applications. The keypad can be 
programmed to operate a fail-safe 
or fail-secure locking device. 
Features: •Illuminated keys for 
easy nighttime use •Tamper switch and security screws 
for vandal resistance •Heavy-duty design for outdoor 
applications •Signals a silent alarm if  an unauthorized 
user is forced to open the door under duress •No 
external programmer needed •Codes can be four to 
eight digits long •Egress input for exiting the protected 
premises •Lifetime limited warranty •Dual voltage: 
12~24 VDC/VAC operation 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13825 $89.99

Voice Dialer
Automatically dials up to four telephone numbers and 
delivers up to two different messages when triggered 
by an alarm system. Easily connects to an alarm panel 
and automatically dials when activated two NO/NC 
trigger inputs. Two independent voice messages and 
up to four telephone numbers, cellular numbers or 
pager numbers. Delivers a message up to 16 seconds 
to each number stored. Can be used world wide due to 
universal dial tone. Can be used with standard or PBX 
telephone systems. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-967 $93.99

PIR Detector with Pet Immunity
Features “Quad Zone Logic” for 
accurate detection of humans. 
Designed to give extremely high 
false alarm protection with tolerance 
to spot temperature changes from 
curtains or small to medium size 
animals. Detects IR energy changes 
in both areas and then couples them 
for extremely accurate detections. 
Range: 40' x 40'. UL listed. Features: RFI protection 
and temperature compensation logic. Specifications: 
Voltage: 9.5~16VDC, 17mA. Mfr. #RX-40PI. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7640 $16.99

5 YEAR WARRANTY

PIR Detector
The FX-40 exceeds the requirements 
of virtually any application. With 72 
zones of perfectly engineered detection, 
the FX-40 combines multi-focus optics, 
spherical lens design, and look down 
zones to create a 40' x 40' wide angle 
detection pattern. UL listed Features 
include: Temperature compensation circuitry, sealed 
optics, “ECO” technology for unsurpassed stability, 
and an adjustable pulse count. Specifications: Voltage: 
9.5~16VDC, 17mA. Mfr. #FX-40. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7645 $28.99

5 YEAR WARRANTY

PIR Detector
EX-35Ts unique “Flip-Lens” design 
offers either a 35' x 35' wide angle 
detection pattern or a 55' x 5' long 
range pattern. With high quality 
spherical lens design and 64 zones of 
coverage (wide angle), EX-35T has the 
highest performance of any detector in 
its class. EX-35T also features a built-in 
pet alley adjustment, selectable pulse 
count, and optional mounting brackets. EX-35T has 
twice the features of other PIRs, at half  the cost. UL 
listed. Specifications: Voltage: 9.5~14VDC, 18mA. Mfr. 
#EX-35T. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7690 $20.99

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Access Control - Security
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360° Ceiling Mount PIR Detector
The FX-360 ceiling mount PIR 
installs more easily, provides 
unparalleled 360° detection 
performance, and is less 
conspicuous than traditional 
wall mount detectors. This 
slim detector is less than 1.5" tall x 4.75" diameter and 
provides 25'~40' pattern on 8'~12' ceilings. FX-360 also 
features 62 detection zones, selectable pulse count and 
a durable hard plastic lens. UL listed. Specifications: 
Voltage: 9.5~18.5VDC, 18mA. Mfr. #FX-360.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7650 $67.59

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Overhead Garage Door Contacts
•Rugged waterproof aluminum housing with 2' stainless 
steel protective cable SPST switches rated at 130VAC/
DC •Normally open contact for normally closed circuits 
•Universal mount: 2" pick-up, 3" release 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-030 $12.99

Tamper Switches
White plunger type tamper 
switches with screw terminals for 
panel, siren and bell boxes. 
 MCM Part # Contact  ONLY
 82-2575 N/O  $2.19
 82-2580 N/C  1.89

Standard 
Roller Ball 
Plunger 

Contact
Roller ball contact can be activated from 360° using 
a sliding motion such as that produced by opening a 
door. Mfr. #RB-01
 MCM Part # (1-4)  (5-9)  (10-up)
 82-3383 $6.20 $5.45 $4.73

Ball Plunger Switch
•Rolling ball depresses from 
any angle, perfect for window 
mounting or door jamb 
•Closed circuit operation •12" 
leads •3⁄4" recess button with screw 
mount flange •1A contacts •White 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-295 $4.19

200 Series Aluminum Industrial 
Overhead Door Switch
The 200 series switch is an industrial 
grade floor mount switch primarily 

used where heavy traffic makes it impossible to use a 
plastic encapsulated switch. Mfr. #250-36. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3319 $28.49

28 Series Surface 
Mount Switch
The 28 series switch is 
designed with hidden terminals. The terminals are 
recessed on the back allowing for tamper resistant 
installations without the need for covers. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3320 28A Standard $4.01
 82-3321 28AWG Wide gap 5.59
 82-3322 28AXWG Extra wide gap 5.29

29 Series Surface  
Mount Switch
The 29 series switch is the most 
versatile switch used today in commercial  
and residential applications. The 29P series  
comes with 24" jacketed lead. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3323 29A Standard $4.09
 82-3324 29AWG Wide gap 5.59

4532 Series Miniature 
Overhead Door Switch
The 4532 low profile switch 
is made from cast aluminum for durability in harsh 
environments. The switch has 2' of armored cable and 
a versatile universal magnet which can be mounted at 
various angles for difficult installations. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3338 4532  Standard  $16.99
 82-3339 4532L  Standard w/“L” bracket 19.99

Armored 
Door 
Cords
Designed 
to conduct power to electric locks or access systems 
mounted in doors. Features: 18" length, Mounting 
screws included, surface mount. 
 Fig. MCM Part # ONLY
 A 82-6535 $16.99
 B 82-6540 11.49

A

B

Magnetic Contacts
Screw terminal for quick 
installation. Wide Gap: 
•For loose-fitting doors 
and windows, steel doors 
and other applications 
where wide gaps are 
found •Includes spacers 
•Go to MCMelectronics.com for additional details 
 MCM Part #
 Description Color Gap ONLY
 82-13865 Brown 3⁄4" $1.79 
 N.O. surface-mounted contact for N.C. circuits
 82-13866 White 3⁄4" 1.99 
 N.O. surface-mounted contact for N.C. circuits
 82-13867 Brown 23⁄4" 5.99 
 N.O. wide-gap contact for N.C. circuits
 82-13868 Gray 23⁄4" 5.99 
 N.O. wide-gap contact for N.C. circuits
 82-13869 White 2" 3.19 
 N.O. wide-gap contact for N.C. circuits
 82-13870 White 3⁄4" 3.19 
 N.C. surface-mounted contact for N.O. circuits

Pre-Wired 15"  
Magnetic Contacts
Self-stick magnetic contacts with 
pre-wired 15" leads. Screw flange 
breaks off  for extra miniature size. 
N.O. contact for N.C. circuits. •Gap: 1" (25mm) 
 MCM Part # Description Color ONLY
 82-13875 Leads extend  Brown $2.29 
  from contact middle
 82-13876 Leads extend White 2.39 
  from contact middle
 82-13877 Leads extend Brown 2.19 
  from contact end
 82-13878 Leads extend White 2.09 
  from contact end

Security - Access Control

2020 Series  
Press Fit Switches
These switches are some of the most versatile in  
a variety of applications. They stand up to pressure 
from swelling wood, shifting framing and extremes in 
temperature. This is due to the use of hot melt potting 
filler rather than hard epoxy which does not give or flex. 
3⁄8" diameter switch. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3300 2020-T  Terminals  $3.99
 82-3301 N2020-T  Neodymium magnet, terminals 4.59

#82-3300 #82-3301
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Stubby Switch and Magnet
Normally closed magnetic contacts with a short 3⁄4" 
switch. Features: •Press-fit switch/magnet case with ribs 
for securing in holes •Short 3⁄4" (19mm) switch for tight 
installations 
 MCM Part # Gap Color ONLY
 82-13880 3⁄8" (10mm) Brown $2.19
 82-13881 3⁄8" (10mm) White 2.19
 82-13883 1" (25mm) White 2.09

Overhead Door 
Magnetic Contacts
Use this heavy-duty 
magnetic Garage Door 
Contact Switch on garage 
doors, roll-up doors and other 
doors or gates where it may be 
difficult to mount regular magnetic 
contacts. Smaller magnetic switches have a small 
operating gap where the contact and magnet must 
be within half  an inch for reliable operation. While 
those switches are fine for most doors and windows in 
a home, they just won't cut it for larger doors. These 
contacts can be as far as 23⁄4" apart and still operate. 
Features: •Cable: 24" •Gap: 23⁄4" •Housing: Aluminum 
die-cast •Compatibility: Use with closed or open 
circuits 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # ONLY
 82-13885 SM-226LQ $13.49
 82-13985 SM-226L-3Q 18.99
 82-13986 SM-226RQ 12.99

Vibration Detector
•Senses vibration in walls, 
ceilings, safes, etc. •Mounts 
in any position •Adjustable 
sensitivity •Silver contacts 
rated at 100mA, 50VDC, 5W 
•Tamper-proof cover •Closed 
circuit operation •Dimensions: 
3⁄8" (W) x 21⁄4" (H) x 3⁄4" (D) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-180 $3.79

100 Series 
Surface 
Mount 
Switches
The 100 style 
switch is one of the most popular miniature surface 
mount switches used in installations. Available in both 
scew-mount (flanged), or adhesive-mount they are 
perfect for residential and commercial use. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3275 100-12  Up to 1.0"  $4.09 
   gap with leads
 82-3276 100-12WG  Up to 1.25"  4.19 
   gap with leads
 82-3277 100-T  Up to 1.0"  4.19 
   gap with terminals
 82-3278 100-TWG  Up to 1.25"  4.79 
   gap with terminals
 82-3283 110-T  Up to 1.0"  3.89 
   gap with terminals

 #82-3275 #82-3277 #82-3283

180 Series 
Steel Door 
Switch

The 180 series switch is a 
3⁄4" diameter recessed switch 
designed for residential, commercial and industrial 
steel doors and frames. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3287 180-12  Standard  $4.99
 82-3288 180-12WG  Wide gap  6.79

5000 Series 
Recessed Switch
5065 Series switch is 7⁄8" length, 3⁄8" diameter press  
fit switch with 12" leads (white) with 3⁄8" diameter 
magnet. Standard. Mfr. #5065. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3342 $2.79

50 Series 
Miniature Switch
50, 50F and 55F series 
switches are the most chosen switch configurations for 
residential installations. Low profile and self  adhesive 
3M tape make installation quick and simple. 50F and 
55F come with break aways for applications where 
screw mounts are needed. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 82-3355 50-12 Standard $3.89
 82-3357 50F-12-BA Standard 3.89
 82-3367 55F-12-BA Standard 3.75
 82-3368 55F-12WG-BA Wide gap 4.19

Dome Switch
The dome switch can be used in any 
application where a plunger switch,  
ball switch or roller switch is used. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3376 DS-01 Standard $6.29
 82-3377 DS-01-T w/Terminals 6.29

Plunger Switch
The plunger switch incorporates a plunger  
to activate in the shortest most compact  
package available. These are ideal for  
securing vinyl or custom windows. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3381 PB-2020  Press fit  $3.59
 82-3382 PBF-2020  w/Flange  3.59

50R Series Switches
50R and 50RF series switches are 1⁄4" diameter 
switches designed for applications where a small 
diameter recessed switch is required. These are 
ideal for residential applications where no sign 
of an alarm system should be seen. 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description  ONLY
 82-3360 50R-12WG  Wide gap  $3.89
 82-3362 N50RF-12  w/Neodymium magnet 3.89
 82-3363 50RF-12WG  Wide gap w/flange 4.09

Aluminium Foil Loop
Aluminium conductive 
foil to detect forced 
entry via glass doors, 
windows, skylights or even 
partitioned walls. The tape 
easily breaks, creating an 
open circuit which an alarm system can detect. The 
self-adhesive foil has a width of 9mm and has a liner 
for ease of use. 45m reel. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 SR00001 $3.49

Foil Block
The double foil block is made from 
acrylic plastic and has an extended 
plate. The foil block cover is made 
from white acrylic plastic. The cover clips on to the 
foil block to conceal connections and for neater 
installation. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 SR00158 $1.39

Power Supplies/
Chargers
•Switch selectable DC 
voltage output (6, 12, 
24VDC) •Regulated and 
filtered output voltage 
•Short circuit protection 
•Thermal protection and 
compensation •Built-in 
back-up battery charger 
•Switches to back-up 
battery automatically 
in case of power loss 
•Fused protection for 
battery charger •Two 
LEDs to indicate AC 
power input and DC 
power output status •Compatible with lead acid or gel-
type rechargeable battery •Reverse polarity protected 
•Low operating temperature •Battery leads and foam 
tape included. 
   DC Continuous Peak
 MCM Part # Voltage Current Current ONLY
 82-12780 6, 12 1.5A 2.0A $12.99
 82-12781 6, 12, 24 1.5A 2.0A 15.99
 82-12782 6, 12, 24 2.5A 3.0A 30.99
 82-12783 6, 12, 24 4.0A 5.0A 56.99
 82-12784 6, 12, 24 7.0A 7.5A 88.79
 82-12785 6, 12, 24 10.0A 10.0A 102.00

#82-12782

Access Control - Security
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Programmable Timer
The PT724 is an advanced seven day/24 hour event 
timer that is simple to program and allows for 
scheduling of multiple events over the course of a one 
week period. 12~24VAC or DC operation. Form “C” 
relay contacts are rated at 10A at 120VAC/28VDC. 
Mfr. #PT724.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3175 $79.99

Low Voltage Miniature Delay Time Module
This timer module will 
extend the activation time 
of a momentary contact 
switch for 1~60 seconds 
via a field-adjustable 
rotary pot. It is ideal for 
electrical locks which do 
not have a built-in time delay function. Its compact 
size makes it small enough to fit in a single-gang box 
or inside a door frame cavity. Features: •Adjustable 
timer from 1~60 seconds via a pot on board •NO/
NC switch trigger •Compact design: 13⁄16" x 29⁄32" x 
5⁄8" •Operating voltage: 12~24VAC or DC •Current: 
1.8mA •Relay output: Form-C (SPDT) via wires 
•Contact rating: 3A@24VDC •Built-in buzzer output 
(150mA@24VDC) •Includes double-sided foam tape 
•Mfr. #SA-026Q 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-13995 $23.99

Timer Module
Timer can be set to open or 
close the relay at the start or 
end of a timing cycle from 1 to 
60 seconds. Can be triggered by 
positive DC voltage, dry contact 
closure or open dry contact. 
The relay can be programmed 
to pulse activate or activate for 
one second at the end of the 
timing cycle. Built-in reset function to manually reset 
timing cycle. Specifications: Relay: Form-C relay, 
8A, 120VAC/24VDC. Timer: 12VDC/24VDC, 3mA 
(standby) 40mA (relay energized).
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-8590 $18.19

Annual Timer Module
These relays can be used to control devices in many 
applications such as Security, Access Control, Lighting 
and Environmental Control. The form C relays can 
be programmed to operate in shunt or momentary 
mode for up to 50 unique events. Each event can be 
programmed on a weekly or daily schedule. Block 
Coding can be programmed to repeat the operation 
of the relays on consecutive days. Features: •Two N.O. 
or N.C. form C relays 10A @ 120VAC/28VDC •Can 
be programmed for password protection •Tandem 
mode allows both relays to operate simultaneously 
•EEPROM memory for data safe storage protection 
when power failed •Alpha-numeric and back lit LCD 
display for easy programming •Size: 55⁄16"x3"x15⁄16"  
•Mfr. #SA-027Q 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14000 $79.99

Power Supply
The ELK-624 features 
automatic reset “fuseless” 
overload protection 
which eliminates service 
calls to replace blown fuses. Specifications: Size: 3" 
x 3" (76.2mm x 76.2mm). Standby battery capacity: 
1.2~10AH. Auto-reset overload protection: 2.5A. 6V 
setting: Transformer input: 12VAC, 40VA. Continuous 
output current: 1.2A*. 12V setting: Transformer 
input: 16.5VAC, 40VA. Continuous output current: 
1.0A. 24V setting: Transformer input: 24VAC, 40VA. 
Continuous output current: 800mA. *Higher output 
current (up to 2.5A) may be drawn for a short time 
provided a fully charged battery is connected. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-2165 $25.99

Recordable Voice 
Module and Siren
The versatile ELK-
120 is a 2 channel 
custom recordable 
voice module and 2 
channel siren driver. Recordable channels provide 10 
seconds of message each, or one 20 second message 
when combined. Siren channels offer choice of three 
sounds: Temporal coded bell, yelp, or industrial 
buzzer. Adjustable volume and flexible triggers make 
the ELK-120 suitable for applications ranging from 
security alarms to talking sales demonstrations. The 
recordable channels can be configured to play once or 
to repeat endlessly. Combine the recordings with the 
built-in electronic siren sounds to make a uniquely 
customized siren. Optional ELK-129 Computer Sound 
Card Interface may be used to record sounds from a 
PC with a stereo sound card. Specifications: Operating 
voltage: 9~14VDC. Adjustable current draw: .25~1.8A. 
Low current triggers: 9~14VDC @ 30mA. Maximum 
sound level: 122dB*. Maximum speaker loading: 
4ohm. Pulsing input: .5~2PPS, 50% duty cycle. Size: 3" 
x 5" x 1.25" (76mm x 127mm x 32mm). *13.8VDC @ 1 
meter with one 8ohm speaker. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-2150 $110.00

Compact Relay
The ELK-912 is a high 
quality 12VDC relay. It 
features SPDT form “C” 
heavy-duty dry contacts, 
low current draw, and 
positive or negative activation. All units are conviently 
packed in a reusable poly storage box. Specifications: 
Operating voltage: 12VDC nom. Current draw: 30 
milliamps. Minimum pull-in voltage: 9VDC. Diode 
protection across relay coil. Contact ratings: 7A @ 
30VDC, 10A @ 125VAC. Size: 1.1" (W) x 1.55" (H) 
(28mm x 39mm). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-2175 $9.39

Sensitive Relay
The ELK-924 is a sensitive relay which offers positive 
(+) or negative (-) trigger activation on as low as 
1.2mA of current. It is ideal for access control, 
home automation, and many other general purpose 
switching applications. The ELK-924 features switch 
selectable 12 or 24VDC operation, DPDT form “C” 
heavy-duty contacts, and an LED status indicator. 
Specifications: Operating voltage: 12~24VDC “switch 
selectable”. Trigger current: 1.2mA @ 12VDC. Trigger 
voltage: 4~24VDC. Nominal current draw: 60mA. 
Double form “C” contacts rated for: 7A @ 30VDC, 
10A @ 125VAC. Diode protection across relay coils. 
Size: 1.5" (W) x 2.75" (H). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-2180 $13.99

Delay Timer
The ELK-960 Delay 
Timer can be configured 
for use on either 12V or 24V systems, with positive  
or negative trigger logic. Trigger voltage can be as low 
as 4V, making the ELK-960 compatible with 5V logic 
outputs. A quick jumper setting converts the time from 
seconds to minutes. The timer can be configured to 
activate once for each trigger (one-shot mode),  
or pulse as soon as power is applied (repeat mode). 
Relay can be configured to be normally on or normally 
off. Specifications: Time settings: 1 sec~60 min. 
Relay contact rating: 7A @ 30VDC. Trigger voltage: 
4~27VDC. Input trigger current: 1.2mA. Current draw 
with relay on: 40mA. Size: 3" (W) x 2.2" (H) x 1" (D) 
(fits std. snap track). 12V setting: Nominal operating 
voltage: 9~15VDC. 24V setting: Nominal operating 
voltage: 21~27VDC. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-2190 $29.99

Security - Access Control
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Power Supply/Charger
Use for security, fire, 
CCTV and access control. 
Selectable output, 6 or 
12VDC, 1.2A. Mfr. #AL 612.
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3155 $14.99

Relay Modules
Each cluster 
contains six relay 
modules which can 
be separated by 
simply snapping them apart. 12 or 24VDC selectable 
operation. Single form “C” 10A/120VAC or 28VDC 
relay contact. Screw terminals handle up to 12 gauge 
wire. Mfr. #RB610. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3200 $33.99

Relay Modules
12 or 24VDC selectable 
operation. 3~24VDC, 1mA 
positive or negative trigger. 
Double form “C” 2A, 120VAC/28VDC contacts.  
Mfr. #RBSN-TTL. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3210 $15.99

Programmable Timer 
Modules
12 or 24VDC selectable 
operation. Quick and 
accurate time range 
adjustment from 1 sec. to 
60 minutes. LED indicates relay is energized. Form 
“C” relay contacts are rated 8A at 120VAC/28VDC. 
Triggered by application of positive voltage, dry 
contact closure, or release of contact closure. Selectable 
relay activation at the start or end of the timing cycle. 
Mfr. #6062. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3220 $22.99

Compact Alarm Control Module
A compact loop alarm for a variety 
of intruder entry and anti-theft 
applications including anti-
shoplifting alarms, intruder alert, 
boat, caravan or vehicle alarms, 
storeroom protection, etc. Provisions 
are made for both a normally closed 
loop, containing detection sensors such as PIRs or 
magnetic door contacts, and a normally open loop, 
containing devices such as pressure mats, security 
switches, making the module extremely versatile. 
Battery, on/off  switch and bell/sounder terminals are 
also included, and the bell output will latch when 
triggered until switched off. All connections are via 
screw terminals for easy installation, and the unit 
is supplied in an impact resistant enclosure. Supply 
voltage: 9~15VDC. Switched output: 1A continuous. 
Current: 2A peak. Dimensions: 6 x 43 x 25mm 
 MCM Part # (1-4)  (5-up)
 SR00036 $59.99  $56.99

High Performance 
Siren Driver
The ELK-100 Siren 
Driver is a great 
choice for residential 
and commercial security installations. It is extremely 
loud and draws less current than most siren drivers. 
Our exclusive MilliMiser™ option allows further 
reduction of current draw for controls that have 
limited alarm or auxiliary output power. The ELK-100 
has two inputs, yelp and steady, and comes pre-
wired for ease of installation. The yelp input has our 
unique ComboTrigger™ feature, especially designed 
for controls that have a single alarm output with a 
pulsing option for fire or burglary. When pulsed, this 
channel produces a distinctive third sound pattern. 
Specifications: Operating voltage: 6~14VDC. Sound 
level: 122dB. Sounds: Steady, yelp, and slow sweep 
steady overrides yelp. Nominal current drain: 1.2A. 
MilliMiser™ Current draw: 800mA. Size: 23⁄4" x 339⁄64" 
(70mm x 91mm). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-2140 $26.99

15 Watt Siren
•Can be flush mounted or surface 
mounted •Dual tone: Steady 
and warble •103dB •Operating 
voltage: 6~14VDC •Color: White 
•Dimensions: 4.7" x 4.7" x 1.6" 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7340 $7.99

Piezo Dynamic  
Dual Tone Siren
Rugged and weather 
resistant. Features: 
• Patented low 
current draw (375mA) 
technology •Long-body (11" 
deep) •White housing •117dB/m sound 
pressure •6VDC~12VDC operation 
•Steady and yelp tones •Wide 5" x 8" 
high impact ABS bell •Weight: 1 lb.
 MCM Part # (1-9) (10-up)
 82-060 $18.99 $18.28

5" Weather  
Resistant Siren
•Heavy-duty construction 
•Swivel bracket •120dB 
sound pressure at 12V 
•Sweep cycle duration 1.5 
cycles/second •Frequency 
sweep 800Hz~2KHz •Display box 
•12VDC/6VDC •.5A at 12VDC •Weight: 1 lb. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-070 $17.59

15 Watt Sirens
The ELK-SP15 is a 15W 
8ohm weatherproof indoor/
outdoor speaker for sound 
and security. The ELK-SS15 
is a dual tone indoor/outdoor 
siren, 6~12VDC, 500mAh, 110dB. 
Dimensions: 5.25" (W) x 5.25" (H) x 6" 
(D). 
 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Description ONLY
 82-3785 ELK-SP15  Speaker/Siren $9.99
 82-3790 ELK-SS15 Dual Tone Siren 8.49

25 Watt Siren  
with Enclosure
•Dual tone: Steady and warble 
•117dB •Weather resistant •Dual 
tamper switches front and back 
•Operating voltage: 6~14VDC •Color: Stainless steel 
•Dimensions: 5.7" x 5.7" x 3.7"
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-7335 $37.99

Access Control - Security

30 Watt Siren
The ELK-SS30 is a dual tone 
indoor/outdoor siren, 6~12VDC, 
1.1Ah, 120dB. Dimensions:  
6" (W) x 8" (H) x 9.5" (D).  
Mfr. #ELK-SS30. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-3780 $17.99
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Flush Mount Two Tone Siren
High quality 

flush mount alarm siren 
for ceiling or wall mount. 
Two tone, steady and 
yelp modes. Operates on 
6~12VDC, 350mA. Output 
100dB. Includes mounting  
hardware. 61⁄4" (W) x  
5" (H) x 11⁄2" (D). 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-380 $6.39

Indoor/Outdoor Siren
Features: •Weather resistant 
siren for flush or surface 
mount applications 
•Operating voltage 12VDC, 
110mA. siren output 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-951 $10.49

Indoor/Outdoor 
Siren with Flasher
•Weather resistant siren with 
flasher for flush or surface 
mount applications •Operating 
voltage 12VDC, 250mA. Siren 
output 110dB
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-956 $15.99

Security Strobe Light
This low-cost, powerful strobe light quickly scares away 
burglars and notifies police of your home or business 
location. It’s an easy addition to any surveillance 
system Features: •Easy 2-wire installation (regardless of 
voltage) •Lens is made of high-impact resistant acrylic 
•Life span can go well over 300 continuous hours 
•Operating voltage: 6~12VDC 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-13850 Blue $18.09
 82-13851 Clear 18.09
 82-13853 Red 17.69

LED Security Strobe Lights
This low-cost, powerful strobe light quickly scares away 
burglars and notifies police of your home or business 
location. It’s an easy addition to any surveillance 
system. Features: •Six different flash patterns  
•IP66 weatherproof rating •Visible in all directions 
•Operating life of over 50,000 hours (5.7 years)  
•9V backup battery option for continuous operation 
•Virtually maintenance free 
 MCM Part # Color ONLY
 82-13855 Blue $29.99
 82-13856 Clear 29.99
 82-13857 Green 29.99
 82-13858 Red 29.99

Amber Strobe
Amber Strobe for 3~14VDC 
applications. “U” type xenon 
tube over 100,000 candle 
power. Water tight “Ov” ring 
for indoor use. 12VDC 180mA. 
UL listed. 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-2570 $20.49

Security Strobe Lights
Catch their attention! You  
can’t miss a strobe flash and 
now you can select from  
three colors. Ideal for  
security systems, projects,  
or entertainment. 4" high. Flash 
rate 75/min. Requires 6~12VDC, 220mA. 
 MCM Part # Color  ONLY
 82-730 Red  $16.99
 82-740 Blue  19.99
 82-745 Amber  19.99

Mini Siren
Features: •Compact  
alarm sounder designed for 
security installations •Ideal 
for apartments, bungalows 
and other smaller buildings 
•Sounder output 110dB @ 
1m •Fitted with flashing 
comfort LED •High visibility 
xenon strobe •Single piezo 
sounder •Enclosed electronics 
for additional protection •SAB/
SCB selectable •Dims (WxHxD): 130 x 200 x 40mm 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15205 $35.99

Flashing Sirens
Features: •Cost effective alarm 
sounders designed for security 
installations •Sounder output 105dB 
@ 1m •Fitted with dual flashing 
comfort LEDs •High visibility 
xenon strobe •Single piezo sounder 
•Enclosed electronics for additional 
protection •Manufactured from 
durable 3mm polycarbonate •SAB/
SCB selectable •Dummy bell box versions available 
•Vertical Dims (WxHxD): 225 x 375 x 67mm 
•Horizontal Dims (WxHxD): 375 x 225 x 67mm
 MCM Part # Description ONLY
 Sirens
 82-15210 Vertical $39.99
 82-15211 Horizontal 46.99
 Dummy Sirens
 82-15212 Vertical 19.99
 82-15213 Horizontal 19.99

Theft Prevention

Fingerprint Safe
Features: •Ideal 
for hotels, shops, 
offices and the home 
•Steel construction 
•20 Fingerprints can 
be registered •Four 
digit programmable 
combination code •Pre-drilled fixing holes with four 
screws •Supplied with two emergency override keys 
•Weight: 13kg •Requires four AA batteries
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-14830 $79.99

Electronic Digital 
Safe
•Heavy gauge steel 
construction with 
pre-drilled holes 
and mounting 
hardware •Dual 
throw bolt locking 
systems •Easy-to-use digital keypad with 3-to-8 digit 
programmable combination code •Holds 0.55 cubic 
feet, inner dimensions: 350mm (H) x 250mm (W) x 
250mm(D) •Includes two emergency over-ride keys 
•Requires four “AA” batteries (not included) 
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-12851 $45.99

Security - Access Control
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3 Dial TSA Lock 
Uniquely designed TSA travel 
lock. One side always stays 
connected and lock does 
not float on luggage while 
transporting. Features: •Simple 
combination lock (no keys to lose) •Size: 
(LxWxD) 2x45.5x17mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15150 $4.79

4 Dial Combination 
Notebook Locks 
4-Dial lock with no keys to lose, 
designed to attach on security devices 
like laptops, notebooks, PDA’s 
and digital cameras Features: 
•Made from zinc alloy 
•10,000 Combinations 
possible •Cable Size (LxDia) 
1800x4.5mm •Lock Size (LxWxH) 56x20x18mm
 MCM Part # Colour ONLY
 82-15140 Black $9.99
 82-15141 Silver 9.99

Push Key Notebook Locks 
Designed to attach on  
security device like 
laptops, notebooks, PDA’s and 
cameras. Features: •Seven Pin lock, 
exceeds industry standard •Plastic 
protected cable •Hardened zinc alloy 
•Cable (LxDia) 1800x4.5mm •Supplied with two keys
 MCM Part # Model ONLY
 82-15145 Black $12.99
 82-15146 Silver 7.99

TSA Key Card Lock 
Accepted and 
recognized by the 
TSA, this unique 
luggage lock features a credit 
card size key, that is ideal 
for travel, and can be stored 
with the rest of your credit 
cards or id. No more combinations to remember or 
cumbersome keys to carry. Features: •4 Pin cylinder 
•No combination needs to be memorized •Shackle 
Size: 4mm •Lock Size: 34.3x39.4x14.4 mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15155 $6.49

Brass Padlocks
Features: •Case-hardened steel shackle 
•Solid brass body •Precision pin 
tumbler mechanism
 MCM Body Shackle Clearance Shackle 
 Part # Size Horizontal Vertical Diameter
 82-15160 20mm 10.7mm 11.1mm 3.3mm
 82-15161  30mm 15mm 16.1mm 5mm
 82-15162  40mm 20.7mm 21.8mm 6.3mm
 82-15163  50mm 26mm 25mm 8mm
 82-15164  20mm 10.7mm 11.1mm 3.3mm
 82-15165  30mm 15mm 16.1mm 5mm
 82-15166  40mm 20.7mm 21.8mm 6.3mm
 82-15167  40mm 20.7mm 21.8mm 6.3mm

 MCM Part # Body Size ONLY
 Keyed Differ
 82-15160 20mm (2 Pack) $2.69
 82-15161 30mm 2.69
 82-15162 40mm 3.79
 82-15163 50mm 5.99
 Keyed Alike
 82-15164 20mm (2 Pack) 2.69
 82-15165 30mm 2.69
 82-15166 40mm (Key 1) 3.79
 82-15167 40mm (Key 2) 3.79

Waterproof Brass Padlocks
Features: •Case-hardened 
steel shackle •Solid brass body 
•PVC Shell •Resistant to rust and 
corrosion •Ideal for outdoor use
 MCM Part # ONLY
 Keyed Differ
 82-15170 $7.99
 82-15171 11.99
 Keyed Alike
 82-15172 7.99
 82-15173 11.99

Brass Combination Locks 
Features: •Resettable combination for added 
convenience and security •Solid brass body 
for added resistance against corrosion
 MCM Part # Size ONLY
 82-15175 20mm $2.69
 82-15176 30mm 4.79
 82-15177 40mm 6.99

Combination Padlock 
Features: •Solid brass body 
•Hardened steel chrome 
plated shackle •Resettable 
four dial combination 
•Double locking 
mechanism Specifications: •Body size:  
50mm •Clearance horizontal: 25.1mm •Clearance 
vertical: 26.8mm •Shackle diameter: 8mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15180 $12.99

50mm Combination Padlock
Features: •Three digit fixed 
combination •1500 Combinations 
•Hardened steel shackle for cut 
resistance •Ideal for luggage 
and lockers Specifications: •Size: 
50mm •Shackle Ø: 7mm •Vertical 
clearance: 19mm •Horizontal 
clearance: 21mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15185 $2.19

Portable Security Keocker
Two in one padlock and key safe 
with combination lock, ideal for 
restricted areas, machinery, spare 
key, storage or sporting activities. 
Features: •Made from zinc alloy 
steel •Four digit combination lock 
•Suitable where restricted access is 
required •Spare key storage area 
inside lock •Internal key storage 
space (LxWxD) 80 x 55 x 30mm 
•Overall size external (LxWxD)  
190 x 65 x 35mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15190 $13.99

Portable Key 
Storage Box 
Features: •Large key 
storage compartment 
•Four dial resettable 
combination lock 
•Solid die cast body 
•Zinc lock body and 
shutter door •Wall 
mountable •Weather-
resistant •Dimensions: (HxWxD) 120x88x40mm
 MCM Part # ONLY
 82-15195 $17.99

Access Control - Security
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